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This s scribes an econometric 

investt financial markets and portfolio 

cho over the riod 1955-56 to 1968-69. 

framework adopted for the investigation , 

the literature on portfolio choice 

in chapter 2, and in particular, from the 

mon ary articles of James Tobin. The portfol 

ected by the trading banks, the non-banking financi 

in itutions and the non-financial private sector are 

successfully explained by variables representing 

expected asset yields and the degree of credit 

rationing in the market for trading bank advances. 

A key variable influencing b was found 

to be Tobin's supply price of capital, d as 

that rate of return the commun y th ovmers 

requires in order to absorb the s of 

capital into its portfol of the supply 

p ce of capital from the ty of 

capital were found tostimul e sort of ses 

expected from Tobin's i 
" 



The many time series constructed and drawn 

together for this investigation are described in 

appendix A. Chapter 3 analyses trends in the 

portfolios of the three groups listed above. 

Theoretical considerations, data limitations and 

institutional details are combined in chapter 4 to 

produce a macroeconomic model comprising 60 equations 

including 27 identities. 

The equations of principal interest in the 

model are estimated by two stage Jeast squares as 

described in chapter 5. Because not all equations 

were estimated the overall specification and 

properti~s of the model cannot be comprehensively 

evaluated. Particular attention is given in the 

estimation procedure to the balance sheet requirement, 

that total assets equal total liabilities at all times. 

Chapters 6 and 7 present, respectively, the estimation 

results and conclusions 0 

, . 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis describes an empiri investigation 

into the linkages between financial s and real 

activity in the New Zealand economy between 1955-56 and 

1968-69. Much of the analysis is conducted in the 

framework of the theory of portfolio ection. An 

economic agent's portfolio is defined by the composition 

of his balance sheet. Typically, but not invariably, an 

agent's portfolio will include both real and financial 

assets. 

Each agent's portfolio is necessarily constrained 

by the aecolUlting identity t.hat. total asset.s equl=\.l tot 
, 

liabilities inclusive of net worth or shareholders~ fun 

whichever is appropriate. Within this constraint an 

is free to raise debt or repay debt, to accumUlate net 

worth through net saving or to dissave. to purchase all 

manner of financial and physical assets or to dispose of such 

assets. A key point to note is that because of the identity, 

these decisions are interdependent, Holdings of a 

particular asset can only be increased if holdings of some 

other asset(s) are reduced and/or total liabilities including 

net worth or equity capital are increased. 



Typically such 

whole array of economic, 

variables depending on the 

fancy of the agent. Collect 

, 

4 

wi based on a 

ical and psychological 

ight, inst , whim or 

ly these determinants 

of portfolio choice define a transmission mechanism 

through which actions in financial markets must ul timately 

be linked to actions in markets for real assets. 

The attention given to the transmission mechanisms 

connecting monetary impulses to real activity in the 

history of economic thought needs no emphasis 

Neither does its importance to monetary authorit around 

the world. Economists such as Patinkin, Pigou and s 

have probed behind the veil of the crude quantity theory 

of money to develop real cash balance effects, wealth 

effects and the liquidity trap. In more recent years 

economists such as Tobin and Modigliani have taken up 

and extended their ideas, while Milton Friedman 

rejuvenated the ideas underlying the sophisticated quant y 

theory of money. Some of these issues are dealt with 

briefly chapter 2, section 1 (that is, section 2.1) . 

. The particular transmission mechanism invest d 

this thes is essentially that described by Tobin 

(1971) in his book of collected papers. According to 

Tobin!s thesis, the whole structure of interest rates, 

asset y Ids and credit availabilities provides the linkage 
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between monetary and markets on the ,one hand, 

and the real economy on the other. Differentials 

between yields affect, and are affected by relative 

stocks of assets, A rategic variable in this 

transmission mechan the supply price of capital. 

This is defined as that rate of return the commun y of 

wealth-owners 

capital stock into 

s in order to absorb the 

portfolios. 

sting 

Shifts in relative stocks of assets are likely to 

change the supply price of capital. Deviat of the 

supply price of capital f.rom the marginal productivity 

of capital stimulate changes in the prices and output of 

physical capital. In Tobin's view therefore, it is 

through the luence on the supply price of capital 

that events in financial markets af ct real expenditures, 

These ideas are also developed more fully in section 2.1 

hypothesis that the reI asset y;plds and 

credit-availabilities are relevant determinants of 

portfolio behaviour is unexceptional. The hypothesis 

that the supply price of capital is a key variable and 

that it can deviate from the marginal productivity of 

capit more interesting in that it posits disequilibrium 

in the market for physical capital. Nevertheless there 

must be many more economic factors, let alone "non-economic!! 



factors influencing portfolio choice. An empirical 

investigation into Tobin's hypothesis is likely to be 

more apposite if some allowance is made for these factors. 

Therefore the theory of portfolio selection is surveyed 

in some detail in sections 2.2 and 2.3. It emphasises 

that as well as asset yields, riskiness, wealth-backing 

and investor's preferences between portfolio return and 

portfolio risk are likely to be key influences on 

portfolio behaviour. 

The way through these complexities to a testable 

specification of Tobin's hypothesis is not clear-cut but 

is tackled in section 2.4. In this section the 

generalised asset demand/liability supply functions thought 

most appropriate for this objective are selected. 

From these theoretical considerations attention 

turns, in chapter 3, to institutional details in New 

Zealand and data availability and limitations~ As is 

probably inevitable in any medium-size macroeconomic model, 

such as the one developed in this thesis, the task of 

preparing and gathering data was onerous and very time

consuming. For some variables of course, the data was 

readily available from official sources. Time series had 

to be constructed for many other variables however. The 

supply price of capital, the market value and replacement 

value of the stock of physical capital, the- interest yield 
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on deposits at the non-banking financial institutions 

(NBFI) all came into this latter category. Full 

details concerning the data are provided in appendix A. 

Data limitations and institutional changes were 

instrumental in restricting the model to the years 

1955-56 to 1968-69, to annual data and to just three 

categories within the private sector: the trading 

banks (TB), the NBFI and the non-financial private sector 

(NFPS) . Summary statistics of the portfolio holdings of 

these sectors, together with some evidence of asset 

yields, are presented in chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 is a core chapter in the thesis in 

that it brings the theoretical work of chapter 2 and 

the inst itutional and background work of chapter 3 and 

appendix A together to develop a detailed model of the 

New Zealand economy, which is suitable for econometric 

investigation. The model has 60 equations including 

27 identities and 29 predetermined variables. 

The model gives explicit attention to the 

determinants of the portfolios chosen by the NFPS, the 

TB and the NBFI. Emphasis is given to the role of the 

supply price of capital and endogenous real expected asset 

yields. The possibility of credit rationing in the 

market for trading bank advances is recognised. An 

endogenous proxy representing the severity of such 

rationing is incorporated into the model. 
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Unlike many portfolio models the separate notions 

of a "desired" portfolio composition and partial 

adjustment towards this composition have been excluded. 

Rather, each step taken by the portfolio manager is 

viewed as being his optimal move, given his expectations 

about future asset yields, his preferences, his asset-

backing and the level of credit rationing. 

Apart from these features the model allows a 

critical appraisal to be made of the influenc~ on TB 

lending, of a key instru~ent of the Government's monetary 

policy; namely reserve cash ratios. This specification 

is discussed more fully in section 4.5. 

As hinted in the opening paragraph to this 

introduction, the investigation into the linkages between 

financial markets and real activity was not entirely 

restricted to an analysis of the determinants of portfolio 

behaviour. An attempt was also made to investigate the 

influence of key financial variables on activity in the 

building sector. The buildinr, sector was selected for 

particular attention because it accounts for a large 

portion of private capital formation in New Zealand. 

Furthermore sufficient official data on the industry 

was available to enable behaviour in this sector to be 

investigated in considerable detail. The equations 

developed are described in section 4.7. 
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The model was est ed by two stage least 

squares, using prine 1 components in the first-stage 

regressions because of the shortage of degrees of 

freedom. Chapter 6 ibes the estimation 

procedure. 

The econometric results are tabulated in 

appendices Band C and discussed in chapter 6. 

Chapter 7 the conclusions drawn from the 

research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE SUPPLY PRICE OF CAPITAL AND 'l'HE THEORY OF' 

PORTFOLIO CHOICE 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

Section 2.1 of this chapter ibes the 

significance of the supply price of cap al to the theory 

of monetary economics. 

Section 2.2 sets out a suggested model using 

. this variable to investigate the transmission mechanism 

linking financial markets to ac~ivity in the real sector 

Ao will be seen, this 

analysis of tbe portfolio compositions held by various 

'groups of economic agents. 

Section 2.3 reviews the basic concepts 

to the theory of portfolio choice and discusses 

contributions this literature to the specification of 

portfolio asset functions. The specific 

utilised in t s udy arc then presented in section 2.1. 
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To simplify the ition, and to minimise 

confusion, a glossary of some of the basic terms used 

in this chapter follows: 

Asset: Either a financial claim on another individual, or -----
a direct ownershi.p claim on some capital good. 

Liabilities are regarded as negative holdings of 

financial assets. 
"' 

Financial Asset Instrument: These 

terms are used synonymously to ibe the instru-

ments which represent a.claim one individual 

on another. Examples are; notes and coin, trading 

bank advances, deposits at the NBFI, equities etc. 

In~ividual: Any economic entity. Examples are; the 

Government, the trading banks, the non-financial 

private sector. 

Portfolio: A vector of asset holdings; each 

representing holdings of a particular asset 

category. A portfolio is divers if t 

two components of this vector are non-zero. 

rate of return on an asset; inclus 

cap gains oi losses. 
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2.1 THE SUPPLY PRICE OF CAPITAL AND MONETARY THEORY 

This research project has been substantially , . 

influenced and motivated by the writings of James Tobin 

on monetary theory. 

Tobin (1971, chapter 16, page 274) has argued 

persuasively in favour of what he called "the new view ll 

of monetary economics. In this view, the traditionally-

sharp distinction made between money and other assets was 

blurred. Attention was focused on demands and supplies 

of the whole spectrum of assets. The structure of interest 

rates, asset yields and credit availhbilities was regarded 

as the linkage between monetary and financial institutions 

and policies on the one hand, and the real economy on the 

other. The structure of asset yields was 

"pictured as strung between two poles, anchored 

at one end by the zero own-rate conventionally 

, borne by currency (and by the central bank 

discount rate) and at the other end by the 

marginal productivity of the capital s~ock. 

Among assets that are not perfect substitutes, 

the structure of rates will depend upon relative 

supplies." (Tobin (1971, chapter 13, 225-226»). 

The "new view" was considerably more sophisticated. 

than other theories based on the traditional quantity theory 

of money. In its early form, as proposed by the Cambridge 



school, only capital was explicitly recogni 

as an alternative form of to money, (op.cit., page 

218). Keynes explicitly recognised the existence of other 

s, but he assumed they were ' fect substitutes in 

investors' portfoliosll, (op.cit., pa.ge 221), 

The yields on these would differ according 

to the differing expectations and associated with 

them: 

"But in given circumstances these differentials 

are constants independent the relative 

supplies of assets and therefore inessential. 

Once one of the rates the other must 

fer from it by appropr e allowances for 

risk and for expectations of price changes." 

(op.cit., page 221). 

Therefore, as in the classical model, Keynes had 

only one endogenous yield differential to 

difference the zero yield on money and ~he interest 

rate. Keynes proposed that this di i 

relative to the 

exist of other as s .. 

From th specti ve, the "nevi view" outlined in 

the earlier of this section, simply a 

generalisation of this IItwo-asset!! Keynesian port:£olio 
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model. In this generali ion, the role of money is reduced 

from being the only not a c titute for physical 

capital, to being only one (it liquid) of a 

whole menu of such assets. Other th be equal, an 

increase in the supply of an asset will cause its rate to 

rise relative to other rates, "but relation to 

. assets for which it is directly or directly a close 

substltute than in relation to other sl1, (op.cit., 

page 226). Of course in general other 

In equilibrium the supply of an 

are not equal. 

variable cannot 

change without some exogenous disturbance wh wjll 

typically alter the values taken by other endogenous 

variables simultaneously. "Ex-post" there may be no 

negative relationship between the yields on other asse 

and the yield on an asset whose supply has If 

the stock of money is endogenous then there may be no 

"ex ante" or Ilex post" negatlve relationshlp between this 

stock and the marginal efficiency of capital. 

What then is the appropriate variable for ng 

the degree of monetary tightness or ease? 'robin's answer 

(op.cit., page 226) is as follows: 

liThe strategic variable - the ultimate 

of expansion or deflation, of monetary tightness 

or ease - is the rate of return that the community 

of wealth-owners require in order to absorb the 

sting capital stock (valued at current PI' ), 

no more, no less, into thejr portfolios and ance 
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al. If -----"'--- is lower than the marginal 

productivity capital, there will be excess 

demand t ,stimulating increases in 

pr al goods and additions to the stock. 

If the supply price of capital is higher than its 

marginal productivity, demand for capital will be 

insuffici~nt to absorb the existing stock; its 

valuation will tend to fall, discouraging production 

of new capital goods. The effects of deviation of 

the supply price of capital from the marginal 

. productivity of the exj.sting stock are similar to 

those of discrepancies between Wicksell's market 

and natural rates." (Emphasis not part of the 

original text). 

This supply price of capital is determined, at 

equilibrium in the market, along with all other yields, by 

the interaction of the asset preferences of investors'such 

t 

marginal advantage, taking irito account all e s of 

"doubt and uncertainty and all other f affect the 

mind of the investor, as any other . Implicit 

each yield is a price, the price paid for the in 

order to purchase the yield. Implic in market price 

is a market value, the value of the of this asset. 

The market price of a unit of the ing stock of capital 
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can be compared with the replacement price, the present 

cost of producing one unit of homogeneous capital. 

Equivalently, the market value of the existing stock of 

capital can be compared with its replacement cost. Under 

perfect eompetition arbitrage would ensure equality between 

eaeh pair and therefore also between the supply price and 

marginal productivity of capital. In practice, there can 

be, in the short-run at least, considerable discrepancy 

between these two yields (or equivalently, between the 

market valuation of the stock of capital and its replacement 

cost). As Tobin notes (1971, chapter 21, page 401): "Market 

valuations fluctuate violently and erratically as investors 

speculate regarding the prospects of the economy and regarding 

each other's speculations." Imperfections in the market, 

including lags in the production of new capital goods, 

prevent the prices of these goods from fluctuating in close 

sympathy. Empirical evidence for this in the New Zealand 

context is provided in the appendix A (section A.2.5.). 

Tobin has argue.d that the finanei ~.1 yip.ld of primary 
J 

relevance is the supply price of capital, (see above). This 

"does not include the possibility that firms could elect to 

finance real investment expenditures through issue of, say, 

bonds rather than equities if relative yields made it 

profitable to do so. In these circumstances it could be 

argued that other yields are also.important determinants of 

investment. 
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liwell et al (1 , pages 263-264) reduced 

the force of this objection by appealing to the well-known 

conclusions of Modigliani and Miller (1958) concerning the 

debt-equity ratios of f 

Helliwell et al note that "since the stock market 

represents the primary institutional vehicle for trading 

equities in the existing stock of real capital, the supply 

price of capital held by corporations can be viewed as the 

rate of return on unlevered shares. From the point of view 

of corporate investment de~isions it is equivalent to the 

cost of cap al as defined by Modigliani and Miller ... 

in the cont of their well-known theorem which states that 

the market value of a firm is independent of the proportions 

of debt and equity in its capital structure." In this model 
. 

a firm "maximises the market value of its shares by under-

taking those projects which yield a return greater than or 

equal to the capitalisation rate applied by investors to 

the future earnings stream of the firm.;; Stiglitz (1969c) 

has ed the theorem, but 

conclusions are rictly valid only in a world which 

'abstracts from corporation taxes and the possibility of 

bankruptcy. 

Although th completes the discussion of the 

theoretical place of the supply price of capital in Tobin's , 

theory, it is pe necessary to put th theory it f 
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in th~ perspective of t debate in monetary theory 

that has been taking place over the last decade. l This 

debate has centered around the fluence of the stock of 

money on real economic ivity. Although the debate is 

frequently set in the context of the quantity theory of 

money, of the Cambridge-school type described above, (see 

for example, Laidler (1971», the most famous advocate of 

monetarism, Milton has argued that lithe basic 

differences among economists are empirical, not 

theoretical" on this issue, (Friedman (1970, page 234». 

Changes in the of money can affect real activity 

through a "ripp ct" along the menu of assets held 

in the economy's portfolio. In addition real activity 

can also be af cted, even in the presence of the Keynesian-

liquidity trap through the wealth effect of Harber and 

Pigou and the real cash balance mechanism of Patinkin. From 

the theoretical point of view the ism 

relating monetary events to real activity extremely 

complex. 

The distinguishing characteristic of this monetarist 

·school its assertion that lithe rate growth of the 

money supply is the prime determinant of the state of 

1. The number of articles on monetarism prolific. 
Major collections of readin are found in the books 
edU:ed by: H.G. Johnson «1967), (1971), (1972», 
Clayton, Gilbert and Sedgwibk (1971), Gibson and 
Kaufman (1971). This Ii not exhaustive. 
Among the review art s published in the academic 
journals are those of Y.C. (1972), A.H. Metzler 
(1969) and W.L. Smith (1970). 
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aggregate dollar demand,1I (Samuelson (1973, Reading 31, 

page 120». This view is based upon a vast amount of 

empirical work ranging from evidence on the constancy of 

the velocity of circulation of money2, and anecdotes about 

historical events
2 , to statistical correlations between 

monetary variables and real variables in reduced form 

. t' 3 regresslon equa lons. Many have found this evidence 

. . 4 unconVJ.nclng. 

As presented in the summary above, the whole 

monetarist debate has no implications for the theoretical 

formulation of the transmission mechanism outlined in the 

"new view ll described above, except perhaps it suggests that 

real cash balance effects should be included in demand 

equations. Support for this inference is provided in the 

following remark by P.A. Samuelson, (1973, pages 121-122): 

", .. my reading of the development of modern 

economic doctrine does not suggest to me that 

the post-Keynesian position that I myself hold, 

and of which Professor James Tobin of Ya~e and 

Franco Modiglianiof M.I.T. are leading exponents, 

has been materially influenced by monetarism. 

I do not believe that the positions today 

of the Tobins and Modiglianis of the modern scene 

----------
2. See for example M. Friedman and Anna ,Jacobson 

Schwartz (1963) 
3. See for example L.C. Anderson (1969) 
4. For a summary of objections to this evidence see 

P.A. Samuelson (1973). 
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would be very different if a Chicago School 

had never existed." 

(In this context, the "Chicago School 11 refers to the 

adherents of the monetarist view propounded by Professor 

Milton Friedman of the University of Chicago). 

2.2 A PORTFOLIO MODEL OF THE TRANSMISSION MECHANISM 

The previous section described the "new view" of 

monetary economics. According to this view there exists, 

in the economy, a whole spectrum of assets ranging from 

.' the most liquid of monetary assets at" one extreme to the 

most immovable of heavy physical capital at the other. 

Yield differentials between the classes of assets in this 

spectrum were variable, being dependent in part on relative 

asset demands and supplies. A change in the supply of an 

asset at one end of the range would have a "ripple effect" 

on yields and asset supplies, in principle all the way 

down the spectrum. 

Attention focuses therefore on the stocks of assets 

"held in portfolios and balance sheets; on the factors 

determining the demands and supplies of these assets, and 

on the manner in which asset prices (or equivalently, asset 

yields) adjust to clear asset markets. 

The investigation of these issues involves analysis 

of; the reasons why individuals frequently hold several 
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assets in a portfolio r r than just the highest yielding 

asset; the manner in which worth constraint should 

be incorporated into the portfolio selection problem; and 

the functional specific~tion asset demands for each 

asset in an individual's portfolio. 

Tobin and Brainard (in Tobin (1971, chapter 20, 

pages 352-377» have suggested some solut to these 

problems. They suggested that, for each individual; 

(1) The demand function for each asset in a portfolio 

.' should be a function of wealth, a common vector of , 

interest rates, and, an income variab representing 

the transactions demand for cash if t was 

appropriate for the individual under consideration. 

In general, the relevant vector ef in t rates 

would differ between dissimilar individuals. 

(2) The entire list of relevant interest es should 

occur in ~ach equation because the aneous 

effect on asset demands of any increase in 

rate must sum to zero because of 

worth constraint. To allow for this inter~ 

relationship between demands it is necessary that 

each interest rate should appear with a non-zero 

coefficient in at least two demand equations if it 

so in one. The same observation should apply 

to any other variables affecting portfolio eho 
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(3) Desired holdings of assets should be homogeneous 

of degree one in wealth. This suggestion, implying 

that the proportions of assets held in any portfolio 

would be independent of wealth, is investigated in 

considerable detail in the next section. 

These were their major strictures on the 

specification of equilibrium asset demand equations to 

represent desired portfolios. Concerning the supply price 

of capital and its associated measures of the attractiveness 

of capital investment they suggested that in a model: 

(i) the marginal efficiency of capital should be 

linearly related to the output-capital ratio and 

that; 

(ii) the major determinant of new investment would be 

the ratio of the market value of the stock of 

physical capital to its replacement cost. 

Rather than accept the portfolio prescriptions at 
J 

their face value, as presented, it was decided to investigate 

the literature on portfolio selection to attempt to clarify 

the behavioural assumptions which could be inherent in them. 

This is what is attGmpted in the next section. 

2.3 PORTFOLIO SELECTION 

2.3.1 Introduction 

From the pioneering work of Markowitz (1952 and 
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1959) the theory of portfolio selection has bourgeoned, 

in just twenty years, into a dominant position in the 

formal study of the effects of risk and uncertainty in 

financial markets. It has been used to investigate: 

th . f d . . f . t . 5 e galns rom lverSl lca-lon ; 

6 of the demand for cash balances ; 

theoretical aspects 

empirically useful 

algorithms for common stock selection7 ; empirical indices 

8 
for measuring comparative portfolio performance ; 

theoretical formulations of a general equilibrium in 

financial markets9
; the incorporation of financial assets 

into growth models10 and the effect of risk and uncertainty 

life-time consumption flows 11 
Tilis list is necessarily on 

incomplete. However it indicates the scope of the theory 

of portfolio selection today\ 

As indicated in the previous section, the specific 

concern in this study is to investigate the conclusions 

of the theory in regard to the factors determining the 

portfolios held by individuals. Here the term 

"individuals" is u8ed ill the general sense indipated ln 

the glossary at the beginning of this chapter. The 

'specific groups of economic agents whose portfolios are 

See for example: 
5. P.A. Samuelson (1967) 
6. J. Tobin (1956) and (1958) 
7. H. Markowitz (1952) 
8. Friend and Blume (1970) 
9. J. Tobin (1969) 

10. J. Tobin (J965 b) 
11. K ,P 1 Hagen (19722-
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studied in this research are; 

non-banking financial institut 

private sector. The following 

is therefore restricted to those 

most relevant to this objective. 

Perhaps the two most bas 

trading banks, the 

and t non-financial 

of the literature 

s of the theory 

ions that can be 

asked about the determinants of the port held by 

individuals are; "Why do individuals hold diversified 

portfolios at all?" and IIWhat determines the of 

diversification, or equivalently the level of 

.' demands, implicit in a portfolio?" As will be seen below, 

the answers given to the first question invo 

consideration of the behavioural object of individuals 

in the presence of uncertainty, and consideration of the 

nature of the uncertainty itself. Answers to the second 

tend to depend on the nature of the individual's attitude 

to risk and the nature of the probability distribution 

determining the risk itself. 

This is perhaps an appropriate point to ant e 

-the general conclusion of this survey: While the ry 

extremely helpful in providing concepts and clari g 

the sues involved and the relationships between the basic 

factors influencing portfolio selection, it still 

the econometrician with a very large degree of uncertainty 

as to how to specify his model of portfolio selection. 
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This conclusion should not surprise anyone. It is well 

recognised that the econometrician is forced to exercise 

a large degree of subjectivity in specifying his model. 

There are usually a bewildering array of possible detailed 

specificiations of a model, each of which satisfies 

the "a priori" hypothesis of the economic theorist. For 

an example of these difficulties see J. Johnston (1972, 

pages 2-3). Section 2.3. surveys the portfolio literature 

for insights into the determinants of portfolio behaviour. 

In Section 2.4 these threads are brought together in 

selecting specific portfolio models considered to be most 

appropriate for the purposes of this ~hesis. 

2.3.2 Behavioural Objectives of Investors 

Following the pioneering work of von Neumann and 

Morgenstern (1953) concerning utility functions and the 

theory of games, there has been an ever-quickening 

ipterest in the theoretical structure underlying the 

principles by which an individual accumulates and allocates 

wealth among different assets when there is uncertainty 
J 

surrounding the returns derived from these assets. 

Prior to this work there had been difficulty in 

finding a satisfactory behavioural objective consistent 

wi th the empirically-observed di ve!::.~~f.~cation of wealth or 

net worth among many different assets. It was recognised, 

for example by Markmvi tz (1959, page 207), that the simple 

obj ecti ve of the lTIRximj.sat ion of the expected return from 
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a portfolio 'would lead to all net worth being held in that 

asset which had the ,highest d return of all 

available assets, regardless of the uncertainty surrounding 

this return. The portfolio of every individual acting under 

such an objective would be ialised. The 

asset in which net worth was concentrated could however 

differ between individuals according to their differing 

expectations concerning the yields of the available assets. 

(in cases where an individual expected several assets to 
\ 

offer this highest expected return this objective function 

would lead to theempirically-undesirab conclusion that 

net worth would be distributed among~these assets in 

indeterminate proportions.) 

Apart from this objection, that the expected return 

maxim is inconsistent with observed portfolio 

diversification, it has also been attacked because there 

exists a game which offers an infinite return - yet Ilno-one 

would ever pay a very large sum, much less an f sum 

t ~ t- .. 12 o play he game". The maxim therefore fail~ to explain 

why some situations are not observed in the real world! 

Modern cardinal utility theory, as itiated by 

von Neumann and Morgenstern, does not suffer from t 

defects. The method is called cardinal only because 

12. See Williafus and Findlay (1974, page 288) a 
ion of this St. Petersburg Paradox. 
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attaches numbers to represent the advantages to each 

individual of different alternatives. These numbers are 

in no way to be regarded as absolute measures of any joy 

or pain associated with the alternatives; any monotonic 

transformation of the utility function will alter the 

numbers, but not the ranking of the alternatives. 

The core of this modern theory is the expected 

utility maxim (EUM). As stated by Markowitz (1959, 

page 208) this maxim states that "an individual should act 

as if: 

(1) he attaches numbers, called their utility, to each 

possible outcome, and 

~2) when faced with chance alternatives he selects the 

one with the greatest expected value of utility." 

The important point about this proposition is that 

it is 

the utility of the expected outcome. As will be seen, 

this has important implications for the theory of portfolio 

choice under conditions of uncertainty. 

What is the relationship between the EUM and 

preference orderings such as those of Arrow and Debreu? 

"-
If the set of preferences is in accord with the 
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EU:M then there are numbers u l ' u2 , ... , u such that the 
n 

event, in which there is a probability distribution 
n 

(PI' P2' ... , Pn ) with E PJ.' 1 of obtaining the 
~. i=l 

utilities represented by these numbers, is preferred to 

the event of obtaining these utilities with probabilit s 
n 

(ql' q2' qn) where E q. = 1, if and only if the expected 
i=l J. 

utility of the first event exceeds that of the second; 

1. e. : 
n 
E 

1 
u.p. > 

J. J. 

n 
E 

i=l 
u.q. 

J. J. 

A set of preference orderings not necessarily 

in accord with the EUM. What restrictions on the set 

of preferences are sufficient to ensure that behaviour is 

in accord with the EUM? There are certainly many sets 

of such ient conditions. Mar~owitz (1959, pages 

'229-235) presents three sets. He views them as axioms 

of "rational behaviour." In formal terms one of these 

sets is: 

A(l) If P and Q are any two probability distrrbutions 

of outcomes, then either P is preferred to Q, or 

Q is pre d to P, or both are considered equally 

good. 

A(2) If P is consi at least as good as Q, and Q 

is cons d at least as good as R, then P 

considered to be at least as good as R. 
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If P is preferred to Q, and if R is any probability 

distribution of outcomes at all, then a probability 

'a' 01 obtaining P and '(I-a)' of obtaining R is 

preferred to a probability 'a' of obtaining Q and 

'(l-a)' of obtaining R as long as 'a' is not zero. 

If P is preferred to Q, and Q is preferred to R, 

then there is a number, c, such that cP + (l-c)R 

is exactly as good as Q. 

Informally these axioms require, respectively, the 

following conditions: 

A'(l) The preference ordering exists: 

The individual is never subject to indecision in 

comparing alternative probability distributions. 

Also, he is not concerned with the manner in which 

these probability distributions are generated. 

A'(2) Preferences are transitive 

A'(3) Irrelevant alternatives do not affect preferences. 

This axiom restricts the class of eligible ordering 

functions. 

A'(4) Ensures that preferences can be described by a 

continuous ordering function. 
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The relationship between the behaviour described 

by these axioms and by the EUM is tight. "If a set of 

preferences is in accord with ... (these axioms) ... then 

it is in accord with the EUM. If a set of preferences is 

in accord with the EUM, it is consistent with the axioms", 

(op.cit., page 235). 

Opinions differ considerably as to the extent to 

which human behaviour is consistent with the EUM,13 

Markowitz (op.cit., page 210) has argued strongly in 

favour of the use of the EUM in portfolio analysis on 

two grounds: firstly, that objections based on the 

asserted inability of individuals to form opinions 

between alternatives at all times, and objections based 

on the satisfaction individuals may derive from the 

element of surprise or the joy of gambling, are less 

relevant to the field of portfolio selection than they 

are to other areas of economics; and secondly that the 

EUM is of sufficient generality that it provides a basis 

for discussing que~tion8 of criteria 1D the an~lYGis 

Qf portfolios. 

Subsequent developments in the portfolio literature 

indicate widespread support for this judgement. All the 

papers quoted on this study using the state-preference 

13. See Markowitz (1959, page 209) for a list of 

references of discussions on this point. 
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approach described below, assume the EUM.
14 

The most 

widespread method of portfolio analysis in the lit 

the so called Mean Variance Analys (MVA) is based on the 

assumption that investors cons only expected value of 

the return and the variance (or standard deviation), 

of this return when comparing alternative portfolios,15 

This assumption has been criticised on the grounds that 

if·such behaviour is to be in accord with the EUM then 

undesirable restrictions are placed on either the utility 

function or the probability distributions of available 

16 returns. Likewise the capital-growth models, based on 

the maximisation of the geometric mean of return rather 

than the arithmetic mean have been criticised on the 

grounds that such behaviour is only consistent with the 

EUM if the utility function is of the Bernoulli logarithmic 

type. 17 

The EUM has therefore been widely accepted in the 

literature both as an appropriate general formulation 

of an individual's portfolio behaviour, and as a yard-

stick for evaluat th . 18 Th o .er maXlms. .e 

reinforce this conclusion. 

14. a survey of many these 

the basic text by W. F. 
and page 187. 

15. 

16. 

See Hagen (19 ) 
contributions. 
For example, see 
(1970), pages 
See Barch, K. ( 
section 2.3.4.3 

9) & Feldstein, M. (1969 a) 

17. See Samuelson P. A. (1969) for a note and some 
references on tbis point. 

18. For a discussion other criteria 
selection See lliams and Findlay (1974, 
18) . 

sections 
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2.3.3 Risk and the Gains from Diversification 

2.3.3.1 Introduction and Survey 

In the previous section it was concluded that the 

expected utility maxim (EUM) was the most useful general 

formulation of the nature of an individual's preferences 

and behaviour when he faces uncertainty in asset returns. 

Other formulations considered could be interpreted as special 

cases of the EUM. 

A basic assumption of this maxim is that an 

indi vidual acting in accord with the maxi.m attaches numbers 

called utils to each possible outcome which can be drawn 

from a probability distribution. 'llhes.e numbers constitute 

an ordering of the outcomes, called a utility ordering. 

Given continuity, as required by axiom A(4) of the previous 

section, this ordering can be represented as a continuous 

function of the possible outcomes; this function is called 

the utility function. 

The utility function for an individual may take anyone of 

'an infinite number of functional forms. An important 

question to be answered in this section is; what restrictions 

on the functional form of the utility function are sufficient 

to ensure that an individual wealth-owner will hold a 

diversified portfolio? The answer is that provided the 

probability distributions of the assets are not perfectly 

and positively correlated, the sufficient restriction is 
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~oncavl1Y of the utility ct over the appropriate 

ranges of the poss outcomes probability 

distributions. This restr is not impossibly severe; 

as will be shown in sect • many economically-

interesting utility funct are concave over certain 

intervals. 

As stated in section 2.3.1., the concern of this 

survey is to investigate the degree of port diversi-

fication; not just its existence. In section 2.3.4 

will be shown that the degree of diversification of a 

portfolio depends, in part on the "degree of concavity" 

of the utility function. Different conca~e utility 

functions therefore may imply different portfolio cho 

In section 2.3.3.2, some basic concepts are 

introduced to describe and compare the lfattitudes to 

implicit in different utility functions. These "attitudes 

to are related to the "do;;roe of con.cavity or 

cOl1vexit y ll of the utility function. One of the advant 

of these concepts is that they provide an economic 

int ion of concave and convex utility functions; 

advantage relevant to this survey is that they 

provide a basis for analysing the use of variance as a 

measure of att to risk: the mean-variance approach 

un 1 many of the asset-demand equations developed 

in 2.3,4.6. 
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The general theorems concerning the exist~nce of 

portfolio diversification are then presented in section 

2.3.3.3. 

2.3.3.2 Risk Measures the Utilit 

In the foregoing discussion, numbers, called utils, 

have been attached to the outcome of an event. In 

section, th outcome is measured by wealth, or net worth, 

(W) • 

Basic Def 

. The following concepts are now defined and related, 

when applicable, to figure 2.1. 

Risk: A risk W is the incurrence of the outcome of an 

event, the value of which determined by a 

draw from a probability distribution. 

In the figure, W is the expected value of all possible 

outcomes of the probability distribution, U(W) is the 

utility which would be gained from certain wealth equal 

to this eXPect 

gained from holding the risk W, that , the expected value 

'of the utils associated with the outcomes of the 

probability distribution. 

Precise meanings are now given to descriptions 

of various attitudes to risk. 
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Risk-averse: An individual is defined to be risk-averse 

if he prefers the ilternative of receiving, 

with certainty, W, the expected value of the 

risk to the alternative of holding the risk 

itself. Algebraically, an individual is risk

averse if 

U(W) > EU(W) ( 2 . 3 . '3 . 2 . 1 ) 

The individual whose utility function is depicted in 

figure 2.1 is therefore risk-averse. 

Risk-neutral and Risk-loving: An individual is risk

neutral if U(W) = EU(W) and risk-loving if 

U (Vi) < EU ( W) . 

Two general measures of the intensity of these attitudes 

have been proposed. Firstly, Stone (1970, page 12) has 

suggested ~he following measure of the individual's 

attitude to the risk W: 

Generali~ed Risk Measure: The Generalised Risk Measure 

(¢) jR the djfferenna hetween the utility 

of expected future wealth and the expected 

utility of future wealth: 

Algebraically; 

¢ =: U(W) -, EU (W) (2.3.3.2.2) 

Secondly, Arrow (1965) and, independently, Pratt (1964) 

have introduced a slightly different risk-measure, called 

the risk pl'emlun~. Before defintng this measure , it is 

con vell ient to cleijn8 a cartai n ty--erlni valent. 
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2.1 Risk Measures 

v 

V(W) 

EU(W)=U(CE) 

IT 

CE w w 

W = The outcome of a risky portfolio, resulting we tho 

- Expected future wealth ting from possession 

of a risky portfolio. 

CE = The certainty equivalent of the risky portfol 

EU(W) 

U(CE) 

ed utility of the risky portofolio. 

Utility gained from certainty equivalent. 

¢: The Stone risk measure. 

IT: The Arrow-Pratt risk measure. 
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Certainty-Equivalent: Given a risk W, the certainty-

equivalent (CE) is that amount such that 

the decision maker is exactly indifferent 

between receiving CE with certainty and 

holding the risk W. 

Hisk-Premium: The risk-premium eTi) for a risk W is the 

difference between the expected value of 

the ~risk and the certainty equivalent: 

Algebraically: 

'IT :: VI - CE (2.3.3.2.3) 

~ is often referred to as the Arrow-Pratt risk measure. 

Values taken by ¢, CE and ~ are shown in figure 2.1. 

An individual is therefore risk-averse, risk-

neutral or risk-loving, with respect to the risk W 

according as: 

> 
¢, ~ <" 0 

From these definitions 1 L H:i apparent that ¢, ~ 

depend in general on the form of the utility function, 

"and the probability distribution itself, including, in 

particular, the mean of the probability distribution. 

It is easiest to interpret the relevance of these 

characteristics in reverse order: The mean of the 

distribution determines the point on the utility function 

from which the risk would be viewed; the form of the 

probability distribution reflects the properties of the 
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risk being considered. These interpretations need no 

explanation. The third interpretation, that the form 

of the utility function reflects the attitude to risk

bearing may require some justification. 

The general th~orem is: 

An individual is risk-averse, risk-neutral or risk

loving according as his utility function is strictly 

concave, linear or strictly convex. (For a proof of 

this theorem see Stone (1970, page 13». 

The theorem applies regardless of the nature of the 

risk, or the level of wealth of the individual. In the 

case of a strictly concave utility function and a risk W 

giving an amount +a with probability 0.5 and -a with the 

same probability the result is intuitively obvious. 

The expected return from the risk is 

W = !a + !(-a) 

The expected utility of the risk is: 

iD(a) + iDe-a) = EU(W) 

By the definition of strict concavity: 

U(!a + ie-a»~ > iDea) + iDe-a) 

Therefore the individual is risk-averse since 

D(W) > EU(W) 
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The concave utility function is shown in the next 

section to be consist with diversification of portfolios. 

It is also consi t with the purchase of insurance because 

TI, the risk premium, positive and can be interpreted 

(see Pratt (1964» as the amount the individual would be 

prepared to pay, in excess of the expected value of the 

risk, in order to avoid holding it. 

An individual acting according to the strictly convex 

utility function would never buy insurance unless its price 

was suffic ly below the expected value of the risk. 

would never hold a diversified portfolio (Markowitz (1959, 

page 217». The linear utility function is an intermediate 

case. Maximisation of such a function is equivalent to 

maximisation of the expected portfolio return. 

This is a convenient point at which to summarise 

the conclusions so far. Different attitudes to ri have 

categorised into three risk-classes. It has been 

ed, and this will be in the 

that the class of risk-averse utility functions consistent 

'with, portfolio diversification. Two quantitat measures 

of the attitude to risk have been introduced. The sign 

taken by these measures for a particular utility function 

indicate the risk-class to which the function belongs. 

In this study it is also of iote to investigate 
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the attitudes to risk lmplicit in different utility 

functions. To facilitiate this task two further concepts 

are introduced. Both are due to Arrow (1965) and Pratt 

(1964). For simplicity only the Pratt versions of these 

concepts are presented here. 

Absolute Risk Aversion: The Pratt measure of local 

absolute risk aversion, evaluated at a particular 

outcome W , is defined as: 
'0 

A(W ) == -U"(W )jU' (W ) 
000 

(2.3.3.2.4) 

where U(W ) is the utility function for wealth and U'(W ), 
o 0 

U"(W ) are its first and second-order derivatives 
o 

respectively. 

Relative Risk Aversion: The Pratt measure of local 

relative or proportional risk aversion is: 

R(Wo ) - -WoU'" (Wo)jU' (Wo ) 

R(Wo ) = Wo·A(Wo ) 

(2.3.3.2.5) 

or 

In these definitions the the 

fact that the measure considers the values of the 

derivatives at the polnt Woo 

It is obviously a simple matter to calculate these 

risk-measures for any given utility function but flrst 

their significance must be establlshed. This has been 

done by relating them to the more general risk measures 

discussed 8Rrl1AY. 
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The relationships are 

2 
1T ~ !A(W ). s 

o 

rf, ~ iU'(W ).A(W ).S2 
'I' 0 0 
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(2.3.3.2.6) 

(2.3.3.2.7) 

(2.3.3.2.8) 

where s is the standard deviation of the risk W. 

In each case these relationships are derived by 

expanding the utility functions around a particular point, 

using Taylor's Theorem, and lett the variance of the 

risk tend to zero. In the three equations above, all terms 

in the expansion, except the first, are dropped. The 

relat are therefore only strictly valid for risks 

with small variance. Comparison of (2.3.3.2.6) and 

(2.3.3.2.7) indicates that ¢ and 1T are closely related by 

¢ ~ U' (VI ). 1T o 

¢ is therefore, the utility measure of what the risk 

premium means to the individual. 

The measures of absolute and relative sk 

premium As with 'IT, t the s dic:::ttes 

whether or not the individual is risk-averse, ri 

"neutral or risk-loving. All that is needed order to 

know this sign is the second derivative of ut y 

function. (It assumed that marginal util of wealth 

is not negative individuals in the real world.) In 

addition to th cat cal function, the measures can ,be 

used to quantify the of risk-behaviour, providing 

19. See Pratt (1964) and Stone (1970, page 21). 
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only that additional in ion concerning the marginal 

utility of wealth, the mean of the distribution and its 

standard deviation is obt 

As will be seen in section 2.3.4, for a given risk, 

the behaviour of A(W) and R(W) as initial wealth varies 

. is also an important determinant of portfolio composition. 

As defined in equations (2.3.3.2.4) and (2.3.3.2.5) 

A(Wo ) and R(Wo ) are local measures in that they are 

evaluated at the point W on the ut ity function. If o 

initial wealth were to vary slightly then expected future 

wealth would vary slightly also depending on the given risk 

and the variation in initial wealth. The following concepts 

are introduced to classify some of the possib movements of 

A(Wo )' R(Wo ) in these circumstances: 

If for each and every risky possibility an 

individual's absolute (relative) risk premium is a 

dccrcasin function of wealth for small var 

his initial wealth, then the individual's utility function 

is said to be subject to decreas local absolute relative) 
--------~~----------------~--------

___ ~ __ -,-::....:..:....~i..:....o_n. If the utility function has this local 

property at every possible level of ial then it 

s d to be subject to global decreasing abso 

aversion. 

Corresponding definitions of increas and: canst 

risk ion follow naturally, in both loc and 
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senses. 

These terms describe the directional 

change (be it negat zero or positive) in A(Wo )' 

ReWo) and hence in TI,¢ as in ial wealth varies. Further-

more for a given th directional change is a property 

of the uti ty function alone. As will be seen shortly, 

for many economically interesting utility functions, this 

directional change is invariant with respect to the 1 

of initial wealth. In these cases therefore, global 

propert are applicable. 

, •. 

There has been considerable controversy concern 

the manner in which an individual's risk premium would 

be expected to vary with changes in his initial wealth.' 

The concern has been based on the necessity for expected 

utility to be finite if it is to discriminate amongst 

all possible alternatives. Arrow (1965) has pointed out 

the necessity for boundedness of the uti~ity fun 

in expected utility to 't. _ _n· _ • i 

ue .LilLI.. Le. 

ed a risk-averting investor to have a utili 

'function which exhibited decreasing absolute aversion 

and relative aversion. Apart from the 
----------~-----------

theoretical argument of boundedness he also ed to 

empirical results in support of these conclusions. 

His proposition that the utility function a risk~ 

ave should exhibit decreasing ab e -.---- aversion, 

seems to have been generally accepted itz (1969a». 
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The propositions that the utility function should be 

bounded from above and below and exhibit decreasing 

relative risk aversion has met with a good deal of 

. 20 
reslstance. 

Unfortunately many economically-interesting 

utility functions are unbounded (e.g. the logarithmic and 

the polynomial). While recognising the mathematical 

possibility of infinite utility implicit in such functions 

some of these writers consider that this is of no practical 

significance to economic problems. 

For example: 

ItSince I do not believe that Karl Menger 

paradoxes of the generalized St. Petersburg 

type hold any terrors for the economist, I have 

no particular interest in boundedness of utility 

and consider log C to be interesting and 

Etdmissible," 

(Samuelson (1969, page 243». 

Since this debate, some attempts have been made 

(Ryan (1974), Arrow (1974» to investigate restrictions 

on the range of the possible probability distributions 

sufficient to ensure finiteness of expected utility. 

20. See Arrow (1974); Hirshleiffer (1970); Stiglitz 
(1969a), (106gb); Samuelson (1969), Tsiang (1972). 
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For a concave, monotonic creasing utility function, 

sufficient restrict were; the finiteness of marginal 

utility at zero wealth and the fin eness of expected 

future wealth. 

Finally, Arrow's empirical evidence for decreasing 

relative avers has been called into question by 

Stiglitz (1969a 268) on the grounds that !lit seems 

a.t best rather weak and contradictory." 

In summary, opinions differ as to the range of 

economical admissible utility functions. 

The stage has now been set for the discussion of 

the attitudes to risk aversion implicit in commonly

used utility functions. Attention is paid to the degree 

of risk aversion implicit in these functions, and the 

manner in which this degree varies with in ial wea h. 

}.l'or convenience of exposition, the classes 0:[ 

utility functions consistent with 

(A) constant absolute risk aversion and 

(B) constant relative risk aversion 

are given, as derived by Pratt (1964). 

of utility functions not belonging to 

properties 

classes are 
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discussed. 

(A) Absolute risk aversion constant if 

-U"(t)jU' (t) = c 

for all values of the parameter t. (See the 

definition of absolute risk aversion, equation 

(2.3.3.2.4). 

Success integration of this expression 

immediately ads to the conclusion that any of the 

following three functions (or a linear transformation 

of any of them) will exhibit constant absolute risk 

aversion) . 

A (i) exp (-ct) where c < 0 

A (ii) t where c == 0 

A (iii) -exp (-ct) where c > 0 

For each of these functions, increas 
~--~--------~=--

relative risk avers 
1 

For A(ii) TI, ¢, the Arrow-Pratt and the Stone 

measures of the r preminm, are zero all 

probability distribut s. As noted by Markowitz (1959), 

maximisation of this utility function is equivalent to 

choosing the risk with the highest exp return. 

For utiLity c.-tions of type 1'.(1) and 



both IT and ¢ are, to a first-order approximation, 

strictly proportional to the variance of the risk . 

. (See equations (2.3.3.2.7), (2.3.3.2.6». Stone 

(1970, page 25) has shown that for the case A(iii) 

where c > 0, the two-term approximation for ¢ is: 

¢ ~ e-ct (c2M2/2 - c3M3/6) 

where Mk is the kth central moment of the risk. 
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M3 is the measure of skewness of the probability 

distribution. If. M3 is negative the distribution is left

skewed and the risk measure ¢ is larger than if M3 is 

positive, when the distribution would be right-skewed. 

This is consistent with the common intuitive feeling that 

right-skewness is desirable and left skewness undesirable 

to the risk-averse portfolio selector. (See Stone (1970, 

page 24». 

(B) Rolative risk aversion is defined to be constant 

.; l' • ......... 

tU"(t)/U'(t) = c. 

Successive integration of this expression gives 

the result that any utility function which is a linear 

transformation of any of the functions: 

B (i) t 1- c where c < 1 

B (ii) log (t) where c = 1 

B(iii) -t-(c-l)where c > 1 
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exhibits constant relative risk aversion. It follows 

immediately that decreasing absolute. risk aversion 

prevails for each of these three functions. Utility 

functions of the type B(ii) are undefined for negative 

values of t. To a first-term approximation, both ¢ and 

IT decrease with increasing wealth in all three cases. 

Stone (1970, page 25) has investigated the 

properties of the two-term approximation to ¢ in the cases 

wh~re c = 0.5, c = 1 and c = 2. In each case he found 

that ¢ varied positively with M2 but negatively with M3 . 

Another basic form of utility function is the powe~ 

function. Consider the power function: 

U(t) = -(b - t)c 

If t ~ band c > 1 'this utility function always 

exhibits positive marginal utility and concavity. Over 

this range it is therefore consistent with risk aversion. 

It also exhibits increasing absolute and relati~e risk 

aversion over this range. This is contrary to the 

currently-held opinion (see above) that absolute risk

aversion should decrease with increasing wealth. Another 

criticism of this function is that outside this range 

marginal utility of wealth becomes negative and the 

individual becomes a risk-lover. The fact, that the 

abrupt changes in such an individual's behaviour implicit 

in such formu] Rtion j are not f~equently observed in the 



re world is a cause for this formulation 

of t utility function with ave suspicion. 

Nonetheless this extremely popular for 

the case when c = 2 and the function becomes the 

function. In this form it has been used to 
~---------------~---

justify the use of mean variance analysis (see the section 

2.3.4.2). A more general formulation of the quadratic 

form is: 

U(t) == at - bt
2 

This has all the properties the power function 

above for the case where c = 2. Marginal utility is 

negative if t > a/2b. The unique ature of the quadratic 

utility function is that expected utility becomes a 

function of mean and variance of the probability 

distribution alone, regardless of the other moments of the 

distribution. 21 For this example Stone (1970, page 25) 

has shovm that measure ¢ is ly equal to b~,1". 
,,;, 

That is, variance the only moment of the probabiltiy 

distribution re vant to the risk measure. 

To summarise, of the group of basic of the 

utility function an above, only functions B( i) , 

Beii) and B(iii) d the desirab of 

decreasing absolute ri aversion. These funct are 

21. See Markowitz (1959, page 286). 
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however restricted to constant relative risk aversion. 

Some recent attempts have been made to introduce 

more flexible forms of utility function 22 by combining 

certain of the basic functions discussed above. It 

appears that these forms have yet to be utilised in 

empirical portfolio analyses. 

2.3.3.3 The Gains from Portfolio Diversification 

In the previous section it was suggested that a 

risk-averter would be likely to hold a diversified portfolio. 

A'risk-averter was found to be an individual with a strictly~ 

concave utility function. 

Proofs of this proposition in the literature appear 

to be derived from either the expected utility maxim (EUM) 

or the mean-variance (MV) approach, (see above). 

The former is Ulldoubt8dly'" the nlore general. 

latter suffers considerably in comparison with rthe former 

23 on theoretical grounds but has signj.ficant computationaJ 

advantages. 

Samuelson (1967) app~ars to have been the first to 

publish rigorous proofs of the gains from diversification, 

assuming that EUM was the appropriate objective of the 

See Glustoff and Nigro 
Sec section 2.3.1.3. 

U11d Sn.nl~ar (l973) . 
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investor. His first t intuitively appealing 

because of its high degree of A brief statement 

follows: 

If U(X) is a strictly concave, smooth function that 

is monotonic for non-negative X and ( ,X2 , ... , Xn) are 

independent, identically-distributed ates with finite 

variances then: 

EU( 
n 
L 

j==l 
A.X. ) 

J J 
::::: 

n 
L 

j I 
A . X. ) dF (Xl) ... dF (X ) 

J J n 

::::: lji(AI' "', An) 

is a strictly concave, symmetric function that att ns its 

unique maximum such that 

at ... , 

+ A == 1, 
n A. > 0 

1 

Implicit in the formulation above are the specifications 

that E 

V "" , 

the expectations operator and that total wealth, 

d among the 

ed in the ith asset. 

that A.X is 
1 

Th theorem depends on the finiteness of the common 

variance of the variates. 

The result also holds, exactly as stated, when the 

assumption of independently distributed variates is replaced 

by the ion of symmetri~ally distributed variates, 

i. e. 



PI'ob {X < 
I 

is a symmetric tion of 
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< 

s arguments. 

Conversely, if I variates have a common mean and are 

independently, but not necessarily symmetrically distributed, 

then Samuelson that all assets must enter positively 

in the optimal folio, 

When assumption of independence is dropped, 

together with the assumption of symmetry in the joint 

probabi ty distribution, then diversification is no 

necessarily optimal, even with a strictly concave uti ty 

function. Conceptually, the problem is that the 

probabil y distributions may be so closely, posit ly 

related that little or nothing is gained from diversification. 

If the distributions are negatively related then 

diversification becomes optimal. Samuelson established the 

theorem: 

IIWhere the joint probability distribut 

the property of negative interdependence, and 

has common mean expectation, 

must enter with a positive weight 

optimal portfolio of a risk- er with 

strictly concave U(X)". 

The concept of negative int e to 
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in this theorem is a generalisation of the concept of 

negative linear correlation of the Pearsonian type. 

If the cUIllulati ve probability distribution for a variable, 

~on9:..ttiollal on the outcomes of draws from other probability 

distributions, decreases with an increase in any or all of 

these other outcomes then the first probability distribution 

is said to exhibit negative interdependence. The concept 

therefore differs from the covariance concept used to 

measure interdependence in the mean-variance approach. 

In summary, at this generalised level, Samuelson 

has demonstrated that diversificatiori may increase a risk-

averter's satisfaction under some interdependence in 

asset returns. These results did not require investor's 

preferences to be based on any specified measure of risk 

and did not require them to be rest~tcted to be consistent 

with any of the particular classes of risk-averse behaviour 

specified in the previous section. It Is apparent from his 

results that the degree of djversification is likely to 

depend un botL the naLure oi the utility iunctipn and the --- ' 

~u!,e. of the joint probability distribution of asset 

returns. This conclusion is verified in the next section. 

The mean-variance approach to portfolio selection 

was referred to in section 2.3.2 above. It assumes that 

investors' preferences are such that: 
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lI:F'o1' any given on a portfolio, the port-

folio with small variance is preferred to all 

others; for any given folio variance, the 

portfolio with maximmn cted return is preferred 

to all others. n (Stone (1970, page 6». 

Wi such preferences, proofs of theorems roughly 

ana to those of Samuelson (above) for the more 

gener case, are easy to find. Two simple examples follow: 

(A) Suppose that (Xl' X2 , "', Xn) are independently 

and identically distributed variates with finite 

variances. Therefore each variate has a common 

mean ~, and finite 
2 . 

ance.o, Suppose a 

proportion Ai is invested in asset such that: 

The variance of this portfolio is given by: 

n 

Proving 

1 

the values of ~~ which minimise the 
J. 

variance of the portfolio folio 

mea.n are 

is a s e matter. 



The variance of this portfolio then becomes 

n 
L 

i=l 
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Therefore under these assumptions, the investor 

can achieve his highest indifference curve by 

holding an equi-proportionate portfolio, which 

minimises variance, but achieves the same return 

as any other portfolio. 

(B) In the two asset case, when the assumption that 

returns are independently distributed is dropped 

the portfolio variance per doilar becomes: 

where 012 is the covariance of the yields. If 012 

is negative then the variance of the portfolio is 

minimised when: 

Duder these conditions diversification is optimal. 

In the case where both variances are equal 

. While more powerful diversification conclusions are 

doubtless available for the MV problem they are not 0:[ 

direct relevance to this survey. 
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2.3.4 The ion 

2.3.4.1 Introduetiol1 

In this section the factors ecting the degree 

of portfolio diversification ach by an individual are 

considered. Both general thea ical considerations and 

particular empirical demand equat are discussed. The 

scope of this survey is so large th ical proofs 

of the conclusions stated are seldom They are in any 

case available in the literature as 

The theoretical developments concerning asset demands 

have taken place at the two 1 tnt d earlier; 

that of the mean-variance (MV) approach and that of state 

preference theory based on expected ut ity maximisation 

(EUM). The basic conclusions of the MV approach are set 

out in the next section. Then follows a survey of the 

cr icisms made of this approach. Subsequently the 

conclusions to date of the state preference models are 

summarised. After these general conclus 

the final ion reviews the various 

ions suggested in the Ii 

2.3.4.2 Seleetion 

. Criterion 

'Ehe Mean~Variance Asset Selection Model was f 

deve d Since then it has 

...:J 
U, 

of 

ance 
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extended by Tobin (1965 al, Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965 a), 

. (1965h) and Mossin (1966). Fama (1968) has clarified 

relation between the Sh and Lintner models and 

the Sharpe treatment. Subsequently Stone (1970) has 

rigorously reconciled treatments, greatly clari ng 

the relationships between them and the significance of 

assumptions all whi the results are based. Th sLUllinary 

of the results ily on Stone's work. 

The basic assumptions underlying the model developed 

24 by Markowitz are I ted by Stone as 

"(I) Investors have (or can form) probability 

distributions about the future ormance 

of securities. 

(2) These distributions have finite means and 

variances. 

(3) There are decreasing urns to risk~bearing 

beyond some point. 

(4) An 

of mean portfolio re and variance only. 

(5) any given expected on a portfolio, 

the portfolio with Variance is 

preferred to all 0 for any given portfolio 

variance the portfolio with maximum expected 

return is preferr to all others.!! 

24. op. • J page 6. 



Assumption (5) has become known as the mean~variance 

(MV) criterion. It implies that the appropriate measure of 

portfolio risk is its variance. This is in general 

inconsistent with the risk concepts discussed in the previous 

section. The inunediate implication of assumptions (4) and 

(5) is that an investor acting in accord with the MV 

criterion need not consider adopting any portfolio which 

11a8 the same variance but a lower mean than some legitimate 

portfolio, or which has the same mean but a higher variance 

than some legitimate portfolio. Rejected portfolios are 

described as inefficient . (Legitiinate portfolios are 

portfolios which are attainable, gi veh the ini ti.al net worth 

of the individual). 

This Markowitz procedure therefore reduced the 

portfolio selection problem to three distinct stages: the 

first involved the measurement or estimation of the first 

two moments of the probability distributions of returns 

available in the market, assumption (2) specified that 

this could be done; the second involved 

efficient and legitimate portfollos;25 the final stage 

~nvolved selection of the optimal portfolio taking account 

of investor's preferences. 

The essential conclusions of the MV approach, as it 

was developed by Markowitz (1959), Tobin (1965 a) and Sharpe 

25 .. Such computations involve solving a parametric 
quadratic programming problem. Algorithms exist 
to do tb is task. (Stone (1970) page 2). 
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a = portfolio standard deviation 

~ = mean portfolio return 
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EF frontier representing locus of efficient portfolios 

when no asset has zero variance. 

E'F'= frontier representing locus of efficient portfolios 

when there exists a riskless asset. 

utility curves. 

r = return on riskless asset, if it exists. 

T shows the optimal combination of risky assets. 
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(1964), (1970) are now stated, with reference to figure 

2.2. 

They are: 

(1) If there is no riskless asset 26 in the market, the 

locus of efficient portfolios (the "opportunity 

locus") is the same for each investor27 and is a 

curve in the (~, a) plane, (the mean-standard 

deviation plane), which is convex to the ~ axis. 

Such a curve is the EF curve in figure 2.2. Sharpe 

(1970) page 66) has noted that this curve is 

parabolic, except in certain "boundary" cases. 

Markowitz (op.cit. chapter VII) has analysed the 

form of the locus in these cases. 

The intuitive justification for this 

conclusion, which implies that if any two portfolios 

are mixed together then the combined portfolio 

variance will be lower than the arithmetic average 

mixing "spreads the risk" as long as the two 

portfolio returns are not perfectly positively. 

correlated. 

(2) If tb.ereis a riskless asset in the market, then 

26. An asset for which the return is known with certainty: 
its variance is zero. 

27.· This aS8uroes 8.)1 investors are i.n complete agreement 
about each security's parameters. 
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the opportunity locus is linear. It is tangential 

to the EF frontier and cuts the V axis at a point 

corresponding to the interest rate on the riskless 

asset. In the diagram, the locus is represented 

by the point ElF'. 

The key assumptton underlying this concluston 

is that each individual can lend and borrow at the 

riskless rate of interest. For points between rand 

T in figure 2.2 the investor puts some of his funds 
. 

into the efficient portfolio corresponding to point 

T, and lends the rest. For points on ElF' "above" 

T he borrows, investing everything in this risky 

portfolio, 

. (3) Under the assumptions that all investors are in 

complete agreement about the parameters of the 

probability distributions; that there exists a 

riskless asset; and that all investors can borrow 

and lend at this rtskless interest rate, then 

the point T is the same for all investors. Assuming 

no two risks are identical, this means that investor's 

portfolios only differ in the proportion of funds 

held in the riskless asset (or equivalently in the 

portfolio of risky assets represented by point T). 

Every investor combines risky assets together in the 

same relative l.::roportiol1s <'.s everyone else, quite 

independently of his preferences and the proportion 

of his funds held in the riskless asset. Each 



investor's portfolio selection problem is therefore 

separated into two parts. This result is called 

the s ation. theorem. 
~~--~--,--~~--~-~-

It appears to have been 

first proved by Tobin (1965 a). 

This is the first specific conclusion reached 

in this survey for asset demands. Risky assets 

will be combined by all individuals in the same 

proportions, and these proportions will depend on the 

yields, variances and covariances of the individual 

assets, and nothing else. The assumptions made to 

ge't this result are particularly strong. Their 

realism is discussed in the "next section. 

(4) Assumption (4) above implies that an individual's 

preferences for portfolios can be described by a 

set of indifference curves in the (~, 0) plane. 

Three such indifference curves are drawn in figure 

2.2. 

The slope of an indifference curve at a 

an 

investor would trade portfolio return for portfolio 

standard-deviation, without loss of satisfaction. 

This slope is called the investor's pr:hge-.2f risk. 

As depicted, the individual's price of risk increases 

along an indifference curve; the individual would 

need to be compensated by an ever greater 

increase in portfolio return, in order to accept 

a given increase 10 portfolio standard deviation, 
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Figure 2.3 Risk-Aversion and Concave Utili Functions. 
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The notation is the same as that used.in Figure 2.1 

Figure 2.4 MV timum for Financial Institutions. 
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The notation is the same as that used Figure 2.2 
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Such an increasing price of risk is typical of a 

risk-averter. Figure 2,3 shows the strictly 

concave utility function of a risk-averter and 

Stone's generalised risk measure, ¢, for each of 

three probability distributions, Wi' W2 and W3' 

Suppose that the individual is indifferent between 

these distributions (each has the same certainty 

equivalent, eE) and that the increment in mean 

return gained from shifting from distribution Wi 

to W2 is ex~ctly equal to the increment gained 

from shifting from W
2 

to W3 . It is i~nediately 

obvious from figure 2.3 that the increase in ¢ 

in moving from W1. to W2 exceeds the increase in 

moving from W2 to W3 . In other words the risk 

averter will, in general, accept given increases in 

portfolio return only if the¥ are accompanied by 

ever ~maller increases in ¢. 

(5) Given these indifferences curves, the optimal 

portfolio is given by the point of tangency between 
{ 

an indifference curve and the opportunity locus, 

In figure 2.2 the optimal portfolio is that given 

by point 0 if there is no riskless asset and by 

point 0' otherwise. 

Levy (1973) has investigated the functional form of 

the asset demand equations implicit in this model. On pages 

83-85 he showed that the optimal amount (Xi) of wealth to 

allocate to the ith asset would be given by: 
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p. I' n 11 r 
X. 1\ 1 L: Q ... ::::: 

1 j=l j 1,1 
(2.3.4.2.1) 

jti 

i "" 1, 2, n. • (> 'lI , 

where: n is the number sky s. 

I' is the return on the r 

Pi is the return on the ith r 

2 cr, is 
1 

the variance of this 

Qij is the Eartial correlation coeff i between 

the returns on assets i and j. 

A is a Lagrange multipl and is g ( the 

optimum) by: 

It -1 -1 (1+1') )W
O 

:::;; (mIN m) (lJ 
- -' p 

(2.3,4.2.2) 

where: m is the vector of yields in excess of the 

riskless rate, i.e. m. :::;; lJ. - r 
1 1 

l-Ip is one plus the mean portfolio return when 

expressed as a fraction of initial wealth. 

Wn is initial wealth. 
v 

N is the moment matrix of asset y Ids., 

Equation (2.3.4.2.1) can be combined with equat 

give 

11 

Z; v .. (V .. - 1') 
j __ 1 J.J ~l 

(2 3.4.2.3) 

v. . ropriatoly defined and is, therefore, a 
lJ 

probability distributions determin yie 

on , the return on the riskless asset, 
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the mean expected portfol 

demand equations are di in 8 on 2,3.4.6. 

'I'o summarise the so far: If all 

investors are in complete about security 

parameters, they will face the same of efficient 

portfolios. If there is no as , then the 

optimal portfolio will be diff for each investor 

unless investors have identical s. If there 

is a riskless asset in the market, all investors will 

combine risky assets together in the same proportions to 

form an optimal portfolio of risky s. The proportions 

in which funds are then allocated between this risky port~ 

lio and the riskless asset are then det by the 

of each investcir, and only from those 

of other investors in so far as their di 

If the conclusion is appropriate, then 

riRky RRRsts in the risky portfolio 

ve~Lurs would be the same as that fo~ any SlD e 

inv would be no aggregation problem in 

. specify e 1'i asset-demand equations. 

n above ha~ been set in a time s 

cont and Sharpe specified that their mode 

were in which investors chose, at the 

beginning pe el, portfolio which best ed 

envisaged by Markowi 

th1s 1 d th which glOWS the highest expect 
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utility of end-of-period we tho In contrast to these 

specifications, Tobin (1965 a) specified his model in a 

multi~period framework: At g ing of the initial 

period, the investor would choose sequence of port-

folios, one for each succeeding period, which gave trIe 

probability distribution for terminal wealth which best 

suited his preferences. Tobin that: 

(i) all funds were automatically each 

intermediate period; none could be withdrawn for 

consumpt1.on or for charitable s' , 

( ) the probability distribution o'f asset returns was 

the same in all periods; 

(iii) the distribution of returns available in anyone 

period was statistically independent of that: 

in any other period. 

( ) an indiv1.dual based his preferences on 10 

mean and variance alone. 

portfol , any investor would be a stat 
--~---;"-

would be the same in all per 

t he a riskless asset existed or not. 

optimal as ions would be different between 

in(liv:i. s if the assessments of future probability 

cUstribut ffered or if their preferences differ 

This sj Jl ic multi-period model ~R~ been at 
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attacked: It has been criticised because it is based on 

the questionable MV framework 28 . It has been criticised 

tn that, even within this framevvork "the Tobin Theorem is 

not in general true,,29 because of assumptions tmpli.ci t 

in computing multi-period portfolio parameters from single-· 

period portfolio parameters. It has been criticised because 

its formulation in terms of rates of return rather than 

expected final wealth suppresses the influence of initial 

wealth on attitudes to risk and hence on portfolio 

composition. 30 The impression given is that the stationary 

sequence of portfolios is invariant with respect to initial 

weal th. This is shown to be incorrec't except when the 

investor exhibits constant relative risk-aversion30 (see 

section 2.3.3.2 for a definition of this term). 

More recently the theorem has been investigated in 

much more generalised multi-period models incorporating 

consumption decisions, as vvell as the wealth alloaa tion 

dec.i.sion = These !noclels allo'~7 t11e effec~cs of consUrn1ptio11 

deuision~ and wealth on the portfolio decision to be 

assessed. The results are discussed in section 2.3.4.4. 

All the above research is of interest to the 

econometrician because it indicates the restrictions he may 

28. Se(~ Borch (1969), Feldstein (1969 a). These, and ether 
criticisms are surveyed in the next section. 

29. See Stevens (1972) and Feldstein (1969a) 
30. See Mossin (1968) 
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be placing on an individUal's behaviour when he selects 

portfolio asset~demand equations, For example, a 

specification which indicates that asset demands. are 

homogenous in wealth and that asset returns are normally 

distributed will, in a relatively general multi-period 

portfolio model, be consistent with the objective of 

expected utility maximisation only if certain restrictions 

are placed on the iridividual's utility function. 

So far this section has only considered relatively 

dated contributions to MV analysis. These have 

however provided the basic results which subsequent 

contributors have investigated at more generalised levels. 

Before moving to the next section, which investigates 

the general validity of the MV approach, a recent paper, 

relevant to this survey, is discussed. 

By Hart and JaffcG (1974), it the 'tl.f!T7 ...,."' __ • -1 _ , 
)VJ.V llluue_l 

to institutions which have zero net worth, 'This a.ssumption 

is in contrast to the traditional MV ap}rro8ch ,uh:Lch ge!1E'rates 

efficient portfolios by considering ways of allocating net 

worth amongst available assets, Borrowing and lending of 

assets is excluded except in the case of the riskless asset. 

The assl1.mption of zero net worth, claim the authors, is a 

much more accurate representation of the problem facing 

financial intermediaries. These institutions typically 

choof:~e portfolios in which net worth, or shareholders f fv.nds 
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are a very small proportion of total liabilities. 

They assume that all assets and liabilities are 

risky and that their stochastic returns have finite means, 

variances and covariances. Short sales of assets are not 

permitted and, much more restrictively, perfect markets 

are assuJ11ed, in tlla t the returns expected on the assets 

do Dot vary with the scale of the portfolio. 

Under these assumptions, they prove a related version 

of the separation theorem: the ~ix of assets in the 

optimal portfolio is independent of the scale of the PQrt-

folio; the mix is determined entirely by the probability 

distributions of asset returns, the scale is determined 

by the optimal mix and by the parameters in the utility 

function. 

The essence of their approach is as follows: a 

COl1strail1m 

such that the assets in the portfolio have combined value 

$1, is genArated. EF represents such a frontier in figure 

2.4. One of these efficient portfolios will offer the 

highest ratio of mean portfolio return to standard deviation, 

call this ratio g. The proportions in which assets are 

combined in this particular portfolio represents the 

optimal mix of assets and liabilities. Under the 

assumptions of pcr:fect competition and zero net weal tIl, 

the scale of this particular portfolio can be adjusted up 



or down Without altering the ratio of portfolio return 

to standard deviation. The unrestrained opportunity locus 

facing the financial intermediary is therefore linear in 

the (~, a) plane, according to the relationship: 

~ :=: go . 

The optimal portfolio is then determined by the point at 

which the institution's indifference curves in the (V, a) 

pJ.ane touch this line. 

In this model therefore, any two individuals would 

choose the same portfolio mix provided they share similar 

expectations concerning the relevant"parameters of the 

probability distributions of the various assets and 

liabilities. Aggregating over groups of individuals is 

permissible if all that is being investigated is the mix 

of assets being held in the portfolio. If interest is 

focused on the Scale of asset holdings then any aggregation 

procedure should, in principle, consider the weights given 

to the preferences of each individual in 

2.3.4.3 An Assessi-nentofthe Mean Variance 

In this section an assessment of the validity of the 

MV approach will be attempted. It will be found to lack 

the general i ty of the Eml.l, although in certain circmllstances 

it gives approximately the same results, 

A basic assumpti.on o:f the MV approach is that either 
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variance, or standard deviation, is the appropriate 

measure of the riskiness of a portfoli0 31 Investors' 

preferences between probability distributions are based 

only on the first two moments of the distributions. This 

risk measure is less general than the risk measures, ~ of 

Arrow-Pratt and ¢ of Stone, which were defined in equations 

(2.3.3.2.3) and (2.3.3.2.2): ¢, ~ are, to a first-term 

approximation, strictly proportional to portfolio variance 

(see equations (2.3.3,2.6) and (2.3.3,2.7», but the 

proportionality constant will, in each case, generally 

vary with the wealth of the investor. Several basic 

forms of utility functions were considered towards the end 

of section 2.3.3.2. Amongst these, ¢ was strictly and' 

constantly proportional to portfolio variance only for 

the quadratic utility function. 

so 

F0r this particular utility function: 

aW 
o 

where E is the expectations operator, U is the utility 

function [uld a; i3 ~t:re e,onst,:nlt parameters, Expected 

utility is a function of mean and variance alone when the 

utility function is quadratic in wealth. Furthermore 

Borch (1969) has shown that, unless restrictions are placed 

on the probability distributions, this is the only utility 

function for which expected utility is a function of just 

the first two moments of the probability distribution. 

31. See Fran~j8 and Archer (J.B?l, p8ges 212-221) for ~ 

di~cuBsion of other measures of risk. 
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As a utility function, the quadratic has several 

I 'I· 1 t' 32 unceSlrao e proper les. In the first place it has a 

turing point. Past this point marginal utility becomes 

negative, a most undesirable property in a utility function! 

Secondly, as noted in section 2.3.3.2, it exhibits 

increas absolute risk aversion in its concave region. 

This is contrary to the current opinion that the utility 

function of a risk-averter should exhibit decreasing 

absolute risk aversion, (see section 2.3.3.2). Thirdly, 

as is implicit in (2.3.4.3.1), indifference' curves in the 

(ll, 0) plane are concentric circles, centred on the a 

. , aX1S. This constitutes a considerable restriction on the 

generality of the indifference curves used in MV analysis. 

The MV approach must therefore, to be generally and 

strictly appropriate, violate at least one of 

(1) the consistency conditions underlying the EUM 

(2) uruch of current economic opinion. 

mJ EUr:r.· + b 1 . t' . . 33 1. .1e vI 18 no" eyonc crr lCJ.sm .,. 
3":1, Allais J. 

explicitly rejected this maxim and adopted instead the 

following apparently uncontroversial assumption: 

32. 
..,'" 00. 
nA 
0'-J: .. 

If (x, p, y,) represents the risk comprising: 

(1) Gain of x with probability p 

The ,.., 
Cl{:1G 

See 

following points are all made by Barch (1969). 
section 2.3.2 for a note on this point . 
Borell. (1969) 
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and (2) Gain of y with probability (1 - p) 

then if Yl > Y2 assume (x, p, Y1 ) is preferred to 

(x, p, Y2). However the MV criteria is not even consistent 

with this assVJllption. Borch shows that any indifference 

curve in the (~, a) plane will violate it. 

An alternative justification for the MV approach, 

which would allow it to be consistent with the EUM, could 

be one based on restrictions on the probability 

distributions available to the investor. (Tobin (1958), 

Samuelson (1967), Borch (1969), Feldstein (1969 a) and 

Samuelson again (1970) have all considered this possibility.) 

Tobin suggested that, if asset returns followed a 

two-parameter distribution, then a risk-averter's 

indifference curves in the (~, a) plane would be convex 

to the a-axis. Samuelson, and later Feldstein, pointed 

out that this was incorrect except for the normal 

distribution. The problem is that a portfolio is a Jt~eRr 

combination of assets; if asset ~eLurn~ are dra~D from a twu-

parameter family of distributions then the portfolio 

~eturn will not (in general) belong to that family. or to 

any other two parameter family which is independent oJ the 

weighting of the linear combination. 

Samuelson also pointed out that if asset returns 

are normally-distributed "then they can vary from plus to 

minus infinity, This is inconsistent with models which 



assume limited liabili.ty and wtth situations in which 

there is a minimum level of subsistence at which marginal 

utility becomes infinite. (The Bernoulli form of the 

logarithmic utility function is such a case). 

At the empirical level there appears to be no 

consensus in the literature as to whetber or not asset 

returns can be accurately regarded as being normally 

distributed. Cootner (1964) has suggested that returns 

are likely to be skewed. Even if portfolio gross returns 

are symmetrically distributed, it is possible that 

progressive taxation, limited liability company organisation 

and hedging can all convert net returns into skewed 

distributions. 35 

In his 1967 paper Samuelson suggested one possible 

final defense for MV analysis, which would allow it to be 

consistent with the EUM without assuming either normality 

in probability distributions or a quadratic utility 

function. This defense was based on the idea that for 

distributions with small ~isper~ions exppcted ~tility could 

be ~pproximately represented as a function of just the first 

two moments of the distribution. His "fundamental 

approximation theorem" published in 1970, was based on 

this idea. 

35, See Lepper (1967), Feldstein (196gb) and Stiglitz 
(1970) for the effects 'of taxation on risk-taking. 
See Francis and Archer (1971, page 221) for a discussion 
of evidence that rptl1rns are cUstT:ibu.ted according to 
th~ Paretian distribution. 
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In this paper Samuelson considered the general 

single-period portfolio problem of the choice of asset 

proportions which would maxmise end-of-period expected 

utility. For a general concave utility function he denoted 

these optimal proportions w.(a). As a, the portfolio 
1 

standard deviation tended to zero these optimal proportions 

tended to w. (0). 
1 

He then considered the optimal asset proportions 

which would result if a quadratic utility function 

replaced the general utility function. These optimal 

proportions he denoted wf(a) and Wf(O) respectively, 
1 1 

His first result was that w~(O) = w.(O); in the 
1 J_ 

limit the quadratic approximation gave the same result 

as the "true" model. 

His second result was that higher order 

approximations than the quadratic would approximate wi(a), 

for a in the neighbourhood of zero, more closery than 

would the quadratic approximation itself. 

Samuelson assumed, in this paper, that :lni tial 

wealth was unity, and so did not consider whether the level of 

wealth had an influence on the approprjateness with which 

the quadratic utility function could be used to approximate 

the fftrue" concave utility function. This problem was 
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investigated by i (1 ) ; COlle that the 

approximation was valid if ri was 1 relative to 

the investor's wealth. 

In surmnary, the current consensus of opinion in 

the literature appears to be that the only practical 

validity of the MV approach is that small risks, and 

for single-period models, it will g ts that 

closely approximate the results of the t y specified 

model. 

As will be seen in the next section, two 

major insights of the MV approach discus in this survey 

(the separation theorem and the stationary e of 

portfolios) are relevant to much more sophi port-

folio models. 

2.3.4.4 'Multi~Period Portfolio Models 36 

Apart from Tobin's contribution, the models 

last two sections have been ~eL in a 

s framework. The current portfolio decision 

is y in terms of its imrnediate outcom(;, 

opportunit are not considered explicitly. 

At ir most general level, the multi-period time 

hal' models inve e the interaction between the 

con sav allocation decision on the one hand, 

36. sUMnary of many of f;e 1110(le18 , 
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and the portfolio 10 

Some less general mo 

37 ision on the other. 

traeted from the 

consumptj~on~ and COllsidered the portfolio 

d .. 1 38 eC1S1.0n a one. at have retained the 

consumption-sav t, together with the portfolio 

problem, but consi . . 39 d just a two-period tlme horlzon. 

The common of models is the assumption 

that the indiv aeeording to the EUM. Optimal 

d .. 1 f h t' . ,40 b 1 eC1.S10n ru es are or eac ·une per1.oe, y app 

Bellman's princ of optimality in dynamic programming. 

This techn illust ed below ~or general mult 

period models with intermecliateconsumption. 

The following assumptions are made: 

(1) The ultimate objective of investment decisions 

to oy the consumption opportunities 

ible in the future. 

utility function: 

(2.3.4.4.1) 

37. 

39. 

40. 

ts the individual's nCG 

over COllSLUYlption programs (C1 i Cz; ... , eN) ) 

N program horizon and C
j 

i8 

period j. 

See Samuelson (19 ) and Merton (1969) 

See 

of this type of model. 
(1 ), Hakansson (19 

and ModiGliani (1972); 
( 1970 ); La ( J ~~ ) 
Merton (1969) works in continuous t 

two 

(H1 
L 

\ 
) : 



(2) Intertemporal pre can be represented 

by an additiv~ util etton: 

j-l 
P l1(C.) 

J 
(2.3.4.4.2) 

where p is the indiv IS discount rate, which 

represents his impat to COllSl.Ul1e, and l1(C j ) 

one-period utility which is asstmled to 

be concave. Such tertemporal utility 

functions are applieable under "relatively weak 

assumptions on individual behaviour over time,lI 

(Hagen (1972».41 The most serious limitation is 

that the possibility of camp arf ties, in 

consumption, extencUng over more than one period 

excluded. 

(3) In each period, the individual is assumed to choose 

a consumption and portfolio pol which maximises 

the of the consl~ption program 

defined in (2.3.4.4.1). 

(4) '1'11e t izon may be finit 

43 s 

:f 
. 42 
~te or 

(5) Among s is a riskless ass It is riskless 

41. See (1960) for an investi ion of these 
condttions. 

42. See 8amur:llsoD (1969) I Merton (1969) 
43. See n (1972, page 217). 
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SHmuo 

manner: 

Let: 

80 

in the senS8 that 1'e in £2rt~1!mr~i~ units 

is known with y, This is because t 

wealth constraint is such at consumption this 

period equals ti wealth, less the initial 

value of 1 (Prices of consumption 

goods were not included in these mo ). 

This would 

(like that 

such 

a 

of 

rong asslLmption for an 

Zealand) in which there are no 

power" bonds. The assllmpt 

does not appear to this writer to be necess 

the cone derived by Samuelson and 11, 

al though they do not conmlent on thl.s point: 

rather appears as if this formulation has used 

because of the light it throws on MV ana is. 

In th analys ,the assrunption of a 1'i 

(in of wealth units) is necessary for the 

separation theorem described in section 2.3.4.2 

above. 

asset 

es of return on the are each 

t 

ly and symmetrically 

convenience in forrnul 

on one risky asset is cons 

(1969) formulated the problem 

the return on the r Sf> 

over 

llowing 
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Z .. - be the 
t,. 

rece end of period 

t from i $1 r asset at 

the beg of th period, 

'V , t be wealth i of iad t. 

U\ be the optimal f the portfollo to 

invest in the as in period t. 

p be the individual's rate of t pr'e renee. 

The basic problem is to choose t 

of consumption, portfolio allocation is ns ch gives 

T 
E{ l: (l"-p) 

t=O 

where E is the statistical expectations operator, 

the terminal period, 

subj to the buqget constraint, for each period t, 

T is 

(2,3.4.4.4) 

Us llman's principle of optimality, the decision prob 

at t b inning of period j can be reformulated as: 
- ! 

J T .(W.) . Max (U(C,)+E{(l+p)-lJT_('i.L.II)«W_l·'C_.)(l"(J~) 
-J J {C. w.} J - J J J J 

J ,: J 

(l+r) + wJ,Z.\)} 
,. 

where ) ,44 tl 1 d U .. t 1'. J. J' 'L'-ca. Q 18 cerive _ _ function 

It shows the maximum 8zpected utiU_ ty of Ii 

consumpt , given optimal consmnption-·investment 

(1 20'1 ) 



decisions in periods subsequent to the jth. 

Fama(1970b) and later Hagen (1972), have pointed 

out the similarity between the behaviour implied by equation 

(2.3.4.4.5) and the behaviour in one-period portfolio models 

which assume that the in~estor maximises the utility gained 

from current consumption and end-oi-period wealth, otherwise 

, . d' 11 f t ". t . 45 Q1Sregar lng a u-ure opporcunl .les. From observation 

of "ex post" market behaviollr alone, they argue, there is 

insufficient information. to distinguish between the multi-

46 
period and the single-period model. 

In general the investor would be expected to behave 

rather differently if he had a multi-period time horizon, 

rather than a single-period myopic time horizon. For 

example, a change in expected future investment opportunities 

would not affect the myopic investor I s curren t. portofolio 

decision, but could well affect that of other investors. 

In certain circumstances, investor's preferences and/or 

future pl'obability distributions may bo such that an 

investor's behaviour would be identical under both models. 

Fama (1970b) has investigated the latter possibility. 

He concluded that if it is assumed that: 

(1) the utility function for life-time consumption (see 

45. ana.ly~38s . slich a. model. 
46. HageD (lS7~, pa.ge 216), Fama (1870b, page 167), 
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(2.3.4,4,2) is a concave ion of its 

the 

(a) 

(b) 

can 

of 

as if: 

consumption opportu.ni ties 

opportunities 

known and fixed at the beginning 

ous period. 

(3) the consumer's taste for given bundles of consumption 

goods and ces are independent of the state of 

the world; that is of current and past events or 

outcomes. 

(4) markets for conslIDlption goods and portfolio as s 

are perfect 

(5) one-period asset and portfolio are 

dete d by two-parameter dis ibut 

then the consumer's behaviour iu the multi er model 

ieal to that in the tract 1 

portfolio models. 

On the other tack, ( 8) i ed 

sibility that some consumers' be such 

t myopic behaviour would be an 

investor to behave 1ocI's 



decision on that per d's it 1 wealth and the 

probability distribution e1 only, with the object 

of maximising expected utility of f ,veal tll in that 

period while disregarding c,ompletely.!! (MoBsin 

(1968, page 223», Working in a world, Mossin 

restricted himself to a mult -which omitted 

the possibility of intermediate He also 

assumed no bor:eowing, no Bol veney cons and no serial 

co ation between asset yie 

(A) 

If the investor made his ion as if 

were to be his las~ believing that 1 11 in 

periods would be compulsori at a risk~ 

rate of return, then Mossin char s 

as ic. 

Moss concluded: 

:ri asset wILL a non-zero yield an~ both 

assets are risky, if and only if the utility 

seet 2.3.3.2). When the riskless asset zero 

y 1 

util 

1 e myopia is optimal if and only if 

funet 

'.I'UT) "Vi 

has the property, for 1 W, 

a +- (2.3.4,"-1,6) 

t I 



where a and bare of W. If 

a "'" 0, t funct it cons relative 

risk avers 

(B) Part imal only there is 

a riskless asset with a non-zero y ld and the 

utility function the (2.3.4,4.6) 

above. 

"Apart from linear following 

(and only the following) of utility functions 

satisfy this condition (for a 'f O),1f (Mossin, 

(1968, page 224». 

-Vila b "" 0 Exponential ~ e 

Logarithmic Ln (W + a) b 1 

Power 1/(b_1).(a+bW)1-1/b for a b 

Hakansson (1971) investigated the robustness 

these results when: borrowing and solvency cons s are 

included; yields are serially correlBted; and the 

of risky assets is arbitrarily large. 

When returns are serially correlated t 

only the logarithmic function ensured camp myopirov was 

optimal. 

In the ence of borrowing and solvency con 

with seri dence, Hakansson found t t 
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conblusions, concerning utility functions with the 

property (2.3.4.4.6), were only valid in highly restricted 

circwnstances. These circumstances cOl1cerned the nature 

of the borrowing limits and the necessity for large and 

positive wealth. 

These results are of interest when the validity 

of portfolio asset-demand equations based on single-period 

models is considered in section 2.3.4.6 below. 

Samuelson and Merton also derived some interesting 

results, from the general portfolio ~odel described in 

equations (2.3.4.4.3) to (2.3.4.4.5), when the utility 

function exhibited constant relative risk aversion. 

Before presenting their theorem their general portfolio 

model is developed further. 

Reeursive optimRlity equations result from 

differentiating equation (2.3.1.1.1) 

w. and equating the differentIals to zero. In general 
J 

they can be written as: 

o =: U' ( C j ) -~ E { (1 + p ) -:lJ ' T _ (j + 1) (( 111 j + 1 ) (( 1 - (0 t) (1 .j. r )~~ ()) t Z t ) ) } 

(2.3.4.4.7) 

and 

(2.3.4.4.8) 

where j = 0, ... iT. 
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Solving these equations at any stage gives the 

optimal conmunption-sav:i.ng and portfoli.o allocation 

decisions, 

In general these optimal decision rules will be 

interdependent; the value chosen for C. will depend on the 
J 

value chosen for w. and vice-versa. 
J 

However, Samuelson and Merton found that 

"For isoelastic marginal utility functions, UI (e) -. 

\)-1 
C ,v < I, the optimal portfolio decision is independent 

of wealth at each stage and independent of all consumption-

* r 

savings decision~ leading to a constant w .••. optimal 

consumption decisions at each stage are, for a no-bequest 

model, of the form,,47 

a.nd 

where 

C~._l == c,WT . 
1 -1 

a == (1 + p)/(l + r*) 1 
- 00 

1/(1 ~v). 

- f «l-w*)(l+r) o 
+ W~Z) v 

(2.3.4.4.9) 

of (Z) 

This then is the more recent form of the separation 

theorem and the stationary portfolio result 'of the MV 

approach, (see section 2.3.4.2). 

Isoelastic utility fUllci:Jons exhibit constant 

47. Srunuelson (1969, page 244) 
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relative J:'1sl~ It i well that, in 

s ler models, util wi this prope:cty 

behaviour in' t ion of the portfolio 

the risky asset is t of wealth, being 

on the probabi ty s ibutions of returns 

48 When these probability stributions are 

iaut between periods, it would be unna.tural to 

at, even in more genera.l rno 

po lio ensues. The optimal invested in 

portfolio is constant over t and this constant 

only on the probability for asset 

and the utility function; an~ consumption-

ion. When there are many asse ,the 

proport may vary between assets, but each proportion 

would be stationary under these aSStID1pt 

In eral, the proportions would dif between 

individuals. In specifying an aggregate 1 

equ9t would be difficult 

procedure. 

presented above does the 

sepa,ration found in some MV mo , (see section 

2.3.4.2). In 

were combtn 

48. See Tob 
and Bti 

separation theorem} r 

proportions which depended on 

Arrow (1965), Mossin (1 
70L 

as s 

on thF;l 



probability distributions of expected returns. In these 

state-preference models, these proportions also depend 

on the investor's preferences, even if the utility function 

is isoelastic. In these cases however the portfolio-

allocation decision can be separated from the consUlnption-, 

savings decision. 

If the investor's utility function is isoelastic 

then Samuelson and Merton show that consumption is an 

increasing proportion of wealth over the investor's 

lifetime, see equation (2.3.4.4.9), (ConsUlYlption may 

however, as a ratio of income, increa~e monotonically or 

alternatively humped saving may take place). Again there 

would be an aggregation problem in cODsidering the 

consumption to wealth ratio of a group of individuals. 

The above results concern the portfolio chosen by 

a single consu.rner-investor. In a more recent paper Merton 

(1973) has uRed this type of model to investigate asset

del1lands and equilibrium in asset markets. The nequirernent 

of market clearing, together with specif:!.c aSGumptions 

60ncerning the nature of the stochastic processes give 

strong conclusions concerning' both the :Cl1.JJctiollal forms of 

asset-demand oquations and separation theorems of the type 

developed in MV analysis. 

M(-)l~tOl1 assumed: 
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1. Consume:c",invGstor::; nlctxirnisG Qxpected utility from 

life-time consmoption and bequeathed wealth. 

2. The utility function is strictI concave; the 

investor is uncertain as to his age-of~death. 

3. The investor can invest in n risky assets and 

one "instantan80n:::;1 riskless ' ! asset. This is an 

asset for which an investor Imows with certainty 

that he can earn a rate of return ret) over the 

next in.§j;a!~~t by holding this asset. Merton 

interprets this asset as the exchange asset. A 

key point is that it is not assumed that future 

values of ret) are known with certainty. This 

would allow an investor to hold a risky asset, even 

if its present instantaneous' rate of return was less 

than that on the riskless asset. 

1. Both borrowing and lEnding can take place at this 

instantaneously riskless rate of return. 
{ 

,5. All ass '3ts l:.lcLve lirrdted liability for the lnve8tol~, 

6. Short sales of assets; with full use of the proceeds, 

7. Each investor can buy and sell at the market price 

g,S Hl11CI1. 0 f ~tD. c1C b.G 
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8. The capital market is always in equilibrium, 

9. There are no transaction costs, taxes or asset 

indivisibilities. 

10. Trading in assets takes place continually in time. 

11. Each firm is assumed to invest in a single asset 

(physical capital) and to issue one class of 

. securities, called equities. 

12. The vector set of stochastic processes describing 

the opportunity set, and its changes, is a tim(=)~, 

homogeneous Markov process. 

is the set of transition probabilities for returns 

on each asset over the next trading interval.) 

13. For each asset in the opportunity set at each point 

in time t, the expeett:lu x-a tOC) of .t't:lLurni"uni LLi.lfl8 , 

rlAfined hy ~i and the 

exist, are finite and are right continuous functions 

of (h) the length of time interval. The expectations 

operator i~ conditional on the levels of the state 

variables at t~ne t. (The state variables are the 

current levels of asset prices, mean returns and 

variances of returns.) 

14. 
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process are permissible. 

15. There is no wage income. 

For this model Merton solves the dynamic programming 

problem (of the type discussed in section 2.3.4.4) to obtain 

demand equations of the following form: 

W.W 
1. 

~n m n 
:::: A l: v. . (a . - r) + l: l: HkCi. gl 1;; '1 v. . 

j=l lJ J k=l j =1 J '>: J;;: lJ 

for i = 1, 2, ... n 

(2.3.4.4.10) 

where: w. 
1 

is the fraction of wealth W invested in the 

ith asset. 

I' is the instantaneously riskless rate of 

return. 

a. is the expected rate of return on the jth 
J 

asset. 

v. . is the (i,j)th element of the inverse of 
lJ 

the instantaneous variance-dovariance matrix 

of asset~returns. 
! 

r is the e(luivalent correlation coeffic~ent ':>ij 

gk is an element of the Wiener stochastic process 

applying to the kth asset. 

A == (2.3.4.4.11) 

where J is the derived utility function described earlier 

and the subscripts indicate partial differentials. <.Tl 
~ 

is the partial differential which describe~ how derived 

of future returns resulting from a change in tho opportunity 
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ion. 

to the reciprocal 

e risk aversion (see section 2.3.3.2), 

term in equation (2.3.4.4.10) carre 

function a r asset by a :3 

the 

period mean-var maximiser, (see equa~ion (2,3.4.2.1», 

The s term reflects the investor's demand for 
, 

the asset "as a vehicle to hedge 1unfavourable 1 

shifts in the opportunity set!!. An "unfavourable" 

shi~t in the opportunity set variable x
k 

a change in x such that (future) eonsumpt , -

a given level of ( ) wealth.1I (See 

defined as 

will fall for 

(1973». 

(Xk is an element the vector stochastic process). 

If the a.ssumpt ion is investment 

opportunity set over time then p,roves 

that demand the ith asset by investor 

become: 

. k yl1k a: ~Ii 'i . (2.3.4.4.13) 

i ::: 1, 2, ... n 
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This js very similar to the equations derived from 

the MV approach. 

Merton takes this parallel further. If all 

investors agree on the opportunity set then he proves the 

"Given n risky assets, vlhose returns are log~ 

normally distributed and a riskless asset, then 

(i) there exists a unique pair of efficient 

portfolios (mutual funds) ~ne containing 

only the riskless asset and the other only 

risky assets, such that independently of 

preferences, wealth distributions or time 

horizon, all investors will be indifferent 

between choosing a portfolio from the 

original n+l assets or from these two funds. 

(ii) the distribution of the return on the risky 

fund is log-normal. 

(iii) the proportion of the risky fund 1 s assets 

invested in the kth asset is: 

n n n 
I Vt~(a~-r)1 E ~ v~~(a.-r) 

j=l ~J J i=l j~l LJ· 1 

k 00-= 1, :;:~; I) <I ,n .. 'I 

In the theorem the ratj.o of demands for risky assets 

is independent o:f pre:ferenc8s and tho same for all tnvestors 

as in the MV single-period analysis, (see section 2.3.4.2), 

Merton notes thctt, Gxcer··t in some speci<:tl ease;3 I tlH'3 
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assumption of a constant opportunity set is 

for this result. These special cases arise when the 

utility function is restricted to certain functional 

forms, as was discussed earlier. 

If the assmnption of a constant opportunity set 

is replaced by an alternative asslUnption that a sing-Ie 

state variable describes all changes in the opportunity 

set, as .for example, in. the case where 

a. := a.(r) 
1 1 

and a. = a.(r) 
1 1 

then Merton shows that, provided there exists a risky asset, 

say the nth asset, with a return perfectly negatively 

correlated with changes in r, then ag~egate demand 

functions can be written as 

K 
k n 

Di ~ E d. = A E v . . (a.-I') 
k=l 1 j=l lJ J 

(2.3.4.4.14) 

for i = 1, 2, .on-l 

and Ie n 
D E d k A l: 'J\.(a.-r) Hg/a - - -

n !l j=l llJ J II 
k=l 

(2.3.4.4.15) 

K K 
Ak 

1,. 

where A ::::: l: and H =: E II!>. 
k=l k=l 

Merton derives a Generalised "T11ree Fund" Separation 

Theorem from these assumptions. 

Given n risky assets, and a riskless asset, satisfying 



this aSGuInption I t t portfolios 

constructed from these that 

(1) all risk-averse ors will be indifferent 

between choosing port 1 from among the original 

n+l assets or from funds. 

(ii) the proportions of d's portfolio invested 

in individual assets are by purely 

technological considerat 

(iii) the investors I demands do not require 

knowledge of the investment set for the 

individual assets, nor of proportions held 

by the funds. 

Of these three funds, the first two are i ical to the two 

the previous separation theorm and the th d comprises 

only the. nth ;risky asset. 

Some attempts have been made to investi e 

i t:l of the fiul ti-per~iod moclcls of SUIUUC 

Merton, in their 1969 papers, They concluded 

ts were still applicable under infin t 

and 1 numbers of consumptton goods. (1 ) 

con problem of incorpol'at possibili 

of an becomin.g bankrupt but was 

negat ( 217) that 11,., there does seem 

any way handling operationally t problem of 

ruin e multi ioa consumption and tfol 
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problem. II Hakansson (1971) has generalised the rnodc~l to 

an arbitrary number of risky assets, some of wbich may be 

sold short. He also incorporated borrowing possibilities. 

Yaari (1965), Hakansson (1969) and Hagen (1972) have 

considered the possibility of uncertainty as to the end-

of-lifetime. Many of these contributors have considered 

end-of·-life bequest functions. Samuelson and Merton find 

their conclusions are unaffected if these functions are 

isoelastic in terminal wealth. Zable(1973) has 

incorporated into the two-period version of the model 

transaction costs in switching portfolios. He concludes 

.' that in these circumstances the portfolio mix will be 

sensitive to the composition of wealth. The portfolio 

allocation problem becomes a long-term problem, even 

with isoelastic utility functions, because the current 

portfolio decision is dependent on the inherited port-

folio composition which.is dependent, in part, on earlier 

portfolio decisions. 

The preceding survey of the literature on the theory 

uf portfolio choice has been directed at outlining the 

basic concepts, factors and issues thought to be relevant 

in the determination of an individual's portfolio. The 

dependency of attitudes to risk, and the way in which 

these attitudes may vary with net worth, on an investor's 

preferences has been probed in some detail. The theory 

has-concentrated on the influence these factors have, 
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together with d 's expectations concerning 

future asset yie , on port io behaviour, 

Two appro theory of portfolio selection 

were considered above; the mean-variance (MV) approach and 

the more sophi icated st e-preference approach. 

The latter considered, at its most general level, 

the full ion between consumption·-savings ions 

and portfol location decisions. Net worth generally 

played an important role in this interaction. It is 

therefore more appropriate for considering the det ion 

of the portfolios chosen by the personal sector 

. than the portfolios of financial institutions. This 
. 

point is taken up in section 2.4 when portfolio mode 

are f lly ected for use in this thesis. 

On the other hand the MV approach abstracted from 

maximisation of terminal wealth to be the indiv 's 

portfolio objective. This specificat is InOl~e 

to the behaviour of financi t than 

to private individuals (see section 2.4). so the 

emphasis on myopic behaviour (see s ion 2.3.4.3) 

ctive. In the present state of one 

justification for the MV approach ears at 5.n 

c cumstances it gives c f3arrle 
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results as more folio models 

(see section 2.3.4.3), rmore; ven certain 

restrictions on individuals:1 atti to future probability 

distributions one period Is give identical results 

to multi-period models (see sect 2.3.4.4). Alternatively, 

myopic behaviour may be just iab when individuals! 

preferences are such that opt 1 mult od behaviour 

results (see section 2.3.4.4). 

Of recurring interest in the 1 eTature surveyed 

has been the conditions under which incti vidual's 

portfolio decisions can be greatly simpl i In some 

circumstances it has been found that the individual need 

only choose a portfolio from a a mutual 

fund cons ting of risky assets combined proportions, 
. 

dependent on the probability distribution of future returns 

only and not on the investors' preferences. (See sections 

2.3.4.2 and 2.3.4.4). The decision concern the optimal 

compos! tion of the mut"ual fund can be made quite s ly 

the f portfolio decision. 

Samuelson and Merton have shown (see section 2.3.4.4) 

to 

sav 

of 

cert 

s can be combined into port I 

worth, which are independent the consumpt 

opt 

tioD decision and the time of life of 

This latter conclusion, that the composit 

portfolio might be stationary over t 

iduals was also investigate6 

THE UBRAfff 
UNIVE:\SITY OF 

t less 

t ns, 
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sopbisticated models in section 2.3.4.2. 

Such simplifications are obv iously of interest to 

the par olio manager and , both of whom 

must cut through a myriad of complexities in order to 

find a workable basis for choos a portfolio in the 

one case and investigating th basis in the other. 

The danger for each is of course that the basis chosen 

is such an over-simplification the problems that the 

portfolio manager makes very inferior decisions and the 

researcher completely misrepresents the manager's 

behaviour. Each must avoid this as best he can. 

Unfortunately all the mode considered in this 

survey are too simplistic in vary degrees. Typically 

they ignore the effects of taxes, tax offsets and many 

other kinds of market imperfections. The assumption of 

temporally independent distributions asset yields 

.is restrict in spite of the supporti ev e of 

limitations probab reflect the fact that tfolio 

theory is still s infancy; the seminal work of 

Markowitz was published in 1952 and the f Id d not 

attract widespr 

49. See F'ama (19 
Hagen (1972, 
implicatj.ons 

attention until the 1960's. 

) a summary of this 
209) dj.scusses the 

s assumption. 

ceo 
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Even so the models surveyed do provide some basis 

for investigating empirical portfolio asset-demand equations. 

For example, portfolio equations homogeneous of degree one 

in wealth imply that the desired portfolio composition is 

invariant with respect to changes in wealth. The theory 

suggests that such behaviour is likely to be consistent 

with an individual whose attitude to a risky proposition 

does not vary with net worth. If his degree of risk-

aversion does so vary than it would be surprising to 

find him exhibiting such behaviour. Similarly, the 

theory would suggest that j_f asset holdings are 
, . 

hypothesised to be quite independent of wealth then the 

individual's behaviour is consistent with constant 

absolute risk aversion rather than decreasing absolute 

risk aversion. Asset equations based on initial wealth 

and short-term probability distributions alone would be 

consistent either with utiliti functions exhibiting 

myopia or partial myopia or with certain attitudes to 

future probability distributions 

This completeR the sll1_'vey of the "pure" theory 

of portfolio choice. Section 2.3.4.6 applies these 

considerations to the investigation of particular 

empirical portfolio demand studies. Section 2.4 further 

draws on this survey in choosing the functional form of 

the asset-demand equations used in the empirical work 

described in tbis thesis. 
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2.3.4.6 Particu tfolio Demand Studies 

2.3.4.6.1 I ion 

In the previous sect s some of the concepts 

and issues, currently thought important to the theory 

of portfolio selection, have been introduced and 

discussed. The validity of one-period portfolio models 

has been investigated and t implications of these 

models have been compared with·those more generally 

formulated models. The functional underlying 

specific asset demands have been invest for the 

one-period MV model,50 for the multi iod model when 

restrictions are placed on the utility ion51 and 

for the multi-period model when capit 

equilibrium conditions are imposed,52 In each of these 

three cases the asset demands depended on r ative yields 

and variances, and investor's preferences, but not 

explicitlyon the consumption-savings allocation decision. 

In the two cases in which actual demand equat were 

deriv~d, asset demands depended linearly on yields. 

In this sectio~ these considerations are to 

int some of the portfolio asset-der.land ions 

estimat in recent econometric studies. In this cont 

hold s of liabilities will be considered to negative 

ho of assets. In this section the consist 

these portfolio models with the balance sheet nt 

50. (1973) and section 2.3.4.2. 
51 Samue (1969), Merton (1969) and section 2.3.4.4 
52 on (1973) and section 2.3.4.4 
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that total assets equal total liabilities at all points 

in time whether in equilibrium or in disequilibrium, 

will also be investigated. Tobin and Brainard (1968) 

have emphasised that this restriction must be explicitly 

considered in specifying and estimating models of port-

folio behaviour. If asset demands are expressed as 

proportions of net worth, as is not uncommon, then the 

balance sheet constraint requires that these proportions 

sum, over all assets, to unity. This implies that the 

coefficients of all explanatory variables, other than 

the constant term, determining asset demands must sum, 

over all assets in the portfolio, to zero. If a rise in 

one interest rate increases the demand for one asset as 

a proportion of net worth, then other things being equal 

the net proportionate demands of all other assets must 

simultaneously fall by an identical amount to ensure the 

proportions still sum to unity. The coefficients of 

the constant term must SWD to unity in this model. 

Alternatively in the Parkin Model of section 2.3.4.6.4 

in ,;yhich asset demands' are expl~essed in. real dollar 
1 

magnitudes, but net exogenous asset holdings appear 

as an explanatory variable, then the coefficients applying 

to this asset must sum to unity, over the portfolio 

equations as a whole, to preserve the balance sheet 

identity. Clearly coefficients of all other explanatory 

variables must sum to zero for the same reasons as 

before. 
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Frequently in t tfolio mode a distinction 

is made between flex ante!! d asset holdings and !lex 

postll actual asset hold s. Adjustment costs or other 

imperfections in the market may an indj~vidual 

from reaching his personal equil ium just a Ie 

period. In such cases it 53 common to consider that 

an individual's !lex ante" des as 

also satisfy the budget constraint. 

ho 

53 Sharpe has 

should 

classified this as a sort of "rational ectations" 

hypothesis. In the annual models estimated in t 

thesis this distinction is not made, so is not 

emphasised in the following survey .. 

2.3.4.6.2 Kalchbrenner's 

Gramlich and Kalchbrenner (1970) have developed 

a model of the demand for liquid assets. They assumed: 

1. There is no uncertainty about futUre a 

pri.C8R relative to the value of money. 

2. Liquid assets enter the utility functio:ns as 

imperfect substitutes. 

3. The utility function is a quadratic function 

its arguments. 

4. Asset demands are homogeneous of degree one in 

net worth. 

5. There is no consumption. 

'1'0 and Braina-rd (1:.,)68), Sharpe (1970) for 
example. 
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By maximising the utility function subject to 

the portfolio constraint they derived, in the three 

asset case, the linear demand functions: 

(2.3.4.6.2.1) 

where A. is the dollar holding of asset i 
1 

L - Al + A2 + A3 

A is a matrix of coefficients 

r. is the return on asset i 
1 

They hypothesised that the demand for the ith 

asset varied positively with L, and r. and negatively 
1 

with r. and "r
k 

(j, k i i) 
J ' 

From the second-order maximisation conditions 

they derived symmetry conditions analogous to those 

of consumer demand theory,'namely: 

= i,j = 1, 2, 3. 

The portfolio equations were then estimated 

subject to all these restrictions on the coefficients 

plus those implied by the balance sheet constraint, 

(see section 2.3.4.6.1) 

As a model of portfolio behaviour this approach 
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has serious shortcomi assumption of price 

certainty relative to money st s the model from 

the whole field of portfolio ana sis based on the 

risk-spreading effects of i portfolios. 

Likewise the assumption that utility gained directly 

from asset holdings, rather than from wealth which has 

the reflected utility of the con ion 

commands, or from this consumption self, is contrary 

to the spirit of all the portfolio literature surveyed 

above. 

The shortcomings of the quadr.atic utility function 

in portfolio analysis were discussed in section 2.3.4.3. 

One of its drawbacks lies in its turning point. 

The model is set in a timeless context which 

consistent wi th the assumption of price certainty. om 

a multi-period perspective this assumption is certainly 

invalid for many assets. Demaii.d equations based on mu i 

period modA1R whi~h incorporate urice uncertaintv can 
~ ! v 

surely claim greater generality than this Gramlich, 

Kalchbrenner model, 

However, the major contribution of Gramlich and 

lchbrenner probably lies in the care which they took 

to ensure that their econometric estimates were consistent 

with the "a i" constraints on the coefficients 
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outlined above. As they note, the ordinary least squares 

estimator ensures the balance sheet restrictions are 

satisfied when the set of right-hand side variables is 

common to each equation and includes total assets as one 

. bl 54 varut e. However, more sophisticated regression 

techniques are required to ensure consistency with the 

symmetry, and other, constraints. There is some doubt 

as to the appropriateness of these symmetry constra,ints. 

Gramlich and Kalchbrenner note that this property could 

be lost in an aggregation process and Sharpe (1973) 

notes that it is lost under certain types of inter-

dependency in the error terms (see section 2.3.4.6.5). 

2.3.4.6.3 The Reserve Bank of Australia's 

Portfolio ~,1odels 

In the same spirit as the portfolio model of 

Gramlich and Kalchbrenner (section 2.3.4.6.2) are the 

portfolio models developed by Parkin et~ al. (1973) to 

, 
54 Suppose the model is A = X S + E' 

A AI' !l2 ' A3 · S ~l' 
! 

§3 = -- §2' where 

and E = ~l' 
, 
~,2' 

, 
::'3 ' and" !l -' 

Al + A + A,-., 
~~2 -0 

3 1 

X)-lx, 
3 

L: S. = (X E 11, . 
. 1-1 . 1-1 
1= 1= 

then 

- (X'X)-lX'~l 

[gl r 
X)-lXIX ~ since (X - I 
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investigate household portfolios and corporate portfolios. 

Both these contributors assumed future price certainty 

and that holdings of financial assets entered the 

arguments of the utility function. 

The models of Parkin et. al. are however, of 

much greater generality than that of Gramlich and 

Kalchbrenner. They attempted to integrate "both stock 

and flow and real and financial decisions,,55 into a 

formal optimising multi-period framework. 

1. 

Their assumptions were: 

Households attempt to maximise the discounted sum 

of temporally separable utility functions over 

an infinite time horizon; f'irms attempt to 

maximise the discounted sum of future and 

present net cash flows, over an infinite time 

horizOil. 

2. Householders gain utility directly (and 

positively) from stocks of physical and financial 

assets, and (negativeJy) from changes in these 

stocks; firms are faced with production functions 

in which; labour and real assets enter in real 

terms as both levels and rates of change, and 

levels of financial assets enter as real market 

values,whereas their rates of change enter as 

55 Op. cit. page 1 
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I ~ I 56 rea lace va ues. 

3. All economic agents form "static expectattons" 

about future prices. They do not expect any 

variatj.on in asset prices. Nor do they expect 

changes in current levels of exogenous assets. 

4. All agents are price-takers. 

5, The supply of labour and current real income 

from labour are assumed to be exogenous to the 

household sector. Labour income is assumed to 

be expected to grow at a steady rate. 

6. The Hessian matrices resulting from the constrained 

maximisation procedures, are assumed to be negative 

definite, ensuring that the maximium exists. 

7. The utility function and the production function 

Vlel"'e 

A. 

are guadratic functions of their arguments to 

a good approximation. 

From these assumptions the following demand functions 

rl~'VlI";T7,.....r1 • 
u.tJ.L..LVv-u. 

For Households 

* * * M XI(t-l) + R bet-i) + R DX2 (t-i) + 

* R'h(y/p)(t-i) + EH(t) 

where: Xl is a vector of non-durable consumption 

and stocks of endogenous real and 

financial assets 

56 Op. cit. pages 21-.22. 
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b is a vector of current relative 

prices and interest rates. 

X2 is a vector of exogenous assets. 

Yip is net exogenous real income 

£H(t) is the error term 

* * * * M , R , R D, R h are complex functions of the 

underlying utility function parameters. * M 

would be expected to have characteristic roots 

lying between plus and minus one. 

For Firms 

* * X(t) = M X(t-l) + R g(t-~) +'£F(t) 

where: X is a vector of endogenous variables 

comprising labour input and real 

and financial stocks. 

g is a vector of relative prices and 

interest rates. 

£F is an error term 
~ * where 111 and R are the same matrices .., c< ";ro Y"\r)""+ 

""'-' ..LH ,lJ (...l..J.. \,.; 

(A) immediately above. 

These portfolio models were estimated by ordinary 

least squares with adjustments for first order auto-

correlation where necessary. 

The assumptions made to get these demand equations 

are very strong indeed. The justification for including 
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many financial assets as arguments in the utility function 

in a world of expected future price certainty, ~nd in 

which all agents are price-takers, is not at all obvious, 

neither is the argument that changes in these stocks 

always generate disutility by themselves. Even more 

suspect is the assumption that the level of output is 
. 

affected not just by real inputs (including the real 

cost of· finance), but by the levels and changes in 

different financial assets also.
57 

The portfolio 

approach discussed in previous sections appears to offer 

a more realistic view of financial behaviour. Assets 

are held not for themselves, but for their contribution 

to a portfolio, which is held not for itself, but for 

its contribution to the probability distribution for 

future wealth. The very real uncertainty facing 

economic agents is explicitly recognised. 

The problems with assuming a quadratic utility 

function have already been discussed. The inadequacies 

of a quadratic production function are seriou~; it implies, 

for example that increasing returns to scale prevail, 

which is inconsistent with price-taking behaviour and 

finite profits. 

All the same, this work is a major and pains-taking 

attempt to develop a comprehensive portfolio model fully 

57 Parkin et. al. noted on page 8 that these assumptions 
!t can be cogent ly criticised on rmwy. grounds. " 
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integrating real and financial decisions in a carefully 

specified manner. The model does however ignore the 

most reasonable explanation for individuals holding 

diversified portfolios of financial assets and is there-

fore not investigated further in this thesis. 

2.3.4.6.4 Parkin's Study oZ the United Kingdom 

Discount Houses 

Parkin (1970) derived asset-demand equations for 

the United Kingdom Discount Houses in a model which 

differed from that of the previous two types in that 

it recognised the existence of uncertainty in asset 

yields. 

Parkin assumed: 

1. Each discount house evaluated the utility 

gained from end-of-period Qrofit~ alone. 

2. The utility function was of the exponential 

-blT U ::: a - ce 

where c,b were positive constants and a was non-

zero. IT was real profits per decision period. 

3. Uncertainty surrounded end-of-period asset yields 

and hence real profits. In particular yields 

were assumed to be norma11y distributed. Exp~cte~ 

utility therefore became a function of portfo1io 
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mean return and t variance of this return alone. 

4. Each discount house was a price-taker. 

5. Certain items t portfolio were set by factors 

outside the luence of the discount house. 

6. Each discount house maximised expected util y 

subject to t portfolio constraint that total 

assets equal total liabilities. 

From these assumptions Parkin derived t assetj 

liability, demand/supply equations: 

v = (2.3.4.6.4.1) 

where: v is a vector of endogenous assets or liabilities 

(liabilities have negative signs). 

f is a scalar, the net value of exogenous assets 

and liabilities. 

m the vector of expected real asset/liability 

1"1' 
U 

yields 

is a matrix derived from t variancc-

covariance matrix of yields. ! It has 

the following propert 

(a) It is symmetric. demand 13qua t ions 

therefore exhibit the sUbstitution effects 

found in the theory of consumer choice. 

(b) It s rows and co all sum to zero, 

The latter r ion is necessary in 

order for the ance sheet restftttion 
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that total assets equal total liabilities 

to hold at all times. The former property 

implies the asset demands are invariant 

with respect to changes in the sca of 

asset yields. 

(c) It has non-negative diagonal elements 

which dominate off-diagonal elements 

which are all negative. This means 

that an increase in the yield on an 

asset will always increase the demand 

for that asset. 

is a column vector derived from the variance-

covariance matrix of asset returns. Its 

elements sum to minus one. This requirement 

is also necessary to satisfy the balance 

sheet restriction. 

Parkin analysed this model very carefully: 

He ie;l:tted the conditions under which demand 
! 

curves could be aggregated and concluded that 

aggreg ion was appropriate 1 discount 

houses held identical expectations concerning 

portfolio probability distributions. 

He estimat the model by ted least squares 

estimation to ensure all the symmetry requirements 

were met. 
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3. He reformulated 1 under the assumption 

that the yield on short-term liability was 

known with certa y. s led to demand funct~ons 

in which yields appeared as deviations from the 

riskless rate of return, as found by Levy (1973), 

section 2.3.4.2, for the mean-variance model. 

4. He tried a variety of expect at hypotheses 

for end-of-period interest r and concluded 

that actual observed inter were the 

most appropriate. 

5. He tried introducing monopolistic markets. Th 

formulation would be necessary if a discount 

house faced a demand/supply function which was 

not perfectly elastic. In such a case ther 

the asset yield, or the asset level, but not 

both, would enter the choice set of the 

institution. The remaining variable would not 
f 

remain in the model as an independent variab 

Parkin notes empirical level t s 

test amounts to dropping the remaining,var 

from the equation. 

6. He tried using quadratic and cubic utility 

functions but arrived at demand functions too 

comp1ex to be useful. 

7. tried introducing portfolio adjustment costs 

but ran into problems with multicollinearity 

and se 1 correlation. 
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8. He tried alternative assumptions concerning 

the choice set and the exogenous variables 

but did not get good results. 

9. He tried proxy measures for the variance-

covariance matrix of asset yields with poor 

results. 

All in all, this paper was a fine and pains-

taking piece of scholastic achievement. The model 

itself is based heavily on the mean-variance approach 

because: 

(i) It is myopic in that only end-of-period 

profits are evaluated, future possibilities 

are disregarded. 58 

(ii) It makes assumptions which ensure that 

expected utility is a function of mean 

and variance only. This is the basic 

assumption of MV analysis. 

The assumption of an exponential utility function 

is open to the criticism that this function means absolute 

risk aversion is constant which is contrary to the 

currently accepted expectation that risk-averse investors 

exhibit decreasing absolute risk aversion. 59 Given this 

58 See sections 2.3.4.3 and 2.3.4.4 
59 See section 2.3.3.2 
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utility function, the assumption of normality in the 

probability distributions of asset returns is important 

because it allows expected utility to be a linear 

function of mean and variance alone. As noted in 

section 2.3.4.2 there is much debate as to the extent 

to which these probability distributions can be 

approximated by the normal distribution. 

As already noted, this model is myopic. In 

section 2.3.4.4 the justifications for such models were 

surveyed. 

In a restricted model, Mossin argued that ~hen 

the utility function was of the exponential class, then 

complete myopia would be optimal if there was a riskless 

asset with zero yield and partial myopia would be optimal 

if there were a riskless ~sset with a non-zero yield. 

These results are not applicable to the model whose 

demand functions are given above, because there is no 

riskless asset in this model. In any case, as noted in 

section 2.3.4.4, Hakansson (1971) has found that these 

particular results lack generality. A more acceptable 

defense of the myopic model would, in this case, appear 

to rely on Fama's conclusions, that single-period 

behaviour is optimal as long as certain conditions are 

60 not met. Of the conditions listed in section 2.3.4.4 

60 Fama's model applied to a consumer-investor. In this 
paragraph it is assumed it would apply equally to a 
firm which "leaked" funds to equity owners, according 
to a multi-period optimising model. 
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only the second does not appear to have already n met 

by assumptions explic y made in formulat t model. 

This condition is interpreted as the requirement that 

the f acts as if both the purchasing power of 

distr profits and future folio opportunit 

can as known and f at the beginning of any 

previous iod. 

2.3.4.6.5 IS Modificati of Parkin!s 

In a recent paper Sharpe (1973) has modified 

Parkin's model to allow for a stochastic elementin asset 

holdings t elves, as distinct from asset returns. The 

idea is that, 11because of the uncertainty ii1 deposit 

inflows and mortgage takedowns, most of the assets 

involved in s study possess a stochastic element.1! 

(Sharpe (1973, page 523». 

"' .L 

This appears to be a break with 's assumption 

that institutions are price takers which purchase a 

portfolio at existi prices and then await their future 

stochastic returns. Sharpe's model was to 

explain the portfolios of Australian savings 

banks accept all os s which customers wi to make at 

the prevailing terms on which deposit facilit are 

offered. If each is thoughtto have an luence over 

these terms then surely the appropriate way to ecify the 

behaviour of the banks would be to recognise this 

monoplistic element formally in the manner ed 

by Parkin (see above); The terms on which depos facilties 



are offered enter the choice set of the banks rat 

than the level of deposits. 

If on the other hand, assumed that each bank 

has no s icant inf over these terms then they 

also no influence over t level of deposits and 

hence t deposits should be t en as exogenous to the 

savings banks in the manner ed by Parkin. 

However. Sharpe takes of these steps, 

and liability levels er the choice sets 

of his itutions and he allows for the possibility 

that the Is of all securities --- the portfolio 

are determined, in part, by stochastic processes. Thus, 

from this spective, Sharpe's model appears to be a 

mis-specification of the portfolio behaviour of the 

savings itutions. 

For compi eness Sharpe's model and conclusions 

are quickly set out below. 

Sharpe 

1. The uti ty function could be well approximated 

by a . ft' 61 lC unc lon. 

61 See section 2.3.4.3 for some results concerning 
the validity this approximation. ~his a tion 
meant Sharpe not need to assume normal probability 
distri but ions', 



2. Expected utility was linear in mean and var 

62 
alone. 

3. Actual future asset/liability levels (~) are 

related to expected Is (~) by 

v = v + 

Similarly actual y Ids (~) are related 

to expected future e M) by 

M + 

Using Parkin's remaining assumptions Sharpe 

ce 

showed that if errors in for future asset levels 

and yie were not independent i.e. 

then demand functions would take t form 

V :::: ('J, + AM + Bf (2.3.4.6.5.1) 

where ('J, is a vector of constant terms. whose elements 

sum to zero. 

f is the net value of exogenous assets and 

abilities 

B is a vector whose elements sum to minus one. 

A a matrix which has all the operties of 

IS matrix G (see equat (2.3.4.6.4») 

for that of symmetry. 

62 The term the square of the mean, which results 
when the ected value of a quadratic utility 
function is found, is omitted. 
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The effect of Sharpe's modification to Parkin's 

model is therefore to introduce a constant term into 

the asset-demand equations and to reduce in number 

the "a priori" restrictions on the coefficients in 

the model. However, "a priori" restrictions requiring 

that total assets equal total liabilities at all times~ 

are still imposed, 

2.3,4.6.6 Large-Scale Macroeconometric Models 

In this section attention turns to the models 

of financial market behaviour embedded in some large-

scale macroeconometric models, Interest focuses on: 

the basis for selecting the functional forms of the 

portfolio equations; the extent to which the models 

reflect the ideas of Tobin (1969) concerning the supply 

price of capital and related variables (see section 

2.1) ; and, finally, the extent to which they conform 

to the structural guidelines advocated by Tobin and 

Brainard (1968), (see section 2.2), 

Resource limitat.ions meant that only a 

restricted number of macroeconometric models could be 

surveyed in this section. Three were selected for 

d
. . 63 
lSCUSSlon. They are: 

the Brookings model (see de Leeuw (1965»; 

the Canadian model RDX2 (see Helliwell 
et. al. (1971»; 

63 A fourth, the model of the New Zealand economy, 
described by Deane (1973), is discussed in 
appendix D. 



the MIT-PENN-SSRC (MPS) model 
(see Ando (1973)). 
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The Brookings model was selected because of 

its historical interest as one of the first (and 

the best known) of the early large-scale macro-

econometric models. It was .developed before Tobin's 

papers were published and it is interesting to note 

the advances since made in incorporating more recent 

monetary theories into macroeconometric models. 

These advances are perhaps, best demonstrated by 

looking at what must surely be the two most sophisticated 

large-scale macroeconometric models in existence today; 

RDX2 and the MPS model. 

The financial equations in the Brookings model 

are set in a stock-adjustment framework in which there 

is, in each quarter, a partial adjustment of the 

portfolio, from initial to desired asset levels. The 

actual change in these asset holdings is a function of 

the lagged holding of the asset, lagged wealth, 

relative asset yields and additional variables which 

represent short-run constraints. The equations are 

homogenous of degree one in money values, but not in 

wealth. They do not appear to have been derived, in 

any formal manner, from optimising models of portfolio 

behaviour, This merely reflects the state of the 

portfolio literature at that time, 
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It is not 

of these equations 

section 2.3, 

to re the functional form 

Ii rature surveyed in 

and the port lio 

Ie. there is no wealth identity, 

do not include current 

wealth, so it is not all clear what influence 

wealth pI s on portfolio composition in the Brookings 

model, i er~rel ionship between changes in 

current wealth and changes in current portfolio~ 

holdings ar to be n cted, 

This one of the strictures of Tobin and 

Brainard th accounting identities in the system 

should explic ly recognised, A second, and 

related, 

the Brookin 

ion from their guidelines occurs because 

model does not include the entire list 

of relevant interest rates in ea_~!" equation. In the 

Brook model the general procedure followed is to 

carefully specify all equations but one , introducing 

explanatory variables specific to each particular 

equat if desired, The last equat is then 

de rmined as a residual through the balance and 

other identities. The specification of non-residual 

equations, without explicit attention to adding up 

const nt, may well lead to a very unreasonable-

looking residual equation. If so, at least some 

of the other equations must also unreasonable because 

of the same identities. Thus, paying licit attention 
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to the balance sheet identity assists in the 

specification of all portfolio equations. 

Finally, the Brookings model does not include 

a market for equity claims on physical capital, nor 

does it include variables representing the supply 

price of capital and the ratio of the market value 

to the replacement value of the stock of capital. 

It thus omits what are, in Tobinfs view, the key 

variables which link financial markets to real activity 

(see section 2.1). 

From this perspective, the RDX2 and the MPS 

models stand out in sharp contrast to the Brookings 

model; they each relate quite closely to the ideas 

advocated by Tobin. Ando and Modigliani (1974) have 

even prepared a paper} which carefully compares the 

basic structure of the MPS model with that of Tobin 

(1969), and indicates the basic similarities between 

the two as well as certain differences and the reasons 

for these differences. The following two quotes 

illustrate their conclusions I 

(1) " ..... we have argued that the 

behavioural hypotheses underlying the 

central equations of the financial 

sectors of the MPS model is (sic) 

quite similar to those underlying the 

(modified) 'theoretical model of Tobin." 

(section lI.5) 
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(2) " of analysis 

Professor Tob formulated and we 

have conmlented on th note 

must be d with even more 

diligence in e future." 

( IV) 

Both and the MPS model incorporate 

equat ing the demand for equities and the 

supply capital endogenously. 64 In both pr 

models the t value of equities is included a 

formal i t Y defining private sector wealth. 

In both models considerably more attention, than 

in the model, is paid to specify models 

which itly recognise the many balance s t 

identit 65 This is"most marked in RDX2 in which 

a co t speed of adjustment is assumed, between 

equations explaining changes in in items within 

a ven portfolio, in order to ensure estimated 

coefficients are consistent with balance sheet 

ident 

The derivation used in this is of a time 
series for the supply ce capital draws 
heavily on the method deve d RDX2 (see 
appendix A, section 1). 

65 See Choudhry and Villaneuva ( ,page 3) for 
a comparison of the recognition of some basic 
accounting identit by se three ~nd two 
other) models. 
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Anao and Modigliani (1974) differ from Tobin 

and Brainard in the emphasis that they think should 

be given to the need to use a common set of 

explanatory variables in the set of equations 

explaining the composition of a given portfolio. 

In section 11.5 of their paper Ando and Modigliani 

argue that Tobin and Brainard's emphasis on this 

point is fla little too sweeping", They argue that 

there are cases when institutions may well regard some 

balance sheet items as being determined as a residual. 

"It makes the problem of decision making tremendously 

simpler to have a (sic) residual assets or liabilities, 

and apply a fairly loose control, say some version of 

the S~s inventory formula to this residual assets. 'I 

An investigator who follows Tobin and Brainard's 

procedure of writing simil~r behavioural equations for 

all endogenous balance sheet items will be mis~ 

specifying portfolio behaviour in such cases. 

Ando and Modigliani conclude this debate with 

the following list of points; 

"(1) In formulating behavioural equations 

for all elements of a balance sheet, one 

should be careful not to treat some element 

as a residual element inadvertently. 



(2) However, we should allow for 

the possibility th 

a genuine residual 

process, or fairly 

some element is 

the decision 

e to it, at 

least in the short run. 

(3) If there is a 

that some particular en 

sheet is a residual, as 

careful not to specify t 

Ie possibility 

in the balance 

g as one is 

remaining 

equations to make the residual equation 

outrageous, from the stat tical point 

of view, estimating the system treating 

one of the items as a residual is likely 

to be less subject to biases." 

Both RDX2 and the MPS model stop short of 

following Tobin's model (see Tobin (1969» to the point 

of including a valuation ratio based on the difference 

between the market value and the acement value of 

the stock of capital, As Ando and liani ((1974), 

section 11,3) point out, q is only well 

all capit malleable, so that 

d when 

a well", 

defined I volume of capital in the economy. 

RDX2 and the model explicitly recognise the existence 

of some types of capital stock which t factor 

substitution on of the putty~clay val' Hence 

the idea of inc 

dropped. 

a valuation rat to be 



The functional form of the portfolio 

equations in RDX2 and the MPS model are similar to 

that suggested by Tobin and Brainard, (see section 
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2.2) . In the MPS model asset demands are directly 

porportional to net worth so that each proportionate 

asset demand (to net worth) is independent of wealth. 

(Such behaviour has been found, in the literature 

survey .above, to be consistent with constant 

relative risk aversion.) Each proportionate asset 

demand is explained by a vector of asset yields which 

is con~on to each equation. 

The portfolio equations in RDX2 differ from 

this in that asset demands are expressed as a 

proportion of total assets, rather than net worth. 

Each proportionate demand depends linearly on a common 

vector of relevant asset yields, the ratio of current 

income to total assets l and the ratio of the lagged 

asset holding to the current level of total assets. 

The income variable is doubtless included to allow for 

a transactions demand for cash while the lagged asset 

level is part of the stock adjustment hypothesis under

lying the equation. These equations are reminiscent 

of the model developed by Hart and Jaffee (1974) to 

describe the portfolio behaviour of financial 

institutions for which net worth is very small in 

comparison with total assets, (see section 2.3.4,2), 
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In their model, the mix of assets in the optimal 

portfolio is independent 

the is determined by 

the ~ of the portfolio; 

probability distribution 

asset y Ids alone. In portfolio equations 

of , the portfolio mayor may not vary with 

io size depending on how income and the it 1 

port lio mix vary with port lio size. Neverthe 

both approaches are distinctive that they focus on 

the 1'0 of portfolio size rather than the role of 

net worth. 

2.4 THE PORTFOLIO fvlODELS UTILI IN THIS THESIS 

In this thesis the por 01 behaviour of three 

distinct economic groups is expl itly investigated. 

These are the non-financial pr e sector (NFPS), 

the non-banking financial institutions (NBFI) and the 

trading banks (TB). 

A key feature of the portfolio of the NFPS is that 

its net worth very large compared with the size of its 

portfolio. In contrast net worth is a very small 

component of total liabilities in the fol of 

the TB and t I. Another distinguishing feature 

of the financ 1 behaviour of the NFPS t is 

directly Ii h personal consumption. 66 

66 In a 1, if data were available, 
would to distinguish be n 
personal non-financial corporate se 
Unfortunate resources did not allow th 
of aggreg ion to be achieved in this t sis. 
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seems advisable to use 

which explicitly 

On these two groun 

a portfolio model for the 

recognises the influences consumption opportunities 

and net wor on the financ 

The general portfolio mode 

incorporate these considerat 

of this sector. 

section 2.3.4.4 

lly. 

In particular Merton loped ific asset 

demand functions from such a rno 1 as given in equations 

(2.3.4.4.10) to (2.3.4.4.13), In general these equations 

state that asset demands would be t 

the product of a term inversely 

individual's measure of absolute ri 

ned 

1 

in 

to 

on 

part by 

the 

and a term 

in which relative asset yields enter 1 ly, each with 

its own coefficient. The first term in 

would not,be expected to be constant over t 

net worth varies over time and risk-avert 

s product 

individua 

are expected to exhibit decreasi absolute risk aversion 

as net worth increases. This means that, as specified, 

the asset-demand equations should not be estimated 

econometrically from a time-series. 

If Merton's demand equations are divided by net 

worth however, the first term in the product above 

becomes sely proportional to the investor's 

measure of relative risk aversion. Asset demands, 

ss as a proportion of net worth would then be 

term d by an expression which includes a linear 

comb at asset yields. The coefficient 
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applying to each yield would depend in part on the 

investor's measure of relative risk aversion. Now, 

as discussed in section 2.3.3.2 there appears to be 

more justification for assuming investors exhibit 

constant relative risk aversion than constant absolute 

risk aversion. 

It is assumed therefore, that for the purposes 

of this thesis that a reasonable specificiation of the 

portfolio behaviour of the NFPS is: 

n 
w. = L: b. r. + c. + e. (2.4.1) 

1 j=i lj J 1 J 

(i = 1, 2, .n) 

where w. 
1 

is the proportion of wealth invested in 

the ith asset or liability 

rj is the expected return on the jth asset. 

C. 
1 

are constants 

e. is a random error term 
J. 

This equation might be interpreted as a (rather 

heroic) transformation of Merton's equation (2.3.4.4.10) 

as follows: Assume the opportunity set was constant 

over the observation period of the model. This gives 

the Sl·m~ll··r-]·ed equr+l'OllC (2 q d 4 '0) -... 1...1--- .. _ ...::t.. '-' . ~ J • u ......... 0 J __ J ~ 0 Divide through 

by net worth (W) and assume that relative risk aversion 

and the instantaneous variance-covariance matrix of 

asset returns were also constant over the observation 
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period. This ma.kes the b .. of equation (2.4·.1)' constant. lJ . 

The term c. in equation (2.4.1) represents Ar 2: \! .. 
1 j lJ 

from the transformed equation (2.3.4.4.13) which is 

constant provided r, the instantaneously riskless rate 

of return was constant over the observation period. 

The problem of aggregating the individual's 

B.sset demand function into the NFPS' s asset demand 

function remains. Merton has shown (3ee equations 

(2.3.4.4.14) and (2.3.4.4.15)) that aggregate demand 

functions, almost identical in form and complexity to 

equation (2.3.4.4.10) can be derived by assuming that 

there exists an asset with a return perfectly negatively 

correlated with changes in r. If such an asset existed 

over the observation period then the interpretation of 

econometric estimates of equation (2.4.1) is greatly 

simplified. Malinvaud (1968, page 118) has amply 

demonstrated that biased estimates are likely to result 

when macroeconomic aggregates are simply 

to bear the same functional relationship to each other 

as their microeconomic eq~iv21ents. This aggreg~ti.0n 

problem has long bedevilled macroeconomic research and 

will doubtless long continue to do so. There is little 

which can be done about it in most cases except to note 

that it is a further reason for caution in subsequently 

interpr~ting macroeconomic results. The random error 

term in equation (2.4.1) might be thoughlof as some 
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recognition of the uncertainties in the hypothesised 

relationship. 

We now turn to the problem of finding the 

appropriate portfolio model for specifying the behaviour 

of the two financial sectors: Jaffe's theoretical 

model for analysing portfolio behaviour of financial 

institutions was discussed in section 2.3.4.2. Net 

worth was assumed to be of minor importance, compared 

with investment opportunities, in the determination 

of portfolio size and composition. 

Two carefully formulated econometric models 

for investigating financial behaviour have been surveyed 

in sections 2.3.4.6.4 and 2.3.4.6.5. Both were set in 

the mean-variance single-period framework. They can be 

successfully used to represent multi-period behaviour 

if any of the justifications suggested by Samuelson, 

Tsiang, (section 2.3.4.3), Mossin or Fama (section 

2.3.4.4) are appropriate. From the econometric view

point, the only differences between these two models 

lie in the inclusion, or omission, of a constant term 

and in the imposition, or not, of certain symmetry 

conditions on the estimated coefficients. As indicated 

in section 2.3.4.6.5, Parkin's model appears to be 

preferable on "a priori" gTounds. 
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The problem g this model is 

that it requires strong re rictions on 

substitution effects to be sed. No computer 

programme was availab r pe ions 

subject to such restr tions. t they had 

to be ignored in the estimation procedure. (In any 

case, full symmetry conditions could not have 

simply imposed in estimating the portfolio 

of the NFPS because data limit ions, even 

from the potential shortage of degrees of freedom, 

prevented the inclusion of all relevant 

Fortunately, the two-stage least squares 

t Y 1 ), 

imator 

used in this thesis did enable the coef cient e es 

to recognise the necessity for portfolio balance 

(total assets equal to total liabil s) in all 

three sectors. 

As noted in section 2.3.4.6.4 Parkin ed 

the conditions sufficient for aggregation of individual 

institution's asset demand functions into sectoral 

demand functions to be appropriate. concluded 

that it was necessary that institutions have identical 

ations concerning the probability distributions 

portfolio returns. This is not entirely unreasonable 

in the finan al world. If the assumption is invalid 

however, it likely that the estimated coefficients 

will suf from aggregation bias. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DATA SOURCES AND SECTOHAL BALANCE SHEETS 

3.0 INTRODUCTION 

A very considerable amount of time and 

effort was put into collecting time series for the 

variables appearing in the model described in ~hapter 

4. The basic sources of this data were the 

statistical pUblications of the Department of Statistics 

and the Reserve Bank of New Zealand. Some time series 

could be taken directly from these sources. Other 

series had to be constructed from these and other 

sources. Appendix A contajns a full riP8cription, 

with tables, of the data utilised in the model. 

The constructed time series directly relevant 

to the portfolio decisions and the monetary theory 

investigated in the model were:
1 

1 Bracketed symbols refer to relevant sections 
in . appendix A. 



the market value of the stock of 

productive physical capital (A.i.i) 

the replacement value of the stock 

of productive physical capital (A.2.4) 

the ratio of the market to replacement 

value of the stock of productive 

physical capital (A.2.5) 

the supply price of capital (A.l.3) 

the stock of consumer durables (A.2.3) 

the stock of private residential 

buildings (A.2.2) 

the stock of plant and machinery (A.2.4) 

the stock of direct private overseas 

investment in New Zealand (A.3.3) 

the stock of direct government borrowing 

from the non-financial private sector 

(A.3.3) 

the stock of zovernment securjties 

held by the non-financial nrivate 

sector (A.3.3) 

the average j.uterest l'9.,te paid on 

deI)Osits at 

institutions (A.5) 

Much time went into developing 

separate estimates of government and non-government 

building €Xpendltures (A.4), 
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The remaining variables for which time 

series had to be constructed played a less direct 

role in the model. For this reason thei~ movements 

are not discussed in this chapter. Amongst these 

variables, future researchers' attention should 

perhaps be drawn both to the comprehensive set of 

government sector accounts constructed (A.7) and to 

the estimates developed for annual expenditures on new 

automobiles (A.6). As far as is known these are the 

first direct estimates of annual expenditures on new 

automobiles over such a long period of time. They 

are of particular interest because of the extensive 

government interference which took place in this 

market over the observation period. 

Sections 3.1 to 3.3 of this chapter survey the 

trends in the portfolios of the three principal sectors 

considered endogenously in the model. The time series 

from vlhich . . 
rY'" T7nn ,1"'\ 5 J.. V ........ J.J. ..L~.L 

the tables attached to section A.3. Section 3.1 

also briefly discusses the statistical features of the 

time series for the key variables representing the 

financial opportunity costs of some of the assets in 

these portfolios. The time series underlying these 

opporttmity costs are given in the tables associated with 

sections A.2.5, A.3.3 and A.5. 
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Tabl Balance Non~Financial 

over Ended 31 
March, 1956-1969, $ million z 1955-56 Prices 

Assets Average 
$m 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Notes (NOT) 110.7 

570.8 

861. 3 

853.3 

276,4 

'Depos s at the TB (D) 

Depos s at the NBFI (8) 

Deposits with Govt (DGBP) 

Government securities (GSP) 

6. Productive Physical 
Capital 

7. Consumer durables 

8. Private residential 
dwellings 

Total Asse 

Liabilities 

9 . 

. 0. 

1. 

~2 . 

.3. 

A. 

TB Advances etc. 

Mortgage leuding by 
NBFI 
Other lending by 
NBFI 

Mortgage 
Govt· 

ding by 

Other Govt lending 

Borrowing from 
overseas 

Total 

5. Net worth of NFP8 

(V) 2,735.8 

(KD) 607.0 

(KRDP) 2,856.3 

8,871. 5 

(TBA) 

(MFI) 

(FIOA) 

(MG) 

(GLP) 

(FDr) 

354.5 

348.5 

251.5 

668.5 

55.3 

352.7 

2,030.9 

(WP) 6,840.5 

Source: Tables A.3.3.1 and A.3.3.2 

Coefficient 
of Variation 

% 

9,9 

'4.0 

37,2 

12,1 

12.0 

27.5 

17.5 

10.7 

16.4 

8.8 

29.6 

37.2 

17.8 

11. 3 

25.8 

21.4 

.4 
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Sectj.on 3.4 briefly surveys the trends in 

building acti~ity revealed by the time series' 

developed in s~ction A.4. 

All the time series utilised in the model 

cover the financial years ended 31 March 1956 to 1969 

inclusive. Detailed reasons for restricting the 

observation period to these years a~e given in section 

4.1. 

3.1 THE NON-FINANCIAL PRIVATE SECTOR 

rfable 3.1 summarises the balance sheet data of 

the non-financial private sector (NFPS) given in tables 

A.3.3.1 and A.3.3.2. This sector comprises all 

households and all commercial enterprises (excluding 

those included in the government sector (see section 

A.7), the non-banking financial institutions (see section 

A.3.2), the trading banks, the local authorities and 

the various primary producer marketing organisations 

"r"'1 
tt8S9I''{J8 

In real terms, the net worth of the NFPS, which 

1 1 ~ f $6 0" (' r- • • ] • f lac an average va.Lue o' " } O':l:U •• :) mLL .].011} grew --rom 

$5,346.4 million in 1955-56 to $8,266.2 million in 

1968-69. Stocks of private residential dwellings 

comprtsed the largG::::t single component of net worth l ' 

but the ct\1hlUnt of wealth he:! d in ownership cl;d.ms on 

p 1 [:.,n. t, 
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almost as large. On average over the period the 

NFPS has been a net lender to the Government, the 

non-banking financial institutions (NBFI) and the 

trading banks (TB). Even so it has borrowed 

substantial amounts from all three of these sectors 

and from overseas. 

Table 3.1 also presents the coefficients of 

variation (cv) (standard deviation di~ided by th~ 

mean) for each of the component time series of net 

worth. These coefficients indicate that fluctuations 

in asset and liability levels, relative to the mean, 

have been largest for NBFI items and smallest for TB 

items. Both a low but volatile growth rate in a 

variable, and a high but steady growth rate will result 

in large coefficients. Table 3. ~~ sets out summary 

statistics, which help to distinguish between these 

possibilities, of the average annual growth rates in the 

balance sheet items of table 

Average annual growth rates aTe considered to 

be more informative than average compounded growth 

rates because they are likely to be less sensitive to 

atypical values taken by the variable in the initial 

and terminal periods in each time series. They do 

however have an upward bias if all values in the time 

series are positive : if a variable takes successive 
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Growth in Ba.lance Sheet Items of the Non-Financial 

March, 

Average Annual Standard Coefficient 
Assets Growth Rate, % of Variation% 

Notes (NOT) -2.04 3.76 --184.6 

Deposits at the TB (D) -0.13 4,49 3,463.9 

Deposits at the NBFI (S) 9.01 2.64 29.3 

Deposits \vi th the 
Government (DGBP) 2.82 1.95 69.2 

Government securities (GSP) -2.16 4.15 -191. 7 

Productive physical 
capital (V) 7.51 20.94 278.8 

Consumer durables (KD) 4.26 1.47 34.6 

Private residential 
dwellings (KBRDP) 2.60 .35 13.5 

Total Assets 4.01 6.80 169.6 

TB advances etc. (TBA) 0.89 7.56 850.4 

Mortgage lending by 
NBFI \r.1FI) 7.96 2.93 ·36,9 

Other lending by 
NBFI (E'IOA) 9.44 2.48 26.3 

Mortgage lending by 
Government (MG) 4.41 1,90 43.0 

Other Govt 'lending (GLP) 3.06 8.06 263.6 

Borrowing from 
overseas (FDI) 6.28 2.97 47.3 

5.10 2.64 51.7 

(WP) 3.78 8,81 233.1 

1 
13 observations 

Sources: As for table 3.1 
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values 100, 200, 100 its average annual growth rate 

over these periods would be +25 percent but its 

average compounded growth rate would be 0 percent. 

Since the analysis in this chapter is directed at 

comparing relative growth rates between time series, 

rather than investigating absolute growth rates, this 

bias is not regarded as being a serious problem. 

The statistics in table 3.2 show that the 

large cv found in table 3.1 for the NBF! items are 

due to the large (between 8 and 10 percent), but 

relatively steady (standard deviations (sd) less than 

3 percent) growth rates of these variables. The high 

cv (27.5 percent) for V is associated with a 

comparable average annual growth rate (7.5 percent) but 

this rate was, relatively, very volatile (sd 21 percent). 

Although fluctuations in indebtedness between 

the TB·and the NFPS were small as meRsured by cv of 

their balance sheet levels (table 3.1), there have 

also been considerable fluctuations in the annual 

growth rates of this indebtedness. The sd of the 

annual percentage changes in D and rrBA were 4.5 percent 

and 7.6 percent respectively. 

The mean annual percentage change in deposits 

at the TB (-.13 percent) and the low mean increase in 



'I'B advances, discounts and term loans (.89 percent) 

might be attributed to the strict cont~ol the 

2 
Government exercised over the TB in these years. 

There has however also been a general movement over 

the perjod to portfolios of lesser liquidity. While, 

acco:rding to table 3.2, net worth of the NFPS ~re~~ 

at an average annual rate of 3,8 percent, the NFPS's 

holdings of notes :fell at an average annual rate of 

2.0 percent. The market-for these notes caD probably 
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be regarded as being demand~determined, the Government, 

tJi.rbugh the Reserve Bank, supplying at a fixed nominal 

price whatever quantities of notes the NFPS wished to 

incorporate into its portfolio. Seen in this 

perspective, the negative growth in deposits at the TB 

is not out, of line with the shift in liquidity 

preference. \ ' 

The NBFI have benefited greatly by this 

1688 liquid assets, Table 

whereas net worth of the NFPS grew at an average 

annual rate of 3,8 percent over the period 1955~56 to 

1968-69, deposits at the NDFI grew at an annual average 

rate of 9.0 percent. In contrast deposits with the 

Government (on Post Office Savings Accounts and 

superannuation contributions) grew at an average rate 

of only 2.8 percent, 

2 See section 1.1 for an outJine OI these controls. 



Reasons for these substitution effects have 

3 
been well documented. Briefly put, Government 

policy actions, such as the removal of an interest 

14.'J 

on deposits order and of some capital issues regulations 

in 1962, the recognition of an official money market 

in 1962, the easing of restrictions on the establishment 

of more trustee savings banks and their branches, the 

establishment of private savings banks in 1964, all 

favoured the competitiveness of the NBFI over the TB 

and the financial institutions in the government-

sector. 

Another aspect of table 3.2 which deserves 

comment is the declining importance of government 

securities (GS) in the portfolio of the NFPS. Holdings 

of these securities have declined in real terms at an 

average annual rate of -2.2 percent. This decline 

has probably been due to a growing margin between 

uncontrolled interest rates in the private sector and 

the controlled intereRt rateR on G~ Rin~e 1962,4 

Stocks, of both consumer durables and privately-

owned residential buildings, have grown relatively steadily 

over the perjod as a whole, Table 3',2 shows 

3 

4 

See Holmes (1972) for a full description of 
the Government policy moves over this period, 

Ne~ Zealand Monetary and Economic Council (MEC) 
(1972, Report No. 24, Graph A, page 18) 
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that the sd of the aunual percentage changes of 

these stocks were only 1.5 percent and 0.4 percent 

respectively, compared with 20.9 percent for V. 

However, fluctuations in the o~tput of new consumer 

durables and of privately owned residential buildings 

have been considerable. Over the 14 years considered,5 

output of consumer durables grew, in real terms, at 

an average annual rate of 2,8 percent with a sd of 

7.7 percent. The corresponding figu~es for real 

output of privately owned residential buildings were 

4.0 percent and 6.4 percent. 

Table 3.2 shows that direct borrowing of the 

NFPS from overseas sources has grown at a fast but 

relatively steady rate. This is not to say that 

fluctuations in the net private capital inflow were 

not large. Indeed, the average annual growth rate in 

the net private capital inflow, deflated by the import 

price index, was sd of 4.8 percent 

over the 14 year period 1955-56 to 1968~69. 

Unfortunately, measures of the net real returns 

derived from each of the financial and physical assets, 

listed in table 3.1/ in the portfolio of the NFPS 

are not available. These returns would be interesting 

to study, because they would, to some extent, indicate 

5 ,See the data in table A.2.1 



how the members of the 

of their portfolios as 

variability of these y 

The basic thrust of the 

the composition 

I or as the 

d over time. 

ory of portfolio 
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selection surveyed in chapter 2 above can be swmnarised 

succinctly as follows: RiSk-averse dividuals who 

derive utility solely from the probability di ibution 

of returns expected from a portfolio, 'and not from any 

other distinct intrinsic properties of component 

items in the portfolio,will tend to ater 

utility from the" portfolio the greater the mean 

expected return and the lower the expected r however 

evaluated, associated with th portfolio. Individuals 

will never hold a portfolio if they can attain another 

portfolio wlth a higher mean expected return but no 

higher risk. At their optimum portfolio they achieve 

their most isfactory balance between expected return 

Any feasible portfolio offering a higher mean 

e d return would be accompanied by an unsatisfactorily 

r relative to the optimal portfolio. 

Converse 

t on more ri 

mean d 

which could 

individual would always be prepared to 

if necessary, to attain a greater 

if this return was less than that 

by the ol'ltimum portfolio, In 
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this scenario, the demand for individual securities 

is derived from the contribution of an extra unit of 

the security to ortfolio risk and return. In the 

optimum portfolio, no advantage can be obtained by 

altering the composition of the portfolio, degenerate 

cases aside. For example, switching one dollar from 

security k to security j in the portfolio will chang~ 

the mean expected portfolio return by rj - r k , the 

difference between the two mean expected security 

returns. Stone (1970, page 50) has defined this 

difference to be the relative risk premium of the two 

assets. 

Simultaneously, the risk associated with the 

portfolio will change by the difference between the 

increase in portfolio risk which occurs when one more 

dollar is put into holdings of the jth security (Stone 

calls this the marginal portfolio risk of the jth 

less the marginal portfolio risk of the 

security. Stone calls this difference the relative 

marginal risk between securities j and k. Stone (1970, 

pages 51 and 52) then proves that, at the optimum, for 

all pairs of securities in the portfolio, the ratio, of 

the relative marginal risk per dollar of portfolio value 

to the relative risk premium, is the same. The 

appropr ia te measure of risk for all indi vidualsec·~ri !y, 

according to the theory, is therefore the 

marginal portfolio risk. 



If the appropr ri measure is known (it 

is usually assumed to be variance or standard 

deviation in applied studies) then it should be pass Ie 

to derive the formula for calculating the marginal 

portfolio risk for each se ty. In practice the 

simp correlation coefficient between the security 

r and the portfolio frequently used as 

an approximate measure of the tfolio risk associated 

with each security,6 It is unfortun~te that the 

available data does not even allow this simple measure 

of security risk to be calculated over the observation 

period, because no measure of actual portfolio returns 

was available. 

However table 3,3 displays, for some items in 

the port io of the NFPS 1 stat ics of actual real 

(in terms of the gross domestic product (GDP) deflator) 

interest y Ids where available, and where they are 

not, prox these real returns. The E'tnnllul 

real return from holding goods me by the 

annual rcent change in the Gnp tor. The 

annual rea return derived itom of consumer 

durables and residential dwellings is by the 

annual percentage changes in the appropriate price 

deflators these series. (Such cannot be 

6 See the work af Sharpe (1970) for example 
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as being very s isfactory. There can 

be no doubt that individual's incorporate these 

items a their portfol cause they derive utility 

directly from the consumpt nature of these goods 

as well as (indirectly) from their investment nature.) 

The actual real rate of return on the 

ownership of productive physical capital is measured 

in the table by the net cash flow on this capital, 

expressed as a percenctage of the market value of these 

ownership claims, augmented by percentage change 

in the ratio of the market value of this stock to i 

replacement value. This latter term was an estimate 

of the real capital gains derived from the ownership 

of this physical capital. The remaining three real 

returns in th~ table were estimated as the appropriate 

nominal interest rate, less the percentage change in the 

GDP deflator. All the time series utilised in the 

table are des in appendix A. 

..::::T.:=o . ........:=c..;=:::...::...~:.;.:...;;".:;;.c..;....t_ the returns, as measured, can 

be regarded as be 

for goods ref 

net of tax, The ice indices 

effects of sales tax where this 

is relevant. Cap al gains on equit were tax free 

in New Zealand over the observation period. The cash 

flow estimated on ties was net of corporate tax but 

not of personal income tax. rrhe returns on ownership 

of productive phys capital, as measured, are 
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TaJ::<l.e :3,3 Asset and Proxies Asset Returns 

Mean Coefficient 'l'hird CO:Cl'e la tion 
Real returns on~ Return of Variation Central ir.d.th GDP ---- -----~---

% % Moment deflator -_._-
-~ .. ---------

L Goods 2.40 59.7 R-8 1.00 

2. Consumer. du:cE'.YJles 1,73 67.6 26 .18 

3. Residential buildings 1.44 157.8 -61 -.00 

4. Ownership of 
Productive physical 
capital 8.33 234.7 5 14 35 ,33 

1-
.,) . Mortgages 3,25 42,4 20 '-.92 

6. Deposits at NBE'I 1,03 134.4 15 ""1,,9f1 

"1. TradJng Bank 
Advances 3.08 44,9 19 ~.96 

Sources: 1, 2 and 3 returns proxied by the percentage change in 
the GDP deflator (P), and the price indices for consumer 
durables (PD) and residential buildings (PRD) 
respectively. All time series from table 1\.5.1 

4. • Re turns proxied by the sum of JV f the enrnlngs cash 
flow on the stocK of prouucti ve phy,,;j. Ceil cdpi i~al f 

expressed as a percentage of the market v3.h!(? of this 
s tack (see table A. 1. t1) plus the capital gc.in on 
ownersbip of this s·tock as measured by the pc,rcentage 
increase in q, the ratio of thl:'~ ma.rket value to the 
replacement. value of t.his stock (see tablE! 1\,;;' c 3) 

5,. 6, 7 Nominal rat:es as given in i:able. lL5.:;~. less 'che 
actual percentage change in P. 
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therefore an overstatement the true net-of-tax 

returns to the individual. Nomin interest rates 

on deposits at the NBFI were on the first 

$100 of interest over a anti part of the 

observation period. Nominal 

however tax deductible for bus 

payments were 

ss enterprises, but 

not for non-business purposes over observation 

period. For this reasori, there e, the series, 

utilised in the table to real cost of 

mortgages and trading bank advances, are likely to 

overstate the real cost net of tax to the NFPS. 

Table 3.3 shows, for the variables discussed 

above their mean annual real returns, the coefficient~ 

of variation of this return, their third central 

moments as a measure of skewness, and their correlation 

with the annual percentage change in the GDP 

Although the statistics presented are only an 

approximation to actual real returns they are of some 

interest. Noteworthy is the high mean return and the 

high variance associated with ownership of product 

physical capital. This high return together with the 

positive ess (a desirable property for the 

averter) must have satisfactorily compensated 

individuals greater risk, since equities 

were such a proportion of the portfolio. 'fhe 
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low return on residential buildings is surely a 

reflection of the inadequate proxy used in the table. 

One of the major advantages in owning a building over 

the observation period surely lay in the capital 

gains associated with the land on which the building 

stood. Unfortunately no measure of this capital 

gain was found for use in the model. An interesting 

feature of the movements in the price indices for the 

goods markets items 2, 3, 4 was their" lack of large 

correlation with movements in the GDP deflator. This 

indicates that individuals could hedge against risk 

by spreading their net worth between different types 

of goods. 

Some interesting features of the returns on the 

three financial securities are the close similarities 

in their variances, in their skewness and in the 

magnitude of the correlation of the yield of each with 

the GDP deflator, The higher coefficient of variation 

of the return on deposits at the NBFI is due Lo its 

low mean relative to mean returns on the other two 

securities, since all three have similar variances. 

The high negative correlation of the three security 

returns with movements in the GDP deflator indicates that 

that nominal interest rates did not respond, so as to 

negate price movements, to any significant degree over 

the observation period. 



rrable 3.4, Balance Sheet of the Non-Trading 
Bank Fiuancial Institutions NBFI) 

Averages over Years Ended 31 March 
1~56, .. 6~,~million ip Copstar!:~_J9l?_~--56 Prices 

Assets 

1. Mortgage Assets (MFI) 

,2. Govt securities (GSFI) 

3. Net other assets (FIOA) 

Total Listed Assets 

Liabili ties -- " 

4. Deposits (S) 

348.5 

261.3 

251. 5 
--~ 

861. 3 

861. 3 

Coefficient 
of Variation 

% 

29,6 

49,0 

37~ 

37,2 

37.2 

'Frable 3,5 Growth in Balance Sheet Items of the NBFI 

Assets 

1. MFI 

2. GSFI 

3. FIOA 

Total Listed Assets 

Liabilities 

4. S 

Average Annual 
Growth Hate1 (%) 

7.96 

10.11 

9.44 

9.01 

9.01 

Standard 
Deviation 

2.94 

8.15 

2.48 

2,64 

2.64 

1 Average of 13 annual percentage changes 

Source: Table A.3.2.10 



Because each of 

negatively correlated 

are highly positively 

This suggests that the 

series is highly 

the GDP deflator, they 

with each other. 

ld by financial 
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institutions over the period were secure in the sense 

that fluctuations in the 

matched by similar fluctuat 

yi ds were closely 

liability costs. 

The portfolios of the two financial sectors 

in the model are described in the two sections. 

3.2 THE NON-~BANKING FINANCIAL INSTI'l'UTIONS 

Table 3.4 sets out the average balance 

data of the non-trading bank financial 

in itut (the NBFI). These institutions comprise: 

the private savings banks, the trustee savings bank~ 

the building societies, the life offices, the finance 

companies, the stock and station agen es and 

the off 1 money market dealers. 1 

detai 

s 

of the data and the data sources are given in 

A.3.2. 

the table !lnet other as \I an ate 

of highly financial securit such as loans of 

Ii offices to policy holders, loans of stock and 

station agen 

companies 011 h 

to customers and loans of f 

purchase and leasing cant 

ce 



The table shows that, on average over the 

period, the NBFI invested over two-thirds of their 

deposits in mortgage loans and GS. Mortgage loans 
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were the largest single category of lending. 

Coefficients of variation of balance sheet levels were 

large compared with those in table 3.1. As was noted 

in the previous section, this was because of the 

relatively high growth rate in the portfolio size of 

the NBFI over the observation period, Table 3.5 

presents the average annual growth rates, and the 

standard deviations of the actual growth rates, to allow 

some features of the shifting portfolio composition 

over the observation period to be investigated. 

Over these years the NBFI have tended to 

increase the proportion of their deposits held in GS 

and in net other assets, at the expense of mortgate 

loans. A further interesting feature is the relatively 

high sd associated with the annual percentage increase 

in NBFI holdings of GS. Inspection of the data in 

table A. 3.2.10 reveals tb2.t tbess IT!ovemsnts in the 

portfolios are due to a sharp increase in the rate of 

growth of GS from the year ended 31 March 1963 onwards 

combined simultaneously with a sharp, but rather smaller 

decrease in the rate of growth of the larger "mortgage 

assets" category. Over the year ended 31 March 1962 

GS in the portfolio of the NFPS grew in real terms by 
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5,2 percent, mol' by 11.9 percent. 

Over the year ended 31 March 3 in contrast, GS 

grew by 11.8 percent; asse only grew 

by 4.8 percent. Over the s ar riod from 

1956-57 to 1961-62 the average percentage 

increase in GS was 2.4 percent; mortgage assets 

it was 10.0 percent. Over the seven year period 

from 1962-63 to 1968-69 the figures 

were 16.8 percent and 6,3 percent re ly. 

This shift in portfolio composition was clearly 

not due to an increase in the relative yield GS. 

Direct evidence of the contrary trend in relattve 

y has already been referred to. Neither there 

any obvious evidence of an increase in the re 

marginal risk of mortgage loans, 

However there is plenty of support for the view 

that s substitution effect over the 196 was due 

ct government interference in t 

compos ion of the life offices, finance companies 

sav favourillg investn1cD.t tn GS, and to 

gene measures the Government took in the 1960s 

favour the growth of institutions, such as the 

and private savings banks, which invest heavi 

in GS. 
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3.6 

rages Over Years Ended 31 March 
1956 million in Cons t 1955-56 

Liabi ties 

1. Deposi ts 

2. Unexercised Credit 
Limits 

3. Borrowing from 
Reserve Bank 

Tota 

4. Authorised Credit 
Limits 

5. Bankers' Cash 

6. Government 
securities 

7. Net Overseas 
Assets 

'rotal Listed Assets 

8. Net Residual 
Assets 

Other Statistics 

(D) 

('l'BBRB) 

(TBCL) 

(TBC) 

(GSTB) 

(TBNOA) 

(TBNRA) 

9. Reserves (TBFR) 

10. cised Credit 
Limits as a % of 

ised Credit 
Limits (CRT) 

570.8 

228.7 

11.0 

810.4 

583.1 

133.6 

43.5 

32.0 
-----,.-.--.-

792.2 

18.2 

-Z,9 

64.7 

Coefficient 
of Variati.on 

% 

4.0 

11.8 

79.7 

6.2 

8,5 

27,5 

14.7 

'17,8 

5.2 

69.1 

.2 

10.9 
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Reference has been made to some of 

these measures. 11er tails are available, from 

Reports No. 10 and No. 24 of the New Zealand :Monetary 

and Econom Coun 1, Holmes (1972), and in 

section A.3.2 of th t is. 

3.3 THE BANKS 

Table 3.6 sets out the aggregate average 

balance she data of the trading banks (TB) over the 

observation period. At this level of aggregation 

the act t of the TB can be summarised as fol 

They accept deposit liabilities on the basis of which 

they n t credit limits with the NFPS. A 

propo ion of these credit limits are unutilised at 

point in time. In table 3.6 these une~ercised credit 

limits are ded as a liability of the trading bank 

in order to preserve the balance sheet identity. On 

average over the period unexercised credit limits were 

65 of utilised credit limits and 39 percent of 

creo.it limit8. 

rfhe remaining j.tcms in table 3.6 were reI ly 

small in magnitude over the observation iod, 

I cash consisting of till money and its 

at the Reserve Bank averaged $134 mil d with 

$570.8 million for deposit liabilities. ding b 

hal of net overseas assets and GS were never large, 
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averaging $44 Ilion and 

Even smaller were average 

Reser-ve Bank and a res1 

$32 million respectively. 

gs from the 

"net residual 

assets" . This 1 er resi i essentially 

comprised land and buildings owned by 

less shareholders' funds. 

Also shown in the table t 

reserves; that is trading bank tot 

banks, 

bank 

reserve 

less required reserves, borrowings from the 

Reserve Bank. In section 4.5 it is that th 

variable was the active instrument Government 

monetary control over the observation iod. This 

variable was negative, on average, over rvation 

period, indicating to some extent the t of 

monetary policy over much of the observation pe od. 

Table A.3.1.2 shows that free reserves were 

on average for over 8 of the 14 years compr ing the 

ob~ervation period. 

Borrowing from the Reserve Bank was, on 

,greater than the absolute value of average 

reserves (see table 3.6). This doubtless cts 

the fact that such borrowing, as measured, could never 

be negative whereas free reserves could take both 

posit and negative values. When free reserves 

were and negative, borrowing was likely to 

itive yet when free reserves were pas 

borrow was likely to be near zero. 
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Tables A.3.1.1 and A.3.1.2 show that in 11 of 

the 14 years comprising the observation period 

borrowing from the Reserve Bank exceeded zero, 

when free reserves were positive, or the absolute 

value of free reserves, when free reserves were 

negative. (In the remaining three years, 1965-66, 

1966-67 and 1968-69, borrowing exactly equalled the 

absolute value of the negative free reserves.) 

This "excessive!! borrowing by the TB may be 

attributed to the asy~etry, mentioned above, in the 

relationship between such borrowing and free reserves. 

(While aggregate free reserves are negative, an 

individual bank may have positive free reserves and 

borrow nothing.) Alternatively, it may be attributed 

to a desire by some banks to always have a positive 

margin, for presentational reasons, between reserve 

assets, after borrowing, and statutory reserve 

requirements. 

On average over the period table 3.7 shows that 

free reserves fell while borrowing from the Reserve 

Bank increased. Free reserves, as measured in table 

A.3.1.2 were negative in each of the years 1964-65 to 

1968-69 (the last five years of the observation period) 

but only negative in three of the preceding nine years. 

This would appear to indicate that monetary policy was 

relatively restrictive towards the end of the 

obs~rvation period. 
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Table 3,7 Chan s in B~lan Sheet Items of the TB 
----.----~--~------~,~.~~.--,-------

Percentage Changes in Annual Averages 
of Balance Sheet Items from the Years 

Ended 31 ch 1957 to 1969 

Liabilities 

1. Deposits 

2. Unexercised credit limits 

3. Borrowing from Heserve 
BanI'>: 

Total Listed Liabilities 

Assets 

4.. Authorised credit limits 

'5. Bankers' cash 

6. Government securities 

7. Net Overseas assets 

Total Listed Assets 

8. Net residual assets 

Other TB Statistics 

10. Unexercised credit limits 
as a % of ut:ili.sAd credit 
limits 

Average 
.-%~,-

-0.13 

1.06 

353.13 

0.20 

0,80 

-4.72 

2.02 

3,73 

0.01 

18.2 

0.77 

Source: Tables A.3.1.1 and A.3.1.2 

Standard 
Deviation 

4.49 

8.29 

868.44 

·5.01 

5,55 

14.95 

8.29 

27.34 

.04 

12.58 

11.48 
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However the econome ic ts discussed 

in section 6.3 st th movements free 

reserves did not s i f ce the banks' 

lending stances. In th it worth 

noting that table 3.7 

limits (item 2) on bank len 

unutil credit 

actually increased 

on average over the obs on 

reserves declined. In fact unutilis 

even though free 

credit limits 

actually increased on average as a percentage of 

utilised credit limits (item 10 of table 3.7). In 

the model deve loped in c hapter 4~ 

interpreted as a proxy for credit 

s ratio 

ioning in the 

market for TB lendingt an increase in the ratio is 

interpreted as a reduction in the severi 

rationing. This evidence is cons t 

econometric result from section 6.3 

of credit 

th the 

to above. 

The tVIO largest (in dollar terms) items in the 

TB portfolios were deposits and authorised credit 

t8. Tables 3.6 and 3.7 shew that hold 

f cial instruments were 1'e letti vely static. Deposits 

ly fell slightly on average over the observation 

but authorised credit limits grew at an average 

of on 0.8 percent, Fluctuations in these 

growth rates were also relatively small. 

Even so, the composition of the TB portfolios 

Table 



Table 3,8 

1. BRDG 

2. BRDP 

3. BRD 

5. BNRDP 

6. BNRD 

7. B 
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enditures on Buildi 

Summary statistics of building expenditures 
by category from 1955-56 to 1968-69, and of 
annual percentage growth rates in expenditures 

Mean 
$m 

13.6 

131.3 
~.~----

144.9 

39.6 

65.3 

104.8 

249.7 

CV* 
%-

17.1 

16.5 

14.2 

40.4 

24.9 

28.4 

19.7 

Mean --q;:---
,0 

-2.7 

4.0 

3.1 

16.5 

5,1 

7.8 

4.8 

CV* 
%-

-594.6 

162.5 

204.4 

217.7 

291. 7 

191.9 

169.2 

Code to Nomenclature: BRD = residential buildings 

BNRD = non-residential bu;ldtngs 

G = government sector 

Source: 

P = non-government, or private, 
sector 

Time series from table A.4.3 deflated by the 
price index for either the cost of commercial 
buildings (PC) or for residential buildings 
(PHD), as appropriate. 

* Coefficient of variation 



3.7 shows that the tituted government 

securities and net overseas assets for bankers' cash, 

"net residual ass Sll and authorised credit limits. 

To some t these substitution effects must 

have been influen by the Government policy changes 

towards the TB ch are discussed in sections 4.1 

and 4.5. 

Even so extent to which the banks' part in 

financial in rmediation dec14ned over the observation 

period is Total listed liabilities of 

the TB at an average annual rate of only 0.2 

percent whi deposits at the NBF! grew at 9.0 percent 

and net worth of the NFPS grew at 3.8 percent. 

Factors associated with this relative decline have 

already been referred to in section 3.1. 

3.4 TRENDS IN THE BUILDING SECTOR 

Tables ~.R and 3,9 present st 

of en in the building sector. 

According to table 3.8, tot g activity 

(E) grew in real terms at an aver annual rate of 

4.8 cent over the period 1955 6 to 1968~69. This 

was rather fa.ster than the average annual percentage 

increase of 3.9 percent in real oss,domestic product. 



The biggest contribution to this high growth 

rate came from government non-residential building 

(BNRDG) wh1ch averaged a very high 16.5 percent 

in real terms. Much of this building was for 

educational purposes. 

This did not prevent the private sector from 

commissioning the resources to achieve an annual 

average growth rate in this category of building 
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(BNRDP) of over 5 pex'cen t , To some extent, the 

combined effect of government and private sector 

operations in the market has been to reduce fluctuations 

relative to the mean, in the growth of aggregate 

non-residential building activity, from the higher 

fluctuations in each sector's activity. The coefficient 

of variation (cv) of the aggregate at 192 percent is 

appreciably less than the 292 percent recorded for 

non-residential building expenditures by the private 

sector. 

No such smoothing of fluctuations in private 

residential building (BHDP) is apparent. Fluctuations 

relative to the mean in the growth of BRDP were less 

than those for aggregate residential building 

expenditures (BRD). This was due to the extremely 

violent fluctuations in government residential building 

activity (BRDG). The negative average annual growth 



Table 3.9 

Variab 

1. PRn 

2. PC 

3. PB 

4. wb 

5. NBC 
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Othe the Build 

Summary statistics ces, wage rates, 
and employment in the buil ng sector; 
actuals and percent changes. 

Mean 

1,091.9 

1,140.6 

1,113.3 

0.856 

56.6 

CV* 
%-

6.1 

9,0 

7.5 

17.8 

8.1 

Mean 

1.4 
2.0 

1.7 

4.4 

1,4 

157.6 

119.8 

141.4 

38.3 

210.8 

* Coefficient of variation 

Sources: Price indices 
(Base 1955-56 

, PC, PB, table A.5.l 
1000) 

Nominal ave hourly earnings l$) 
building and can ion (wb) I table 

Average employment (DaDs) in bui 
construction, table A.5,4 

g and 

r 



rate of -2.7 percent perhaps be 

interpreted as a f out of level of government 

involvement in earlier years caus by the post war 

housing shortage. 

Further evidence of the in pressure 

on housing over the period by the price 

indices in table 3,9. The p ce constructing 

residential dwellings (PRD) grew 'an annual average 

rate of 1.4 percent, slight slower than that for 

non-residential buildings (PC). Fluctuations in 

this growth rate were larger, to the mean 

for PHD than for PC. 

The growth rate of employment in the building 

and construction sector (statistics were unavailable 

for employment in the building sector alone) only 

averaged 1.4 percent, less than a third the growth rate 

in B. This falling labour output ratio is consistent 

the relative shift of resources 

more tal-intensive com,l:nercial building 

tll rising real wage rates e 

3.9 (the average annual increase in nomin ly 

earn in butlding and construction (wb), at 4.4 

percent outstripped the average annual increase 1.7 

percent agg building costs (PB». 



CHAPTER 4 

MODEL SPECIFICATION 

4.0 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the structural 

specifications of the model used to investigate the 

role of the supply price of capital and other 

determinants of portfolio behaviour in the New 

Zealand economy over the years ended 31 March 1956 

through to 1969. 
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Section 4.1 presents an overview of the model. 

In the light of the literature survey of chapter 2, 

section 1,2 surveys the theoretic~l models selected to 

represent the portfolio behaviour of the three sectors 

considered in the previous chapter. Sections 4.3, 4,4 

and 4.5 present the detailed, institutionally-based 

portfolio equations for the non-financial private sector 

(NFPS), the non-banking financial institutions (NBFI) , 

and the trading banks (TB) respectively. 
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Section 4.6 sect 4.3, 4. and 

4.5 and completes the equations of financial sector 

by describing the remaining equat and identities 

associated with the supply capi 
\ 

The equations used to invest the impact of 

financial events on building activity are scribed in 

section 4.7. Section 4.8 briefly the 

remaining equations in the model. 

It is an unusual feature of th research that 

the econometric estimates of the equations specif d in 

section 4.8 are not presented. This is because the 

emphasis of this research is on financial 
--------~-------~~~~ 

in 

the New Zealand economy. No attempt is made to 

investigate the determinants of wage and price 

fixing behaviour in the economy. Time limitations were 

simply prohibitive. An attempt was made to invest 

the derived demand for factor inputs using Cobb-Douglas 

aggregate production functions. Apart from the 

widespread doubts concerning the existence of aggregate 

production functions the statistical results were too 

'," 
rior to be Dresented. 

, ~ 
For example, the time trend 

to represent technological progress frequently 

appeared with a highly significanti , but negative, coefficient. 

The unfortunate aspect of this omission is that 

no tical check is provided of the appropriateness 



of the Ita priori" specifications of the markets 

described in this section. The a.dvantage of going 

ahead with specifying the behavioural determinants 
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of these markets is .that a list of relevant endogenous 

and exogenous variables is obtained for the economy 

as a whole. This enables much of the simultaneity 

existing in the economy to be allowed for, in principle, 

. when estimating equations of any sub-sector of the 

model using two-stage-least squares. 

Given the time limitations the loss from this 

procedure was unavoidable. The list of exogenous and 

endogenous variables obtained from the specifications 

listed in ~ection 4.7 is fairly uncontroversial given 

the neoclassical assumptions of most macro-econometric 

models. 

The full model. is set out in appendix B. There 

are 60 equations, including 27 identities, incorporating 

60 endogenous variables and 29 predetermined variables. 

4.1 AN OVERVIEW 

The model is an annual model of the New Zealand 

economy covering the years ending 31 March 1956 to 31 

March 1969. Although a quarterly model might have 

been preferred because of the greater degrees of freedom 

which would result, data limitations ruled out such a 

model. These limitations were also instrumental in 

reducing the observation period to the fourteen year 

interval above. 
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For example> the icial National Income 

Accoul1 (NIA), and Balance of Payments (BOP) 

are available back to 1955 only as annual ser 

Even now there are no quarterly official NIA. Official 

stati ics concerning the government accounts, such as 

those published by the Government Statistician with the 

NIA tables, or in the publications liThe Accounts of 

Government Sector!! (AGS), or published in the 

Appendices to the Parliamentary Journals, are all sets 

of annual accounts. While economists at the Reserve 

Bank of New Zealand have prepared quarte~ly accounts, 

these commenced with the March quarter 1960 at the 

time of this research, and so did not cover the 1958-59 

recession. In their coverage the ve Bank's 

accounts of the government sector are inferior in some 

ways to the AGS published by the Government Statistician. 1 

Unfortunately the AGS are only available back to 1955-56. 

There were many reasons for terminating the observation 

period in 1969. This is the last year for which the 

,",1'1'; r"'; .." 
'\.J..L. ...... -I.... ................ ~ ..... AGS beell 1'"\111.1; ",har'! 1:' '""'~ ....... -"->-..1 ...... "'-" ......... quent ~7ears 

will be publi d in a revised format. Terminating the 

observa tion t at a period about years prior to 

the date at which this research was done reduced the 

possibility of repeated official data revisions 

necessitating d re-estimation of the model. 

1 See section A.7 of appendix A for r details. 
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There were also structural reasons for 

terminating the observation period at 31 March 1969. 

Towards the latter half of the observation period 

successive changes in government policies towards 

many financial institutions made it increasingly 

difficult to find a structural specification of 

institutional behaviour which offered a reasonable 

approximation to the constraints facing the major 

financial institutions over the whole·observation period. 

During the 1950s and the early 1960s most monetary 

policy was implemented through controls on the trading 

banks. During -the 1960s "the weapons of monetary 

policy were increased in number and applied to a broader 

institutional base, largely through the adoption of 

variable public sector security ratios". 2 From 1956 

to 1969 the major form of monetary restraint relied upon 

an unorthodox use of reserve ratio requirements on 

trading bank deposits levels and ceilings on trading 

This system is desc~ibed 

in detail in the 1956 Reserve Bank Annual Report. 

Briefly put, the trading banks were notified in advance 

of the level of lending the Reserve Bank considered 

appropriate. Through frequent adjustment of reserve 

ratios the Reserve Bank put pressure on the trading 

banks to keep lending within these ceilings. If lending 

2 New Zealand Monetary and Economic Council (MEC) 
(Report No. 24, page 15) 
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of the trading banks as a whole exceeded the 

guideline, reserve ratios were increased in an attempt 

to enforce penal borrowing by the banks as a whole, of 

an amount equal to the excess lending. From June 1969 

this system was abolished. Reserve ratios were set at 

-
8 percent of demand liabilities and 3 percent of time 

liabilities and bank lending to low priority or "bottom 

tier" customers was regulated by a system of penal 

borrowing. Simultaneously, measures· were taken to 

free restrictions on the portfolio composition of the 

trading banks. They were allowed to invest freely in 

gov~rnment securities and a new form of financial 

instrument, Treasury Bills. This change, together 

with some further policy changes in 1969 and 1970, 

greatly stimulated the growth of term depo~its and term 

loans of the trading banks (see Holmes (1972, page 105) 

for specific details). 

This is not to argue that there was an abrupt 

Rtructural change in the operations of the financial 

institutions in 1969. Term loans were first introduced 

in 1963. 3 The tight restrictions on holdings of 

government and local authority securities by the trading 

banks4 were relaxed a little in 1965 in order to 

encourage the banks to compete for time deposits which 

3 

4 

See MEC (Report No.10, page 110, Report 
!~o t 24, l)ftge 20) 

See MEC (Report No. 10, page 107) for- details 
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had been growing only reI ive slowly.5 However, 

it is argued that these measures introduced only 

minor changes in trading ity in the first 

few years of their ceo It was not until the 

trial period was over and restraints ibiting these 

changes were further re in 1969 and 70 that 
. 

large shifts began to occur in ading banks I 

portfolios. 

The model emphasises the role of portfolio 

choice, net worth, net exogenous constraints and 

relative asset yields in determin the taken 

by many economic aggregates. Of the 33 behavioural 

equations in the entire model, 16 express io 

asset demands or liability supplies. These 16 

equations represent the behaviour of the 3 sectors, 

within the private sector, whose balance s were 

discussed in chapter 3. 

The general theoretical framework of the two 

portfolio models used in the analysis of 

in these 3\ sectors is one of rapid adjustment to 

equilibrium in relation to the annual time intel'vals. 

The possibility of cr~dit rationing in the market for 

trading bank advances, discounts and term loans, and 

the possibility of disequilibrium in the market for 

productive physical capital goods, such that the 

5 See Holmes (1972, pages 10~, 105) for details 
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market value can f e1' the replacement value, 

are however, fitt I itly to this equilibrium 

framework. 

The assumpt of continuous equilibrium 

eisewhere J more appealing in an annual 

model, such as this. than in a quarterly model. In 

short perio of time an individua.l may be unable to 

adjust h folio to meet a new situation because 

of market imp ctions, such as the difficulty and 

cost of quickly finding a satisfactory partner to a 

transaction, the time required to complete legal 

formalit s,> or the time required to arrange trans~ 

portation or construction of a physical asset. Over 

longer periods of time these imperfections may be overcome. 

The adoption of an annual model, together with 

the assumption of continuous equilibrium in most markets 

prevented any investigation in-to the structure of lags 

the econom:llt 'Vhile 

undesirable it did have some practical advant 

The possibility, or the necessity, for a 

order to determine the most appropr structure 

was removed. This freed a lot of t for work in 

other areas of the model. Disequilibrium mode 

frequently result" in lagged endogenous abIes 

appearing as behavioural determinants structural 

equations. As is well known, th can ad to severe 



1 

statistical diffi 8 .. F uilibrtum 

models ten.d preserve mo of edr)m in 

the structural equat s, cise h8c~wse l:;;,gged 

endogenous variables are tted from equations. 

This is a significant CaDS r ion when there are 

only 14 observations as 1 inve igated in 

this study. 

A major feature of the -tiot~8' o~f 

the NFPS is the use of the capit a.s 

an endogenous determinant of 1 i.l1ty 

suppl Briefly put, the of c 

is that return from physical (~quity~ 

owers require in order to absorb ing 

stock of capital into their port The theoret :Lcal 

significance of this variable was d ehapter 2. 

'1'he time series used to represent th was 

developed as described in sect A.l of A. 

Of the 17 behavioural equat not 80 

considered, 2 are structural equat rel[;vte to 

ice of capital, se(~t 

4.0. A r 5 equations are in 

imp of key financial sector vari es on 

vax 

rna ue of e Dtock oJ tal to 
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the replacement value of this stock. The theoretical 

arguments for considering this last variable as an 

important determinant of the production of productive 

physics_I capital were summarised in chapter 2. 

The remaining 10 behavioural equations describe 

equilibrium in the labour market I the determination 

of various endogenous price indices, the derived 

demands for imports and the stock of'plant and machinerY 1 

the consumption of non-durables I s_nd output equations 

for the production of consumer durables and non-durables 

and plant and machinery, The specifications for these 

markets are described in section 4,8. 

These 33 behavioural equations, together with 

the 27 identities determine the 60 endogenous variables 

in the model: much remains that is exogenous. In 

fact there are 29 predetermined variables in the model 

of which 28 are current; exogenous variables. 

Behaviour by the local authorities, various 

primary producer marketing authorities and the Government 

is treated exogenously. (Only government direct and 

indirect tax receipts are endogenous.) In the absence 

of a well-defined behavioural objective, it is not 

easy to find satisfactory behavioural models to 

represent the activities of these, seritors endogenously. 
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In addition New Zealand is viewed in the 

model as being a small country in world trade. Both 

import and export price indices are exogenous. So 

too is the level of export receipts. 

The structure of the model outlined in the 

paragraphs above reflects the pre-occupation of 

this research with the linkages between real and 

financial variables in the economy, Variables 

directly related to this purpose were made endogenous 

wherever possible and appropriate. Variables not 

so directly related were made exogenous unless it 

was thought such a specification was clearly 

inappropriate. 

The following sections of this chapter discuss 

the endogenous portions of the model in considerably 

more detail. 



4.2 INTRODUCTION TO THE PORTFOLIO MODELS 

The implications of the portfolio literature 

for specifications of econometric equations for 

investigating portfolio behaviour are described in 

chapter 2. It was concluded that there is some 
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justification for using a different specification for 

the non-financial private sector (NFPS), in which net 

worth is large relative to portfolio size, than for 

the trading banks (TB) and the non-banking financial 

institutions (NBFI), for which net worth is comparatively 

small in magnitude. It was suggested that it could 

be appropriate to use a transformation of Merton's 

model to express the portfolio demands of the NFPS and 

to use Parkin's model to express the portfolio demands 

of the TB and the NBFI. Both these models emphasise 

the importance of real expected yields in determining 

asset demands. In both models these yields enter 

equations linearly. Both models are equilibrium 

models although this comment requires some qualification. 

Parkin has shown how disequilibrium considerations such 

as asset-adjustment costs can be incorporated into his 

theoretical framework. The resulting demand equations 

included lagged dependent variables as behavioural 
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determinants. The reasons rejecting this 

disequilibrium approach referred to in 

the previous section. In the Merton mod~l the 

traditional distinction be equilibrium and 

disequilibrium situations is blurred by the continuous 

time framework of the model. Although an institution 

may be continuously chang i portfolio, as its 

perception of opportunity costs alternative 

decisions changes, it may be thought. of as being 

"instantaneouslylt at equilibrium the sense that 

at a particular moment its portfol composition 

cannot be improved given the institutions "ex ante" 

expect ions of future prospects. 

From these two theoretical , specific 

demand equations were derived for the three sectors 

for which portfolio balance sheets were lavailable. 

These equations expressing the portfolio ction 

problem NFPS, the NBFl and TB arc dc:mc.r d 

respectively in sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. 

4.3 THE PORTFOLIO EQUATIONS OF THE 
NON-FINANe PHIVATE SECTOR 

'l'able 3.1 s out the items in the bRlance 

of the NFPS which are explained in the model. Of the 
I 

15 numbered i this portfolio, three are taken 

to be exogenously determined by the Government. These 

three are items 5, and 13 being, respectively, 

government borrowing from the NFPS on government and 

state advan~es co ion (SAC) securities, government 
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lending to the NFPS on mortgages and other government 

lending to the NFPS. This latter form of lending 

was relatively small in magnitude and comprised, 

largely, government equity capital in industries such 

as Air New Zealand and Tasman Pulp and Paper Co" 

and government direct lending to assist specific 

industries such as the Tourist Hotel Corporation, New 

Zealand,Steel and Tasman Pulp and Paper Co. 

For these two classes of government lending, 

there can be little doubt that the volume of funds in 

each market was supply-determined by the Government, 

because the terms on which these loans were offered 

were invariably more favourable than those available 

in the market-place. Through the SAC alone, the 
I 

Government was the largest institutional sourde of 

mortgage finance over the observation period of the 

model. 

The SAC lends most of its funds to the farming 

sector to assist farm development, and to individuals 

in the NFPS on first mortgage for residential purposes. 

The demand for these latter funds invariably exceeded the 

supply. "Government has never been able to satisfy 

all applications for loans to both build new houses and 

6 buy existing ones." 

6 Page 11, 1973 Annual Report of the State Advances 
C9rporaticn, in Appendix No. B1S to ~he Parliamentary 
Journals 
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In these circumstances funds were generally rationed 

in favour of the farming sector and those wishing to 

erect houses. Over much of this period there was 

a complicated system for ranking applicants for credit 

rationing purposes according to such considerations as 

whether or not they were a public servant on tra~sfer, 

whether they had owned property before, how many 

children they had, and the size of the husband's income. 

In addition upper limits were always· in existence on 

the nominal value of th'e loan on an urban mortgage. 

Holdings of government securities by the NFPS 

are taken to be exogenous for data reasons rather than 

because of the appropriateness of this specification 

of the market. These holdings are determined as a 

residual from the figures given in the official AGS 

(see section A.7) and the direct balance sheet estimates 

of the holdings of the 'I'B and the NBFI. While this 

residual series does show declining holdings of 

government securities in the latter half of the 

observation period, as would be expected from the 

declining relative return on these securities noted in 

section 3.1, there is plenty of evidence that it is 

subject to considerable estimation error (see section 

A.7.2 below). Rather than include the variable as 

an endogenous part of the model it was decided to treat 

it as being exogenously determined by the Government. 



A further complication caused by data 

considerations was the absence of a proxy variable 

for the rate of return on item lL other lending by 

the NBFI, which excludes lending on mortgages and 

government securities. This category is an 
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aggregate of highly heterogenous financial instruments. 

It includes such diverse items as loans of the life 

assurance offices to policy-holders, loans of stock 

and station agencies to farmers, loahs of the private 

savings banks to commercial enterprises and loans of 

the finance companies on hire purchase accounts, leasing 

and factored debts. Interest ytelds are not available 

on any of these categories. Since no proxy for these 

yields could be found, the market for these loans 

could not be represented in the model as being 

determined by both supply and demand considerations. 

Rather arbitrarily it was decided to view the market 

as being supply-determined by the NBFI. 'l'his 

specification meant that borrowing by the NFPS from 

the NBFI other than on mortgages was effectively 

exogenous to the NFPS. 

Given these four exogenous asset and liability 

levels the decision facing the NFPS was how to allocate 

remaining net worth (WNP) among the ten remaining 

assets and liabilities in table 3.1, 
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Following Merton's 1 as transformed into 

equation (2.4.1), the fol equations were 

estimated for the portfolios NFPS: 

Yi I WNP == Xb i ·+ e i 
(4,3,1) 

for i = 1,10 

where WNP is remaining net worth as ibed above. 

Y. is 
1 

the column vector ob ions on the 

ith endogenous balance sheet item (i 1,10) and is 

positive for assets and negative for liabilities. 

b i is the column vector of coeff 

imated. 

X is the 14 x 7 matrix of observat 

following seven explanatory variables: 

(a) a constant term 

(b) a credit-rationing proxy 

(c) the supply price of capital 

and the 1'e expected interest yields on: 

Cd) new mortgages 

(e) trading bank advances 

(f) deposi at the NBFI 

(g) s earning zero nominal 

to be 

on the 

e. is a column vector of the random error terms 
1 

in the ith equation. It is assumed to be normally and 

independently di rilJuted with zero mean and constant 

variance. 



As specified, there is R linear dependency 

amongst the ten portfolio equations because: 

10 

i -
Y. / WNP ::::: 1 

1 

This relationship expresses the balance sheet identity 

that total assets equal total liabilities. Its 

existence ensures that the estimated coefficients 

presented in chapter 6 obey the restrictions necessary 

for portfolio balance (see section 2.3~4, footnote 54). 

The ten va.riables for whieh asset-dernand/liabili ty·-

supply functions were estimated were: notes held by the 

NFPS; , deposi ts at the TB, depoEi ts at the NBFI; 

deposits on superannuation schemes run by the Government 

and deposits with the Post Office Savings Banks; 

ownership of productive physical capital, that is the 

stock of plant, equipment, machi,nery and non-residential 

buildings used by the NFPS; the stock of consumer 

+hr. 
l,.l.l..J. ........ stoch:~ of' 

trading bank advances; mortgage lending 

by tlJp NFlFI; 

80UJ7CeS ~ 

Turning to the explanatory v~riables, the credit 

rationing proxy was the per~eDtage of unutilised trading 

lr:g 



bank credit limits. government pressure on t 

TB to restrict advances Wf:l's high) it wa.s thought the 

percentage of unutilised credit limits would be low 

as the TB rationed loans among their customers. 

Unsatisfied cus 

thelr portfolios 

liquidity levels. 

t then be expected to adjust 

other ways to achieve desired 

The measure supply price of capit .was 

described in s 3.1 and 4.1. 

'l'he re d terest yields were measured 

as the nominal interest rate less the fractional 

increase in implicit gross domestic produet (GDP) 

deflator cted over the coming year. This flator 

was used as 

goods and 

best measure of price changes of 1'8 

s in the economy. 

In the sent state of economics~ some datR 

D could not be avoided in 

measure these future price 

s alternative hypotheses, and 

t d. The common assUx1l9ti 

S was that expectations were 

appropriate 

In this 

) were 

d 

d soleJy from 

a wei ted sum of the currently-observed tage 

rease in the GDP deflator Rnd 

erved in the previous year. fortunately estimates 

re GDP were unavailable prjor to 195 55 80 

re ricting the number of J could be appropriately 
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in the expect hypothesis, as 

it was, the value taken by real GDP deflator in 

195 had to be estimated by applying the ta,ge 

increase in the Consumers l ice Index between 195 

and 19 to the 1954~ deflator, 

S of weights were tested. The we ts 

summed to unity to allow ctations, after long 

periods price stability (in absolute or first-

difference terms), to concur exactly with recent actual 

price movements. The weights as they appl 

to the currently-observed change the GDP deflator, 

varied in decreases of 0.1 from 1.0 down to 0.5 (s 

weights in all). (Naturally the weights applying to 

the lagged change in the GDP deflator increased 

correspondin y from 0.0 to 0.5.) As described in 

section 6.1.1 the weights eventually selected as performi 

best in the portfolio equations of the NFPS were the 

pair (0.7, 0.3). 

One further equation expressing the portfolio 

behaviour of the NFPS had to be included the model: 

that for trading bank cTedit limits. practice the 

NFPS negotiates ading bank credit limits (or authorised 

• advances) with the trading banks, at an rate of 

interest. Given limits negotiated, NFPS is 

apparently free to t up a,s much of credit limits 

! 
I 
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as it finds convenient. In the model this situation 

is specified by a ng b supply function) and 

a :NF'PS deman d c,t for these credit li~its. Each 

function inc1 as ts, tbe current percentage 

of lirnits d the real expected interest 

cost of ( led trading bank advances 

in the 1). e rcentage of credit limits 

unutilised is as an endogenous credit-ration 

proxy 1. it is low the presumpt 

is that potenti customers are being rationed out 

the market and e trading banks would be un 

pressure to crease credit limits further. 

Simultane y, faced with rationing in a market 

short-term f ance , the NFPS might be expected to t 

other measures to increase the liquidity of the 

portiol For example, it might be expected to 

increase its demand for notes and deposi at the trading 

banks. The problem facing the NFPS not unlike the 

inventory stocking problem of elementary s tistical 

7 
Authorised credit limits r ts stock 

on s. The utilisation of 1 s 

ts the demand for this stock. There is a cost 

of un rstocklng, the cost of h ng to tiate 

newer ts, possibly at a h rate, "but 

more probably with the existence credit rationing 

by the trading banks over the ob 

7 for example SasaJ;:i (1968, 3(30 ) 

8 See section 4.5 for a Ii 
on tho portiaJ.io activit s 

of the Government controls 
trading banks, 
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costs ing unable to ti2-te and of havi. 

to try to find finance el reo The cost of 

over ocking appears to have been more a funct of 

the ef ct it would have on credit limit 

negotiations rather than a current financial outlay. 

Indeed, it understood that over much of the 

observation iod no charges were made to customers 

for unexercised credit limits although a specific 

reference not been found support of this 

contention, 

Given negotiated limits, and the degree of 

credit rationi I as measured, the individuals in the 

NFPS then form demand functions for ading bank advances 

according to equation (4,3.1). 

The equation in the model express the 

demand of the NFPS for trading bank credit limits is 

precisely simi that for the demand tractirlg 

bank advances, excepttng only that a dummy vartable 

taking value zero the first 9 observations (until 

1963~64) and 1 for final 5, is included to allow 

for a discontinui the data on trading bank credit 

limits. This discontinuity appeared not to fect the 

credit rationing proxy measured as the percent 

utilisation of these limits. When the dummy variable 

was included in the portfolio equations of 

/ 

NFPS the 
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only result was a general loss of significance in 

the performance of the credit rationing proxy. 

The estimates of these portfolio equations are 

set out in appendix B, table B2, They are discussed 

in section 6.1. 

4.4 THE PORTFOLIO EQUATIONS 02 THE 
NON~BANKING FINANCIAL INSTI'l'U'1'IONS 

Table 3.4 displays the balance, sheet items of 

the NBFI treated in the model. Holdings of government 

secu~ities by the NBFI are taken as being exogenously 

determined by the Government. This was the best 

approximation to the general market situation, over 

the observation period as a whole, which could be found. 

In the early years of the observation period, yields on 

government securities were competitive with yields 

available elsewhere in the market, as has already been 

noted. Apart from the trustee savings banks which 

were suhject to cartaln e;OV8r'nment. sec.l.1ri ty r8. ti 0 

requirements, the institutions of the NBFI were relatively 

~ree from direct government coercion in this market. 

In 1961 the Government persuaded the life offices to 

agree to hold at least 20 percent of their assets in 

. government securities. By the end of the observation 

period similar ratio requirements had been extended to 

th~ official money market (in 1962), the finance companies 

(in 1965) and the private savings banks (in 1964).9 

9 
S'?8 HC'lr.~e's (197?) g,nd Dec-.ne I GTindell- and Fenwic]c 
(1973, pages 44-46) for further details 
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From time to time specific titutions as 

finance companies and the Ii offices were 

to ase government security holdings by f d 

dollar magnitudes,9 The size of these ratios varied 

greatly tween institut in certain cases, 

between fferent activit the same institutions. 

In addit the ratios were placed on 

deposit liabilities, samet on outstanding loans 

and sometimes on the net increase in investible funds. 

For examp ,wheu the private savings banks were f t 

establi in October 1964, 70 cent of ordinary 

account deposit balances and 100 percent of investment 

account balances were to be held government 

securit 9 In September 1965 members of the Hire 

Purchase sociation agreed to t up government 

securit s to the extent of 7! percent of either new 

lending or total outstanding len 

The mot ion for these measures appears to 

have been to arrest the private sec elining 

interest in government secu~ities whi at the same time 

allowing the relative yield on these secur ies to 

decline. There seems to be some arguing 

that the Government had some idea 'of quantity of 

government securi it wished the NBFI take up in 

each financial When the price on e securities 



became sufficiently u[1a,ttractive that this quantity 

was not being taken up, the Government took the above-

mentioned direct (non'--price) mea.8Ul'es to rectify the 

situation. If the perspective is correct, then it 

is arguable that the values of the government securities 

held in the portfolios of the NBF! were exogenously 

determined by the Government. This is the specification 

adopted in the model. 

'1'he portfolio-selection problem, faced by the 

NBFI in the model concerns how much to raise in deposit 

laibilities and how to distribute these funds between 

mortgage lending and lending for other purposes, whilst 

meeting government borrowing requirements, 

As was mentioned in section 4.3, it proved 

convenient to assume that the volume of lending by the 

NBFI for purposes other than mortgage finance and 

government securities was monopolistically determined 

by this sector. In the model this item is determj,ned 

(in a simplistic sense) in the i~pntity expressj,ng 

portfolio balance. It is an exogenous variable in the 

portfolio of the NFPS but is endogenous to the NBFI. 

This is because there was no measure of the return on 

this asset. For some of the lending in this category 

the aSE.mmption probably is v2"lid, Over the observation 

period of the model, the life offices appear to have 

been the only fina.ncial tnsti tuti ems lending a substant tal 
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aggregate sum on personal (non~moI'tgage) loans. 

The selective advance controls on the trading banks 

prevented these banks from taking an active role in 

this rnarl~et. Many individuals requiring loans, other 

than for purchasing consumer durables or a house I 

I 

would be forced to approach the life offices, However 

for other categories of lending such as loans of stock 

and station agencies to farmers, the trading banks 

were probably active competitors. 

The market for deposit liabilities was also 

assumed to be a market in which the NBF! had sowe 

monopolistic power, Deposits with the trading banks 

tended to be on current account because of the 

restrictions retarding the growth of time deposit 

accounts at the trading banks (see section 4.5). In 

contrast, deposits at the NBFI tended to be for savings 

purposes, as distinct from the transactional purposes 

of deposits at the trading banks, or for assurance 

purposes as for the life office's clients, or for the 

purposes of obtaining mortgage ~inaDCG as for deposits· 

wi th the building societies and, to Cl, lesser extent I 

with the trustee savings banks, While the Post Office 

Savings Bank did compete with deposits made for savings 

purposes, it did not compete with deposits made for the 

other two purposes, 

."" 
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In the model this monopolistic element was 

recognised as follows: The NFPS supplied deposits 

to the NBFI according to equation (4.3.1). The 

NBFI observed this supply curve and chose the optimal 

quantity of deposits according to the portfolio 

equations (4.4.1) below which do not include the rate 

of return on these deposits as an explicit variable. 

This quantity in the portfolio of the NFPS sets tho 

rate of return. 

The market for mortgage finance from the NBP! 

is treated more normally in that equilibrium price and 

quantity. are determined through a supply function by 

the NBF! and a demand fUnction by the NFPS, each of 

which is a function of the real rate of return expected 

on mortgage assets. 

Following Parkin's model as given in equation 

(2.3.4.6.4.1) ~he portfolio equations for the NBFI were 

+ 

for i = 1,2 

e. 
1 

(4.4.1) 

where Y. is the vector of observations on: 
l 

deposit liabilities for 

mortgage finance for 

i 1 

i = 2 

b
i 

is the vector of coefficients to be estimated. 

/ 



X is the matrix of observations on the 

following three variables: 

(a) the real expected yield on new mortgages 

(b) . the level of exogenous government securities 

plus the level of lending other than on 

mortgage finance. This composite variable 

13 called "net other assets ll of the NBFI 

(e) a dummy variable taking values 
\ 

o for the first 7 observations, 

that is until 1961-62, and 

1 for the last 7 observations 
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e. is a column vector of the random error terms 
1 

in the ith equation. It is assumed to be normally 

and independently distributed with zero mean and constant 

variance. 

The dummy variable was introduced to allow for 

the effects of the government policy actions described 

in chapter 3. The real expected yield on new 

mortgages was taken to be Id0utical to that used for 

the NFPS. It was assumed that the NBFI behaved 

identically to the NFPS in forming expectations concerning 

future movements in the gross domestic product price 

deflator. 

Some explanation is perhaps required for the 

0:[ the "\.1'10 mODopol:istic. m8rkets; 



th the supply function deposits at the NBFI 

by the NFPS given in (4,3.1) and the ciemand etton. 

by the NBFI given in (4.4.1) there are con ly 

two equ~ttions in two endogenous variab 

the market level of its and the real 

eld on these deposits. Since no series was found 

for the yield on NBF! loans other than on mortgage 

lending and nt securities, a simi treatment 

of tlJis market would have resulted in. two behavioural 

equations in the one endogenous variable; the level 

of these loans. When counting equat I including 

the balance sheet identity for the NBFI, and endogenous 

variables over the whole model, the number of equations 

including identi es, would exceed the number of 

endogenous variables by two. In order to avoid this 

difficulty, the equation for the demand these 

loans by the was dropped as described in section 

4.3 and the equation for the supply of these loans was 

abl c for t118 

level of e loans is included the composite variable 

defined in (b) above. The two equattons of (4.4.1), 

together th the balance sheet i tity, therefore 

determine t 's supply of loans. 

The e es of these io equations aTe 

out in appen B, table B3. ts are discussed in 

section 6.2, 
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4.5 THE POHTFOLIO TRADING BANKS 

Table 3,6 s s out lance t items of 

the TB, In this tab t i were 

incorporated with demand its and TB advances, 

discounts and term loans were d with 

unexercised overdraft authorit credit 

limits. 

The large number of t cont 

on the TB over the observation ated 

problem of specifying the portfolio 

these institutions. 

Over this period the maximum 1 of net overseas 

assets which could be held by the TB was control 

the Reserve Bank which had the right to purchase any 

excess. 10 These assets represented only a small 

proportion of total assets and it was decided to 

incorporate this portfolio constraint by assuming e 

actual holdings of net overseas assets by the were 

oxogenously determined 

I've Bank. Until mid 1965 Lnc:reases in 'rB s 

government securities were forbidden but maturing 

securities were allowed to be converted. 'These 

seeurities were always cO!1verted in this period) perhaps 

because earned interest wheroas bankers' cash did 

MEC ( No. 10, page 107) 
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not. From mid 1965, holdings of government securities 

could be increased to the extent that time deposits 

were increased, up to a limit of 3 percent, and later 

6 percent of total deposits. Holdings of government 

securities by the TB increased from an average of 

$43.8 million over the year ended 31 March 1965 to $78.2 

million average, over the year ended 31 March 1969 

(nominal dollars). This increase was slight compared 

to the jump to $133.6 million avoY'2,ge·, over the year 

ended 31 March 1970, after the TB were given further 

encouragement to invest in government securities (see 

Holmes (1972, page 105) for further details), Howeve:r I 

the increase occurring in the observation period of 

the model did represent a change in government policy 

of a nature not easy to incorporate in the model. It 

was decided that the most convenient approach would be 

to assume that the trading banks holdings of government 

securities were effectively exogenously determined by 

Similarly it was decided that the encouragement 

given to time-deposits from mid 1965 did not cause a 

significant cl11:111ge in the portiol:Lo behaviour of the 

banks until after the 1969 financial year, that is, the 

end of the observation period. 

A fUrther government restriction on TB activity 

over the period was a ceiling on the average interest 



r;;;1.tes chargea.ble 
l'j 

on overdrafts,' ~ Th.is policy 

restriction does not appear to have been noticeably 

effective and it was ignored in the model, In the 

first place it appears that no formal penalty was 
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ever prescribed penal ising those banks which exceeded 

the ceiling, Secondly, unpublished Reserve Bank data 

indicates that in some years in the mid 1960s, the 

average interest rate charged on TB a.dvances did exceed 

tl 'J' 12 1e cel ,lng. No penalty was apparently levied on 

offending banks for these breaches, 

In the early years of the observation period, the 

Government attenwted to influence the allocation of 

bank lending between a wide range of classes of borrowers 

through a system of Selective Advance Control. From 

1965 this tool was replaced by a coarser grid in which 

borrowers were divided into just two classes; top tier 

and bottom tier. In lending, preference was supposed 

to be given to the export-related top tier lending, 

ill terfe:re11ce 

to incorporate into the model. The model was too 

aggregative to distinguish between lending to different 

classes of borrowers, It could not be disaggregated 

because" the data nece~sary to do this was not available 

on a consistent basis over the observation period. 

11 MEC (Report No. 10, page 108) 

12 
Se~ the Reserve Bank's data bank 
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Finally, a way had to be found for specifying 

the major instrument of government monetary policy 

over the observation period: the reserve asset ratio 

advance ceiling procedure described in section 4.1. 

Again the specification procedure was complicated by 

data problems. The ceilings, on banh lendin~ 

which were advised in advance to the 'I'B, were not 

regularly pUblished. Furthermore the official ceilings 

were subject to I'evision as recent events made them 

unrealistic. Even if full details of the ceilings 

were available on a consistent basis there would be 

no criteria for deciding how the banks reacted to the 

changing ceilings without knowing what probabilities 

the banks put on the ceilings being revised. 

As mentioned in section 4.1, the reserve ratios 

applying to deposit liabilities were varied according 

to the degree to which the TB as a whole met the 

official ceilings. The general idea was that if lendlng 

made negative in the next month to enforce borrowing 

from the Reserve Bank, at a penal rate of interest, of 

an amount equal to the excess. When lending was within 

the ceiling, free reserves would be allowed to be 

positive. Free reserves were defined as the difference 

between total reserves of the banks, net of borrowing 

from the Reserve Bank, less required reserves. 
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Seen in this perspective, free reserves 

appear to have been the key available measure of the 

stance of the Government on monetary policy. When 

free reserves were positive, the Government was not 

discouraging further bank lending, when free reserves 

were negative, as was often the case, monetary policy 

was restric.ttve. Free reserves were, therefore, 

included as an explanatory variable in th8 portfolio 

equations of the TB. It was assumed that free reserves 

were set exogenously at a level determined by the 

Government. TB borrowing from the Reserve Bank 

therefore became a variable endogenously determined 

by the TB as did required reserves. Given the 

Government's official ceilings on lendings, individual 

banks could decide whether or not to lend such a 

high volume of loans, that aggregate trading bank lending 

exceeded the official ceiling, Doubtless oligopolistic 

considerations affected each bank's decision. If such 

an excess occurred, the banks knew the Government 

would raise reserve asset ratios in order to incrPAse 

required reserves and so enforce the appropriate amount 

of borrowing from the Reserve Bank. Therefore reserve 

ratios, required reserves and borrowing from the Reserve 

Bank were all influenced directly by the TB. Of these 

endogenous variables, only the last was explicitly 

considered in the model because only this variable was 

a bRlance sheet item in the banks' portfolio. 



The portfolio eqllat:Lons which wele actually 

specified as reasonable representations of the trading 

banks' behaviour over the observation period were: 

Y. = Xb. + e. 
1 1 ]_ 

(4,5,1) (i = 1,2,3) 

where Y. is a column vector of observations on the 
1 

banks' authorised credit limits, bankers' cash, and 

borrowing from the Reserve Bank, respectively, for 

i := 1,2,3. 

b. is a vector of coefficj.ents to be estimated, 
1 

X is a matrix of observatj.ons on the following 

list of 7 explanatory variables: 

(a) TB free reserves (net of borrowilig from 

the Reserve Bank) 

(b) The real expected cost of borrowing from 

the Reserve Bank 

(e) The real expected yield on TB advances, 

discounts and term loans 

(d) The percentage increase expected in the gross 

domestic product deflator. This was used as 

a measure of the real expected cost of 

bankers' cash, and of demand deposits, which 

earned zero nominal interest 

(0 ) Net other assets. This variable was defined 

as TB credit limits plus bankers' cash less 

borrowings from the Reserve Bank. It includes 
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demand and time deposits, government 

securities, net overseas assets, 

unexercised overdraft authorities, land 

and bui ldings owned by the ba,uks and other 

minor items, Land and buildings and 

other minor items are shown as "net 

residual assets II in table 3,6 

(f) A dummy va:r.-iablc taking values "0" over the 

first 9 observations over the 6bservation 

period (until 1963·,64) and "l" for the 

remaining 5 observations. This variable 

was incorporated to allow for a discontinuity 

(g) 

in the data series for TB credit lind ts I 

and hence for the next variable also 

The credit rationing proxy; the percentage 

unexercised credit limits were to TB 

advances 

e. is a column vector of the random error terms 
1 

in the ith equation. It is assumed to be normally and 

independently distributed with :6ero mean and 00:08 tant 

variance. 

According to this model? the 'J'B accepted all the 

demand deposits the NFPS wished to leave with them at 

the prevailing terms. The govennnent restrictions 

listed a.bove effecti VE:)ly prevented the trading banks 

from competing vigorously for term deposits. The 
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volume of deposi ,t p d, was therefore 

viewed as being s de d by the NFPS according 

to equation (4.3.1), deposit liabilities were 

supplemented by TB from the Reserve Bank 

determined en ly according to equation (4.5.1) 

and by unexerc t limits defined as TB credit 

limits TB ces, In the model there no 

explicit TB d or ly fUnction for unexercised 

credit limits. 7'he TB could influence unexerci 

credit 1 their supply function for 

limits, but only indirectly. Given total credit 

limits, unexerc d credit limits were determined 

residually from the demand of the NFPS for TB advances. 

'fatal TB liabilities were distributed among: 

government securities and net overseas assets, both of 

which were exogenously determined in the model as 

was above; bankers' cas11 and TB credit , s, .L 

.p ions -P,-... .. ~ which al~e given explicitly .L .LV.!. 

equation (4.5.1); and a small residual 

net res1 assets wbich was endogenously 

as a residual in the identity express io 

balance at the trading banks. 

TIle estimates of these equat s ctre set out 

dix B, table B4. ResuJts are discussed section 

6.4, 
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have 
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EqUA,TIONS 
C.APITAL 
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In the model presented to this stage there 

16 behavioural st equations in 

following have the left-hand side 

1. Notes 
as a.s 2. Deposi of 

) 3. Deposits at I 

4, Deposits with Government 

5. Ownership physical ca.pi tal 

6. Consumer 

7. Resident buildings 

8. Mortgage loans from the NB:F'I 

9. Stock of overseas debt 

10. Advances from TB 

11, Credit limi from the TB 

folio 12. Deposits at 

13. Mortgage lendi to the NFPS 

14. Borrowing from the Heserve Bank 

15. Bankers' cash 

16; Authorised credit limits 

For e of the three sectors there a portfolio 

balance ehc ity, involving t al 

endogenous) val' es; net worth of "net 

other asse il the NBFI and "net residual assets ll of 

the TB. 

Apn.rt the unit vector, the variables 

appearing on r ··hand side of at lone of these 

16 equations is 12. These 12 variables are~ 



(1) the credit rationing proxy 

(ii) the percentage increase expected 

in prices of domestic goods 

(iii) the real expected yield in 

deposits at the NBFI 

(iv) the real expected yiold on TB 

a.dvances 

(v) the real expected yield on new 

mortgages 

(vi) a dummy variable representing 

Government policy measure~ 

encouraging the NBFI 

(vii) a dummy variable allowing for a 

data discontinuity in the trading 

bank credit limits series 

(viii) the real expected yield on borrowings 

of the TB from the Reserve Bank 

(ix) TB free reserves 

(x) flnet other assets" of the NBFI 

(xi) "net other assets" 01 the TB 

(xii) the supply price of capital 
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Of these 12 va.riables, the two dummy variables 

respectively) are exogenous to the entire model. The 

credit rRtioning proxy (1) appears endogenously in a 

fourth identity, I terns (x) and (xi), flnet other assets" 

of the NBFI and of the TB appear in two of the three 

identities mentioned earlier. 'rile real expected yield 

on TB borrowing froE1 the ED is defined in a fifth 

identity as the exogenous nominal Reserve Bank discount 

rate less the percentage increase expected in prices of 

domestic goods. 
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With the 5 identities aDd the 16 structural 

equations above there are, at this stage, 21 equations. 

There are 13 distinct left-hand side endogenous variables 

in the 16 structural equations (Deposits at the NBFI, 

MortgRge lendtng of the NFPS to the NBFI, and TB credit 

limits are each duplicated), 9 distinct right-hand 

side endogenous variables and one extra endogenous 

variable, net worth of the NFPS, making 23 endogenous 

variables in all. The remaining equations in the 

model close the system in the sense that the total 

number of equations in the model is equated to the 

total number of endogenous variables. 

The remainder of this section describes additional 

structural equations and identities directly concerning 

the key financial variable in the model, that is, the 

The treatment of these equations closely follows 

that suggested by Tobin and Brainard (1968) and Park 

(1972). 

The supply price of capital in real terms, JVRE, 

has already been defined as JV, the ratio of real net 

earnings on the stock of physical capital xl' to the real 

market value of -1' this stock, V- , plus the expected rate 

of in CTeat-':)e ill these real 8('J.rnings I g" (See section 



2.1 and section A.l for fUrther details,) 

i. e. J"VR.E 

where JV 

JV + g 

r 1"' 
X IV" 

(4.6.1) 

(4.6,2) 
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Since the GDP deflator was used to deflate both 

nominal earnings on capital, xD, B.nd the nominal market 

value of the stock of physical capital, Vn , to get xr 

and Vr , equation (4.6.2) can be replaced by: 

(4.6.3) 

Tobin and Brainard (1968, equation 12) defined 

the ratio of the market value of capital to the 

replacement value of capital by q. In this modeJ 

q is defined as: 

where KD is the nominal replaeement value of capital. 

Now consider JK defined by: 

JK =: JV.q (4,6,5) 

Rearranging this identity using (4.6.3) and (4,6.4), 

gives: 

(4.6,6) 

This ratio, of the nominal earnings on the stock 

of physical ca.pi tal to the nominal repL"u;ement value of 

this stock; was, over the observation period) a close 

apprOXimation to the estimates of the marginal physical 
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product of capital ,JK I presented in t able A, 2 < 4 of 

appendix A. In this appendix, JK was estimated as: 

(4,6.7) 

he ITn w .. re '>. was deflated by the price indices appropriate 

to plant and equipment and to commercial building costs 

t . -[r o glve L .. 

Tobin and Bra.inard (1968, equation 13) suggested 

that the marginal physical product of capital would be 

related to the average physical product of capi t;:tl , 

QrjKr as in: 

(4,6 .. 8) 

where Qr is the real output produced by this capital. 

In the model investigated in this thesis neither 

Qr nor Kr could be used as endogenous variables in their 

own right. As described in 'section A. 2, Qr could be 

derived in nominal terms from tax data applying to a 

company sector which haJ Du Glu~e equivalent in 

model. The series used in section A.2 for K
r 

in 

deriving time series for JK and JV, proved to be 

inconsistent with the national income account framework 

utilised in this model. The capital stock series 

actually utilised in the model for plant and equipment 

was based on rather unsatisfactory estimates of gross 

investment, These esttmates were derived as a residual 

from gross private investment at; :::;llOwn in the National 
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Income ts J 1(-388 i tified gross t 

itelJ1s. such, the series is subject to cons able 

error. 

f'o:c this , but to 1'e the 

spirit tn and Brain IS suggestion, the 

followi two equations were e imated: 

JK 

and q 

where ~, b are 

for each equat 

p:coduct, 1(n 

coefficients to 

) , yn is nomin 

the nominal value 

(4.6.9) 

(4,6,10) 

estimated ( clif 

gross domestIc 

of the stock ser 

for plant and machinery and PI' non-residenti 

buildings, as appeared in the model, and Vn 

the nominal of the market value of these stocks 

t 

. of physical cap al. Equation (4.6.9) is the nominal 

counterpart to Tobin and Brainard's equation (4.6.8), 

(4.6.10) is the approximation of the 

data used in the model to q as def d in equation 

(4.6.4), 

Equations (4.6.9), (4.6.10) and identities 

(4.6.5), (4.6.1) complete the list financial equat 

To the list of variables given at the t of this 

ion have been three endogenous variables 

related to the price of capit ,JV, JK and q 

( tile S1IPP ce of capital itse • appeared in 
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the earlier equations), and one nous variable 

of ita.l, g. The rel&cted to the supply 

model wouJd bave had to be atly increased in size 

to allow g, the average of e increase in real earnings 

on capital employed by the 11 sector" in the 

tax tables and the divi paid on 

to be incorporated endogenous to 

behavioural manner. Apart from time 1 

is doubtful if the necessary data would 

available to do this. 

e earnings, 

model in a 

ions, it 

8n 

addi tioD to these lffinaDci II variables, 

ideotit s (4.6,9) aod (4.6.10) ioclu t I'real 

sector!! variables, yD, KO
, Vn for which 

are cluded elsewhere io the model. 

equations 

Estimation results for these two equat are 

sed in section 6,4. Estimates are out 

B, table B5. 

4.7 BUILDING SECTOR 

noteworthy aspect of this r is 

into the linkage finan 8.1 

and ng activity, Particular attention 

d ro of the supply price of capit 

variable, q, the ratio of the t 

to replacement value of this :l.tal 



The emphasis put on these variables by Tobin in this 

context has already been referred to on several 

occasions, Of additional interest in the context 

of the New Zealand economy was the effect of credit 

squeezes, as measured by the credit rationing proxy, 

on the building sector. 

Unfortunately no comprehensive theoretical 

model vms irrllnecU_Rtely available for the equations in 

this sector, so specifications were constructed in a 

relatively unsatisfactory "ad hoc!! fashion, 

Building activity is considered in the model 

to be undertaken by two sectors, the Government and 

the NFPS, each of which construct both residential and 

non-residential buildings. 

equations were estimated. 

In all 6 behavioural 

The portfolio demand of the .NFPS for residential 

buildings has already been described in section 4.3. 

It involved both the supply price of capital and the 

credit rationing proxy. The demand of the NFPS for 

non-residential buildings was estimated as a derived 

demand based on a simple linear production function but 

including the relative price of these buildings to 

average wa~e earnings and the three key financial 

variables mentioned in the first paragraph of this section. 
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Producers were as the model to 

loca~e resources, as a tion of total 

resources (as measured by gross domestic product) 

to total building ty according to the price 

:[01' new building ion rel<:ttive to 

price in for gross and the three 

f cj variables. This f1 ion then was 

t of the differenti of these financial 

s on relative product buildings. If 

ese financiRl variables h a greater effect on 

bui activity relative to productive activity in 

other sectors then coefficients s ificantly different 

from zero could appear in the equations. 

ratio of non-residenti to residential building 

. actt was assumed to depend on re ive prices and 

the ratio of the market value to the lacement value 

of the s of capital. It was thought that the 

disequilibrium in the capital goods t posited by 

this ratio would have greater effects the commercial 

sector than the residential sector. The other two 

financi varlab s v18re omitted equation 

since it was thought they would not a significant 

impact on the relative supply of new Id 

The fif behavioural equation 2 hypothesises 

that the d for labour 1 ng sector 

is determined tb~ level of building 



wage rate in the building sector and the supply price 

of capital as a measure e ity cost 0 -1' - ~ 

finance. 

Finally the r chan average wage 

earnings in the buildi se to be 

determined in a Phillip's curve f ion by the general 

movement in wage rates, the r d 

vacancies to aggregate empl t and 1 changes 

in prices of new buildings. 

Apart from these behavioural equations there 

are 7 identities associated with the 1 ng seetor. 

They define: the percentage ch wage rate 

building sector, the weighted average of the costs 

of new buildings, the linkages between s of 

res ti and non-residential buildings and 

production of these buildings, and fin ly, 

relat between government building activity, 

PI' and gross activity, In the 

re government b'\.lilcUng expen tures r.r·e 

The est tes of these equations are set out 

appen x B, table BB, Results are discussed in sect 

6.5. 
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4,8 THE REMA ING MODEL 

The remainder of the 1 comprises 9 behavioural 

equations and 11 identit s. 

Specifications of 2 of 

(table B7) equations 2 and 3) 

sed Klein ~ Goldberger 

( 9). 1be first a 

ioural equations 

used in the 

d in Evans 

equation derived 

from cost minimisation un r a Cobb Douglas p:eoductton 

:lon when there are indirect taxes. The second is 

a Phillips' curve equation for excess demand in the labour 

market. A third equation, describing the deri\,'ed demand 

for private sector imports, follows specLrication 

of Brownlie and Hool (1970). The ing 

6 behavioural equations (also set out in tab B7) follow 

simple nea-classical postulates that reI prices and 

rates of return are important behavioural determ s, 

The 1 of output is hypothesised to be a dete ant 

of the derived demand for factor inputs. No economet c 

estimates of these equations are presented because of 

time 

of this 

ions. 

sian. 

Section 4.0 discussed the implications 

Many of the 11 identities assoctated with ~ se 9 

behavioural 

and other 

ions include lagged endogenous 

ed variables relating to the 

ab s 

government se or and overseas markets (see tab ) . 
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Altogether the model has 29 predetermined 

variables. These ~:u'e listed in table B1 and were 

the val' j abIes used in form:Lng the principal components 

utilised in the estimation procedure described in 

the next chapter. 

The remaining paragraphs in this section describe 

the determination of the seven endogenous price 

variables in the model: P, PND, PRD, PB, PC, PD, PMP. 

These are determined in a variety of ways. The GDP 

deflator, P, may be thought of as being determined in 

the price mark-up equation described above. The price 

of non-durable goods and services, PND, is determined 

by the intersection of demand and supply equa"tions for 

non-durable goods and services (see table B7, equations 

9 and 10 and table Bl0). Of the remaining five price 

indices, one is determined by the linking of PB, PC, 

PRD through identity 15 of table B8. Associated with 

the remaining four price variables are four stocks: 

KBNRDP, KBRDP, KD and KMP, and four outputs: BNRDP, 

BRDP, CD and MP. 

In the model there are four behavioural stock 

demand equations for these stocks, four identiti~s 

linking stock levels and flows and four behavioural 

producer decisions relating output rates to the price 

of the output. For each of these four capital goods 



therefore there is a 

be thought of as de g the 

level, output rate and output 

None of the four stock 

the (average) price of an 

behavioural determinant. Th 

e 

ref 
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tions which may 

librium stock~ 

functions include 

stock unit as a 

s the absence 

of appropriate data. Two of these equations (those 

for KD, Al3RDP) do not even inc t price of the 

newly-produced good as an explanatory variable. 

The demand for these two stocks based solely on the 

set of explanatory finanCial variab s comnon to all 

the equations determining the NFPS!s port lio. 

It may be argued that this fication 

deficient in that it excludes many variab s (such 

as price and demographic variables) which might be 

thought to be relevant to the demand for these stocks. 

However the specification chosen reflects both the 

shortage of degrees of freedom in this study and the 

emphasis on the role of financial variables as 

rminants of portfolio choice. Table B2 of 

B shows the high degree of explanation, of 

ation in the proportional portfolio demand for 

two stocks, attributable to the chosen set of 

lanatory variables. Even so, estimation of the 

p put equations may have necessitated revision 

of the assumption of zero price elasticity of demand. 



CHAPTER 5 

ESTIMATION PROCEDURE AND ESTIMATION PROBLEMS 

In this chapter some estimation problems are 

discussed and the estimation procedure used in this 

thesis is described. 
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It is well-known that it is in generai 

unsatisfactory to estimate one or more equations in a 

simultaneous model by ordinary least squares (OLS). 

For examp Johnston (1972, page 376) notes that: 

"If OLS is applied to an equation in 

a model there will usually be more 

than one current endogenous variable in 

the relation. and whichever variable 

one selects as the 'dependent' able 

the remaining endogenous var (s) 

will generally be correlated with the 

disturbance in the equation so that 

OLS estimates will be biased and 

inconsistent." 

This ~roblem arises in a simiiar way if there are 

measurement errors of exogenous vari s 
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in a single equation model. The basic OLS assumption 

that the right hand side variables are independent of 

the error term is violated; biased and inconsistent 

estimates result. This problem of errors in variables 

is extremely intractable for the macro~conomist. It 

is almost certain that much of his raw data, being based 

on samples, or even more informal estimation methods, 

will be subject to measurement error. Biased and 

inconsistent coefficient estimates also generally 

result when OLS is applied to an equation in which at 

least one relevant variable is omitted. This 

particular form of specification error is also very 

difficul t to avoid in mal(>roeconometric models. Variables 

are frequently omitted to preserve degrees of freedom, 

or because data is hopelessly inadequate or non-existent, 

It appears that no simple techniques are available 

to handle these latter causes of bias in largish models. 

Where their presence is suspected, econometric results 

must be interpreted cautiously. 

Fortunately the related first-mentioned problem 

of simultaneity bias is more tractable. 

Satisfactory methods for estimating simultaneous 

systems have been classified as 

"either single-equation methods, which 

can be applied to each equation of the 

system 'seriatim', or complete system 
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methods, which are applied to the 

system as a whole It • (Johnston, 

(1972, page 380)) 

The latter group, to which the three-stage least

squares (3 SLS) and full information m~ximum likelihood 

(FIML) methods belong, is the more comprehensive in 

that allowance is made for certain interactions between 

equations in the system. Such methods require many 

degrees of freedom from the system. Klein (1972, 

page 7) has noted that one of these requirements is 

that the number of equations (endogenous variables) be 

fewer than the number of sample points. In the model 

described in this thesis the number of sample points 

(14) is considerably smaller than the number of equations. 

Klein (1972, page 11) notes that: 

"In these cases .... , application of 

FIML or 3 SLS methods seem to be out 

of the question unless the whole model 

is split into mutually orthogonal 

blocks. These methods can be applied 

witpin small blocks provided one is 

prepared to make the strong assumption 

of block diagonality in the covariance 

matrix of error. It seems more 

plausible, however, to modify single 

equation methods such as 

the usual type models." 

TSLS for 

This is the procedure utilised in this thesis. The 

method of TSLS is briefly described as follows by 

Johnston (1972, pages 380-381), Suppose a par.:ticular 



equation of the model can be written 

where 

" 

y = Y1 " b + Xl' c + u (5.1) 

y is the n x 1 vector of observations 

on the dependent variable 

Y1 is the n x g matrix of observations 

on the other current endogenous variables 

included in the equation 

b is the g x 1 vector of structural 

coefficients attached to the variables 

in Y1 

Xl is the n x k matrix of observations 

on the predetermined variables appearing 

in the equation (including a column of 

ones if an intercept is required) 

c is the k x 1 vector of coefficients 

~ssociated with X 1 

u is the n x 1 vector of disturbances 

in this equation 

the trouble about applying OLS 

(to 5.1) is that the variables in Y1 
are ~orrelated with u. The essence 

of 2 SLS is the replacement of Y1 by 

a computed Platrix Yll which hopefully 
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is purged of the stochastic 

element, and then performing an 

OLS regression of y on Y1 and 

X " l' 

In unmodified TSLS, the matrix Y1 is computed by 

performing an OLS regression of each variable in Yl 

on all the predetermined variables in the complete 

model and replacing the actuRI observations on the 
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Y1 variables by the estimated values from the regression. 

Symbolically, Y1 is regressed on X = [Xl' x2J where 

X2 is a, matrix of order n x (K - k) where K denotes 

the total number of predetermined variables in the 

complete model. 

This procedure can only be adopted if the number 

of predetermined var.iables in the model is less than 

the number of observations. Otherwise the matrix Yl 

will be identical to Y1 and the problem of simultaneity 

will remain. This is just the case in the model 

developed in this thesis. The number of predetermined 

variables (29) is over twice the number of observations 

(14) . This shortage of degrees of freedom is not an 

uncommon problem in medium size and larger models. 

Klein (1972, pages 12-21) has surveyed some 

ways of modifying TSLS to cope with such "undersized 

samples" , 
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One modification is to select subsets of 

the predetermined variables and use these ts 
, 

as regressors in the f age regressions. 

The drawbacks to this procedure lie in the 

arbitrariness involved in selecting which to 

use, in the information 'lost by omitting some 

predetermined variables from th subset and the 

resulting lack of uniqueness in the estimates derived 

at each st Different subsets of.predetermined 

variables would, in general, result in different first 

and second stage estimates, and there is no simple 

criteria to indicate which subset should be selected. 

Another modification is to use a subset of 

the set of principal components derived from the 

predetermined variables in the first stage estimates. 

The matrix of principal components, Z, is derived from 

the matrix of predetermined variables, X, by 

transforming the K variables in X, under linear 

transformations, into a new set of varjables which: 

(a) are pairwise uncorrelated, and 

(b) can be ranked such that the 

principal component has the maximum 

possible variance, the second the 

maximum possible variance among those 

vectors uncorrelated with the first, 

and so forth, and 
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(c) have the same total variance as 

the original matrix of variables, X. 

This procedure is quite powerful as a data reduction 

method'. It is not uncommon for a small number of 

principal components to account for a large portion 

of the generalised variance.of the predetermined 

variables. 1 A large number of predetermined variables 

can therefore be replaced by a small number of linear 

combinations of these variables. Some arbitrariness, 

and hence lack of uniqueness, is also involved in this 

procedure in selecting the subset of the set of 

principal components to be used in the first stage. 

However. since each principal component is a linear 

combination of all the predetermined variables, and 

provided the omitted principal components have only 

small variances, then it is arguable that there is 

likely to be a smaller information loss than in the 

first modification procedure described abov~. The 

stage estimates, was therefore adopted in this thesis. 

Several methods of using principal components 

analysis in TSLS have been suggested. Kloek and 

1 Mitchell (1971) found that 15 principal components 
explained 96 percent of the variance of the 80 
exogenous variables in the Brookings Model. In 
this thesis 8 principal components explained 97 
percent of the variance in the 29 predetermined 
variables, when standardised. 



and Mennes (1960) suggested that Y1 be regressed on 

Xl' and a small number of principal components in 

place of the matrix X2 , when calculating Yl' They 

suggested that the principal components be formed 
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from: the variables excluded from a given equation 

(matrix X2 ), or from certain residuals, or from all 

the predetermined variables in the system (matrix X). 

The last way has the computational advantage that the 

components need to be evaluated only 6nce for the 

entire system of equations. For this reason it was 

the method selected in this research in spite of some 

results by Amemiya (1966) suggesting that principal 

2 
components based on X2 alone, should be used. 

Klein (1969) working with the Klein-Goldberger 

Model, and Mitchell (1971) working with the Brookings 

Model used principal components in yet another way in 

the context of TSLS: 2 They simply regres~ed Y1 on a 

subset of the matrix of principal components in estimating 

V1 in the first stage. Klein (1972, page 25) has 

suggested that this procedure leads to inconsistent 

estimates: 

2 .. 

. "If the dependent variables of a 

system are regressed on a fixed set 

of principal components for an 

entire system, and on no other 

See Johnston (1972; page 395) 



variables in the first st~ge, the 

computed regl'essands should be 

used as instrumental variables in 

the second stage; otherwise 

consistency will not be obtained. 

If however, the first stage regressions 

contain the included predetermined 

variables, the computed regressands 

may be used as either regressors or 

instruments in the second stage." 
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Mitchell, however, claims consistency for the method: 

"As larger samples are considered 

we assume that the number of 

Principal Components is also 

increased, so that for sufficiently 

large samples 2 SPC and 2 SLS will 

be identical. Consequently the 

2 SPC estimator is consistent and 

has the same asymptotic efficiency 

as 2 SLS." 

Perhaps the safest cOITI_ment on Mitchell's ingenious 

argument is that it demonstrates the weakness of 

consistency as a criteria for discriminating between 

estimators when small samples are being utilised. 

From the foregoing comments it is clear that 

the researcher who endeavours to use TSLS with principal 

components must exercise some degree of subjectivity in 

choosing what method to apply. In the research for 
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this study it was d to regress Yl on Xl and 

a set of principal components drawn from the entire 

matrix (X) of pre ermined variables in the model. 

This procedure was computationally convenient and 

ensured cons t imates without relying on the 

argument used by Mitchell. The principal components 
\ 

were calculated by applying the eigenvectors, 

calculated the correlation matrix derived from 

X, to X itse The eigenvectors have to be calculated 

from the correlation matrix to ensure that they are 

independent of the units of measurement of the 

predetermined variables. 

Because the eigenvectors are applied di ly 

to the original unstandardised variables in the data 

matI' I the resulting principal components: 

(a) are not pair-wise uncorrelated, and 

(b) do not have the same total variance as E. 

In effect then, the pr6cedure adopted leads 

to just one, of an infinite number, of possible 

linear combinations of the variab in X, Because 

it always assumed that these er variables 

are uncorrelated with the disturbances in the 

equation in the limit (Johnston (1972, page 383» 

the use of any linear combination would result in 

consistent estimates. 



The advantage of this dure is that 

it is objective in the sense that, once adopted, 

a unique set of weights (the e vectors) is 

obtained. The researcher cannot be suspected of 

pre-testing equations with many alternative sets 

of linear combinations be sel ing that set 

which best favours some p d hypothesis. 

Despite the fact that the e were calculated 

from the correlation matrix and applied to X, the 

combined sum of squares of the first 8 principal 

components, as calculated, total d 54 percent of 

that for the 29 variables in X. 

One further element of subjectivity remained 

in determining the precise estimation procedure to be 

adopted, namely, the choice of the number of principal 

components to be used in the first stage regressions. 

This involved consideration of another important 

aspect of simul~aneous systems, that of identification. 

Typically identification is no problem in 

reasonably large econometric models. The 

appropriate as long as each equation is not under-

identified. According to Malinvaud (1968, page 586) 

if a linear structural equation is identified then 
I 

the number of predetermined variables omitted from the 

,equation is at least as great as the number of 

enous variables included in the equation, less one. 
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This necessary condition identiftcation would 

generally be satisfied in I models, such as the 

one described in this t in which the number 

of omitted predetermined var les from each equation 

exceeds the number of observat Although it is 

more difficult to determine if the sufficient or 

rank condition for identification satisfied, equation 

by equation, for computational reasons/these conditions 

would also be expected to be satisfied in such models. 

However attention must also be d to the 

restrictions imposed by the need for identification 

when principal components are to be used in the first 

stage regressions. 

Here g 

"It is clear that we must include 

at least g principal components 

for identification requires that 

the X2 matrix (and hence any matr 

that replaces it) should have at 

t g columns." 

1972, page 393) 

(Johnston, 

number of endogenous variab 

in the equation as regressors. Kloek and 

appearing 

suggest that in addition the number of principal 

components be kept down so that the total number o:f 

regressors in the first stage should not be too 

relative to the number of observatj.ons (not more than 
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say one~third) 

reduced form di 

e otherwise estimates of the 

ances can become very unreliable. 

In th thesis ght principal components were used 

in the f t stage equations. This represented a 

rather number than the maximum suggested by 

Kloek and Mennes but it was necessitated because it 

was found that, for some equations with seven dependent 

variables as regressors, use of seven principal 

components resulted in unstable estimates, even though 

the equations were identified, 

To summarise, OLS estimation was rejected in 

favour of TSLS estimation in this research because 

OLS leads to biased and inconsistent estimates in 

simultaneous models. Principal components were used 

in the first stage of the il'SLS procedure to preserve 

degrees of freedom in what appeared to 

isfactory way available 

most 
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CHAP'I'ER 6 

ECONOMETRIC RESULTS 

6.0 INTRODUCTION 

The specification of the model was described 

in chapter' 4. In chapter 5 it was decided to 

estimate the model by TSLS using principal components 

in the first stage. This chapter presents and 

discu~ses the estimation results. 

The chapter falls naturally into five sections: 

sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 treat respectively the 

portfolio equations of the NFPS, the NBFI and the TB. 

Section 6.4 is a brief section which describes the two 

equations, related to the supply price of capital, 

formulated in section 4.6. Section 6.5 presents the 

results for the equations specified in section 4.7 as 

representing behaviour in the building sector. Section 

6.6 lists some cautionary qualifications to these 

re'sul ts. 
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All the portfolio include at least 

one real expected asset yield as an explanatory 

variable. As defined in sect~on 4.3 (following 

equation 4.3.1) these yie involved some assumptions 

concerning the formation of future price or earnings 

expectations. Six possible measures of such 

expectations were suggested d to six pairs 

of weights; each weight in t r applying to either 

the current or past rate of price or earnings change. 

Section 6.1.1 describes how one pairs of 

weights was selected as being the entation 

of expectations in the NFPS. In sections 6.2 and 6.3 

the NBFI and the TB were simply to also form 

their future price expectations from ly the same 

pai~ of weights found most appropriate the NFPS. 

Before proceeding to the detail econometric 

results two problems of statistical int ation are 

noted, 

The first involves the interpretat to be 
. 

p d on coefficient estimates in TSLS. The 

imator is preferred to the OLS estimator in simultaneous 

equation models because it possesses the asymptotic 

of consistency. Unfortunately the I 

properties of the TSLS estimator are not well 

'""known. The ratio of the estimated cosffic to i 

standard error cannot be assumed to be a "til stati 

un null hypothesis of a zero value for the coefficient, 
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as it n the OLS es is appli 

un sample size can regarded as infinite. 

Tb also means that, in this thesis, correct 

confi ce intervals cannot tributed to the 

coefficient, In such circumstances the proce 

adopted users of 'l'SLS appears to be to hope 

the 1 Ie properties are not teo different from 

infinite sample properties, and proceed accordingly. 

In this esis, an estimated t value of 2.0 (estimated 

coefficient twice as large as the estimated standard 

error) is taken as an indicat that it is probab 

correct to ect the hypot is the true value 

of that coeff ent is zero. appears to be the 

critical value in conventional use. For convenience, 

such large coefficients are descr as "signficant lt 

in the following sections. 

The second problem is not unrel ed. For the 

14 observat utilised for these , and the 

relatively large number of explanatory variables (6 in 

the portfolio equations of the NFPS) the Durbin-Watson 

test for first-or serial correlation 

large inconclus Although published tables 
.. 

for the distribution of the Durbin-Watson statistic 

could not be found precisely this 

observations and variables it appears that 

the test of zero 1atioD as the hypothesis 



of positive autocorrelation would be inconclusive 

if the calculated statistic lies in the approximate 

range 0.4 to 3.0 For this reason they are not 

commented on in the test although calculated values 

of the statistic are giyen in appendices Band C. 

The distribution is, in any case, not likely to be 

appropriate in TSLS. 

6.1 THE PORTFOLIO EQUATIONS OF THE NFPS 

6.1.0 Introduction 
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As described in section 4.3 the portfolio model 

of the NFPS involves testing the explanatory power of 

the supply price of capital, a credit rationing proxy 

and four measures of security yields as determinants 

of the portfolio compositions selected by the NFPS. 

The results of this test are discussed in 

section 6.1. 2. The full details of the TSLS estimates 

are presented in appendix B, table B2. 

Before presenting these results, the tests 

leading to the selection of a preferred expectations 

hypothesis are discussed in section 6.1.1. 

Section 6.1.3 briefly compares the TSLS estimates 

described in section 6.1.2 with the OLS estimates, 

~derived from the identical set of equations, presented 

in appendix C, table C1. 



For completeness section G.1.4 presents 

sUJIlmary statistics of the first stae;e regressions 

underlying the TSLS estimates discussed in section 

6.1.2. 

The Formation of Future Price 
E::92ectatlons. 

The six different expectations hypotheses 

tested in the model were described in section 4.3. 

Four variables in the model explicitly involved 

consideration of future expectations. The supply 

price of capital depended on expectations concerning 

the future growth rates of real earnings. The real 

expected yields on mortgage loans, deposits at the NBFI 

and trading bank advanc~s all depended on the nominal 

interest rate less the increase in the fross domestic 

product (GDP) price deflator expected to occur over 

.the next year. 

It was assumed that both price and real earnings 

expectations were based on a weighted sum of the current 

and immediate past movements in each variable. The two 

weights were assumed to sum to unity and to be common 

to each variable. 

In order to choose the most appropriate values 

to give to these two weights, the portfolio equations 

of the NFPS were run six times, once for each of the 

pairs of weights (1.0, 0.0), (0.9, 0.1), 

"(0.5, 0.5). (The weight accorded to the currently-
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'l'able 6.1 Summary St:atistics from Testing, by TSLS, the 
Portfolio Equations of the NFPS }l,gainst Six 
_____ ~2,j.ce ~ec-t~!j2n~!!Y_E9J::~es~ __ _ 

1 
Ranges of values taken by: , 

Dependent Variable 
2' Number of '.'s~gnif~cant" (as a proportion F statistic R 

-~-~.--~-- CoefflClents 
of net worth) ----. 

1. Notes 39-69 .97-.98 3-6 

2. D 42-179 .97-.99 3-5 

3. S 25-41 .95-.97 1-·2 

4. DGBP 5-17 .82-.93 2-4 

5. V 5-18 .82-.94 4-5 

6. KD 5-11 .80-.90 2-5 

7. KBRDP 8-22 .87-.95 3··5 

8. TBA 36-82 .97-.99 2-4 

9. MFI 20-59 .95-.98 2-2 

10. FDI 15-59 .94-.98 2-2 

1 

2 

Over the 6 hypotheses 

No. of coefficients with values at least twice as large as their 
standard errors. The maximum possible is 6 since the TSLS 
progran~e utilised did not print standard errors for the constant 
term. (See section 6.0 for a discussion of the problems with 
discussing "significance" in this context.) 
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observed movement o· 
b as t fi element in 

the bracketed r. ) 1 ations of the 

NFPS were used this they 

alone inelu e ent set variables 

incorporating future expectat s lic ly. 

Summary statistics drawn the block of 

6 x 10 equations, and 6 x 10 x 6 est iCients, 

resulting from this exercise are shown in tab 6.1. 

'1'h1s table displays the over the s 

expectations hypotheses tested, taken, each of the 

ten portf6lio equations, by the F statistic, the 

and the number of estimated coefftcients in the equation 

which had values at least twice as large, in abso 

terms,as their standard errors. 

To put the figures in some perspective, if t F 

test were appropriate in this case and if F (6,7) 

were greater than 8.26 then the null hypothes that 

all coefficients, other than the constant, take zero 

ues cou·Id be rejected at the 99 percent level. 

From, this table it appears that the F statistic 

a slightly more sensitive measure of the effects of 

t dif 2 
t h~potheses than the R , although each 

g the same rankings. For example, in the 

equation for Notes, the F statistic almost doubled from 

2 
lowest to the highest of the six values, but the R 



merely increased from .97 to .98. 

Again, there is quite some variation, in the 

number of coefficients which were large relativ() to 

their standard errors, between the six tests on each 

equation. For the six tests in order of the pairs 

of weigllts; (LO, 0.0), (0.9,0.1), 

(0 r:: ° r) \. .. J ; ~ LJ , the total nUillbers of such large coefficients~ 

over the tell equations WGrs respectively, 30, 34, 39, 

39, 35, 26. If the six hypotheses are labelled A, 

B, C, D, E, F respectively then it would appear that 

on this basis, tests C, D corresponding to weights 

(0.8, 0.2) and (0.7, 0.3) respectively might be 

preferred. 

All the equations were checked in order to see 

if changing the expectations hypotheses changed the 
/ 

Sj..gll~ of any of the estimated coefficients. Of ' the 

each of 10 ~ 6 esti~~t8d cocffi.cients, sign 

changes only occurred on 3 occasions. In thc'!se cases 

the coefficient concerned was extreme small relative 

to ltS standard error. The different price 

expectations hypotheses did Dot therefore cause any 

remarkablc~ changes in the signs of estimated coefficients. 

Although bypothes8H C, D could not be separated 

0)1 the IJ~lsJS of the nUJnbc;1' of stguificant eoef:f:"icients, 

I) 11 a.cl [J., oJ the 10 
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equations. In fact D had the highest F statistic 

of all the 6 hypotheses on 3 out of the 10 equations. 

This was only bettered by hypothesis E which had 

the highest F statistic on 5 equations. Of these 5 

D had the second highest F statistic on 4 occasions 

and the third highest on the fifth; In all cases 

the F statistics recorded by test D were well above 

the critical value at the 99 percent confidence 

interval. 

On the basis of these comparisons, D and E would 

appear to be the preferred alternatives. Some support 

could also be given to C on the basis of its high 

number of !:'significant" coefficients. 

As presented, there is no obvious statistical 

criteria for choosing between these alternative 

hypotheses. Fortunately differences between the 

estimated coefficients arising from each of these 

three hypotheses are 'not very great. Hypothesis D 

was finally selected as most appropriate because it 

was an int@rmediate hypothesis between hypotheses C 

and E, it was not dominated in terms of the general 

"signlficance" levels of estimated coefficients applying 

to individual explanatory variables, and because it 

resulted in equations which generally explained very 

high proportions of the variance in the left-hand side 
, .... '" 

variables. 



6.1.2 Results 
Partial 

timatton of 
ions of the 

e 

-~--~"' .. ----.~ 

detailed esttma tes and S'Lunmary st istics 

resulting am TSLS est tiOD of the 10 par lio 

equations of the NFPS are in appendix B. t Ie 

B2. 

The statistics are sat actorily high 
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all ten io equations. every case 90 percent 

o:r more of the variation in the dependent vartable 

explained by the group of explanatory variables. Th 

feature of the estimates is also lee ted in the F 

statistics which are invariably than the 

critical corresponding to 99 percent conf 

interval. The hypothesis of no 1'e ionship between 

the dependent variable and the of explanatory 

variables could be rejected in each case with 99 percent 

confidence, as the F test to be appropriate~ 

The Durbin-Watson statistic not a very 

powerful tool for testing for autocorre ion in the 

disturbances for I numbers of freedom 

such as that occurI' these equations, is is 

because the degrees of freedom, gre~ter 

the range of values which the test inconclusive 

(see section 6,0). 
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A check of the co sums shows that the 

portfolio balance t constr t, that total assets 

equal total liabilities, is s isfied by the estimates 

in table B2, Counting 1 s (items 8, 9, 10) 

as negative assets,the ~onst 

and the estimated coeffic 

terms sum to 10.000 

s sum over the portfolio 

to zero for each of the six remain lanatory 

variables. Allowing for the fact that each equation 

this table has been multiplied by 10 convenience 

of presentation this demonstrates th ess of 

the values taken by the explanatory variab I the 

estimated portfolio composition of will always 

be such that the asset proportions (counti liabilities 

as negative assets) sum to unity. A demonstration of 

the reason why the estimated coefficients have th 

property when the OLS estimator is used was g in 

section 2.3,4.6.3, footnote 54. The reason is 

unchanged when the TSLS estimator is used, 

There is a reasonable degree of precision in 

the imates of dividual coefficients. The 

of coefficients which were over twice as 

standard errors was, out of 10 equat s, 

7 for rationing proxy, 9 for the supp 

price of ital, 7 for the real expected yield on 

secur ies ing zero nominal interest, and 6, 5, 5 

re ct 1y for the real expected yields on new r",' 

mortgages, its at the NBFI and TB advances. 
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Table Correlation Coefficients lanatory 
i 1 

CRT JVHE PE% JSRE JMRE JTBARE 

CRT 1.000 .541 .112 .024 -.174 .025 

J'VRE 1.000 .127 -.189 -.452 .246 

PE% 1.000 -.879 -.641 .808 

JSRE 1.000 .875 .986 

JMRE 1.000 .920 

JTBAID~ 1.000 

1 See appendix B, table Bl, for definitions of the 
symbols used. 
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The poorer performance of the final three 

variables in this list is possibly due to multi-

collinearity problems. Table 6.2 shows the simple 

correlatioL coefficients obtained for the 6 

explanatory variables. The highest correlation 

coefficients in the table are between the yields on 

TB advances on the one hand, and each of the yields 

on deposits at the NBFI and new mortga~es on the other. 

A satisfying feature of the estimates is the 

performance of the supply price of capital in the 

equations. It indicates that the stock of physical 

capital was a "significant" substitute, in the portfolio, 

for all other assets and liabilities. In addition, 

the supply price of capital is a "significant" and 

positive determinant of the demand for the stock of 

productive physical capital itself. 

There are four equations which have, as an 

explanatory variable', their "own" interest yield. 

These are the markets for productive physical capi~al, 

deposits at the NBFI, mortgage borrowing by the NFPS 

,from the NBFI and borrowing by the NFPS on TB a,clvances. 

Of these only the first gives combletely satisfactory 

resul ts in an Ita priori 11 sense. The demand for deposits 

at the NBFI is, as expected, positively related to the 

xield on these deposits but this coefficient is very 
" , 

small relative to its standard error. The demand by 
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the NFPS for TB adv~ncos is unhappily related 

positively to the yield on these advances, but again 

the relationship is highly "insignificant". The 

coefficient applying to the expected yield on new 

mortgages has the appropriate negative coefficient 

in the equation for the demand for these mortgages, 

but it is not much larger than its standard error. 

Again the relatively poor performance of these three 

yields may be due to the multicollinearity between 

the three series. 

The percentage change expected in the GDP 

deflator may be thought to represent directly the 

expected real yield on notes and deposits at the TB, 

two ca tegol'ies whi ch earn zero nominal in terest . "A 

priori" the greater the future price increase expected, 

the smaller should be the quantities demanded of these 

assets. This is precisely the relationship the 

estimated equations reveal. The coefficients applying 

to these variables are negative and over twice as large 

as their standard errors. 

In general this proxy for changes in expected 

future prices performs very well. When a high rate 

of inflation is expected, the equations indicate that 

individuals in the NFPS; economise on the zero 

~ominal interest-bearing liquid assets, that is notes 

and deposits at theTB. They shift some funds into 
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the higher yielding its at the NBF!, purchase 

more consumer durables, borrow more from overseas 

and increase ir mor debt to the NBFI. The 

absence ificant f of these expectations 

on the demand private residential dwellings is 

probably due to t zero correlation coefficient 

between the ch in the' GDP deflator, the basic series 

underly ice ations proxy, and the 

change t cost for new dwellings (see table 

3.3) . 

There is another interesting aspect to the 

estimated coefficients relating to the future price 

expectations proxy. The estimates suggest that changes 

in future price expectations have little affect on the 

NFPS's portfolio composition, unless nominal interest 

rates on: deposits at the NBFI (S), mortgage loans 

from the NBF! (MFI) and TB advances (TBA) a show 

some change (other variables being held con ant). 

To see this, recall from chap 4 the 
, 

expected yields on these three securit s are 

defined as the nominal interest yield, JX, 

the fractional charge expected in future ices PE%, 

i. ~·using the notation given in appendix B, table Bl 

where 

JXRE 

X 

JX PE% 

== S, ~1, TBA 

In the portfolio equations of the 

(6.1.2.1) 

each of these 



1. NO'l'jWNP 

2. D/W!::IP 
<) 8/WNP oJ • 

4, 

5. V 

6, 

'1. 

8. WNP 
9. / 

10. -FDljWNP 
11. -TBCL/WNP 

>1< Indicates a tis 

The P:cJce 
Real or 

-,~~~,-,~,-

:labIe d 1 

~, 4.152* 

~18,O55 

49.757* 

6.675 

-48,867 

13,237* 

17.356 

13.051 

~18. 574~" 

~10.427* 

1.884 

a 

ficant!' coefficient 

-+ b + 

4,364 

50.5 

6.891 

::> 

13. 

,69 

11. 

-11,195 

1. EllO 

1 '1'11e fi ent applying to PE% in Table 

2 rfhe sum of t 
JTBARE, JMRE 

coefficients applying to 
'Table B2. 

2 d a<'+ b + c) c -
,212 

- ,498 

.762 

'~ .216 

-5,544 

- ,342 

4.659 

~,1. 545 

.180 

.768 

.274 
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expected yields occurs g ttl In each 

equation the following sion appears: 

a JSRE + b JMRE + c + d PE% (6,1.2.2) 

where, a, b , c and d are est ted coefficients. 

Using the identities (6:1.2.1), al yiel can 

be sUbstituted for real expected yiel in expression 

(6.1.2.2) to give an equivalent ession: 

a JS + b JM + c JTBA + ( ~c) (6,1.2.3) 

Because of the identit Sl the explanatory 

power ~f the set of variab in sian (6.1,2.3) 

is statistieally identical to that of the set of ab 

in expression (6.1.2.2), However, the po t 

made is that, as shown in table 6.3, d and (a + b + c) 

are very similar in order of magnitude, so that 

( c) is comparatively close to zero, for each 

and every item in the portfolio of the NFPS. This 

means that the partial impact of a given change in 

PE% on portfolio composition is greater if the three 

real expected yields (of type JXRE) are held constant, 

than if th~ three corresponding nominal yields (of type 

JX) are ld constant. 

In ,it would appear that the true value 

c) could zero, although this hypothesis 

was not tested s ce the portfolio equations were 
,..fit' 

'estimated form of (6.1.2.2) rather than in the 

form of (6.1.2.3). (6.1.2.2) is more 
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convenient for test the !'significance!1 of 

individual real cted asset yields than is 

expression (6.1.2.3) and was adopted for this reason. 

It might thought that it would be interesting 

to re·-estima te folio equations of the NFPS, 

utilising ression (6.1.2.3), and interpreting the 

t stati ic, based on the estimated coefficient 

PE%, . as a of the tence, or otherwise, 

money illusion. If the true value for this coe ci 

were indi ed to be zero, then real behaviour in the 

NFPS would based (in part, because the supply ce 

of capital is expressed in real terms) on nominal var les. 

Such behaviour by the NFPS would be perverse 

(according to currently accepted notions of rational 

behaviour) unless the NFPS had good grounds for 

ct that price changes were 1 to be so small 

that they could, in practice, be regarded. As it 

s prices were,' in fact, very ab over the 

observation period. The mean va taken by PE% was 

2.3 percent with a standard ion only 0.3 

percent. Given these qualifications, this alternative 

approach was rejected. 

As already noted, the cre t rationing proxy, 

the percentage that unutilised TB credit limits were to 

,ut ised credit limits, had a coefficient relative 

to the standard error in 7 of 10 portfolio equations. 
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When this percentage is high, it is argued that 

credit rationing by the TB occurs only to a relatively 

small degree" If the estimated coefficient for the 

proxy is nega ti v~, for an asset demand equation, then 

it is argued that when credit rationing is severe the 

demand fOl' the asset is relatively blgh. 

Inspection of the estimates presented in table 

B2 reveals that for the 7 equations mentioned above, 

the sign of the estimated coefficient was only positive 

for the demand for ownership of the stock of productive 

physical capital. When credit rationing is only 

mild individuals in the NFPS ?~~~s:~g~i~.~ on notes, deposi ts 

at the TB and with the Government, consumer durables, 

private dwellings and borrowing from the TB. All other 

asset~demand/liability supply functions, including that 

for TB credit limits are not much influenced by changes 

in the proxy. 

It seems logical that when credit rationing is 

mild individuals economise on holdings of liquid assets 

since the possibility of being caught in an illiquid 

portfolio and being unable to borrow their way out of 

it from the, trading banks is relatively remote. It 

,is interesting that demand for authorised credit limits 

is not much affected by credit rattoning, but the more 

~~evere the rationing the greater the utilisation of these 

limits as a proportion of net worth. 
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The existence of a h utilisation of credit 

1 ts does not increase demand for further t 

limits but neither does it crease demand. If this 

t rationing then by really does measure cr 

f ition some potential rs are refused credit 

when the value taken by the proxy is low. limi 

The s quoted imply 

must increase, on average, the 

ing borrowers 

for credit 

limits when rationing is severe, thus maintaining the 

aggre value of these limits. Simultaneously 

favoured customers increase th utilisation of these 

limits, doubtless reflecting the t that their cost 

is below the price which would rule a perfect market. 

According to the equations, un isfied borrowers 

may res liquidity of their 1;foli08 by 

reducing holdings of equities, rather than by 

transferring demand to the NBFI. It not possible 

to be more definitive concerning the locative effects 

of credit toning because of the s listic and 

aggregative nature of the model. The of loan 

applicants' is not distinguished from m:C1rket value 

of loan author ions in the model. does 

the model guish between classes of successful 

loan.- applicants and unsuccessful loan applicants. 

From luence of the Select e Advance 

Control regulat referred to in chap 4 seems 
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likely that favoured clients are the exporters; the 

farmers and large companies. itA priori" when 

rationing is severe, smaller businesses seem likely 

to rely more on trade credit, which is netted out 

in the aggregation proce~s in the model. This credit 

would be partly financed by TB. creeli t utilised by the 

favoured TB customers. The pressure on non-exporting 

businesses caused by such allocative effects of the 

credit squeeze could be instrumentaJ in causing 

individuals in the NFPS to re-evaluate their expectations 

about the future profitability of these firms, in a 

way not captured by the supply price of capital, and 

so shift out of equities and into most othe~ assets. 

This interpretation of the results seems plausible, 

but cannot be tested further without a more sophisticated 

model. 

In general the substitution effects indicated 

"by the three interest yield series, JSRE, JMRE and 

JTBARE are as might be expected. The latter two,. 

representirtg the cost of borrowing from the NBFI and 

the TB respectively, tend to have the expected negative 

influence on asset demands. 

Conversely, JSRE, the real expected yield on 

Aeposits at the NBFI reveals a complementary effect on 

the demand for all- the assets in the portfolio except 

that for equities. 
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Table 6.4 P~1rtial Impaet Elastiei ties of the 

i. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

1 

NFPS Portfolio ations l 

Estimated by TSLS. Only for coefficients at 
least twice as large as their standard error. 

Dependent 
Explanator~ Variable~ Variables -

CRT JVRE PE% JSRE JMRE 

NOT -.75 -~. 09 -.63 .79 -1.17 

D -.54 -.07 -.54 - .58 

S 1~04 

DGBP -.33 -.10 .50 -.54 

V .86 .18 -1.09 .. 68 

KD -.37 -.10 .38 .62 

KBRDP -.51 -.. 10 ,62 -.49 

TBA -~. 44 -.07 ~.63 -·.27 

MFI -.10 .95 

FDI -.10 .52 

TBCL -.07 -.56 

Elasticities evaluated at the mean 

,..At' 

JTBARE ----

-2.09 

- .89 

2,17 

-1.16 

-1.24 
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On the whole,asset 

tend to be inelastic 

/li ility supplies 

ct to asset yiel 

Table 6.4 presents the part elasticities 

of the dependent in 

NFPS with respect to those explan 

estimated coefficients t twice as 

1 of the 

h;s wi th 

as the 

standard errors. These e tlcities were calculated by 

multiplying the estimated coeffi ent by io of 

the mean of the explanatory var to the 

dependent variable. In each case the t 

variable was measured as a proport net worth. 

Conceptually the elasticity as calculated, measures the 

elasticity of asset demand or liability supply, 

dollars, with respect to changes in the lanatory 

variable, when all other explanatory variables and n 

worth are beld constant. 

An interesting feature of the results is 

uniformly low elasticities for the supply price of 

capital. These are ~ll reasonably close to 0.10. 

Elasticities for the credit rationing proxy are all much 

1 in absolute terms, varying from .33 to +.86. 

The elasticities applying to the other four 

variables also show considerable variation. 

lanatory 

Demand 

was fxequen t 

y ld on 

elastic with regard to the real expected 

advan.ces. Demand was inelastic in every 

ion but ODe for each of the other three explanato 

ab 
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A Comparison and OLS of 

"Significant Variables" are, for the purposes of this tablet 
variables whose estimated coefficients are a"t least twice 
as large as their standard errors, 
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6.1.3 A Comparison of TSLS and OLB Estimates 
of the Portfdlio iODS of the Nl~S 

The estimates resulting from OLS estimation 

of the portfolio equations of tho NFPS are set out in 

~ppendix C, table Cl. Table 6.5 presents surnmary 

statistics comparing these estimates with the TSLS 

estimates described in the previous section. 

As one would expect the table shows a uni versa.l 

fall in the F' statistic in moving from 01,8 to TSLS 

estimation. In 4 out of the 11 equations considered 

there was also a fa 11 in the number of "signif ican t: II 

coefficients in moving from OLS to TSLS. 

However there was also a very considerable degree 

of similarity between the two sets of estimates. In 

only 2 of these 4 equations was the number of "significant" 

variables more than one less in TSLS than in OLS. Only 

3 sign changes occurred between the two sets of estimates, 

out of 78 estimated coefficients in each set. In two of 

these C~;tses the coeffictents concerned h;;Ld "til valUeS 

lees than 0.9 under both estimators. 

case, that for the coefficient applying to the dummy 

varlable in equation 11, the I't" value was 1.5 in OLS and 

-,0,5 1n 'I'SLS. 

6.1.4 The First Stage Estim~tes of the 
~P.:..(12J';~!}g,;~~,~ E If :3. l::_~!~1J]=--~,9.. 

Table 6.6 presc.:m ts sunn11fl.ry sti'i"dr,;tics of the 



6 6 

1. Supply price of 7,.0 

2. Credit proxy 2.0 

3. Expected iTlcYease in 
prices 0.8 

RectI eXF8ct.ed yields on: 

4. 

5. 

6. 

1 

Deposits at the NBFI 

Ne\v mortgag-es 

TE advances 

Each variable was 
derived from the 29 

0.6 

0.7 

0.7 

model. The \'Jeights used in forming pri.ce 
(0.7, 0.3) 

in the 

Durbin~'v;ratson 

tic 

.918 2.83 

.762 1.77 

.555 2.77 

.484 2.73 

.518 2.72 

.509 2.80 

components 
in t:he entire 

\'le:r:e 
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variables used in the port ions of the 

NFPS. These estimates were tained by orming 

6 OL8 regressions, regress ing one of these 

endogenous explanatory var les on 1 t-hand side 

and the first 8 principal components on right~hand 

side. These 8 principal components were derived from 

the entire set of the 29 predet ned variables in 

the model. 

As table 6.6 shows the estimated 

obtained from these regressions, with two tions, 

lained only about 50 percent of the in 

original serie~. Since the purpose of obt these 

e imates is to derive series which are hopefully 

of any correlation with the stochastic error in the 

portfolio equation such differences between the estimated 

and the original series are not necessarily alarming. 

en so it is comforting to note the closeness 

between the OL8 and the T8L8 estimates (see section 

6.1.3) and to find that the TSL8 estimates did not shift 

erratical .when the different future expectations 

were investigated (see section 6.1.1). 

6.2 PORTFOLIO EQUATIONS OF THE NBFI 

Appendix B, table B3, presents the estimated 

portfolio of the NBFI. The detailed specification 

of equ ons is described in section 4.4. The 

specif ion ionally extremely simpl~ comprising 
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just three 'explan vari es: the real return 

expected by t NBF on its a 

dummy variable rent government poltcy actions 

and a third variable 11 r asse II of 

the NBFI defined as bei 

less mortgage assets, 

to it liabil ies 

This variable enters the ltst of an 

variables for relatively technical reaSOllS based on 

mathematics of the optimising process ly 

equations (see section 2,3.4.6.4). Its in 

the list of right-hand side variables ensures that 

estimated coefficients satisfy the balance t 

constraint. The coefficients applying to "net 

assets It sum to (minus) l.mi ty over the two equations 

and the pair of coefficients applying to each of the 

other two variables sum to zero. This is true both 

for the TSLS estimates and the aLS estimates given 

appendix C, table C2. 

The set of explanatory variables jo tly exp 

99 Df the variation in each of the left d 

side variables; deposit liabilities and mortgage assets. 

F stat ics are very large. The real expected 

in y Id on mortgage assets enters each equation 

with cted sign and with a coefficient 3i times 

d error. When the expected yield is high the 

eaSE their supply of mortgage loans and 



Table 6.7 A Compartson of 
of e Portfolio 

EquatJ_on Ii' Statistic 

01,8 TSLS 

1. S 2,210 1;979 

2. MFI 34:3 307 
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S 



the 

empt to raise more os1 '1'he dummy variable 

in the later years, 

Government assisted 

t expeeted sign in 

it took value unity as 

I, the portfol of NBFJ tended to grow. 

was not I fteant" however although 

d coefficient did exceed its standard 

error. 

The partial impact e t tty, evaluated at 

samp means, of the supply of mortgage assets with 

re t to the real expected y ld on these assets 

(JMRE) was 0.33, the correspon 

of demand for deposit liabi 

to JMRE was 0.13. These las 

ng cross elasticity 

t with respect 

c values do 

o 

not seem unreasonable. It not surprising that the 

own rate elasticity is larger than the cross elasticity. 

The TSLS estimates of these equat are 

compared with OLS estimates in table 6.7 Full details 

can be obt d from" tables B3 and C2. in the 

portfolio s of the NFPS there is little dtfference 

between the 

are higher 

and the OLB estimates. 

the latter estimator. 

Table 6.8 presents su.mmary statist 

first stage 

-<these regress 

s in the 'fSLS 

and !lnet other 

F statistics 

of the 

In 

s!1 of the 
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NBFI were .each regressed on the first 8 principal 

components together with the exogenous dummy va.riable 1 

appearing in the portfolio equations of the NBFI. 

Table 6,g 

Explanatory 
Variable -.-----

JMRE 
NOAFI 

First Stage Estimates of the 
Endogenous Explanatory Variables 
in the Portfolio Equations of 
the NBFI ._----<~--------.-~-"'=-'"~-.-----~~~--~.--=~~--~--

F 2 Durban-Watson 
Statistic R Statistic ------- --~.~~---~--

.50 .529 2,89 
95.81 .995 2.80 

The estimated series for J~,a1E only captured 

slightly more of the variance in JMRE than in the 

portfolio equations of the NFPS (see table 6.6). This 

is not surprising since the regressors were identical 

in each case a,part from the dummy variable. In contrast 

the estimated series for NOAFI captured over 99 percent 

of the variation in NOAFI. This doubtless reflects the 

trend growth in NOAFI and in many of the predetermined 

variables from which'the principal components were 

derived. 

6.3 THE PORTFOLIO EQUATIONS OF THE THADING BANKS 

The TSLS estimates of the portfolio equations 

of the trading banks are presented in appendix B, table 

B4. 

See chapter 5 for a discussion of the treatment 
of included predetermined variables. 
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'There are three behavioural equat=Lons =Ln the 

group, representing the supply of credit limits. the 

demand for bankers' cash and the demand for loans 

from the Reserve Bank. 'The set of explanatory 

variables is large. It comprises; the proxies 

for the yields on each of the three left-hand side 

variables listed above (the real expected return on 

trading bank advances, the expected change in future 

prices, and the real expected cost of borrowing from 

the Reserve Bank respectively), the credit rationing 

proxy, a dummy variable allowing for a discontinuity 

in the data, trading bank free reserves ('TBFR), argued 

to be the instrument of Government monetary policy and 

a variable "net other assets'! of the trading banks, 

The inclusion of this last variable ensures that the 

estimated coefficients are consistent with the portfolio 

constraint that total liabilities equal total assets (see 

table B8 I iden ti ty 5). Detailed reasons for this 

specification of TB portfolio behavicur are given in 

sections 4.1 and 4.5' 

The·TSLS estimates are both interesting and 

pleasing in many respects. 

'The set of explanatory variables is successful 

in collectively explaining over 92 percent of the 

variation in the dependent variable in each equation. 
,_{/I 
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As .expected the estimates indicate that the 

TB increase the supply of credit limits and reduce 

their demand for bankers' cash (which earns zero 

nominal interest) the greater is the expected increase 

in prices (PE%) and the greater is the expected real 

interest yield on utilised credit limits (JTBARE). 

None of the four estimated coefficients involved is 

less than 1.85 times as large as its standard error. 

On the other hand the estimates suggest that the 

TB borrowing from the RB was not much influenced by 

the real expected cost of this borrowing (JRBDRE), the 

estimated c6efficient applying to this variable only 

slightly exceeded its standard error and had the "wrong1! 

sign. In fact the estimates suggest that this variable 

played no significant part in the determination of any 

of these three comnonents of the banks' portfolio over 

the observation period. This is perhaps not surprising 

in view of the very small variation in the official 

discount rate, in nominal terms, over the observation 

period. Apart from 1955-56 and 1959-60, when it was 

estimated to average 5.80 percent and 6.50 percent 

respectively, it was set at 7.00 percent o~er the entire 

observation. period. This can be compared with the 

average over the observation period of the anhual averages 

of nominal interest rates on trading bank advances of 

5.41 percent. 
,..-~ , I 
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The near-constancy of is nominal discount 

r led to JRBDRE being hi negatively correlated 

with The correlation matr between the 

est series, result g from the first stage 

essions. for these two les and for JTBARE 

are shown in t.able 6.9 

6.9 Correlation 
----~-.-

1.00 
.-,80 
-.94 

Estimated Sel' 

J'rBARE 

1.00 
.96 l.OO 

Given is cation of the possibili of multi-

colli ty is perhaps surprisi that the 

est andard errors for the coefficients of 

PE% and JTBA}tE in the equations credit limits 

and ban r8 I cash are relatively small. 

An ection. of the coefficients 

applying to e three variab found same tendency 

for PE% to. II out" as observed in 6.1. 2, table 

6.3. is shown in table 6.10. 

Table 6.10 . ctatiolls is 

to: 

Equ~_ti2.~ 
JRBDRE Diff +JTBARE 

. ....4,,1 

TBCL 2L92 29.86 -7.93 
TBC 3.67 -32.32 8. 
TBBRB 1. - 2.46 . '72 
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For each equ est ted coefficient 

applying to PE% was consi ly 1 than the 

coefficient which would estimated fo~ this 

variable if the return on ancGS and the cost 

of Reserve Bank borrowing had en cd in nominal, 

rather than real expected, 

Just for interest, the ee io s 

the 'lIB were estimated t a.nd 

th nominal rates rather than 

1 other explanatory variables t un d. No 

s changes occurred in any of the coefficients, 

nor were they any remarkable changes in size or 

"s ificance" levels of the estimated fi ent.s. , 

As observed in section 6.1.2, no conclusions can be 

drawn from these experiments about the more iate 

more 

in 

the 

the 

by 

cation for TB portfolio behaviour. The 

ification adopted in this thesis is arguably the 

f 

on 

eres ng one. .For example, throws some 

portfolio effects of a simultaneous 

ionary expectations and real interest es, 

ive" specification does not. In '+ 1" 

ication does not assume money 11 

NBFI and the TB. 

The result that whether thought of as a Domin 

cost or a.. 1'e cted cost, the Reserve Bank discount 
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rate was J·ound to play no "significant" independent 

role in explaining variations in composition of the 

banks' portfolios over the observation period does not 

mean that monetary policy was ineffective. It was 

argued in chapter 4 that trading bank free reserves 

('llBFR) was the Rcti ve instrmnent of monetary policy. 

Monetary policy was operated to reduce TBFR when the 

authorities wished to tighten up on TB lending to the 

NFPS and the NBFI. Gi ven the assu.mption that the TB 

had little influence over the utilisation of credit 

limits already authorised, it was argued that if 

monetary policy was effective over the observation 

period then it must have acted on the TB readiness to 

negotiate credit limits. When trading bank free 

reserves were high, for example, it was argued that the 

TB would be prepared to negotiate a higher level of 

credit limits than when free reserves were low. 

The estimated coefficient applying to trading 

bank free reserves has the positive sign, in the equation 

determining credit limits, which one would expect if 

monetary policy were effective. However the estimated 

coefficient is considerably smaller than its standard 

error. In other words this statistical ~vidence suggests 

that, over the observation period, the Government's 

manipulations of reserve ratios, to ind~cate to the TB 

the level of advances the Government thought appropriate, 

had no "significant" affect on the lending stance of the 

banks. 



Accordi 

major effect 

portiol of 

For 

simp 

$0.71 

to 

e1' 

Reserve 

Apart from increas 

2,67 

est ed equations, the 

in free reserves on the 

lyon the level of 

the Reserve Bank. 

rese:"ve;;,; I tbe TB 

being equal, an extra 

at a penal rate of interest. 

TB deposits at the RB by $0.71, 

no 0 10 were induced. 

If s stat tical evidence does reveal the 

actual folio behaviour of the TB over the observation 

per en it must be concluded that the reserve rat 

pro was merely a complicated method of taxing .TB 

profits. It did not affect TB lending to the private 

sector. 

This suggestion is of such significance that it 

warrants further discussion. 

One possible explanation for the 

ineffectiveness of ratio adjustments as an t 

of monetary control is that the did not apply 

the adjustments with sufficient vigour. Perhaps a 

higher penal borrowing rate the Reserve Bank would 

have helped give the policy more t With only five 

trading banks in the economy, in v might 



tolerate some borrowing from the Reserve Bank, if 

the penal rate were reasonable, for oligopolistic 

reasons. As operated over the observation period, 

all banks faced the same reserve ratio at any point 

in time. However different banks tended to have 
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different seasonal lending patterns. 'The ratios set 

by the Government allowed for seasonality in aggregate 

'TB activities, but did not allow for differences in 

seasonal patterns between banks. Now it could happen 

that at a time when aggregate bank lending was close 

to the Government's guideline on lending, some banks 

for seasonal, or other, reasons had high free reserves, 

and other banks had low free reserves. In these 

circumstances, the former banks might feel encouraged 

to use their free reserves to increase their lending 

knowing that when the Government subsequently raised 

the reserve ratios the latter group of banks would be 

the more severely penalised. Two factors would then 

operate to force this latter group of banks to contract 

their portfolios; the interest cost of the penal 

borrowing and the coercive pressure oflhe Covernment 

monetary authorities. In this way the former group 

of banks might hope to increase their market share. 

Such oligopolistic motivations could induce the TB to 

undergo quite large amounts of borrowi,ng from 'Lhe Reserve 

Bank before attempting to contract their portfolios. 



Since 1969 the Government has shifted its 

emphasis from guideline ceilings on advances to 

reserve asset ratios. These ratios are no longer 

necessarily related to increases in trading bank 

lending. Therefore there is no longer the same 
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degree of TB influence on the setting of these ratios 

that there was over the observation period. 'I'his 

may reduce the willingness of the trading banks to 

borrow from the Reserve Bank for oligopolistic reasons. 

They will, of course, be encouraged to borrcw if the 

penal interest rate is sufficiently low that the net 

returns from the multiple portfolio expansion resulting 

from such borrowing are favourable. 

Another interesting aspect of the empirical 

results is the effect of credit rationing on the portfolio 

behaviour uf the TB. There are a variety of reasons 

why individual banks might choose to ration loans, in 

part, by non-price means: one is the possibility of 

oligopoly in the market, another is the possibility that 

social conventions and other constraints prevent the TB 

from price-discriminating between different classes of 

borrowers (see Jaffee and Modigliani (1969) for a 

discussion of this cause of rationing), finally, 

government intervention in the form of Selective Advance 

Control and ceilings on average overdraft interest rates 

(see section 4.5) may have encouraged non-price rationing. 

In any case the estimates suggest that the credit 



2 

ration p ( ) was a lfs ificant" 

determinant of the of t 1 s and the 

demand for bankers I of 

unutilised credit limi ( is small) then 

it is argued that credit rat is severe. In 

these circumstances the estimat ii s suggest 

that the TB respond to their cns , demands for 

finance by increasing the supp ere t limits and 

reducing their demand for .bankers' 'I'hey do. 

not attempt to make these portfolio s to extent 

that they are forced into borrowing 

Bank. In aggregate the b~Ulks would ly 

experience some growth in deposits in ach G' 
b 

substttution effects. Other be th 

ion to severe credit ion.ing to 

1 ly to reduce the severity of the on 

The remaining explanatoryvari9.bles yet to be 

di are the dummy variable and 11net other assets". 

The variable has a large coefficient, rclat 

to standard error, in two of the three portfolio 

ions, j iiying its inclusion in the model. 

The v3..riable entitled Ilnet other assets tl 

as sum of deposits and unexercised credit 

limi s e sum of exogenous TB assets and an 

en gel1Qus varj_ Ie represen ting :'3ma 11 resjchud. fun ds 

(1 ilding:::.; cwd ter-bank lending etc. 

ance o·p is variable 1s thai., :LtD 
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inclusion allows the balance sheet constraint, that 

total assets equals total liabilities, to be allowed 

for in the estimation procedure. The coefficients 

applying to this variable sum to unity over the 

three portfolio equations. The coefficients applying 

to all other variables sum to zero. '1'11e theoretical 

juscification for including this variable in the set 

of explanatory variables has been discussed in chapter 

4. 

Table 6.11 displays the estimated partial impact 

elasticities, evaluated at the mean, for the explanatory 

variables of major economic and statistical interest 

in the equations. For the important TB credit limit 

equation these elasticities are less than unity. A 

one percent increase in the proportion of unutilised 

credit limits, other things being equal, reduces the 

supply of credit limits by .37 percent, 

Table 6.11 

rl.'BCL 
TBC 
TBBRB 

Partial Impact Elasticities, Evaluated 
at Sample Means, of Key Variables in 
the TB Portfoli ions 

CHT PE% J"TBARE TBFR -----

-.37 .09 .22 
1.63 ~.41 1.10 

-.19 

Under similar circumstances a one percent increase 

in the rate of increase in prices expected to occur over 

the next year, with no change in other real expected 
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yields, increases the supply of credit limits by 

only .09 percent and a one percent increase in the 

real expected yi0ld on trading bank advances 

increases the supply of credit limits by .22 percent. 

The corresponding elasticities applying to the equation 

for bankers' cash are all of the reverse sign, and 

four to five times larger, than in the credit limits 

equation. This reflects the similarity in the 

absolute values of the coefficients, applying to a 

given explanatory variable, in each equation and the 

smaller mean .value of bankers' cash relative to that 

of credit limits. 

Similarly, while a dollar increase in free 

reserves reduced borrowing from the Reserve Bank by 71 

cents as already noted the. means of these respective 

variables are such that a 1 percent increase in free 

reserves reduces borrowing by onJy .19 percent. 

The remainder of this section is devoted to 

quickly summar i s:L ng the key features 0 f tbe LLl's t ~~s tag f.;? 

regressions in the TSLS procedures and of the OLS 

regressions of the portfolio equations of the TB. 

In the first stage estimates each right-hand side 

endogenous variable in the TB portfolio equations was 

regressed against.. TBFR, the dUlr.my variable and the 

first seven principal componerits. (In all other 



'l~able ,12 

Variable 
~------~--

CRT 

PE% 

J'rBARE 

JRBDRE 

NOl\rI'B 

Table 6.13 

1. 

2. 

3. 

TBCL 

TEC 

TBBRB 

First SLage Estimates of the Endogenous 
Explanatory VariablcJs in the Portfolio 
pquaHons of g18 ~~~_~_=_~ ___ ~ .. _~ _____ ~_~ ___ . __ _ 

Sta.tistic 
2 

Durbin-oIl/a "\:son F R 
~~~~~-~~-'-~~ ~-~~=.,----~ ....... -~-.~-

4.1 .91 L89 

.s .54 2.59 

.5 .50 2.65 

.5 ,51 2.39 

14.7 .97 2.87 

A Comparison of TSLS and OLS Es>cimates 
?f the ForUolio Equatign~f t1:1.§_.'1'B_ 
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F St.atistic R 
2 No. of 'Significant 

-'---~~-~--'~ Variables"* 
OLS TSLS OL5 TSLS OLS TSLS 

5,719 3,748 .98 .97 5 4 

262 162 .95 .93 4 2 

50 34 .96 .94 1 1 

Variables with est.imated coefficients e:;.;:ceeding twice their 
standard error. 
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estimated equations in the 1 

obI ems were less severe and e t principal 

eomponents were used .f t; age regressjons.) 

Table 6.12 displays summary st istics of these 

regressions. The resu s are little fferel1t from 

those noted in the se s. 

Table 6.13 presents st istics comparing 

(table B4) and OLS (tab C3) e s of the 

portfolio equations of the TB. As found in sections 

6.1 and 6.2 the OLS estimator "out arms!! the TSLS 

e imator as measured by the F statistic, the 

correlation coefficient and the numbers variables 

in each equation with estimated coefficien at least 

twice as large as their standard errors. was also 

found in the two earlier sections, there were no changes 

in the of any of the coefficients applying to 

these! ificant" variables. In fact there were 

only two eh between estimators over vlholc 

block of 21 pairs of estimated coefficients. In both 

cases tbe ficients which altersd sign were much 

smaller t t standard errors. 

6.4 OTHER Ii' MARKET EQUATIONS 

'rable , apperidjx B, presents the estimat~s 

tions icatioDs were cribed 

in detail 1.D ion 4.6. The first relates, with 

some sueeess, the al efficiency of capital to 

its c1u c t:i ty 
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The second uat mere es one 

e§tim&te of the ratio of the market ue to the 

replacement value of o-P pro ive physical 

capital to another est this rio. The two 

estimates are very c correl ed in spite of 

being based on quite different a sources. Almost 

100 percent of the variation jn e left d side 

variable is explained by the right-hand si varia_bIe. 

These tvJO equations are de d crease 

the endogeneity of the model. 

6.5 THE BUILDING SECTOR EQUATIONS 

Apart from its main emphasis on sti g 

the linkages between financial markets and real ty 

through a portfolio approach, the model discussed in 

this thes ,also examines, in a more ad hoc fashion, 

linkage between the financial markets and the 

bull se or. Prices, wages, output and employment 

this sector are all endogenously determined in the 

model. Non-res tial buildings are distinguished from 

res tial buildings. Flows of mortgage finance are 

tre d endogenously. The only major exogenous influences 

are t Y of mortgage finance by the government 

and lding pxpenditures. 



The determinants of the demand for the stock 

of private residential buildings were discussed in 

section 6.1 above. Relative real expected yields 

and the credit rationing proxy were indicated to be 

important determinants. Generally the higher the 
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real expected yields, and the.less stringent credit 

rationing, the lower the demand for these dwellings. 

The supply of mortgage finance by the NBFI 

increases markedly with the real expected interest 

rate on new mortgages according to the equations 

discussed in section 6.2. The demand for this finance 

on the other hand appears, on the evidence ~iscussed 

in section 6.1, to be more responsive to increases in 

the expected change in the price index for goods and 

services, and (negatively) to the supply price of 

capital. 

In this section the estimates for the five 

remaining behavioural equations directly relevant to the 

building sector are discussed. Full details of these 

estimates are displayed in appendix B, table B6. The 

specifications of these equations have already been 

discussed in chapter 4. 

Equation 1 of table B6 represents the determinants 

of the allocation of production between building and all 

other production. '. No differential effect of credit 
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rationing, or of t i of finance, 

as measured by the sUPP capital was 

reflected in the estimates. the ratio of 

the market value to the lacement value of the 

stock of productive physic capit ,q, was found to 

playa part in this allocation production. When 

q is high,Tobin's argument (see 

firms find it profitable to 

more productive capital, for 

building. Given the large 

er 2) that 

se f ance to purchase 

1e non·-residenti 

s 

on servides and consumption goods 

expenditure 

ing 

production a high q might be ill to 

divert relative expenditures and hence 

resources into building. This just the direction 

of movement indicated by the posit s of the 

estima d coefficient for q in equation 1. However 

this is a qualified success. The equation as a whole 

did not perform well. The F statistic was very small: 

even at the 95 percent level, the null hypothesis, that, 

from the constant, all coef cients 

equation were zero, could not be rejected. 

The equation describing the prod~ction non 

resi ti buildings relative to that of res i 

buil ngs appeared to be better specified, The F 

stati ic at 

p 

a major r 

.6 was almost three times larger than 

ous equation. Again q was found to play 

in th~s allocation providing fUrther t 
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for the is 

paragraph. In 

in the previous 

relative output prices 

ificant part in the were 

allocat 

did 

demand 

build! 

the h 

so found to pI a s 

is start) it was disappointing that q 

to an ant determinant of the 

private non-residential 

, for according to Tobin's hypothesis it is 

the stock of productive capital, 

when q is that stimUlates higher production 

physi capital. Perhaps the fault lies in the 

can of a ck of aggregate physical capital. 

Even so, this equation (3 in table B6) appeared to 

rela.t ly well specified. The explanatory variables 

I ed over 99 percent of the variation in t 

dependent vartable. The demand va:r.iecl positively with 

the output variable and negatively with the 

relative cost of this type of capital to es, 

j as one would expect from neo~classic production 

tiOD theory. As in the case of the par io 

d for the stock of dwellings, the ion 

indicat that the demand s of non 

res ial building was higher the more severe the 

t squeeze. 

Equa.tion 4 of table B6 ts ived 

demand for labour in the building and construction industry. 
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Again the 'equation appears to be reasonably well 

specified jn that the explanatory variables account 

for over 90 percent of tho variation in the 

dependent variable. The derived demand for labour 

varies positively with building output and negatively 

with the building wage rate, when expressed as a 

proportion of the building price index. The supply 

price of capital again helps to link financial and 

real markets through this equation. When the 

opportunity cost of finance, as measured by the supply 

price of capital, is high firms tend to economise on 

labour in the industry, other things being equal. 

The remaining behavioural equation in this sector 

attempts to relate wage movements in the building 

industry to general wage movements, a variable representing 

general excess demand in the labour market, and the 

lagged change in the building price index representing 

cost pressures peculiar to the building industry. This 

equation does not perform well. Just under 60 percent 

of actual changes in the wage rate in the building and 

construction sector is explained by the set of 

explanatory variables. Judging by the size of the 

estimated coefficients relative to their standard errors, 

most of this explanation is likely to be due to general 

wage rate changes, The F statistic is so low, at 4.8, 

that the null hypothesis would not be rejected. 
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The partial elasticities, evaluated at sample 

means, of these linkages are of some interest. It 

appears from the estimates that, other things being 

equal, a 1 percent increase in building output will 

increase the demand for labour in the industry by .52 

percent; a 1 percent increase in gross domestic 

product increases the demand for the stock of private 

non~residelltial building by .52 percent also. A 1 

percent increase in the percentage change in aggregate 

wage rates increases the wage rate change in building 

and construction by 1.18 percent. A 1 percent increase 

in the ratio of the commercial building cost index 

to the residential building cost index increases the 

ratio of non-residential to residential building by 3.53 

percent. A 1 percent increase in q increases the same 

ratio by only .39 percent. The partial elasticity of 

the ratio of building output to gross domestic product 

also has a low elasticity with q, only .27. The 

demand for the stock of private non-residential building 

is relatively responsive to the cost of such new buildings 

relative to the general wage rate, the elasticity is 

-.50. In comparison the partial elasticity of this 

demand relative to the credit rationing proxy is only 

~.10. Finally, a 1 percent increase in the supply price 

of capital reduces the demand for labour in the building 

and construction industry by only .05 percent. This 

linkage may be statistically significant, but it is small 

in magnitude. 
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6.6 SOME QUAL I 

Anyone at all f liar w econometric 

research will be aware e fficulties associated 

with testing economic 

done about problems of mu 

sent to some degree in 

is~ Not much can be 

ity; they are 

study as mentioned in 

sect 6.1. Frequently a 1 s Ie size malws 

it difficult to discriminate en hypo es. In 

this study the sample size, at lA ob ions! is 

extremely small. As already no d section 6.1, correct 

confidence intervals cannot be plac around coefficients 

estimated by TSLS in such circumstances. 

A small sample size, relative to e number of 

ions in the model, prevents estimation by full 

ion methods. Recourse to s equation 

est s such as TSLS is at the cost of not lowi 

for the interactions between equations that 

full in ion techniques recognise. 

A r major problem in econometric resear 

is undoub y the problem of specification error. 

In the portfolio equations particular care has been 

taken to a model specification based on por olio 

theory. so, in the case of the Parkin model of 

sections 6.2 and 6.3 a computer programme was not 

available tomt these equations subject to the 

symmetry ri ioris required by the theory. In any 



case both f consi tons and data 

limitations ted 

yields" on t items :in folio of the NFPS 

so not all the t s could be applied, 

The likelihood of clfie ion error is even 

greater in the equations sent behaviour in 

the building industry, 8 se ions were not 

based on a formal theoretical as wet'e the 

portfolio equations. 

In such circumstances the tempt ion is to lfdata-~ 

mine" in order to improve c s, according 

to 80me measure of goodness of fit, 6.1 

notes how this was done to select a d expectations 

hypothesis. That the different hypot tried in 

this process gave similar results is ly, but 

not theoretically, a source of small comi Further 

data-mining occurred when the hypothesis, that owners 

of physical capital behaved as if they ct no 

real growth in the earnings stream derived from 

exi stock of capital, was rejected. Inste ,the 

is, that the expected growth in real earn on 

this t was a weighted sum of the current 

years' arithmetic averages of the rcentage 

in net profits and real dividen was 

favoured. '1'h was the only alternative byp is 

cons (\. Data-mining occurred also in one of e 



equations in the building sector. Two equations 

representing the derived demand for labour in the 

building and construction industry were estimated. 

As is well-known .such a procedure introduces 
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a "pre~-testing!l bias into the. estimates making it even 

more difficult to assess the meaningfulness of quoted 

confidence intervals. This means that, where data-

mining has occurred, greater caution than usual should 

be exercised in interpreting results. Hence the 

listing of these occasions in the previous paragraph. 

Another major problem with economettic tests 

lies in doubts about the quality of the data, Probably 

all series are subject to measurement error. Undoubtedly 

some aje subject to much greater measurement errors 

than others. The meaningfulness of some statistical 

aggregates, such as price indices and capital stock 

series is subject to question. It would be almost too 

much to hope that the results in this study were not 

influenced by inevitable estimation errors in the data. 

During the process of correcting errors made while 

constructing some of the time series for the portfolio 

equations of the NFPS, an alternative series for the 

return on deposits at the NBFI was used in the model 

in place of an earlier series. (This alternative time 

series included a proxy for the return on funds 



est 

ited with the Ii 

tes were conside 

2 

offices. ) The resulting 

poorer, as measured 

of fit, than obt ned with the ie 

t se that vari Ie. is original series, 

after cor ions, was th used to obtain the 

final es tes. 

of the port 

to data chan 

iment revealed that the estimates 

110 equations of are sensitive 

s. This there is a 

real possibility that estimation results in other 

e rna 1 are also sens ive data changes. areas of 

This is a 

the results. 

r cause for caution in interpreting 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Ideally an econometric investigation into the 

validity of a hy~othesised economic relationship should 

result in acceptance or rejection of the relationship 

according to some agreed degree of confidence. For 

example if it is hypothesised that the supply price of 

capital is linearly related to the proportionate portfolio 

demand for bank notes then it might be concluded, with 

95 percent confidence, that the coefficient applying to 

this variable is non-zero. From this perspective such 

an investigation should end w{th a list of those 

hypotheses statistically acceptable and those which 

must be rejected. 

l 

In practice this ideal is seldom achieved. 

Estimated coefficients and their standard er~ors can 

only infrequently be interpreted with such precision 

in macro-econometric models. There are many reasons 

for this situation. In the case of the ordinary least 

squares estimator, there are many requirements which, if 

violated, make incorrect attempts to interpret 

calculated standard errors in probability terms. 
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the application of In simultaneoUs 

ordinary least squares is I 

and inconsi imates. 

to result in biased 

The two-stage least 

squares estimator in this thesis satisfies the 

necessary conditions for consistent estimates. 

Unfortunately 1 Ie is known about the snt,all-sample 

prope this estimator. For example, the 

estimated standard errors, and any t tests for 

which they are used are only asymptotically 

appropriate, and are therefore not exact when based 

on small samp 

In these circumstances a considerable deg-ree of 

subjectivity must be exercised in interpreting estimated 

coefficients. It is up to the researcher to 

present the reader with as much information as he 

can concerning the estimates produced and the manner in 

which they were produced. Armed with th information 

the reader must then form his own judgement concerning 

interpretation to be placed on 

Presumably he will be guided in th assessment by such 

statistics as the F statistic, correlat coefficient, 

standard error and the Durban Watson st tic and by 

evidence of multicollinearity between variables, and 

. !!pre-testtngl! of equations. "a " economic 

plausibility of the equations specif , taking 
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aggreg8.tiol1 prob lems to account, will also be 

relevant as will the II of the data series 

from which the econometr were dari ved. ' 

Throughout this t have been made 

to present the reader with information of this type, 

Mention has been made, relevant, of data 

I 
difficulties, problems of model ification and 

problems of model estimation. The following statement 

of the conclusions drawn from this research have been 

written, and should be read, with these qualifications 

in mind. 

A major conclusion of this thesis that the 

- evidence presented supports Tobin's hypothes that the 

supply price of capital is an impbrtant variable linking 

financial and real markets in the ~conomy. It was 

found to be an important determinant of the portfo 0 

demand of the non-financial p~ivRte sector for both 

financial and physical capital assets. In addition 
! 

t supply price of capital, together with a related 

variab representing disequilibrium in the market for 

product physical capital, was found to play the type 

of role in the building industry that would be expected 

on the basis of Tobin's theory. 

The portfolio framework on which the equations 

were hung ars ,1 judging by conventional statisttcal 
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tests, to be most iate for this type of 

analysis. rfhe opo ion of the variation of each 

dependent variab which was expla,ined by the set of 

explana.tory variab was uniformly high. 

An interesting aspect of the portfolio model-

specifications was that real expected asset yiel 

were the appropr variables for representing the 

effect of yields on portfolio behaviour. s 

hypothes met with mixed results in the estimated 

equations. On the one hand the proxy for the 

expected yield on assets earning zero nominal interest 

perfor~ed extremely well in most equations. Apart 

from the supply price of capital, the remain g variables 

representing real eA~ected yields did not perform so 

well. This seems to have been due~ in part, to the 

presence of multicollinearity between these returns. 

There was not much that could be done about this 

problem. However, in comparison with years, 

there "'.vas considerable price st 

Zealand economy over the observation period. The 

annual rate of increase domestic 

product deflator was only 2.4 over the 

o~servation period. In a per price stability 

might appear that individuals: d,their behaviour 

on relative nominal interest rather than on 

relative real expected asset y 1 Certainly 

inspection of the coefficients applying to individual 



real expected asset yie 

indicated that, over the 

equation by equation 

ion period, it 
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was possible that individuals were acting according 

to nominal rates. Until this type of model is 

estimated over an observation ad incorporating 

some price instability it will not be possible to 

obtain evidence powerful enough to discriminate between 

these two behavioural possibil 

Anbther interesting feature of the results was 

the evidence that a major instrument of the 

Government's monetary policies was i ective over 

the observation period. The portfolio equations 

representing trading bank behaviour suggested that 

changes in trading bank'free reserves had no influence 

on the level of lending undertaken by the banks, only 

borrowing from the Reserve Banle was affected, The 

major instrument of monetary policy over the obs ion 

iod was the reserve ratios placed on trading 

deposi 

author 

When bank lending was thought bytthe 

to be exce~sive the ratios were raised, 

loweri reserves, possibly forcing borrowing 

the Bank, and hopefully causing a contraction 

in bank lending. The statistical results presented 

here suggest, subject to qualifications of the type 

indicated in the introductory remarks to this chapter, 

that: the 

achieved. 

sired contraction in bank lending was not 
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Reference has already been made to the 

recognition in the model of disequilibrium in the 

market for productive physical capital. The 

possibility of disequilibrium was also recognised 

explicitly in the model in the market for trading 

bank lending. When credit rationing was severe, the 

estimated equations indicated that individuals in the 

non-financial private sector moved to more liquid 

portfolios and adopted a lower risk profile by moving 

out of productive physical capital. 

The estimates did riot indicate that there were 

strong substitution effects in private sector demand 

between trading bank custom and non-bank financial 

institutions custom. To some extent this may have 

been due to multicollinearity between the real expected 

yields on trading bank advances, deposit liabilities 

institutions. However, there was not even ~ny strong 

indication that private sector demand for loans switched 

from the trading banks to the non-banking financial 

institutions when credit rationing on bank loans was 

severe. Perhaps this was due to the high level of 

aggregation of the non-financial private sector. 

Commercial borrowers who tend to borrow from the trading 

banks were not distinguished from private individuals 

who tend to borrow mortgage assets from the savings 

banks. 
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These are the major results to be drawn from 

this research. The model used to reach these 

conclusions is important in itself since. as shown 

in appendix D, it is the first econometric model of 

the New Zealand economy in which the influence of the 

supply price of capital and related variables is 

investigated, separate supply and demand functions 

are specified for many financial markets, endogenous 

real expected asset yields are used to clear these 

markets, the influence of credit rationing in the 

market for trading bank advances is formally investigated, 

the role of trading bank free reserves in credit 

expansion is assessed, and the restriction, that total 

portfolio assets equals total portfolio liabilities at 

all times, is explicitly recognised in the estimated 

coefficients. 
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Es'rrMATES OF' THE SUPPLY PRICE OF CAPITAL 
Al'm THE MARKET VALUE OF HEAL CAPITAL 

A.l.0 Introduction 

As noted tn section 2,1 above, the supply price 

of capital is defined as· that rate of return on the 

existing stock of phystcal capital which asset holders 

reqUire in order to absorb this stock into their 

portfolios. 

Following the notation and approach used in the 

report on the Canadian Model RDX2 (Helliwell et al 

(1971, pages 186-187» the supply price of capital, r, 

can be related to the market value of this stock of 

physical capital, v, in the following way: suppose 

x(t) is the expected future earnings stream from the 

existing stock of capital, then if v is given, r must 

be simply that discount rate at which the present 

discounted value of x(t) is equal to v. 

i.e. v = x(t)dt 

, 
If future earnings are expected to grow from 

their existing l~vel, x, at a constant exponential rate, 

g, this expression can be simplified to give: 

r == g + x/v (A.1.1) 

Using (A.1:~) a time series for r can be derived if 

time series can be formed for v, x, and g. Sections 

A.1.1, A.1.2 and A.l.3 below describe how such series 

were estimated, in real terms, for v, x, .g. 



A.i.1 The Estimation of the Market Value 
of the 8tock of Phvsical Caoital 
----.-~~---...."~-~----~~-".~""'-.~------=---~~-~ .. '"-'\ 

J1D 

In the Canadian Model the market value of the 

stoel" of physical capital was found by applying to 

the aggregate book value of these assets a valuation 

ratio equal to the proportion by which the book value 

of the physical assets of a sa~p~~ of the 76 largest 

non~financial corporations differed from the market 

value of the assets in the sample, 

The market value of the capital assets owned by 

an individual corporation in the sample was estimated 

by deducting the estimated market value of net financial 

assets owned by the corporation from the market value of 

its equity. In this estimation procedure it was 

assumed that the market value of tpese net financial 

assets was equal to the book value so that the following 

equation held: 

Market vaJue of capital assets = Market value 
""p r.rI,,'; +T7 
V..L V\.fU...L.Lr:/ 

- Net financial assets at book value (~.1.2) 

In this thesis it was assumed that (A.l.2) applied, 

at the aggregate leve~ to all companies owning productive 

physical capital. The aggregate market value of equities 

was estimated by applying, to an estimate of aggregate 

dividend payouts, an estimate of the ratio the market 

value of equi ti,es to the dividend payouts for a sample 



70 large companies with shares frequently 

t d on the national stock anges. Details of 

th procedure are given section A.l.1.1. 

book value of the net f i assets of this group 

companies was then imated from aggregate 

statist on financial claims, as described in 

secttol1 A.l.1.2. 

This modification to the Canadian approach was 

made for reasons of computational convenience rather 

than theoretical advantage. 

A.l.1.1 

In the Canadian Model, a t was found 

for the market value of equities, from published share 

price and balance sheet data for each compa.ny in a 

largish sample of companies. Data and time limitations 

simply prohibited such an approach in this study. 

InsteRd the Djvidend Yield Index (all groups) 
! 

(DYI), publ by the Department of S istics, was 

used to get an imated time series, for the ratio of 

aggregate divi ds to the aggregate market value of 

shareholders t ds, for the complete group of companies 

(about 70) with shares frequently traded on the national 

stock exchanges, 
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The DYI is a base-weighted average of the 

Dividend Yield Indices of each of 14 industry sub

groups. The weights are invariant. Each industry 

sub-group index is a linked Laspeyre index of 

individual companies' ratios of dividend entitlements 

to the market value of shareholders' funds. The base 

weights in each index are changed following any capital 

change in any of the companies within the sub~group. 

The all-groups DYI is therefore a c6mplicated weighted 

average of the individual ratios of dividend 

entitlements to the market value of shareholders' funds 

for each of about 70 companies, 

Conceptually therefore the DYI is an index of 

dividends divided by an index of the market value of 

shareholders' funds, for the companies covered in the 

sample. 

For many types of indices, if the raw value, and 

the indexed value, of the variable is known fo~ anyone 

time period then the raw values can be derived from index 

values for all other time periods. Correspondence with the 

Government Statistician revealed that the actual dividend 

yield in the calendar year 1960 (when the DYI was put on 

base 1000) was 3.41 percent. The index value for the 

March year 1960-61 was 1012 equivalent to an actual 

yield of 

3.41 x 1.012 3.45 percent 
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FTom the DYI, 011 a March year basis) estimates 

of actual share yield rates were derived from this 

base rate as in table A.l.1 below, 

This procedure is unfortunately an abuse of the 

DYI statistic. Because the weighting procedure used 

in the DYI involves variable weights, the appropriate 

base rate used for converting an index value in one 

year to an actual rate in that year may vary from one 

year to the next. In the absence of data on the 

appropriate base rate applicable for each year the 

errors involved in this procedure have to be accepted. 

The second assumption involved in estimating v 

was that each year's actual dividend yield was equal 

to: aggregate dividends paid by institutions categorised 

as companies in the company tax data published by the 

Department of Statistics, plus imputed dividends of 

overseas-owned branches operating in New Zealand; all 

divided by the aggregate nominal market value ~r the 

equity owned by these institutions. This market value 

of equity was then estimated by dividing the dividend 

yield rate into the aggregate dividend statistic as 

shown in table A.l.1 below. 

The first weakness of this second assumption is 

that the DYI does not actually measure the ratio of 

aggregate dividends paid to the aggregate market value 
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Table A.l.l MARKET SHAREHOLDERS ' OF 

Year 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

COMPANIES 

d 31 Ivlarch 

(1) 
Imputed 
Dividends 
Overseas 
Owned 
Bran 

3.6 

2.9 

4.0 

6.3 

6.2 

4.6 

6.7 

6.0 

7.8 

5.8 

6.3 

5.8 

5.8 

8.0 

6.1 

(2) 
Total 
Of 
Divid
ends 
Paid 

63.9 

65.7 

71. 7 

85.2 

72.5 

82.7 

108.6 

113.9 

125.3 

139.7 

187.4 

151. 4 

156.3 

153.1 

168.4 

.-~---~------ ~-~---~--.-

(3) 
Divid 
ends 
Paid & 
Imputed 

67.5 

68.6 

75.7 

91. 5 

78.7 

87.3 

115.3 

119.9 

133.1 

145.5 

193.7 

157.2 

162.1 

161.1 

174.5 

(4) 
Dividend 
Yield 
Index 
(1960 == 
1000) 

1076 

1108 

1149 

1147 

1202 

1116 

1012 

1191 

1225 

'1119 

1059 

1156 

1300 

1436 

1155 

(5) 
Dividend 
Yield 
Rate 

3.67 

3.78 

3.92 

3.91 

4.10 

3.81 

3.45 

4.06 

4.18 

3.82 

3.61 

3.94 

4.43 

4.90 

3.94 

$ million 

(6) 
Market 
Value 
Share
holders' 
Funds 

1839 

1815 

1931 

2340 

1920 

2291 

3342 

2953 

3184 

3809 

5366 

3990 

3659 

3288 

4429 
-- .--------.. ~---

Sources: (1) Balance of Payments tables. Net earnings of 
overseas-owned branches mult lied by the 
proportion net earnings of overseas-owned 
subsidiaries, distributed as dividends. 

(2) Incomes and Income Tax tables, "Companies" 
category. 

(4) Monthly Abstracts of Statistics. 
(5) Column (4) multiplied by 0.00341,(5ee text). 
(6) Column (3) divided by Column (5),(5ee text). 



of equities, even ies covered by the 

index, as is obvious from e s ion of the 

derivation of the index above. cause of the complex 

and variable weighting procedure used, the DYI/only 

measures the ratios of the s conceptually. 

The second weakness is that there is the 

possibility that the companies covered by the index 

may be unrepresentative of the 

by the company tax data. 

ions covered 

This company tax data was utilised because it 

appeared to be the only source of of 1 data available 

which had the detail necessary to allow the supply 

price of capital to be estimated for the business 

community at large. The data is very comprehensive. 

It is compiled from returns of all compan s and is not 

an estimate based on a sample survey_ The de 

a company for the purpose of this data is a 

broad one as the following extract from the 

Book (page 772) shows: 

" .... 'Companies 1 not only covers 

companies incorporated under the 

Companies Act and other Acts relating 

to the formulation of companies, but 

includes local and public 

authorities, associations (incorporated 

tion 

73 Year 



or. unincorporated) , and aggregations 

of individuals (other than partnerships) 

which form separate and distinct 

entities for income tax purposes. 

Government departm~nts which are liable 

to pay income tax are included, but 

local and public authorities are 

generally not taxable even in respect 

of their trading operations, and 

consequently are not included in these 

statistics. II 

The company tax statistics therefore cover the 

owners of most of the stock of productive physical 

capital in the community apart from that owned by the 

self-employed (substantially the farming community) 

and those local and public authorities not subject to 

income tax. 

The directional movements in the estimated ti.me 

series for the market value of equities correspond to 

reasonable lIa priori" notions about what these movements 

should be. From its high level in 1957-58 the market 

value of equities fell sharply in 1958-59 following the 

1958 so-called Black Budget. It then rose relatively 

steadily until the 1964-65 peak, apart from the sharp 

fall in the mini-recession of 1961-62. From 1964-65 



a decline set i~ reaching its trough in 1967-68 the 

year of the November 1967 devaluation. (See column 

(6) of table A.l.1) 

Although this estimation procedure has its 

weaknesses, it was thought worthwhile to proceed with 

the estimation of the supply price of capital because 

of its great theoretical significance. 

A.l.l.2 The Estimation of the Market Value 
of the Stock of Net Financial Assets 
Held by Compani~s __ 

The second step in estimating the market value 

of the stock of physical capital involved estimating 

the market value of the stock of net financial assets 

he ld by eompanies. This is necessary because the 

market value of equities will ref~ect the future earnings 

stream not just of the stock of physical capital owned 

by these companies but also of the stock of net claims 

on other sectors. 

As already noted the first simplifying!assumption 

made in this estimation problem is to assume that the 

market value of these net financial assets is equal 

to their book value. This still leaves considerable 

estimation difficulties. 

In the Canadian Model the book value of these 

net financial assets was apparently found by inspection 

of the balance sheet d8vta for the sample of companies, 
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It was not necessary to estimate aggregate book 

values directly. .The approach taken in this study 

was to try to identify the major securities contributing 

to the net creditor-debtor position between the company 

sector and all other sectors and estimate the relevant 

magnitudes of holdings of these securities. It is 

hoped that the errors involved in omitting holdings of 

some types of securities from the estimation procedure 

were small, either because holdings of the security 

were small in magnitude, on a March year average basis, 

or because holdings of omitted financial assets were 
I 

approximately balanced by holdings of omitted financial 

liabilities. Examples of omitted liabilities of the 

company sector are Treasury loans to Air New Zealand, 

and the Tourist Hotel Corporation. An example of 

omitted assets of the company sector is notes and coin 

held by companies other than the trading banks. 

Another source of error could lie in the 

identification of the institutions comprisingrthe 

company sector. The criteria used in classifying this 

sector has been based on the liability of the 

institution under question to income tax. This clearly 

places the Government Life Office. the State Insurance 

Office, and the Bank of New Zealand in the company 

sector. Less clear was the position of the Reserve 

Bank, the various primary producer boards and the State 



Advances Corporation ( ) . Correspondence with 

the Government S tistic revealed that of this 

group, only the SAC was eluded in this company 

sector for the ar 196 In the estimates 

obtained, the SAC was counted as part of the company 

sector, but the stitutions in this group were 

not. 

Given qualifications the claims taken into 

account in es ing the aggregate net financial 

assets owned by the company sector were the following: 

government secur ies, local authority securities and 

SAC securit held by the financial institutions; 

bankers' eash Id by the trading banks; trading bank 

advances and term loans to the "Farming and Personal!! 

ca.tegory; 

financial 

the fire 

life of 

stl'ltion 

mortgage assets of the' non-trading bank 

titutions, the Government Li Office 

surance offices; loans on po es by 

ces; advances to customers by the stock 

es; net overseas assets held bv the gV 

and 

the 

and 

trading banks; total assets of the SAC; all deposits 

at the non-trading bank financial institutions (this 

included the total assets of the life 0 ices); 

borrowing of the SAC on SAC securities and from the 

Government's National Development Loans Account; time 

and dema.nd deposits at the trading banks attributed to 

the "Farming and Personal!! CP_ tegory p deposits under 

val' Wool Retention s borrowing by the 



trading banks from 

len.ding to New 

Paper Company; 

company debt 

overseas parent compan 

sel've Bal1l(; government 

1 and the Tasman Pulp and 

ly the estimated inter

idiaries to their 

(Note that in calculating 

net financi asse ,trading bank holdings of SAC 

securit are netted out against SAC borrowing on SAC 

securi . ) 

The estimated values of these claims are presented 

in A.l.2 and A.l.3 below. Some justification 

and explanation of the list selected is appropriate. 

The basic criteria for deciding which claims 

should be included in the list is whether or not the 

claim is an equity claim, by the company sector on 

some other sector or vice-versa. If the claim is an 

equity claim it is excluded from the 1 t, otherwise it 

. included. 

! 

Inter-company-sector debt is are excluded 

from the list as it is netted out t ion 

process. 

Overseas investment in the company sector is only 

relevant if it is not equity investment. Much of this 

overseas investment i~. of course equi ty investment in 

subsidiaries and in the asse held by branch offices 



Table A.l.2 ESTIMATED FINANCIAL LIABILITIES OF COMPANIES TO OTHER SECTORS 

Average Over Year to 31 MaTch $ million 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (Q -~ ) 

Deposits Govt. Trading Banks Borrowing Debt N.Z. SAC Direct Treasury Total 
at the Life Selected From the Subsid. Borrowing Advances 
NBFI Office Demand Time Reserve to Overseas from Govt. to two 

Total Deposits Deposits Bank Parent Cos. and on Industries 
Assets Securities 

1955 453 51 215 68 4 32 380 8 1211 

1956 482 56 216 54 7 37 410 13 1275 . 

1957 517 62 217 61 6 37 445 13 1358 

1958 562 69 226 34 1 38 474 14 1418 

1959 612 76 216 40 4 44 506 15 1513 

1960 677 85 230 41 1 43 547 14 1638 

1961 754 94 261 48 3 41 . 597 14 1812 

1962 832 104 261 48 18 50 657 14 1984 

1963 927 115 251 47 8 61 716 17 2142 

1964 1048 127 267 50 2 67 766 18 2345 

1965 1208 140 284 56 2 70 821 17 2598 

1966 1401 154 :bBO 57 17 79 881 14 2883 

1967 1592 170 279 59 12 88 935 15 3150 

1968 1787 187 2'10 62 14 96 989 17 3422 

1969 200S 205 265 70 10 94 1037 19 3705 
(,; 
Lv 
(0 



Sources: (1) Table 1\.3.2.7 lUI'll} (7) 
(2) Average of fi os in the Official 

Year Bo 

c~3(J 

(3) Deposits of the farming and personal 
secters at the Trading Banks. Estimated 
from the sectorai classification of 
deposits published in the Reserve Bank 
Bullet 1961-62. Earlier years 
simp estimated by mUltiplying total 
deman deposits by 0.455, the average 
proportion observed from 1961-62 to 
1968 69. 

(4) T deposits of the farming and personal 
sector including deposits in wool 
retention accounts. Same source and 
est tion procedure as in column (3) 

t that the proportion of deposits 
u ng wool retention deposits was 

to be 0.460 of total time deposits 
to 1961-62. 

(5) am sundry Reser~e Bank Bulletins. 
Figures for 1962-63 and subsequent years 
are annual averages of daily balances. 
Figures for earlier years are annual 
averages of monthly balances multiplied 
by the ratio of 7.9 to 16.0. This is 
adjustment necessary to make the two 
series identical in 1962-63, the only year 
for which a comparison can be made from 
published material. 

(6) Base stock taken as $14.14 million at 
1 April 1949, as found by the Government 
Statistician. (See pages 951 955, the 
1951-52 Official Year Book). Changes 
the stock were published annually in the 
Year Books until 1965-66 and in the Balance 
of Payments tables thereafter. 

(7) Borrowing on State Advances Corporation (SAC) 
securities and from the Government ough 
the National Development Loans Account. 
The figures were taken from the lance 
sheet data in the anIlual reports of the SAC 
and include the activities of the us 
Divjsion of the SAC. 

(8) Treasury Advances to New Zealand Steel 
and the Tasman Pulp and Paper Company. 



Ie A.1. 3 ESTIMATED CLAIMS ON OTHER SECTORS LD BY COMPANIES 

ar to 31 March million 

(1) (2) (3) (4) [ ~) (6) (7i TC8~. (91 (10) Ct 1) (12-
Mortgage Claims and Tctal L1 e Offices: Stoc & ra _ 11lQ Ban s: Net Bancers 'T'ot"~ 1 Gi~ 

Govt. Stock Held by Claims Policy Local Station Govt. Farming r- C Cla 
the: of the Loans Auth. Agents: Stock and seas 

NBFI Govt. Fire SAC Stock Advances· & SAC Personal Assets 
Li Offices to Stock Sector 
0 Clients Advances 

1955 322 35 26 44:5 9 60 45 49 105 39 172 1307 

1956 351 40 28 480 10 63 49 46 97 38 129 1331 

1957 376 44 30 521 11 66 53 44 88 38 .. '"-:;: 
J..J~ 1424-

1958 407 47 33 555 12 72 63 44 89 36 154 1512 

1959 439 51 36 588 14 77 70 44 95 148 1591 

1960 478 56 36 631 15 80 73 44 99 38 174 172 

1961 526 59 38 68:5 16 . 90 78 44 108 37 212 1891 

1962 577 63 44 741 18 97 87 44 115 27 ~ .. ..,. 1986 If", 
~ I ~ 

1963 647 69 48 798 20 96 85 44 111 31 193 2142 

1964 1 729 77 56 851 21 94 84 44 115 40 180 2291 

1965 840 85 61 910 23 92 94 44 118 42 186 2495 

1966 985 93 66 ... 972 25 87 112 54 122 35 141 2692 

1967 1134 103 71 1028 30 83 120 62 124 33 108 2896 

1968 1280 113 80 1086 37 80 113 73 126 35 94 3117 
v,.~ 

1969 1430 125 87 1141 44 83 1.16 78 135 38 SO ~'7~_ VJ 
.J:)~I }-! 



es: (1) Column 5 Ie A. 3.2.7 plus Column (6) 
___ C'--_ Tab Ie A. 3.?'. {3 

(2) & (3) 0 icial ar Books 
(4) Balance ets of the State Advances 

Corporat . The Housing Balance et 
is inel d. 

(5) & (6) 0 icial Year Books 
(7) Month Abstracts of Statistics, serve 

Bank Bullet ,and prior to 1961, Poole 
(1965, Table 42) Item "Clients Accounts 
and ade Credit". Where possible, 
figures are an average of quarter 
estimates. 

(8) , (10) & (11) Reserve Bank Bulletins, average 
of monthly figures 

(9) Reserve Bank Bulletins. Wei 
of available figures for Tr Bank 
Advances and Term Loans to the Farming, 
Fis and Forestry Group and to the 
Personal Group. Meat hygiene loans are 
excluded. 
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Table A.1.4 ESTIMATION OF THE MARKET VALUE OF THE STOCK 

OF PHYSICAL CAPITAL OWNED BY COMPANIES 

Average Over Year to 31 March $ million 

(1) (2i- (3~ (4 ) (5 ) 
Net Mar<:et Mar et Net - Income -;as a 
Financial Value Value Income Percentage 
Assets Share- Stock of From of the 

holders' Capital Capital Harket Value 
Funds of Capital 

1955 96 1839 1743 100 5.74 

1956 56 1815 1759 97 5.51 

1957 67 1931 1864 104 5.58 

1958 94 2340 2246 107 4.76 

1959 78 1920 1842 112 6.08 

1960 86 2291 2205 118 5.35 

1961 79 3342 3263 147 4.51 

1962 2 2953 2951 149 5.05 

1963 0 3184 3184 167 5.25 

1964 -54 3809 3863 186 4.82 

1965 -103 5366 5469 212 3.88 

1966 -191 3990 4181 227 5.43 

1967 -254 3659 3913 220 5.62 

1968 _ ozn c: 'Z?QQ 3593 218 6.07 .J v .J v '-' \J V 

I 

1969 -348 4429 4777 254 5.32 

Sources: (1) Column (12) Table A.1.3 less Column (9), 
Table A.1. 2 

(2) Column (6 ), Table A.1.1 
(3) Column (2) - Column ( 1), 
(4) Incomes and Income Tax tables. Assessable 

income before deduction of losses in previous 
years, less net interest recei-nts less income 
tax. 

(S) Column (4) "- Column (3) as a percentage. 
Corresponds to x/v in the text anc~ <TV in 
Table B.l. 



domiciled in New Zealand. 

ue excluded. 
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This portion can therefore 

However some overseas investment in New Zealand 

should be included. One example is that inter-company 

lending which takes place between a New Zealand 

subsidiary and its overseas parent company when the 

latter sends the former some materials without requiring 

an immediate balancing cash flow. If interest is paid 

on such trade credit this interest will be subtracted 

from the gross income of the company sector in obtaining 

x, the return on the stock of physical capital owned 

and employed by the company sector. The stock of this 

debt must therefore also be netted out in finding the 

market value of the stock of physical capital owned by 

the company sector and generating this income x. 

Since interest is probably paid on such debt 

(otherwise the overseas company would be subsidising 

any New Zealand shareholders with an interest ,in the 

New Zealand subsidiary) this debt was netted out, The 

stock was estimated by cumulating the flows, published 

in the Balance of Payments data by the Government 

Statistician, on the base stock of the debt for 1949-50 

as published in the 1950~51 Year Book. 

Some of the items in the list are obviously over-

estimates. For example, no break-down was available 
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concerning the extent to which I liabilities 

and mortgage assets held by non trading bank 

financial institutions were owned by other companies 

in the company sector. To some , the over-

estimates will balance out when n 

calculated. 

Some of the items in the 1 

assets are 

had to be estimated 

from incomplete data, either by linear interpolation 

of the available data as in the case of demand deposits 

of the "Farming and Personal" category at the trading 

banks, or by even more approximate methods. The most 

error-prone example of the latter was for the estimates 

of time deposits of the "Farming and Personal" sector 

with the trading banks. This was estimated by applying 

the ratio~ formed by dividing demand deposits for this 

category by total demand deposits, to total time 

deposits less Wool Retention deposits. 

The final estimates of the nominal market value 

of net financial assets are presented in table A.l.4. 

An interesting aspect of these estimates that 

they show that the company sector has tended to be a 

absorber of non-equity funds in the last half of the 
I 

observation period. Investigation of the reasons for 

this indicates that it lies in the decision of the life 
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offices to alter their portfolios in favour of real 

estate and company equities and debentures over this 

period at the expense of residential mortgage lending. 

(See section A.3.2.1 on life offices) 

A.l.2 The Estimation of the Level of Earnings 
on the Stock of Physical Capital 

Assessable income, before losses carried over 

from previous years, is taken, from the company tax 

data, as a measure of the total income, before tax, 

resulting from net holdings of physical capital, net 

financial assets and land. Subtracting net interest 

received and total tax paid in the year results in an 

estimated time series for the nominal level of earnings 

on the stock of physical capital, x. 

Ideally only the tax due on the return on 

physical capital should be subtracted, but the total tax 

paid was subtracted for two reasons. 

g 

The first reason is due to the difficulties in 

estimating the tax payable on interest income because 

of the aggregation problem. The major portion of 

interest receipts go to the financial institutions and 

their average tax rate may well differ from the average 

tax rate revealed in the statistics for the sector as 

a whole. 



The second reason is that this procedure, 

in biasing the estimate of x downward~,hopefully 

compensates for two effects which tend to bias the 

estimate of x upwards. The first effect arises 

because the actual tax paid on this year's income 

is less than that actually due on the year's income 

because of the loss offset from previous years in 

the calculation of the tax. The second effect 

arises from the Government Statistician's note that 

assessable income is somewhat higher than commercial 

net profits because some expenses, deductible in 

calculating these net profits, are not deductible for 

tax purposes. Leaving the tax estimate a little high 

counters these biases in the data. 

This estimate of x therefore includes the return 

on land owned by the company sector, This follows 

the Canadian Model and is virtually unavoidable given 

the difficulty of estimating the value of the!land 

o~ned by the company sector and the net return on this 

land. 
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A.1. 3 The Estimation of the Expected Rate 
of Growth in the Earnings Stream from 
the Existing Stock of Physical Capital 

The ratio x/v of (A.1.1) can now be calculated 

using the estimates prepared from the procedures 

described in sections A.l.l and A.l.2 above. This 

ratio is calculated as in table A.l.4. The ratio 

x/v is a pure number if both x and v are deflated by 

the same price index, as is the case here, 

According to equation (A.l.l) the remaining 

problem in estimating the supply price of capital lies 

in estimating g, the expected rate of growth of the 

real earnings stream derived from the existing stock of 

capi tal. 
\ 

If the estimation problems were difficult in 

the first two sections because of data difficulties, 

the estimation problems are doubly difficult in this 

case because of the arbitrariness involved in choosing 

the series for g which best represents-the expectations 

of individual investors. Theoretical considerations 

are of only limited help in resolving this difficulty. 

Helliwell et.al. (1971, page 1.87, found behaviour 

to be consistent with productivity gains inducing 

proportionate increases in the real wage rate. 
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Inflation-induced increments were therefore 

assumed to be the only sourbe of earnings growth. 

In this case the existing stock of capital might 

be expected to produce a constant real return in every 

future period equal to the initial return, that is 

g o. The discount rate making the present 

discounted value of this constant real earnings stream 

equal to v would then be r corresponding to the real 

expected supply price of capital. Here r is equal to 

x/v, so if these assumptions are appropriate than 

x/v, as shown in column (5) of table A.1.4 would be the 

estimated time series for the real expected supply price 

of papital. 

Investigation of the series casts doubt on the 

validity of the assumption, in the context of the New 

Zealand situation. 

For short periods of time the supply of physical 

capital is inelastically determined by the existing 

stock of this c~pital, Price therefore tends to be 

demand-determined in the short run giving owners of the 

stock of capital a quasi-rent. The demand for ownership 

of this stock of capital will reflect, in part, the 

expected rate of return expected from this stock relative 

to the rates of return and risks available elsewhere in 

"Cet8ris pal'ibus", the demand will bo high 
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when the expected return on ownership of the stock 

of capital is high. (In this context this return 

will include any capital gains expected to accrue to 

equity owners.) If demand is high then price will 

be high in the short run and so will VI the market 

value of the ownership rights to this stock of capital. 

This does not mean that there need be a positive 

"simple" correlation coefficient between v and the 

expected real rate of return on v. If, "ceteris 

paribus", at the existing value of v there occurs a 

widespread feeling that the expected real earnings 

stream from the existing stock of capital is likely 

to be higher than had previously been anticipated then 

the unit-price of ownership (and hence the value of v) 

is likely to rise promptly, depressing this real expected 

rate of return to about its previous level. (It may 

return exactly to its previous level if evaluations of 

the risk associated with rate of change have not 

altered and if there has been no alteration in the 

returns available elsewhere in the market.) In such 

a situation "ex post" observations would reveal a higher 

level of v with little change in the real expected rate 

of return from the ownership of capital. If there is 

any change in this return it is more likely to be positive 

rather than negative to the extent that the higher demand 

for the existing stock of capital caused an increase in 

the rates of return available elsewhere in the market. 
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Inspection of t series for v and x/v 

actually reveals a correlation between the 

two. When v is high x/v tends to be low and vice 

versa. This is what would be expected if x were 

statistically independent of v. The correlation 

coefficient R takes value of -.41193 for the 15 

observations, 

Now this by itself is not proof that the 

assumption concerning the value of g is in error. 

More important from the theoretical viewpoint the 

partial correlation coefficient, in calculating which, 

values of other relevant opportunity cost variables 

are held constant as required by the "ceteris paribus" 

argument above. 

The sign of the partial correlation coefficient 

was tested in the portfolio equation for the proportion 

of 

It came out to be very significantly negat {when x/v 

was used as the statistic measuring the real expected 

return on ies, 

This evidence was taken as being sufficient for 

reject the hypothesis that investors cted the 

real earnings stream on capital to be con t, at the 

currently observed level, over all future periods. An 

altern ive assumption was required. 
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Many assumptions could 

not always easy to ,discriminate 

assumptions on !1a priori ll groun 

formulated. It is 

these 

Successive 

statistical testing of at hypotheses involves 

data mining, which if sufficiently excessive makes 

statistical interpretation of the results almost 

impossible. 

A natural hypothesis might be that asset-owners 

observe the recent growth rates in 

and formulate expectations concerning future growth 

rates from this information alone. A related hypothesis 

would be to assume that it is recent growth 

real dividends which are the relevant stat 

Proponents of the first hypothesis might argue 

that real company income is of primary significance 

because it alone represents the earning rate of the stock 

capital. For a given future earnings strefuil a high 

present dividend rate just means a lower futu~e capital 

gain through increases in the price of equities, but 

there would be no change in the profitability of the 

stock of capital. Proponents of the second hypothesis 

would hav6 to agree that the flow of net earnings to 

the company does put an upper limit on the level of 

dividends payab over a lengthy time horizon. However 

this upper 1 t is of mathematieal rather than empirical 
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reality. In years of low company incomes they 

argue that a company will maintain its aggregate 

dividend payout if it feels that future prospects of 

higher future earnings, on the existing stock of 

capital, are sufficiently encouraging. In years of 

high company incomes the dividend payout may not be 

increased if it is felt that future prospects are POOl'. 

Investors might ther~fore look at dividend flows rather 

than company income flows, in forming expectations 

concerning future income levels, because dividend flows 

probably incorporate manageme~t views concerning the 

expected level of future flows. 

"A priori" it is not easy to choose between these 

hypotheses. Furthermore each will give slightly 

different estimates of the supply price of capital. 

Summary figures from the time series for the 

flows of real company income, net of interest receipts 

following table. The period covered is from 1949-50 

to 1968-69. 
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t of 
Mean 

(% ehange 

Income 

Dividends 

,302 

.368 

1. 2::50 

1,9 

*Deflated 
from 

flator (1955/56 1000) 
the cpr (all ~roups) 

prior to 5. 
Source: !!Incomes 

DivideD shown a higher 

percentage growth rate over the pe1:"iod o to 

1968-69) but have also fluctuated con more 

than have company incomes. 

It was assumed that expectations of e 

growth company real net income 'were b::tSed 

solely on a ibuted lag of th t se 

deSCl' section 6.1.1, the pr:'e:Perrpd rli stri.hllten 

lag s.ttr weights of 0.7 to current period's 

average rec-d earnings i , and 

0.3 to ous periods. 

A.I 6 presents the est ed time sel'ies 

actually used in t~e model to represent the supply 

pr cap al. 
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~rable A.1. 6 THE SUPPLY PRICE OF CAPI'fAL 

Average Over Year to 31 March Percentages 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

~965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

(1) 

JV 

5.74 

5.51 

5.58 

4.76 

6.08 

5.35 

4.51 

5.05 

5.25 

4.82 

3.88 

5.43 

5.62 

6 07 

5.32 

Sources: 

(2) 
Growth 
Real Net 
Company 
Earnings 

5.96 

-4.25 

4.54 

2.17 

3.09 

1. 97 

22.50 

.90 

6.98 

8.47 

10.37 

5.22 

-3.14 

-5.01 

12.04 

(3) 
Growth 
Real 
Dividends 

13.64 

.1.08 

5.94 

18.10 

-16.18 

10.89 

28.67 

4.68 

5.25 

8.31 

29.92 

-20.74 

3.15 

-6.10 

5.81 

(4) 
Average 
of 
(2) and 
(3) 

JVP 

9.80 

-1.58 

5.24 

10.14 

-6.55 

6.43 

25.58 

2.79 

6.12 

8.39 

20.15 

-7.76 

.00 

-5.56 

8~93 

(1) \...,O.lumn (5), laO.le 1Ll..4 

(5) 
The Supply 
Price of 
Capital 

JVRE 

17.08 

7.34 

8.77 

13.43 

4.54 

7.88 

24.35 

14.68 

10.37 

12.53 

20.50 

6.04 

3.29 

2.18 

9.90 

(2) Assessable comuany income. before 
deducting losses from previous years, 
less net interest receipts and tax, 
deflated as described in the text. 

(3) Also from Incomes and Income Tax Data 
and deflated as in (2). 

(4) Arithmetic average of (2) and (3). 
Corresponds to JVP in Table B1. 

(5) Column (1) plus current value Column 
(4) x 0.7 plus immediate past value 
Colllian (4) x 0.3. Corresponds to 
JVRE in Table B1. 



A.2 ESTIMA S 
AND RELATED 

A.2.0 Intro 

'rhe model SCI' 

tion 

d chapter 4 of this 

thesis cont d a large number of variables represent 

macroeconomic Many of these variables 

were capi The stocks of consumer 

durables and 1 were each included explicitly 

in the portfol of the non-financial private sector 

(NFPS) . The jo market value of the stocks of p t 

machinery and non-residential buildings owned by the NFPS 

also entered portfolio of the NFPS directly. 

replaceme of these combined stocks 11 

estimated obtain an estimate of the ratio of 

market ue to the replacement value. The 1'0 th 

variab was cussed in section~ 2.1, 4.6, 4.7, ~nd 6.5, 

Tbe s of private non-residential buil was 

in d the building sector equat cribed in 

s lOllS 4.7 6.5. 'The stock j:J t and machinery 

appeared ODe 

in secti.on 4.8. 

It is generally a valid criticism applied 

macroeconomic investigations ficient attention 

is given to the problems caused heteroger.l8 i ty of 

individual items present in many macroeconomic aggregates. 

This heterogeneity is clearly evi in the:: capt tC),l 



stock a.ggrega.tes referred to in the previous paragraph. 

The stock of consumer durables includes stocks of such 

diverse items as refrigerators, washing machines and 

television sets, It is by nq means obvious that it 

is appropriate to lump them together into one meaningful 

macroeconomic aggregate. 

The problem facing the applied macroeconomist 

is of course that there is little that he can do to 

avoid the interpretive difficulties arising from such 

aggregates. Data tends to be published at aggregate 

levels for obvious reasons of convenience and cost. 

Even if it were available at a highly disaggregated 

level, as it sometimes is, then it would probably have 

to be aggregated because any economy-wide model large 

enough to deal with microeconomic data directly would 

be too large and unwieldy to estimate, even given current 

computer capacities. 

One al tenlati ve 
______ 1 _, 1 __ 

WUU-LU IJ~ for applied epoDomists 

to avoid investigating macroeconomic questions. However 

this would be a betrayal of the professions' obligations 

to society at large. Society demands that the 

Government accept responsibility for macroeconomic goals 

such as economic stability and higher ,levels of 

employment, standards of living and lower rates of 

inflation. Torn between his recognition of the importance 
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of these macroeconomic go socl and his 

awareness of the 1 h discipline when 

it comes to assisting in ir ievement, the 

applied macroeconamist can ttle but continue to use 

aggregates, such as capit I wa at as disaggregated 

levels as data and other resources wi 11 a1 but 

being careful to exercise due caut ting 

his results. 

In all the capital stock est in this 

study the estimation procedures util hefLvily 

from the procedures and data already' and 

constructed by other researchers. In ticu1ar their 

f were invariably called upon to base 

stock estimates and depreciation rates. 

Time series for each capital sto were d 

by adding each yearis gross real addition to stock 

the depreeiRted real value of the s real 

tlons were estimated by deflat 

tures by an appropriate price in and 

at of new additions at half ann1.ta1 

More cific details follow. 

A.2.1 The Estimation of the Stock of Private 
Non idential Buildi 

a1 est d expenditures on new private non 

-resi ntial 1 ngs (BNRDP) were formed by d1vi 
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the nominal expenditures presented in table A.4.3 

by the price deflator PC, based on the cost of 

building a concrete building of a given specification. 

A time series for the stock of private non-residential 

building was th~n constructed using these estimates 

and the. depreciation- rate (2 percent per annum) and 

the base stock estimate used by Deane and Grindell 

(1972, pages 26 and 27). 

Deane and Grindell estimated that the value of 

the stock of non~dwelling private bui ldings 1'tS at the 

end of the Decembe~ quarter 1959 was $1,270 million in 

nominal terms. This estimate was based on the Valuation 

Department's valuation of the total buildjng stock 
, 

throughout the country on 31 March 1960 as $4,354 

million. 

In the present study this $1,270 million was 

then adjusted by PC to give a base value for the stock 

1959. An estimate of the real value of this stock as 

at 31 March 1960 was tben obtained by applying an 

estimate of the real expenditure on private non-

residentictl building (baseel. on the BNRDP aDd PC serieE:~) 

over the March quarter 1960 to the depreciated value of 

this estimated stock as at 31 Deeember 1959 .. The base 

value of KBNRDP thus derived was $1,207.9 million 8S at 

31 March 1960. 
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CAPITAL STOCK ESTIMATES - BUILDINGS D 

CONSUMER DURABLES 

Average of Stocks over Year Ended 31 Barch Ilion 
-----~- '"""--;---=-<---- .----------------'--+ .. ~~~~-------~--

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Private Private Consumer 

Non - P.es ident ial Residential DUTables 
Buildings Buildings 1955 56 

1955-56 Nominal 1955-56 Nominal Plices 
ices $ PI' s $ 

1955 1063.6 1045.5 2372.4 2327'.3 427. 1 

1956 1090.5 1090.5 2423.8 2423.8 452.8 

1957 1112.6 1128.2 2470.5 2505.0 476.8 

1958 1140.3 1169.9 2520.1 2585.6 503.9 

1959 1170.5 1204.4 2576.9 2641. 3 519.2 

1960 1195.9 1261.8 2641. 9 2768.7 531. 1 

1961 1224.1 1355.1 2718.0 2902.8 550.9 

1962 1256. :5 1422.1 2796.8 3015.0 570.7 

1963 1288.9 1477.1 2867.9 3103.0 594.5 

1964 1333.3 1536.0 29 :59:1 3194.8 6:n.7 

1965 1389.3 1679.7 3023.5 3443.8 671. 0 

1966 1449.9 1838.5 3116.5 3696.2 708.7 

1967 1509.4 1954,7 "7""'.r'If'). f""1 

"LU:C!. / 3819.5 ..-; ,," n 
l't'+.b 

1968 1558 3 1932,3 3?,Qg 3 376Q.9 7G!).C) 
! 

1969 1601.3 2073,7 3385.0 4062.0 778.1 
~,-~~~----

Sources: e Text -
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Using the series for BNRDP the time series 

for KBNRDP was then generated by applying the formula: 

KBNRDP 0.98 KBNHDP (,,-1) + 0.99 BNHDP 

This procedure allowed estimates for the value 

of the stock as at 31 March to be obtained. Estimate:-:~ 

for the average annual value of the stock over each 

March year were simply an arithmetic average of these 

31 March estimates. The nominal value of the stock 

was obtained by multiplying this average by the price 

index, PC. These estimates are shown in table A.2.1. 

A.2.2 The Estimation of the Stock 
9£ Private DwelLings C~l?~RDf:) 

The estimation procedure used by Deane and 

Grindell, (1972, page 26) to estimate the base stock 

of privately-owned residential buildings was also 

employed in this study. 

Deane and Grindell started with the Census 

for April 1956 and April 1961. From this they est~nated 

the number of dwellings at their base date) December 

1959, and multiplied this by the product of the average 

value per dwelling, of all building permits issued for 

dVvelLLngs about this date, and an arbitrary "conversion 

ra.tio" of 0.85 to obtain an estimate of tbe nom:inal 

value of the stock of privately"-owHed dwellings 8,t this 

date, 



Since in this f:J it was not necessary to 

start th BD a recent base date, it was decided 

to follow this proce but us the Census figure 

of 541, 8 of private dwellings existing 

in April 19 1 e and Gr:Lndell! s 

proce , th average for a new dwelling at 

this was found by ing the average value 

per dwell dwell building permits issued in 

average in 1956-57. This 

of the price of a new dwelling tn April 

was $5, ltiply the base number of dwell 

by this price, itself multiplied by the 

"conversion ratio" of 0.85 used by Deane and Grindc-,)ll, 

g a e nominal value of the stock of these 

dwell as at April 1956 of $2,,448 million. s 

nominal was then deflated using PRD, the price 

r residential housing based on the of 

pro a state house of a given quality, to g 

value of $2,408 million in 1955 canst prices. 

The t series for the stock rio 

resi t llings was then est d R 

ity: 

KBHDP == 0.98 KBRDP ( ) + 0, 

The 2 percent annual depreci Is 

used by Deane and Grindel] . BPUD is the se 

d this thesis for private rCGl i11g ~ 

cribed in section A.4.~. deflated by I j HD. 
I 



Again the March year average and the nominal 

value of this ~tock were calculated following the 

same procedure as with the KBNHDP series. 

two time series are set out in table 11,2,1, 

11.2,3 The Estimation of the Stock 
of Consumer Durables. KD 
~_~~ __ ~_.~." __ ~ ____ ~ ___ ~t ~~_.~"~_ 

These 

The estimates of the stock of consumer durables, 

excluding motor vehicles, used in this study are 

essential::'y the samc estimates! but converted to 19S[),- 56 

prices, as those prepared by Deane and Grindell, (1972, 

pages 23 and 24). A base estimate for the real stock 

of durables in 1960-61 was obtained by averaging their 

quarterly estimates over this year and converting to 

1955-56 prices to give an average base stock over 1960-61 

of $550.9 million. 

The time series was then generated by applying 

the identity: 

KD 0.88 KD(-l) + 0.94 CD 

The 12 percent annual depreciation rate is that used by 

Deane and Grinde110 CD is th8 annual retail turnover 

for the sum of the categories "furnishlngE~ and soft 

fUTJdshings'l and "household a.ppLLaJlc.es, eleetrieal 

goOdE;, radios) television sets, etc,", cleJlated by FD 1 

the "home fUTnishings" subgroup of tbe consumers 1 price 

tndex. This series is presented in table A.2,l. 



A.2.4 The Estimation of the Stock 
PI t d Machine 

The problems involved in otta.ining estimates 

of aggregate stocks of plant and machinery, excluding 

automobiles, were greater than those found with any of 

the other aggregates. 

For the categories discussed so far, official 

data were used to derive estimates of the gross 

additions to the various stocks. No such official 

data is available to directly assist in deriving gross 

additions to the stock of plant and machinery. 

One alternative available for estimating these 

gross additions is to subtract from the estimates of 

gross private investment, prepared for the National 

Income and Expenditure Accounts (NIA), estimates of 

gross private investment in buildings and new motor 

vehtcles. The estimates so derived are presented in 

Gross private investment in new motor vehicles 

was assumed to be 30 percent of total annu8.1 expendIture 

on new motor vehicles. (Estimates of thef,;e annna.l 

expenditures are described in section A.G,) 'This 30 

percent proportion was that used by T.K. McDonald (J.967), 



The time series so derived for gross annual 

investment in plant and machinery was deflated by 

Scottls (1966) index for the cost of plant and 

machinery (variable PMP in table A.5,1), 

A base stock for plant and machinery was 

obtained by taking the quarterly average over the 

March year 1960-61 of the capital stock series for 

plant and machinery developed by Deane and GrindelJ. 

(1972, pages 24-25) and converting this average to 

1955-56 prices using their deflator and Scott's deflator. 

A time series was derived for the stock of plant 

and machinery by adding net real additions to the 

depreciated stock, This series was sensitive to the 

depreciation rate chosen, a cause for extra caution in 

handling the resulting time series. Deane and 

Grindell assumed plant and machinery depreciated at 

Francis 

Paper No.6) used an annual rate of 14.5 percent. 

In the estimates shown in table A.2.2 a rate of 

12.25 percent, the average of the two suggested rates, 

was assumed. 

The time series for the stock of plant and 

machinery was then generated according to the fonuula: 
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Table A.~!',:7; CAP ITAL STOCK ESTH1ATES - PLANT !\ND 

MACHINERY 

(Based on National Income Accounts Statistics) 

Year Ended 31 March $ million 

(1) 
Private 
Gross 
Capital 
F 0 nll a t ion -
Total 

(2) 
PTivate 
Gross 
Capital 
Formation
Buildings 

(3) 
Private 
Gross 
Capital 
Forma t ion·
Nevv Celrs 

(4) 
Private 
Gross 
Capital 
Fonna
tion -
Other 

(5) 
Stock 
Plant f1 
MachineTY 
(1955-56 
Prices) 
Average 
~larch 

Fiuu"c" ___ ~ __ . ___ . ___ • __ ' ___ .' ____ \ ._, ___ ._<-.~ ____ . __ ~.~ __ . _________ .• ____ ~ ______ • __________ . ______ 0._.~._. __ _ 

1954 215 110 13 92 350.2 

1955 277 152 22 103 /~0?.7 

1956 266 142 23 101 449.7 

1957 256 141 22 93 484.8 

1958 287 160 23 104 514.7 

1959 290 166 19 105 544.3 

1960 297 181 1Z 99 566.4 

1961 366 209 22 135 5 9 ~i . 4 

1962 393 208 22 163 643.8 

1963 387 202 26 J.59 693.6 

1964 423 243 38 142 '72 'I . 2 

196.5 500 276.6 44 J79:4 762.2 

1966 573 305.0 A r 223.0 820.2. '+ .") 

1967 589 297.3 43 248.7 891.6 

1968 493 265.6 42 185.4 9~)S.8 

1969 579 286.0 40 253.0 964.3 

Sources: (1) 1973 Official Year Book, page 690. 
(2) Table A.4:.3. Column (6). 
( 3) T c: b 1 eA. G . G , Col Hl:lrl ( 5 L m 11 l tip 1 i e d by O. 3 

(see text). 
(4) A residua]. This series was used to 

represent private investment jn plant and 
machinery. 



KMP o. 75 1) + 0, !:J38'15 IyfP 

The compelling reason these partic'ular 

estimates was that they were compatible with the 

nat income account data used in relnaino.e:c 

of the model. However there were reasons for 

ing that, for the purposes of model, as little 

iance as possible should be pI on the time 

ser s. Its sensitivity to t eeiation 

already been ment s investment 

plant and machinery was est d as a resi 

than directly. As such it must be affected 

by any errors in gross pri t, and 

its components, and there evidence 

that t se net errors were very 1 ng the 

observation period. 

example, many independent est s gross 

domestic al formation exceed publi d 

in the 

offiei Inter~Industry .stu of 

Dep t of Statistics for 1959-60 est 

domestic f d capital formation (public plus i e) 

in that ar as $606 million, $83 million or rcent 

higher an 23 mi] lio11 figurc:~ pub Ii d 

offici n a.CC,Ollnts ECit 0 is 



aggregate prepared by ( 6'1) the 196 

yeaT exec co:crespOD nat come 

8.cc~ount I S est te by ld found 

it impossible to locate dive ce 

but thought it of 

'Tons truction and s estimate of 

gross ivate f d 3 

was $4 million, e)~cee trw of t of 

$387 million in the nat s by $99 

million or 26 cent. s est $202 

million for the buildings is used in 

each gross aggregate, the offi est 

million for the remainder is $99 11 

McDonald's estimate of $284 mill , a of 

54 percent. 

Francis (1968, Research Report No. 52, page ) 

has arrived at similar conclusions using entire 

different esLima.cion meUlOds, based on an L 

He estimated gross privR -[-ion 

at $490 million for the year ended 31 March 2. 

est tes for total capital format in 81 ('1 ., 

over the period 1958-59 to 1964-65 exceed8 

e the national income accounts 4 
- I 

.6, .7, 10,9, 11,1 and 12.7 percent. C1.;1 

:( tion of the hroad accurac.y of h estinw:t 

e or ents of this a.g~: 

dC-HI 1 d. (-I q , 
I " -..• -- / 



Similar conclusions have been arrived at in 

another input-output study by Gillion and Frankel (1967). 

Estimates of gross capital formation this study 

exceeded those in the national incom r ·.COUDts for' 

the years 1954-55 to 1965-66 by 16,5, 16.5) 16.2, 16.2, 

16.2, 16.0, 16.4, 16.0, 16.7, 17.5, 15.8, and 14.7 

percent respectively. 

Reasons for these discrepancies are not easy 

to find. The national ine-ome aceounts exclude 

expenditure on consumer durables from capital formation 

estimates. McDonald is careful to do the same before 

mak.ing his comparison. The other studies quoted above 

are based on an input-output approach and it is not 

clear just how sectional output of consumer durables 

was treated in preparing the gross capital formation 

estimates. 

Given the widespread consensus that the estimates 

in the NIA seriously underestimate gross capita] 

forma -(;i011) and the evi (lP,j1 CF! of Menon aT d that the 

divergence does not lie in estimates of capital 

expenditures on buildings or consumer durables it was 

considered that the capital stock estimates for plant 

and machinery given in table A.2.~ could not be relied 

upon. 



Aecor d to 

estimates of t rat 0 the t value 

to the replacement of of productive 

physical capital. re only in 

two economet cally est ions 

(4.6.9) and (4.6.10». e equations were included 

only to improve the en the 

Instead it was deci d to use a rect 1.mofficial 

estimate of the stock of plant and i to 

estimate the marginal physical 0:[ capi 

and the ratio of the market value to replacement 

value of the capital stock. 

A convenient time series this s WRS 

that prepared by Philpott (1971, Dccas r No.3). 

His stock estimates were end-ai-March tot 

end-oi-March totals estimates of 

5 prices were obtained. Us 

the plant and. rna.chinary fi~cst prepar\Bd by 

Scott ( ), and later up-dated by Philpott ( 

r No.2) these estimates were COTIve od 

prices, This time series is preseo d 

ta..b A.2.4. Est tes of the nominal value of 

th are contained in table A.2.3. 

proce tmed by Philpott assllH1cd a.n annua.l c1epreciEctiol1 

r of P t and macbjnery of 10 percent. 



J\ _ 2 .. 3 

rs Ended 31. March $ milliml 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ( 7) 

1- Stock IE_cement Market tio ,.-
c- OI 
sess Je Plcmt and Stock Value Income to 

Income Machinery of Capital Stock of lacement. 
om a1) (N . ~ , 

J amInal.) (Nominal) Capital lue 
(Nominal) 

<..TK 

1935 100 1077 1046 2123 1743 .69 

1956 97 1186 1091 2277 1759 .77 4.2 

19.57 104 1293 1128 2421 1864 .77 4.3 

19:38 107 1409 1170 2579 2246 .87 6 

1959 112 1490 1204 2694 1842 .68 . 7 

1960 118 1565 1262 2827 2205 . 78 4.17 

S61 147 1668 1355 3023 3SG3 1. 08 4~88 

96 149 :737 1422 3209 2951 .92 4~64 

1 63 167 1895 1477 3372 3184 .94 4.94 

1 6 186 2016 
,., 

1536 3352 '"!' () .r '"""f 
::: () D.J 1.09 5.24 

1965 2 2 2177 168 3857 r::Llr;o 
'-" , ",-' J l. 5. 50 

19 227 2384 1839 4223 4181 .9() 5.38 . , 
~-

1 '7 220 2621 1955 4576 3913 .86 .81 CD 
! ~ 

8 ~ ~ 0 
L..Lv 2830 1932 4762 3593 . 75 58 

96 25 325~ 2074- 5328 4777 .90 7 
~- .--.~~~----------~.- .. -----------~- --------



Sources: ( 1 ) 1 e . 1 , 4 , 1 umn 
(2) Philpott (1971, Oce 

Net Sto e t 

r, 
(3) Table A.2.1, 
(5) Table A.l.4, 
( 6 ) Co 1 ulTln (5) 

Est 
value 
text) , 

(7) Co 

rOUD 

V' 1'"fo Q) .L . 't \~ r \.,.t , 

over 
price 
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Table A.2.4 ESTIMATED I PHY ~~ 1 CAL P DUCT OF THE 

CAPITi\L OWNED BY COMPANIES 

Year Ended 31 March $ million 1955 56 p-r5ces 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Net Stock a Stock of Tota Ratio of 
Asses Ie Plant & ivate Non- Sto Income to 
Income Machinery sidential Stock 

Annual Buildings 
Average Annual 

Aver e 

1955 101 1090 1064 21S4 4.70 

1956 97 1186 1091 2277 4.26 

195'1 101 1269 1113 2382 4,26 

1958 104 1339 114 0 2479 4.18 

1959 107 1397 1171 2568 4.16 

1960 109 1433 1196 2629 4.14 

1961 133 1468 1224 2692 4.96 

1962 135 1533 1256 2788 4.83 

1963 144 1602 1289 2891 4.98 

1964 156 1679 1333 3012 5.19 

1965 172 1775 1389 3164 5.45 

1966 181 1884 1450 3334 S.44 

"'1 nr I-'! ... ..., r 2000 'irAn 7rnn 5.01 .1;;1UI .l/U .l;:)v:;.r .)JU:; 

1968 167 2092 15 3650 4.57 

1969 187 2162 1601 3763 4.9'1 

UTces: (1) Table .&. :', . '3, Column (1) flated bv 
/ -

ifll.pJicit GDP defla tal'. 
(2) Phi ott (1971, Occasional Paner No.3) /\ ve~'age 

of net stock estimate 
(3) Table A.2.1, Column (1) 



The Hatio of e Ha.rket Value 
to tho RS1)laesJ1Ieni: VHl11E; of 
the Stock of ital 

Tobin (1971) distinguisbes carefully between 

the replacement price of a capital asset (PIr ) and 
" , 

the market price of ownership of the stream of earnings 

expected from the asset (Pv )' 

In a frictionless world this distinction would 

probably be unnecessary as arbitrago would be expected 

to quickly eliminate any differential between the tWG. 

For example, Foley and Stdrauski (1970) do not 

distinguish between them. In their model, the 

price of a capital asset is determined by the demand 

for ownership of the capital stock, the supply being 

completely inelastic in the short run. Producers 

observe this price, and the prices of alternative 

outputs, and choose their production bundles accordingly. 

could differ from P
v 

for considerabJ.8 periods of time 

for a multiplicity of reasons. Impf~l.':fect inforn18t:i('n, 

incH vtsib:i 1 itie~~, the immobility of 111811Y typC~8 of 

capital asset, time lag~ in production and price 

stickiness for market reasons may all cause output 

prices for capital goods to incon~letely respond to 

fluctuatlons in Pv ' 



i:ci sm ee is 

viell/point, Scott's o plant and equ t 

costs has increased monotoni OVfH' period 

1955~1969 (see co (7) , , t 1\,5,1) In 

contrast the lYHH4 t value of ,~ .. L 
.L l, 1'luctuated 

considerably over this period ,\ act clining in 

6, 1 67 

and 1967-68 (see table A.1.4, co (3», S ce 

estimates of the real stock of physical ital 

indicate that it grew continuously over is lad 

(see for example, column (5), table A 2.2 and co 

(2), table 11.2.4) the conclusion that e of 

ownership of units of physical capi 11 

(on average) in some yeRTs is uDavoi 

This j_s not to say that the market would not 

adjust to deviations of Pk/Pv from unity. Indeed the 

essence Tobin's thesis is that it is just these 

vjations which are important in affecting the level 

of inve nt in the economy. 
f 

That is, Tobin views 

inves the point of view of the firm's demand 

for ttal. When equ:it:-7 prices [,(,1"e high 

reI i ve the replacement prices) for the given 

sto aI, firms would find it profitable to 

ity t to finance the purchase 

of new e If 1 capital 

i e1 ic re incre,:tses in 



investment could result before the ratio returns 

to unity. Supply could well be fairly elastic in 

the case of investment in plsnt and equipment in 

New Zealand, since much of this 1s imported, and 

since New Zealand's demand for this category of goods 

would be small in world markets. 'The e~Uwtici ty 

might be less however in the case of investment in 

buildings because availability of local resources 

such as labour is so much more important in this case. 

P vp Pk are the prices of a unit of physical 

cH.pi tal. If each price is multiplied by the number 

of units of the stock of capital then it is clear that 

the ratio Pv/Pk is equal to the ratio of the m8.rk(~t 

value of this stock to its replacement value. 

ratio is denoted by the symbol q in table B.l. 

This 

The time series for q is estimated by dividing 

Lhe Iilarket vEdue oI the stock of phy;=dc.al c.Bpital 

owned by companies, as given in table A.l.4, ~y the 

combined rep18~cenlr:'nt vRlue of the stoel" ofpr:i 'lateJy 

owned non·-residential bu:Ll(angs, and the stock of 

pJant and machinery. The relevant time series are 

set out in table A.~.3. As measured this ratio varied 

between the extrern8S of . G8 and 1.42 over tbe ye;:us 1955 

to 1969. Its average value was 0.91. 
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The fact that, as estimated, the replacement 

value exceeded, on average, the market value must not 

be taken as 8"n indication that tbere wa,s generRlly 

an excess supply of capital over the observation 

period, Unfortunately, because of data limitations 

only the market value of the stock of productive 

physical capital owned by i1cornpanies" could be 

estimated (se8 appendix A.l.l) but it was not possible 

to estimate the replacement value of this stock. 

Instead the replacement value of the productive capital 

stock owned by the entire private sector was estimated. 

This included tlc.ompal) ies!! and also partnerships and 

self~-employed, such as many farmers, It is therefore 

not surprising that the replacernent value of this larger 

aggregate exceeded the market value of the smaller 

tfcompRntes!~ aggregate on averag:e. 

Because q was therefore estimated from 

incons isten t aggregates th ere must be some doubts 8.bout 

its u.sefulnes8 in the rnodel. If the market value of 

productive physieal capital oWlH.jd by co:np[Ulies was 

always strictly proportional to that owned by the entire 

private sector over the observation period then the 

estimated series for q would only differ from tIle "true" 

serles by this proportionality constant. In :,w 

econometric eQuation the estimated coefficient applying 

'lo q wouJ,d hnve to be adjusted by this proportionality 

constant to get an estimate of the c08fficient applying 
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to the "true" series for q. 

elasticjties would not have to be adjusted however 

as the constant of proportionality would cancel out. 

It is arguable that the market value of the 

stocll:.: of physical capital owned by "cornp::trl les" would 

move in close proportionality to that owned by the 

private sector since the former value would be a large 

proportion of the latter and many factors affecting 

the vaJue owned by companies would similarly affect 

the value owned by other groups also belonging to the 

private sector. Slight deviations from strict 

proportionality would be tolerable provided the 

estimated series for q still varied closely with the 

true series, 

In chapter 4 (equat ion (4.6 t 6) ) it proved 

convenient to define a variable JK, as the ratio of 

the nominal earnings on capital to the 

replacement value of the stock of physical GU!{Jita,l. 

Esti.mates of JK are also gjven in tahle A.2 3 for 

completeness. 

This time series closely corresponded to the 

estimated time series for the marginal physical product 

of capitnl (seo table A.2.4) which was defined in 

equatjO)1 (4.EL7) as the ratio of real ea.:rnings on 

productive pbyfO:ieal cn.pi tal to the rea,1 stock of thtc: 



capi to.l , '1'11 fi it 

a.ssmllptions of pro:fit· 

of rfect t 

en ~rK and ese est 

from th13 uGual 

Rt on 11 con dtt s 

correlation coefficient 

the marginal 

cal product of capital was .981 over the 14 year 

pe from 1955~56 to 



A.3 BAU\NCE SHEETS OF THE THREB 
SECTOnS WITHIN THE PRIVATE SEC'l'01? 

A.3.0 Introduction 

In the model the three sectors within the 

private sector are: th~ trading banks (TB); the 
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non-banking financial institutions (NBFI); and the 

non-financial private sector (NFPS). 

This section describes the institutional 

coverage of these sectors, the data sources for the 

balance sheet information discussed tn chapter 3 and 

any relevant institutional features not brought out in 

chapters 3 I 4 or 6. 

The.TB are discussed in section A,3.1, the 

NBFI in section A.3.2 and the NFPS in section A.3,3. 

There were five TB operating in New Zealand 

over the observation period. They played a major role 

in raising deposits by offering cheque facilities 

supplying overdraft facilities to commercial enterprises. 

Towards the end of the observation period however 

growing emphasis was placed on term deposit and term 

loan facilities as described in section 4.0. 
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The po lios the TB were strongly 

influenced by rnent scribed in section 

4,5. In that sect it was argued at because 

of these governmental controls, ng banks 

portfolio could be reasonably sented by: 

aggregate deposits (demand plus t its including 

Wool Retention Accounts); the 'I'B from 

the Reserve Bank; bankers' cash ( its at the 

Reserve Bank plus till money); 

discounts, term loans and meat hyg 

ces (including 

e loan ); 

unexercised credit limits; 

net overseas assets and a 

government securi (GS) ; 

dual y, 

These items are set out ill t s A.3.l.l and 

A.3.1.2. Included in table A.3.1.2 are est of 

TB reserves, TB credit limits and it 

rationing proxy. 

In general these estimates are simply 

by averaging over March years the offjcial man 

balance sheet data contained in the erve t s 

flat by the gross domestic 1 r. 

Unfortunately the raw data was not 1 to 

form t sel' for TB free reserves and 'rB ng 

from Bank in this manner. rnste se 

time s were estimated by averaging end-of 

b ces from t Reserve Bank Bulletins for the 



Ie A.3.1.1 ETS OF THE 

Average Over 
, 

<:1 March $ million tant 1955-56 ices* G " ~ 

( (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Deposits Bankers' Advances, Govt. Net Net 

Cash scounts Securities Ov-ers eas si 
etc. Assets sets 

D TBBRB TBC TBj\ GS TBNOA T3:\~RA. 

1956 571. 3 9.8 129.2 360.2 46.2 38.7 6.8 

1957 541. 8 7.9 148.7 317.7 42.2 36.9 4.2 

1958 550.1 0.2 148.6 320.3 42.0 37.5 1.9 

1959 534.7 6.7 141. 0 324.7 41. 24.2 10.1 

1960 550.3 0.9 160.4 307.9 40.3 37.2 5. 4 

1961 612.3 5.9 192.2 335.9 39.6 ~"1 ,...,. .:u . .) 19.2 

1962 589.7 3 . 8 156.5 384.4 39.6 25.4 15.6 

1963 568.1 1 " 8 167.0 335.7 37.9 27.0 12.3 

1964- 580.0 . 4 146.6 3Ll.2.6 36.8 35.4 20.0 

1965 599.9 9.0 151. 0 358.8 35.6 36.2 27.3 

1966 585.3 25.3. 112.8 392.6 43.0 26.4 35.8 

1967 594.6 17.8 86.0 402.9 49.0 26.6 47.9 

1968 558.0 10.1 72.1 389.4 55.7 25.6 25.3 

1969 554.6 15.1 58. 7 389.4 57.5 40.9 ?~ " _.).L. v:: 

*Nominal values the GDP ator. 



Sources: 

Notes: 

Reserve B Bul tins, 
monthly balance e 5 
is an annual aver of 
for t s column ta 
bank was us d from t 
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annual averages of 
exc t for Column (2) whtch 
end-of-quarter balances; 

om the Reserve Bank data-
1962 63 ar (vartable 1811) 

(i) Deposi s rna time deposits 
includi ln 01 Retention Accounts. 

(ii) B ers' rises till money and 
deposits at serve B 

(iii) Column (4) s term loans and meat 
hygiene loans. 

(iv) Government sectuities includes holdings of 
State Advances C oration securities. 

(v) See section A. 3',1 the eomposi tion of the 
residual, 



Table A.3.1.2 TRADING SUNDRY STATISTICS 
~-"--~--.---~----~---.---

Average Over Year d 31 March 
$ million in Constant 

1955-56 Prices 

(1) 
e 

ReseTves 

1956 -1. 4 

1957 3.6 

1958 23.4 

1959 2.0 

1960 14.3 

1961 7.4 

1962 29.4 

1963 -1. 9 

1964 6.3 

1965 - O. 7 

1966 25.3 

1967 -17.8 

1968 -6.5 

1969 -1S.1 

(2) 
Credit 
Limits 

TBCL 

555.] 

503.6 

323.8 

527.4 

532.3 

574.1 

606.4 

570.7 

583.4 

639.8 

657.4 

668.7 

617.7 

603.3 

(3) 
Credit 
Rationing 

(%) 
CRT 

54.11 

58.51 

63.53 

62.43 

72.88 

70.91 

57.78 

70.00 

70.29 

78.32 

67.45 

65.97 

58.63 

54.93 

* Deflated by the Gross Domestic Product flator. 

Sources (1) Reserve Bank Bulletins and serve Bank 
data-bank. Annual avera e of end of-quarter 
balances (Data-bank vari e 1 7) 

(2) Reserve Bank Bulletins. 1 average of 
monthly balances. Figures the March 
quarter 1964 were estimated. Following 
1964-64, the data includes various informal 
credit-limit arrangements previously 
excluded. ' 

(3) Unutilised credit limits, as a percentage 
of trading bank advances. 



balances supplied by tile economics department of the 

Reserve Bank for the years 1962-63 to 1968-69. 

Again the gross domestic product price deflator was 

used to deflate each series, 

A.3,2 The Portfolios of the Non-Trading 
Bank Financial Instituti s 

In the model the group of NBFI comprises; 

the life assurance offices (excluding the Government 

Life Office); the building societies; the trustee 

and private savings banks; the finance companies; 

the stock and station agents; and the official mODey 

market dealers. Excluded are various official 

financial institutions such as the State Advances 

Corporation, the Post Office Savings Bank, the Public 

Trust, the National Provident Fund (which administers 

the Local Authorities' Investment Pool), the Government 

Life Office and the Development Finance Corporation; 

all of which are included in the government sector (GSR). 

This section briefly describes the functions, 

trends, and data sources of the institutions comprising 

the NBFI. More detailed surveys of the activities of 

these institutions are contained in Reports No. 10 

(1966) and No. 24 (1972) of the New Zealand Monetary 

and Economic Council (MEC), and 11!l1oney, Finance and 

the Economy" by F.W. Holmes (1972). 
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'1'he mo 1 d in ter 4 :rOCUSE:S 

on the te ants 0 1II0:ct 

assets 11eld ese t hoI gs 

of other c· __ , are en 1'e 

through lance sl1eet i 18 resi 

mainly comp ses 110 d of rand 

government securities, loans of Ii iees 

to policy holders, property, ties and 

owned or held by the life offices, anees to 

farmers by the stock and station 

to businesses by the finance companies and 

savings bk:Hlks. The comparative heterogeneity of 

this latter group of fi11aneia1 instruments, 

with the almost complete absenee of data on t rates 

of return on the individual items, provi d the 

justification fo~ this emphasis. 

liabilities, mortgage assets and GS held by indi dual 

inst utior1a.l groups within the NBFI are set out 

tables A.3.2.7, A.3.2.8 and A.3.2.9 respeet ly. 

Tab A.3.2.10 sets out the balance she data the 

NBFI as used the model. '1'he foIl seetions 

tbe round to these tables. 

A.3.2.1 The Life Assurance Offices 

The llowing extracts from the MEC reports 

functions and significance of the life 

off es:in Z~ and in the 19508 and 19608. 
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"In terms of the size of their assets the 

life insurance (sic) eompanies comprise 

the Lu'gest sector of the ftnancial 

S 'lC+'E'rn" I'IE"C (19 F72 p"'ge ,d7') J • ...:~ v ~ - , , .. ' .. d , (;:j .. ~ .12 ~ <' 

'rheir portfolios have also been amongst 

the fastest growing. 

liThe primary function of a life tnsurance(sic) 

company ... is to provide, in return for 

contrac.tual payments, lump sum or 

c.ontinuing benefits at the end of an 

agreed period or in the event of c.ertain 

stated c.ontingenc.ies. A consequenc.e 

of these c.ontrac.tual arrangements is that 

the life offic.es c.ollect and have available 

for investment a large volume of small 

savings, and thus these institutions 

have a major but sec.ondary function as 

financ.ial intermediaries", MEC (1966, 

page 124). 

The liabilities held in the portfolios, of the 

life offices consist almost entirely of the life 

assuranc.e and annuity funds, ac.cumulated from these 

small savings, and held against substantially long term 

contingencies. The rate of turnover of these funds is 

low. For example in 1968-69 total claims on death 

and maturity of $43.1 million were made against funds 



held on ac~ount of and :lness of ,110.0 

million. Total liabilit s ld on account of this 

bus ess were $1, . 0 Ilion ( gures) . 

Apart from holdings of p lic authority 

securities which reflect, in t, e 

coercion by the Government, the Ii. offices 

these funds primarily to purchase mol' on 

properties. These mortgages in 1 off 

in commercial property. in housing f ance and 

lending to a considerable degree. to 

Advances Corporation, the Ii offices are 

itutional source of mortgage finance. 

1 

Much 

of the life offices' remaining funds are lent to 

policy holders, lent to companies and used to 

used 

:farm 

prqpert directly. Although the proportions are 

at ly small, the level of lending, particularly 

on the first category, is high relative to that 

undertaken by other financial i.nstitutions. 

of t 

the 

Tab A.3.2.1 sho~s the distribution of the assets 

Ii ces at the beginning, middle and end of 

iod. 



Table A,3.2.1 Percentage Distribnt10n of 
Assets of Life Offices 

19~')6 1962 63 
-~~~~----' 

Mortgages on property 44 46 

Loans on 901icies 3 3 

Government securities 24 19 

Local authority 

Properties 

Company stocks, 
and debentuTef:) 

Total (:Lncl udil1g 
assetsl1) 

Source: 

securities 18 14 

3 6 

shares 
5 10 

"other 
100 100 

Year Books. Figures include 
the Government Life Office. 

1968··(-)8 
--~=~.~---~~~-

40 

4 

21 

7 

9 

16 

100 

The distribution of assets has changed over the 

period with changes in relative rates of return and in 

government controls. 

The proportion of mortgage finance going to the 

higher-yielding cormnercial mortgages has tended to 

increase over the 1960s at the expense of housing 

mortgages (see MEC (1972, page 48, 1966, page 131», 

Unfortunately no sectoral breakdown of mortgage finance 

is available over the whole observation period. The 

proportion of assets held in company shares etc. I and 

in property has also increased steadily over the whole 

period. 
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These movemellts have been eounter,-~balan(-:ed by 

a decline in holdings of local authority securities 

and, until the Government took measures to stop the 

trend, in ers. The yield on GS has fallen below the 

rate of interest on new mortgages, almost continuously 

since 1958 (the only exception is in 1961-62). 

for example MEC (1972, graph A, page 18).) 

(See 

In 1961 the Government prevailed upon the life 

offices to hold about 20 percent of their total assets 

in GS. Since then their holdings of GS bave boen 

closely supervised by the Government. For a chronology 

of the measures taken see Deane, Grindell and Fenwich 

(1973) . 

There are many other ways in which government 

actions have affected the size and composition of the 

life offices portfolios over this period. Given the 

progressive tax structure in New Zealand, the growth 

in size of the life offices has been favoured by allowing 

certain income tax exemptions on premiums payable on 

assurance policies, superannuation contributions and on 

sums payable under various types of endowment policies. 

The life offices themselves pay tax at rates "which 

are generally lower than those applicable to commercial 

c.ompanies, If Holmes, (1972, page 145). 'rile removal 

of capital issues controls in 1962, and the removal of 
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controls on commercial building's cloubtles:s contributed 

to the influences causing the life offices to increase 

the weighting: of debentures I shares and commercial 

mortgages in their portfolios over the 1960s. (This 

point is made in MEC (1966, page 129).) 

For the purposes of the model total liabilities 

of the life offices are used as the best measure of 

their contribution to deposit liabi.litles of the NDFI. 

These total liabilities consist mainly of annuity and 

assurance funds held on behalf of policy holders. 

The basic data source on the life offices over 

the observatton period was the annual publication of 

the Department of Statistics "Report on the Insurance 

Statistics of New Zei:dand". Useful summaries of 

these reports are contained in the annual Year Books. 

The Year Books also contain summaries of the activities 

of the Government Life Office. In the balance sheet 

estimates prepared for the model, the Government Life 

Office had to be included in the GSR in order to be 

consistent with the definition of this sector used in 

compiling the "Accounts of the Government Sector", a 

major data source used in the model. Other data 

sources are available for a portion of the observation 

period only. Poole (1965) provides estimates from 

1955 to 1962. From 1965 the ~eserve Bank conducted 

a comprehensive quarterly survey of the life offices. 



The main problem wi the official data was 

that the life offjces only ba d annuaJly and not 

at the same date. 'l'he t Statlsttcian 

ates the dat::l in 1 Ian sheets (one for 

each office) dated between June one year and 

e following year. On aggregate data are 

publ d, of ices (including the 

Government Life Office) balance end of December, 

( . for example page 821 of the Year Book.) 

The timing of the flows involved in changes 

be the stocks of claims listed tl1(:; 

balB~ce sheet data in one year and e stocks in the 

next is uncertain. Poole (1 s estimated 

balance sheet data at by adjus ting 

1 individual balance sheets to this ba ce by 

1 erpolatiol1. Each stock estimate in his 

t ser s the corresponding est e for 

year as publ in the Year Books, but the flows 

not d much, as the following table shows: 



Table A.3.2.2 Mortgage Assets of all 
Life Offices - 1955 62 

Official Estimates (DE). Applying to years ended 
31 May (see text). 

Poole's Estimates (PE) as at 31 March. 
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~)million 

1955 1956 1957 19:>0 19S9 1~)60 1961 ]962 

PE 121.4 147.0 168.2 lt38.1 210.5 234.4 262.9 288./J 

OE 113.7 140.4 162.0 181.3 203.0 226.7 253.9 283.4 

Changes in: 

PE 25.6 21.2 

21.6 

19.9 22.4 23.9 

23.7 

28.5 

27.2 

25.5 

OE 26.7 19.3 21, 7 29.5 

Sources: Poole (1965), Year Books 

As presented, Poole's estimates of the stock of 

mortgage assets, invariably exceeded the official 

estimates. The figures in this table include the 

Government Life Office which balances on 31 December. 

Removing this office from the data as is necessary for 

the model, would tend to bring Poole's and the official 

estimates of the stock of mortgage assets closer together, 

as a larger amount would be subtracted from the data of 

Poole than from that of the Year Book. (The stocks 

invariably increase over tim~ which means interpolating 

31 December figures to 31 March figures raises the 

abs6lute magnitudes.) 



At the other end of e servation period a 

comparison ean t ate a alII e 

offices, inc. ing the ice, be 

total mortg::=tge assets ld, as g e t 

of Statistics, with that 'len at 31 

Reserve Bank that 

the Year Book data is a c e ion to 

the 31 March data of the survey (see t A.3.2.3 

below) . It appears that over the cOllsi 

the Year Book data has become an increas 

approximation to the 31 March data. 

It is hard to conceive an estimation 

which would allow for this trend. Ac. 
.3 f are 

greater interest than the stocks it was deci d s ly 

to subtract the Government Life Office data from the 

Year Book data and treat the residual as estimates of 

31 March balance sheet data. 



Table A. 3, .3 Mort 
Ltfe 

~~~~c_._. __ o~·~,_,."", .• ~·,.~._ 

Offi al Estimates ( ) 
31 

1 jn to years ended 

serve rvey ( 31 h 

Ilion 

1965 1969 1970 

335.6 367.7 400.2 .8 1.1 490.8 

332.9 364.6 396.5 4: " 1163.0 49:-:.1.3 .0 

Cha.n tn ~ 

197J 

511. 6 

510. it 

OE 

32.1 

31.7 

32.5 

31. 9 

30.3 

.4 

29.7 

30.3 

20.8 

17.1 

s: Year Books, serve BulleUns. 

N.B. In 1965 survey fices own 99 
percent of all life f I assets. 
In 1970 and 1971 revised survey 
covered 100 of 1 assets. 

A.3.2.2 The Trustee and 

e trustee savings banks (TSB) are regional 

finan titutions which accept small savings 

and use them, the main, to purchase mort assets 

in their strict a,nd GS. Many of these banks are 

amongst the st financial institutions in New 

The Well on ngs Bank for example was est d. 

in 1846 (1 3 ar , page 806). The pri 

l' +c: 
'J~ 

b ) are savi s bank subsidiaries of the f TB. 

They were est i 1964 under the Private i 

Bank ell 1 October 1964. Holdings of 

GS account r all fun deposited. The 



Government has exerted a tremendous influence on 

the portfolios of both groups of institutions, and 

on their ability to compe"te for funds, over the period 

1955-,70. 

Maximum interest rate ceilings have always 

applied to deposits. No interest can be paid on deposits 

in excess of certain amounts. Commercial deposits on 

investment accounts cannot be accepted. (See for example 

Holmes (1972, page 116).) Government security ratios 

have been onerous, Since 1948 the ratio of TSB deposits 

to be held in GS has never been less than 40 percent. 

In recent years it has never been less than 50 percent. 

For ordinary deposits at the PSB the ratio has never been 

less than 70 percent, The ratio applying to deposits 

in the one-year investment accounts, established in 1957, 

was 100 percent until 1970 for both groups of institutions. 

For more details see Deane, Grindell and Fenwick (1973, 

page 44) and Holmes (1972, page 117). In addition to 

these GS ratios, cash ratios (5 percent on the first $20 

million of deposits) were imposed to ensure day-to-day 

liquidity of the banks. These were not the only 

portfolio restrictions the institutions faced. For the 

TSB "it is specified that their investments must be in 

GS, mortgages on land or property in their district, 

securities of local authorities or deposits with the TB 

or Post Office. Savings Bank". "Since 1968 the PSB j s 



have been directed to divide their private sector 

lending more or les8 equally between three major 
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categories - local authorities and housing; commerce 

and industry; and farming." (Both quotes from 

Holmes (1972, page 117),), Since 1971 these portfolio 

restrictions have been relaxed in minor ways. For 

example, the TSB can now undertake personal loans to 

a limited extent. 

Perhaps the restrictions most limiting the 

growth of the TSB in the past were those restricting 

the number of the banks to five and preventing these 

bankS from established branches more than 25 miles from 

their head offices. (See lli)lmes (1972, page 115).) 

This latter restriction was removed in 1964. Legislation 

in 1957 permitted the establishment of new TSB. The 

number existing at present is 13 (1973 Year Book, page 

807) . 

A consequence of these regulations, and of the 

determination of the Government in the 1960s to hold 

interest rates payable on GS and interest rate ceilings 

on deposits below the market rate of interest, has been 

to encourage the TSB to lend on the relatively high 

yielding mortgage finance. Since the majority of their 

deposits are at call there is a very large discrepancy 

between the liquidity of their liabilities relative to 

their assets. This would make them vulnerable to sharp 



lncreases, 'above the celling, in the sho:r't term 

market rate of interest. 'I'he Government has offset 

this risk by guaranteeing depositors repayment of 

their depo:::dts. Deposits of the PBB are guaranteed 

by their parent bank. The risk of insolvency of the 

'l'B is dirfJinished by their access to the Reserve Banl<; 

as a lender of last resort. 

Generally the mortgage loans of the TBB are 

urban first mortgages on dwellings. Interest rates 

charged on these loans tend to be low compared with 

those charged by other institutions. (MEC (1966, page 

115) , Holmes (1972, page 120). Particularly when 

demand for mortgage finance is high, loans tend to be 

rationed in favour of existing customers of the banks. 

The prospect of obtaining a cheap mortgage therefore 

raises the return on depositors' accounts at the TSB 

above that which would otherwise be obtained. No 

allowance was specifically made for this in the model. 

The following tables indicate the trends in the 

major balance sheet items of the TSB and PBB over the 

period of the model. 
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']'a.ble A.3,2..4 

31 I1hrch 

Deposits 

Mortgage loans 

GS 

Source: 

rfable A. 3. 5 

31 March 

Deposits 

Mortgages 

ers 

Major 
tbe 

104.4 

30.5 

60.5 

Banl\:G 

1962 

171.4 

49,0 

87.8 

1969 

401.2 

98.'1 

250.8 

Deposi ts :incl 
Savings Accounts. 

1965 

~53.4 

2,1 

48.9 

1967 

of 
Banks 

183.3 

21,8 

155.0 

1969 

285 ~ Ll 

32.9 

242.3 

Year Books. Mor ages 
"Mortgages and Other 

figures emphas the s 

iusti tions in the 19608 and 

anee as a source of government ng. 

ce the assets of the TSB comprised a 

and fixed deposits ($2G.6 mill ) and 

securities ($34.4 million) at 31 1969. 

h of 

'l'he 

entireJy 

authority 

The data on the deposits ese banks used in 

the 1 were taken from the up to 1960 and 



constructec:( by the Heserve Bank the:l"E;after. 'Phe 

estimates include deposjts in National Savings Accounts 

held at the TSB. March year averages were derived by 

averaging 31 March balance date figures. 

The data on the GS and mortgage assets held 

by the 'rEm and PSB were taken from the ann1Jcd balance 

sheet information published in the Official Year Books. 

(The figures used for mortgage loans of the PSB actually 

included some loans) other than mortgage loans. Nothing 

could be done about this, The error involved in using 

these figures is likely to be extremely runall in 

comparison-with the mortgage loans of the NBFI as a 

group because of the relatively small size of the PSB. ) 

The GS holdings of the TSB included those securities held 

against National Savings Accounts. Deposits in 

National Savings Accounts at the TSB were treated rather 

differently from other deposits. They had to be held 

either in cash or in GS. Typically the funds were almost 

entirely held in the interest- bearing GS. 

A.3.2.3 rfhe Buildl Societies 

The building societies in New Zealand are mostly 

co-operative societies which provide mortgage finance 

for home ownership using unsecured deposits and funds 

raised by share issues. The key features of these 

institutions have been summarised by the MEC (1972, 

46) as follows: 



"There are two rna.in types of society 

in New Zealand. 1.'he larger group 

compr:i.::::;es co·-opera.tive terminating 

societies, whose main liability is a 

form of contractual share car~ying rights 

to participation in ballots for interest

free loans or tax~·free hUllP sums in lieu 

of a loan. Their assets total over $225 

million. The other sub-group is made up 

of about 50 permanent societies, most of 

which are co-operatives, although some 

resemble finance companies ~~ich invest 

in house mortgages. Their assets total 

over $100 million, and their liabilities 

are mainly deposits and shares. Up to 

20 percent of total advances in any year 

may be made for purposes other than 

housing and, apart from the State Advances 

Corporation, building societies are the 

main institutional source of housing 

finance." 

Over the 1950s and 1960s they have been runong the 

fastest-growing financial institutions. The terminating 

societtes have grown faster than the perm.cU1ent societies. 

The growth of the permanent building societies was 

probably restricted by government controls on deposit 
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Table A.3,2',G tal Assets of the Duildi Societies 

COml)~'rj':-«)n Ycqr Book eYB) 'r-ifYl'I~0~C' fo'r C',alendar _J _r;l,~ _~::t __ - ..... (..", . --i..---'.'1 ,-_.1 ~ .'_...-'._ c,_ 

years and Poole's estimates (PE) as at 31 March. 

$m~!lion 

1955 195f) 

PE 59.0 65.3 

YB 62.1 65.5 

Source: 

19~)'7 1958 1959 1960 

72,6 81.3 91. 0 102.4 

72.4 80.6 90.4 101.0 

Poole (1965, table 45) 
Official Year Books 

1961 H3(-32 

118.4 129.5 

114.6 129.1 

The Building Societies Regulations 1967 required 

the societies to furnish much more comprehensive annua,l 

returns to'the Registrar of Building Societies who 

changed the presentation of the aggregate statistics to 

a calendar year basis. From 1968 the data published in 

the Year Books for a particular year was formed by 

aggregating the data in all balance sheets dated in that 

calendar year. 

For 1968 and subsequent years Poole's procedure 

(1972, table 6) of adding $16 million to the Year 

Book figures for total assets to attempt to make them 

comparable with earlier years, was adopted. Year Book 

figures'for mortgage assets in these years were then 

adjusted upwards by multiplying this incremented figure 

for total assets by the proportion mortgage loans bore 



to published total assets in that year. MaJ:ch year 

averages were obtained simply by averaging successive 

Year Book figures for total assets and for mortgages. 

A.3.2,4 

Stock and station agencies are specialised 

institutions whose role in financial intermediation 

is anciliary to their role as a supplier of goods and 

services to the agricultural sector. As part of thet!' 

services, they accept deposits from farmers and make 

advances to farmers, for seasonal and development purposes. 

In recognition of this role they have access to top-tier 

borrowing priority from the trading banks. 

The size of the financial opera.tions of these 

agencies is ·small compared with that of other instituttons 

in the group of NBFI. Deposits at 31 March 1969 were 

$62.3 million at the stock and station agencies compared 

with deposits of $285.5 million at the PBB at this date. 

The data for deposits (including credit balances 

in customers accounts) of the stock and station agencies 

as at 31 March was taken from the "Money Supply and 

Selected Liquid Assets Series ll published by the Reserve 

Bank from 31 March 1960. Holdings of GS from 31 March 

1960 were taken from the estimates prepared by Deane: 

Grindell and Fenwick (1973, table 3). Deposit liabilities 



prior to 31.March 19GO were taken from the estimates 

of Poole (1965, table 45), Holdings of GS as at 31 

March were so taken directly from this tabJe for the 

years prior to 1960. 

anies 

The finance companies have been among the fastest 

growing financial institutions since the removal of 

capital issue controls and the interest on deposit 

order in 1962. Prior to this date their financial 

activities consisted mainly of providing hire purchase 

finance for purcbases of cars and consumer durables. 

Because of this the finance companies have been 

"traditionally known as 'insta.lment credit finance 

companies' or 'hire purcha.se finance companies'''. 

(Holmes 1972, page 136) 

Since 1962, they have diversified their activities 

considerably. A much larger proportion of their hire 

purchase loans are on fudustrial plant, vehicles and 

machinery. They are now an important supplier of short 

and medium term finance to business enterprises. As 

well as making loans on hire purchRse terms they also 

factor debts, lease equipment, offer import and export 

services, :.:wd are active in the commercial bi 11 market 

and the development of the recently established merchant 

banks. Funds are raised in the main on deposits, 

debentures and notes. Rates of interest offered are 
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vex'y cornpeti tt ve except in those years in which 

interest rate cetlings are applied. As tn tlle case 

of the building societies, estimates of the deposit 

liabilities and GS holdings of the finance companies 

were available back to 31 March 1960 from respectively 

the "Money Supply and Selected Liquid Asset" series and 

. , . j 11 '}" . 1 ( 1 °7 <, ) the work of Deane, GrlDce ana 'enWlc~ .0 J.\ 

These holdings of GS, according to the latter 

source, were insignificantly small prior to 1966. 

Government security holdings prior to 1960 were therefore 

taken to be zero because of the absence of any evidence 

to the contrary. 

No estimates of the deposit liabilities of this 

group of finance companies was available prior to 1960. 

However Poole (1965, table 49) gives estimates of the 

balance sheets of a group of "Instalment Creeli t :Finance 

Companies" over the period 1955 to 1962. Poole's data 

is not directly comparable with that published by the 

Reserve Bank. Thts is probably due to differences in 

coverage between the two sources and differences in the 

classification of the balance sheet items. It was 

found that total liabilities less shareholders' funds 

and bank overdrafts, for the group of companies covered 

by Poole, were about 75 percent of total deposits of the 

group of companies covered by the Reserve Bank for each 



of the bala~ce dates 31 March 1960, 1961, 1962, 

In the absence of further inJormation, Jt was ::tSfmmed 

that this reJa.tionsliip betWGE)jJ the two series also held 

at the balance dates 1955 to 59. 

March year averages were theD obtained by 
, 

averaging the estimates of the bcJ,lanee sheet data as 

at 31 Marc,h. 

A.3,2 6 The Official 

The official money market is a market for short 

term funds. Short term government and local authority 

securities, and more recently, the tra.ding banks' 

transferable certificates of deposit, could be held 

against short term deposits. Prior to 1962, when the 

Government gave official recognition to the market 

together with lender of last resort facilities, the 

development of the market was stunted by the absence of 

securities of the required liquidity, 

Funds held in the market fluctuate considerably 

for seasonal and cyclical reasons, In recent years the 

growth of the money market bas been hindered by the low 

interest rates offered on GS compared with the competitjve 

rates offered by the finance companies and the TB. 

(See Holmes (1972, page 135). 



Table A.3,2.7 DEPOSI 

As at 31 Mar 

L
·(£l) 
1 e 

Office 

1955 258,7 

1956 282.6 

1957 307.1 

1958 337.2 

1959 373.3 

1960 412.8 

1961 455.5 

1962 499.1 

1963 543.1 

1964 595.4 

1965 655.6 

1966 717.4 

1967 789.4 

1968 874.7 

1969 966.2 

( 2) . (3.) 
Building Say] 
Societies Banks 

62.1 

65.5 

72.4 

80.6 

90.4 

101. 0 

114.6 

129.1 

144.3 

163.9 

18B.1 

211. 8 

233.6. 

247.6 

276.2 

101. 0 

104.4 

112.0 

124.6 

129.0 

141. 7 

159.0 

171. 7 

194.1 

227.3 

321. 7 

434.6 

520.7 

603.9 

686.2 

(4 
s Sto & 

Station 
Agent 

39.4 

36.1 

37.7 

34.7 

33.1 

39.0 

36.2 

37.0 

40.7 

30.4 

55.7 

5B.S 

51. 6 

54.2 

62.3 

(5) (6) 
Finance Tota 

s & 
r.1oney 
MaTkct 

6.3 467.5 

7.5 496.1 

8.5 537.7 

9.2586.3 

12.0 638.3 

20.0 715.4 

27.0 792.3 

34.0 870.9 

61.4 983.6 

l1ion 

('7) 
Total, 
Avera 
March 
FigllTe s 

481.8 

:;16.9 

562.0 

612.:5 

676.9 

753.9 

831,6 

927.3 

74.71111.7 104 .7 

82.7 1303.8 1207.8 

75.4 1497.7 1400.8 

90.8 1686.1 1591.9 

107.3 1887.7 1786.9 

131.0 2121.9 2004.8 
----. --------

Sources: (1) O'fficial Year Books. Figures exclude the 
Government Life Office 

(2) Official ar Bo s. Estima ted for 1968, 1969 
(3) Monthly Abstracts of Statistics, prlor to 1961. 

"Money Supply and Selected Liquid Asscts ll 

series of the serve Bank ln later aI's. 
Figures elude holdi s of National Savings 
Accounts. 

(4) Taken from Poole (1965, tabl 45) r 19 -59 
and from the "Money Supn and Selected Liquid 

s·ets II series in subseq neriods. 



TabJ:c ~~}~~ Iv!ORTGAGE LOANS OF NEF I 

As at 31 IVlarch $ mj11joll 
---- ( 1)------------rT)--- T3T-----l4Y-----(5)---
Life Building Savings Total Total 
Offices Societies Banks 

) 

Average 
March 
figures 

1954 78.8 50.7 22.7 152.2 

1955 94.1 57.0 "27.2 178.3 165.3 

1956 116.6 60.1 30.5 207.2 192.8 

1957 133.6 65.8 33.2 232.6 219.9 

1958 149.8 72.8 36.1 258.7 245.7 

1959 167.5 81.0 38.4 286.9 272.8 

1960 186.6 90.0 40.2 316.8 301.9 

1961 209.7 101.5 44.1 355.3 336.1 

1962 234.3 114.7 49.0 398.0 376.7 

1963 246.7 127.5 53.2 427.4 412.7 

1964 257.7 142.1 61.2 461.0 444.2 

1965 273.3 160.4 71. 6 505.3 483.2 

1966 300.8 180.2 93.0 574.r:l 539.7 

1967 327.9 198.5 105.0 631. 4 602.7 

1968 354.9 206.7 113.2 674.8 653.1 

1969 379.6 226.7 131. 6 737.9 706.4 

Sources: ( 1), (2) as In previous tab Ie 
(3) Official Year Books. Figures fen the PSB 

include some"other loans". 
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Tab J eA. 3 . 2 . D NBFI 

As at 31 rch $ miJlion 

(1) (2) (3) 
Sto & 
Sta tion> 

(4) (5) 
tal 

(6) 
Total, 
Average 
March 
figures 

Life S 
o ices B 

1955 76.2 

1956 72.7 

1957 72.5 

1958 77.4 

1959 85.5 

1960 96.4 

1961 89.3 

1962 93.6 

1963 107.0 

1964 121.0 

1965 132.0 

1966 143.9 

1967 159.0 

1968 180.5 

1969 201. 2 

Sources: (1) 
( 2) 

(3 ) 

(4) 

76.6 

75.3 

76.7 

82.8 

73.8 

81. 9 

92.5 

98.8 

114.3 

137.2 

214.9 

299.3 

370.2 

439.1 

496.9 

5.4 

5.2 

5.4 

4.6 

3.6 

4.5 

4.4 

3.6 

3.7 

4.0 

5.0 

5.0 

S.O 

4.9 

5.4 

s 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

4.0 

7.0 

11. 0 

35.S 

46.0 

53.7 

36.2 

43.4 

50.6 

68.1 

t 

160.2 

155.2 

156.6 

166.8 

164.9 

186.8 

193.2 

207.0 

260.5 

308.2 

405.6 

484.4 

577.6 

675.1 

771. 6 

157.7 

155.9 

161. '1 

165.9 

175.9 

190.0 

200.1 

233.8 

284. ,1 

356.9 

445.0 

531. 0 

626.4 

723.4 

1n previous table 
Taken from the Official Year Books. Figure 
for the TSB include holdings of Government 
securities on account of National Savings 
Balances 
Poole (1965, page 104) prioy to 1960. Deane 
et al (1972, Table 3) fyom 1960 
Estimated up until 1959. FTom Deane, Grindell 
and Fenwick (1973, table :1) from 1960. 
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Table A,3.2.10 BALANCE SHEETS OF THE NBFI 

<1' million 1ll Average Over Year Ended 31 I"larch ,? 
cO Constant 1955-56 Prices :', 

-~------.~--- -----

(1) (2) (3 ) ( 4 ) 
Total Mortgage Government Net Other 
Deposits Loans Securities Assets 

S MFI GSFI FIOA 
---------------

1956 481.8 192.8 157.7 131.3 

1957 501.8 213.5 151. 4 136.9 

1958 541.9 236.9 15S.9 149.1 

1959 582.0 259.3 157.7 165.0 

1960 625.6 279.0 162.6 184.0 

1961 682.3 304.2 171. 9 206.2 

1962 751. 2 340.3 180.8 230.1 

1963 801. 5 356.7 202.1 242.7 

1964 879.7 373.0 238.8 267.9 

1965 982.0 392.8 290.2 299.0 

1966 1118.,0 430.7 355.1 332.2 

1967 1269.5 48.0.6 42:~.4 365.5 

1968 1366.1 499.3 478.9 387.9 

1969 1474.1 519.4 531. 9 422.8 

* Nominal values deflated by the Gross Domestic Product 
Deflator. 

Source: Tables A.3.2.7 to A.3.2.9 



Aga'in the estimates used for depO!3i ts and 

GS hoJ.dings in the money market were taken directly 

from tIle "Nioney Supply and Select.ed Liquid Assetsfl 

series and the work of Deaneet al (1973) respectively. 

These estilllEttes commenced at 31 March 1960 when 

deposits were estimated at $4.0 million and GS holdings 

at the same level. Between 1960 and 1961 deposits 

grew 75 percent. Considering the tight credit squeeze 

prevailing around 31 March 1959, the growth rate between 

1959 and 1960 was guessed to be about 100 percent giving 

a level of deposits and GS holdings of $2 million as at 

31 March 1959, Prior to 1959, when the money market 

was established in Australia, there appears to have 

been little active interest in the market in New Zealand. 

It was therefore assumed that the level of deposits and 

GS holdings in earlier years was static at its 1959 

value. This value is so low that any errors in this 

assumption are certainly insignificant given the size 

of the group of NBFI as a whole. 

A.3.3 The Portfolios of the Non
Financial Private Sect 

The non-financial private sector (NFPS) comprises 

all individuals and institutions/other than those in the 

various primary producer marketing organisations which 

bank at the Reserve Bank, the local authorities, the 

government sector, the TB and the NBFI. The compm:;i t ion s 



of the 'I'D I 11.oted, 

Full details of :Ltion of t 

sector are given in se ion A.4. marketing 

organisations and the lac i tie~3 are tal:en 

to be exogenous in the 1 ause of ::i r un ic;ue 

functions and their relat y 1 ze. 

The balance sheets items of ch Rre 

consi licitly in the 1 out in t as 

A.3.3.1 A.3.3.2. The a in es conforms 

fairly closely to the sectoral classif tn ated 

in e previous paragraph. 

d not conform exactly because the i e 

i ics were not available. Ie it was not 

ible to take out any claims between the t :Lng ban 

the marketing organisations and local it 

se are however likely to be relatively 1. However, 

c of local authorities on the local authorities· 

lnve t pool held by the National Provi d, 

were netted out. Full details of sources 

in contained in the tables are van t 

t d with one exception. 

tion is column (7) of table A.3.3.1, 

i estimated time series for GS held 

NF'PS. is series was estimated by cumulating 

s sto dings shown in table A, 7.:3 I c,olumn (5), 



on to the base 8to 

estimated by Deaue, G ndell 

to give a time series for s 

Successive pairs of 

to give estimated ave 

year and deflated by t 

series in column (7). 

The time series ven 

Ilion 31 M::uch 1960 

d FEHlwicl\: ( 73 I page 6,~_i) 

1 vels 31 M:arch, 

re simply averaged 

ngs over t r.larch 

flator to give the time 

t A.3.3.1 a.nd 

A.3.3.2 are analysed in chapter 3. 



Ie A.3.3.1 

Aver ar Ended 31 March 

(1) (2) ( 3) (4) 
KD V T\ 

J.J 

1956 2423.8 452.8 1759 571. 3 

1957 2470.5 476.8 1810 541. 8 

1958 2520.1 503.9 21 550.1 

1959 2576.9 519.2 1751 534.7 

1960 2641. 9 531.1 2038 55.0.3 

·1961 2718.0 5S0a9 2953 612.3 

1962 2796.8 570.7 2666 589.7 

1963 2867.9 594.5 2752 568.1 

1964 2939.1 631. 7 3243 530.8 

1965 3023.5 671. 0 4446 599.9 

1966 31 6.5 708.7 3337 585.3 

1967 3209.7 744.8 3120 59 .6 

1968 3298.3 763.9 2747 558.0 

1969 3385.0 778.1 3513 554.6 

$ Ilion 

(~" C' .. '-.,! 0) ,~-' 

S NOT 

481. 8 120.1 

501. 8 120.1 

541. 9 119.7 

582.0 118.0 

625.6 115.8 

682.3 121. 2 

751. 2 122.0 

801. 5 115.2 

879.7 111.1 

982.0 104.3 

1118.0 101.8 

1269.5 99.8 

1366.1' 89.1 

1474.1 9 . 0 

SECTOR 

in Constant 

(7) 
GSP DGBP 

284.2 626.0 

285.7 698.2 

298.0 739.3 

313.2 764.2 

306.2 771.4 

302.3 814.9 

313.8 86 .6 

297.7 867.8 

283.8 901. 

269.3 928.5 

249.7 952.0 

235.2 987.5 

219.7 984.3 

211. 4 982.8 

ices 

9) 
tal Assets 

6779.0 

6904.9 

7439.0 

7159.2 

7586.3 

8754~9 

8671.8 

8864.7 

9569.5 

11024.5 

10169.0 

10261.1 

10026.4 

10990.0 

o 
(J7 



Sources: (1) Colmnn (3), table A,2,1 
(2) Column (5), table A.2.1 
(3) Column (3), table A.1.4 deflated by 

the GDP deflator 
(4.) Column (1), ta.hle A.3.1.1 
(5) Column (j), table A.3.2.10 
(6) Annual average of notes issued by the 

Reserve Bank less notes held by the 
trading banks. Data taken from 
monthly balance sheets of these 
institutions, averaged and deflated 
by the GDP deflator. 

(7) See text. 
(8) Estimated balances of funds held by 

the Government Superannuation Fund, 
the Nat lanaI Provtclen t :Fund excluding 
the local authorities investment pool; 
plus balances in the Post Office Savings 
Banks, plus total assets of the 
Government Life Office. The nominal 
base stock was taken as $932.9 million 
as at 31 March 1961, Figures for 
annual changes in this stock were 
estimated by adding item !10 .11 to item 
40.12 in the Government Statistician's 
pUblication liThe Accounts of the 
Government Sector". The series was 
averaged and def lCl. ted by t.he GDP deflator. 

(9) Sum of columns (1) ~ (8) inclusive. 



Table A.3.3.2 LIAB I LITlES AND NET llTORTH OF NON-FINANCIAL PRI'lATE SECTOR 

Average Over Year Ended 31 March $ million in Constant 1955-56 Prices* 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Total Net 

MFI MG GLP FIOA TBA FDI Liabilities IVo 

1956 192.8 480.0 46.4 131. 3 360.2 221. 9 1432.6 53<,16.4 

1957 213.5 505.8 43.9 136.9 317.7 239.7 1457.5 5447.4 

1958 236.9 535.2 46.5 149.1 320.3 256.9 1544.9 5894.1 

1959 259.3 558.9 54.3 165.0 324.7 275.6 1637.8 5521.4-

1960 279.0 583.2 58.5 184.0 307.9 283.8 1696.4 5889.9 

1961 304.2 618.1 54.3 206.2 335.9 296.3 1815.0 6939.9 

1962 340.3 669.4 56.9 230.1 384.4 327.6 2008.7 6663.1 

1963 356.7 689.7 62.2 242.7 ""''''''r '"7 
j::, J • I 353.0 2040.0 6324.7 

1964 373.0 714.5 62.4 267.9 342.6 384.6 2145.0 7424.5 

1965 392.8 739.8 55.6 299.0 358.8 408.1 2254.1 8770.4 

1966 430.7 775.7 51.5 332.2 392.6 442.8 2425.5 7743.5 

1967 480.6 819.8 55.9 365.5 402.9 479.0 2603.7 7657.4 

1968 499.3 830.3 59.8 387.9 389.4 481.1 2647.8 7378.6 

1969 519.4 839.0 65.9 422.8 389.4 487.3 2723.8 8266.2 

* Deflated by the GyOSS Domestic Product Deflator 
.t:, 

c 
...... J 



Sour-c.es: (1) 
( q) ,,;, 

Column (2), table 1:\.3,2.10 
Total assets of the Stato Advances 
Corporation, including the Housing 

~t08 

Acc.ount, deflated by the GDP deflator. 
The data were taken from the annual 
reports of the SAC. 

(3) The sum of the larger loans of the 
Treasury, to the private sec.tor. 
The major items are equity holdings in; 
the Bank 6f· New Zealand, Tasman Empire 
Airways, Air New Zealand, the Tourist 
Hotel Corporation, New Zealand Steel, 
and Tasman Pulp and Paper Company, and 
"misc.ellaneous advanc.es" to Tasman Pulp 
and Paper Company, the Dairy Industry 
and New Zealand Steel. The data were 
taken from the Appendic.es to the 
Parliamentary Journalr.:; (Bl0), "Securities 
Held by the Treasury", "Corporation 
Investments" and "Miscellaneous Advances". 
The GDP deflator was used to deflate the 
series. 

( 4 ) Col umn (4), t ab 1 eA. 3 . 2 , 10 
(5) Column (4), table }\,3.1.1 
(6) Stock of shareholders funds owned 

overseas, plus stock of intercompany 
debt and net branch assets owned by 
overseas companies. Base stoc.ks of 
paid-up c.apital owned overseas, and 
of interc.ompany debt owned overseas, 
plus net branc.h assets were taken as at 
31 March 1950 to be $41.58 million and 
$55.32 million as published in the 
1951-52 Official Year Book (page 954). 
The value of shareholders funds as at 
31 March 1951 was estimated from the 
stock of paid-up capital at this date by 
multiplying by 1.87, the ratio of paid-up 
capital to shareholders funds for the 
group of companies described in the 
"Incomes and In come Tax" section of the 
Official Year Books. (1950-51 was the 
first year for which this mark-up could 
be estimated from the tax data.) This 
gave a total overseas debt as at 31 March 
1951, on shareholders' funds owned 
overseas, and on intercompany debt and net 
branch assets owned by overseas companies, 
of $132.80 million. Figures for changes 
in this debt were taken from the official 
Balance of Payments tables, Again the 
GDP deflator was used to deflate thjs debt. 

(7) StUn of columns (1) to (6) inclusive. 
(8) Column (9), table A.3.3.1 minus column (7) 

this table, 
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A.4 ESTIMATES OF EXPENDITURES ON BUILDINGS 

In the model, expenditure on new buildings is 

divided into two categories, government and private 

(non-government). Two types of building activity are 

distinguished, residential and non-residential. 

The estimates of these expenditures are based 

on official estimates of the value of building permits 

issued, inclusive of additions and alterations. Now 

clearly the value of capital expenditure on buildings 

in anyone year is likely to differ from the value of 

permits issued because, for example, of timing 

differences between the issuing of a permit and the 

completion of the work, and differences between the 

value of the completed work Rnd the value of the permit 

issued. The magnitude of this difference could not be 

estimated until official estimates of annual work put 

in place became available from the March year 1965-66. 

The following table compares the work put in place 
! 

estimates with the permits issued estimates for aggregate 

building activity. 

Table A.4.1 Value of Building Activity 

Year ended 31 March 

Permits issued 
Work put in place 

Discrepancy 

1966 

382 
386 ---
-4 

1967 1968 

391 330 
383 362 

8 --32 

$million 

1969 

395 
360 

35 

Source: Munthly ALstracts of Statistics, 
'Table 20 , 

1970 

448 
420 --, 

28 
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. til though the the two 

were samet about t no obvious 

p tern in these differences was apparent. The 

building permits issued ser s, fied, mlS 

efore used as the measure of building activity 

over the period of the model. This procedure is 

can ent with the estimates t from the national 
! 

income accounts for use in the model, since the 

estimates of capital formation in ese accounts were 

based in part on estimates of buil permits issued 

until perhaps 1965-66 when of building work 

put in place became available. It was felt that it 

would be inappropriate to change from the permits 

issued series to the work in place ser from 1966 

as this could break the continuity time series. 

The actual time series utilised in model for the 

total value of building activity (B) that formed by 

the offic estimates for the total of all 

permits i as published by the 

StatisLician in the Monthly Abstracts of ics 

(MAS) . 

The time ser s for the aggregate annual 

of residential activity (BRD) is based on est 

the value of ts sued, inclusive of add sand 

alterations, r new houses and flats. Off! 

estimates of this s istic RTe ava.ilab from 

back to 19 to this year this source 



not provide estimates of the value of permits issued 

for additions and alterations to houses and flats. 

Only the value of permits issued for new houses and 

flats is officially estimated. For these earlier 

years the value of additions and alterations was 

estimated by applying the proportion additions and 

alterations were to the value of permits issued for 
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new houses and flats in 1956-57 (0.13), to the official 

estimates of permits issued for new houses and flats, 

exclusive of additions and alterations. 

Residential building activity by the Government 

(BRDG) is estimated as the annual value of government 

houses and flats commenced in each year", Official 

estimates were obtained from the Population, Building 

and Migration Statistics, published by the Department 

of Statistics. Prior to 1964-65 these figures were 

found in the introductory notes to this publication I 

subsequently they were taken irom the sector-ai-ownership 

table, Private residential building activity!(BRDG) 

is then estimated as a residual, by subtracting the 

estimated series for BGRD from BRD. Private residential 

building, as estimated, therefore includes any residential 

building by local authorities, hospital boards and 

public corporations. 
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Given the time 8S used as B, and BRD, 

non-residential building act ity ( ) is necessarily 

defined as the difference e two, This left 

only the prcblem of estimati ei 

residential building activity by 

(BNRDG) or total non~·resi.dential bui 

by the private, or non-Government se 

Estimation of either leaves other 

a residual of BNRD. 

Unfortunately the est of 

total non

Government 

activity 

(BNRDP) . 

as 

nol.1-

residential building activity publi d in Population, 

Building and Migration Statistics in the earlier 

excluded building done for hospitals or for schools" 

Government work commenced for the Hospital and Education 

Boards was published only from 1956-57. Estimates nf 

all building work commenced for Hospital and Education 

Boards were available only from 1960-61. Because 

was thought desirable to include buildi~g work for 

Boards as part of government building activity~it was 

decided not to attempt to estimate BNRDG directly. 

Instead BNRDP is estimated as a residual by 

subtracting BRDP from the official estimates of 

building capital expenditure published in the Economic 

Surveys and Reviews accompanying the Financial 

Statements in the Appendices to the Parliament 



Journals. These estimates of total private 

building expenditure exclud~ building work undertaken 

by local authorities and public corporations. 

Conceptually they consist of the building expenditures 

of private enterprises and households. Therefore the 

estimate by BNRDP is an underestimate, of the actual 

value of non-government non-residential building activity, 

by the value of per~its taken out by local authorities 

and public corporations for new housei and flats. 

This implies that BNRDG is an overestimate of 

government non-residential building expenditure because 

it is determined as a residual of BNRD andBNRDP. In 

this context the government expenditure will include 

expenditures by local authorities and public corporations. 

The extent of the bias should not be large because the 

value of residential building undertaken by local 

authorities and public corporations is likely to be 

small. 

The introduction of official estimates of building 

expenditures by sector of ownership in 1964-65 allows 

the size of this bias to be estimated as the following 

table shovlS. 

,. 



A.4.2 and 

to 31 March 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

Estima ted BNrmG 68.0 60.9 79.0 50.1 96.2 
Official BNRDG 65.3 58.3 76.0 45.7 93.8 

Overestimate of 2,7 2,6 3.0 4,4 2.4 

Building s, excluding those on 
houses and flats, attributed to central 
government, local authorities and 
public corporations. 

ion 

1970 

81.1 
78.5 

2.6 

The magnitude of the bias is not large compared 

with the fluctuations in the series itself. 

The estimated time series for these building 

variables are shown in table A.4.S. 

1971 

102.8 
99.0 ---
3,8 
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Years Bnded 31 March $ million 

(1) 
-B 

(2) 
BRD 

(3) (4) 
BRDG BRDP 

(5) 
BNRD 

~ (6) 
BP 

(7) (8) 
BNRDP BNRDG 

--.-~.~----.~----~-----

1954 139.0 94.4 18.8 75.6 44.6 110 34.4 10.2 

1955 186.8 119.3 19.1 100.2 67.5 152 51.8 15.7 

1956 180.3 116.4 18.9 97.5 63.9 142 44.5 19.4 

1957 178.8 111.3 15.2 96.1 67.5 141 44.9 22.6 

1958 203.5 119.4 11.5 107.9 84.1 166 58.1 26.0 

1959 202.9 128.7 14.S 114.2 74.2 166 51.8 22.4 

1960 228.0 148.3 18.3 130.0 79.7 181 51.0 28.7 

1961 269.4 162.~ 16.8 145.8 106.8 209 63.2 43.6 

1962 259.2 156.1 13.0 143.1 103.1 208 64.9 38.2 

1963 274.2 147.9 13.9 134.0 126.3 202 68.0 58.3 

1964 294.6 160.2 12.4 147.8 134.4 243 95.2 39.2 

1965 357.7 187.7 13.1 174.6 170,0 276.6 102.0 68.0 

1966 381.7 201.6 15.8 185.8 180.1 305.0 119.2 60.9 

1967 391.5 202.9 15.5 187.4 188.6 297.3 109.9 78.7 

1968 330.3 187.3 14.6 172.7 143.0 265.6 92.9 50.1 

1969 395.4 202.1 13.2 188.9 193.3 286.0 97.1 96.2 

Sources: 

Code: 
~~, 

(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 

Monthly Abstracts of Statistics (MAS) 
MAS, estimated prior to 1957. 
Population. Building and Miqration 
Statistics' (pm'IS) 0 

(4) 
(8) 
(6) 

(7) 
(8) 

B == 
RD = 

G :::: 

Column (2) less column (3) 
Column (1) less column (2) 
From 1964/5 MAS, prior 1964/5 Economic 
Surveys and Reviews 
Column (6) less column (4) 
Column (5) less column (7) 

building permits issued 
residential

l 
NRD :::: non-residential 

government sector 
p = non~government (private) sector 
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A ~' .D PHICES, INTEHES'I' HATES, WAGES AND EMPLOYMENT 

Tables A.5.1 to A.5,4 list the variables in 

the model relating to prices, interest rates, wages 

and employment. 

Apart from one series, these data are derived 

straightforwardly from official sources. 
I 

The exception 

is the variable representing the average interest yield 

on deposits at the NBFI (3S) (see column (3), table 

A. 5 .2). 

The time series for 3S was constructed by 

weighting the five interest rates listed in table A.5.6 

as applying to particular deposit accounts at the NBFI 

by the proportion of deposits held in each account. 

The deposit balances held in each of these five types 

of account are given in table A.5,5. Column (6) of 

table A.5.6 gives the weighted average of these interest 

rates taken to be as at 31 March. The estimated 
! 

March year average interest rates' then given in column 

(7) are simply the arithmetic average of successive 

pairs of items in column (6). 

With two exceptions, the footnotes to tables 

A.5,5 and A.5,.6 probably describe the data sources in 

sufficient detail. The two exceptions are the interest 



4.17 

rate series at and station 

s~gents and for the finance companies and 

the money t. These series are given 

respectively in columns (4) and (5) of table A.5.S. 

The sources for these two series were the 

extremely d tables published in the "Notes to 

the Month" section in the IIMollthly Abstracts of 

Statist II and, in lesser detail,in the Official 

Year Books. These tables show deposits at the stock 

and station agencies and deposits with "companies" by 

in re rate and term of maturity. "Companies" here 

includes building and investment societies, trading 

companies and the official money market. 

The two time series given in table A.5,6 are 

weighted averages formed by multiplying each interest 

rate category by the proportion of deposits in that 

category. Unfortunately the tables were not published 

before 1957 80 these averages had to be 

1955 and 1956. 

Full details of the procedures 

ed for 
! 

to estimate 

these averages can be obtained from the author. Briefly 

they involved consideration of the 1 ly substitution 

effects arising from alterations Government imposed 
\ 

interest rate ceilings over this od, plus other 



4 

special factors influenc g the economy at that time. 

Although the errors in this 11 

procedure are likely to be 

hocl! estimation. 

, they are not likely 

to cause significant errors est d values for 

JS since the weights applying to these components were 

small (about 10 percent) in 1955 and 1956. 



Table A.5.1 -PRICE INDICES AND PRICE DEFLATORS 

Average Over Year 1955-56 1000 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) ( 11) 
P PB PC PM PMP PND PRD pv A PX/ 

1955 983 1000 982 983 1012 978 988 975 981 974 996 

1956 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 

1957 1030 1027 1014 1014 1012 1032 1020 1039 1014 961 93 

1958 1037 1062 1026 1026 1028 1057 1052 1060 1026 914 865 

1959 1052 1214 1026 1029 1060 1048 1066 1112 1025 821 783 

1960 1082 1254 1051 1055 1078 1027 1092 1136 1048 947 922 

1961 1105 1208 1083 1107 1088 1040 1136 1153 1068 88C 846 

1962 1107 1218 1099 1132 1109 1041 1167 1179 1078 841 808 

1963 1157 1248 1111 1146 1117 1015 1183 1207 1082 887 874 

1964 1191 1271 1115 1152 1119 1025 1201 1""''-__ L.);) 1087 989 965 

1965 1230 1341 1171 1209 1140 1039 1227 1233 1139 1022 984 

1966 1253 1426 1223 1268 1161 1038 1265 1319 1186 993 gt:;,'7 
~ I 

1967 1254 1537 1239 1295 1167 1040 1310 1358 1190 970 933 ... 
1968 1308 1639 1183 1240 1191 1099 1353 1444 1143 902 821 

1969 1360 1707 1245 1295 .1249 1257 1506 1508 1200 991 788 

"" 
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ces: (1) Gross Domestic Product implicit de atoT. 
---- Derived from est ates of Gross Domestic 

Product presented in the 1973 Offic 1 
Year Book pa 714. 

(2) Deflator enditure on new cars. 
It is the x for the Private 
Transport Sub group of the Consumers' 
Price I 

(3) Implicit flator for total building 
activity. Derived by dividing nominal 
expenditures by the sum of the real value 
of resi ial and non-residential 
expenditures. 

(4) Cost of a commercial concrete building of 
given specifications. Series derived 
from Ministry of Works reports published 
in the Official Year Boo 

(5) Price Index for consumer durables. It is 
the index for the Home Fu shings Sub
group a the Consumers' Price Index. 

(6) The ]nport Price Index (all groups). It 
di s considerably from implicit 
import price deflator derived by comparing 
constant price imports with nominal imports. 
The Government Statistician regrets the 
discrepancy and recommends the former 
ser s as a measure of price chang~s. 

(7) The index of plant and mach ery prices 
prepared by Scott (1966) and updated by 
Philpott (1971, OccRsionaJ. PRuer No.3) 

(8) The Price Index for non-durable consumption 
items. Estimated for the Consumers' Price 
Index by subtracting a weighted average 
of PAUT and PD, the weights used being 
those used in forming the all groups index. 

(9) The Price Index for residential building, 
as measured by the cost of building a 
State House of standard area. The source 

(10) 

(11) 

was the same as for PC. 
The all groups Export Price Index. 
directly from the 1973 Official Year 
The terins of trade, as defined. ! 

Taken 
Book. 
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Table A.5.2 INTEREST RATES AND EARTH S RATES 

Avera Over Year Ended 31 March 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

(1) 
New 
Mort
gages 

JM 

4.69 

4.76 

5.09 

5.24 

5.15 

5.01 

5.01 

5.27 

5.51 

5.70 

5.78 

6.07 

6.31 

6.64 

(2) 
Reserve 
Bank 
Discount 
Rate 

JRBD 

3. 7 

5.8 

7.0 

7.0 

7.0 

6. 5 

7.0 

7.0 

7.0 

7.0 

7.0 

7.0 

7.0 

7.0 

( 3) 
Deposits 
at the 
NBFI 

JS 

2.5B 

2.82 

3.10 

3.19 

3.27 

3.32 

3.38 

3.46 

3.51 

3.56 

3.62 

3.74 

3.84 

(4) 
Trading 
Bank 
Advances 

.J'TBA 

4.60 

4.76 

4.90 

5.-13 

5.17 

5.21 

5.54 

5.53 

5.60 

5.64 

S.70 

5.86 

6.06 

(5) 
Annual 
Earni s 
per 
Person 

w 

1747 

1836 

1895 

1995 

2022 

2106 

2210 

2289 

2367 

2458 

2617 

2761 

2889 

3012 

(6) 
Hourly 
Earnings 
per 
Person 

wb 

.647 

.664 

.680 

.709 

.725 

.738 

.775 

.812 

.830 

.865 

,929 

.985 

1. 033 

1. 087 

1969 6.74 7.0 3.87 6.08 3166 1. 153 
-~----. -- -----.----- -------_. 

Sources: (1) 
(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

(6) 

1973 Official Year Book, page 1016. 
Reserve Bank Bulletin, December 1972, page 363 
for post 1961 figures and other Bulletins for 
earlier years. 
Table A.5.5, Column (7). 
As in (2). Estimated for 1955-56. 
The sum of salary and wage payments and pay 
and allowances of the armed forces, as ,I 

recorded in the National Income Accounts 
(1973 Official Year Book, page 689), divided 
by the labour force, NS. 
Estimated back to 1958-59 by ave ing the 
average hourly earnings figures on ordinary 
time and overt as reported in the Department 
of Labour's six-monthly surveys. Figures for 
earlier years were estimated from Reserve Bank 
es timates" from mevelllen ts In the nominal 
hourly w8ge rAtA for I1dnlt 10111e5. 



18 A,05 3 REAL YIELDS 

Average over March Year Percent 
,---------~~--,-----~-,---~ -

~-----, 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

Sources: 

( 1) (2) (3) (4) 
PE% JSRE JMRE JTBARE 

--~--",.------,-~- -------

1.90 .68 2.86 2.70 

2.62 .20 2.47 2.14 

1.33 1.72 3.86 3.52 

1.22 1. 9'7 3.93 3.91 

2.43 .84 2.58 2.74 

2.34 .98 2.67 2.87 

.76 2 62 4 51 4.78 

3.22 .24 2.29 2.31 

3.41 .10 2.29 2.19 

3.17 .39 2.61 2.47 

2.29 1. 33 3.78 3.41 

.62 3.12 5.69 5.24 

3,04 .80 3.60 3.02 , 

4.07 -.20 2.67 2.01 

(1) Using values for P in column (1), 
table A.5.1 PE% is calculated from 
the formula: 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

PE% = O. 7 ( P / P ( ) -1) + { 
0.3 (P(-l)/P( ) 1) 

where (-1),(-2) 
one and two years respect 
Column (3), table A.5.2 
Column (1), table A.5.2 
Column (4), table A.5.2 

lags of 
ly. 

s PE% 
s PE% 

PE% 



Table A.5. Ll EMPLOYMENT AND VACANCIES 

Average over Year Ended 31 Mar 

(1) 
Mean 
Population 

1956 2150.3 

1957 2194.1 

1958 2246.1 

1959 2298.8 

1960 2345.6 

1961 2388.0 

1962 2441. 4 

1963 2498.4 

1964 2550.1 

1965 2601. 2 

1966 2647~2 

1967 2694.7 

1968 2735.2 

1969 2760.1 

(2) 
Employment 
in 
Industry 

523.52 

535.20 

548.39 

564.32 

573.07 

590.14 

608.22 

622.71 

644.37 

670.54 

697.31 

719.98 

720.05 

722.04 

(3) 
loyment 
Build 

Construe 
tion 

NBC 

49.91 

50.21 

51. 03 

53.16 

54.49 

55.43 

55.91 

55.68 

56.93 

60.00 

63.29 

64.62 

61. 85 

59.31 

(4) 
Surveyed 
Vacancies 

VAC 

25.21 

19.31 

17.50 

13.55 

13.12 

21. 62 

20.62 

13.59 

14.54 

17.48 

21. 84 

20.21 

9.31 

12.97 

f 

Sources: (1) 1973 Official Year Book, page 992. 
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Thousands 

(5) 
Demand 
for 
Labour 

ND 

548.73 

554.51 

565.89 

577.87 

586.19 

611. 76 

628.84 

636.30 

658.91 

688.02 

719.15 

740.19 

729.36 

735.01 

(2),(3) Monthly Abstracts of Statistics, Table 
14. Includes males and females. 

(4) A weighted average of the surveyed vacancies 
in April and October as published by the 
Department of Labour. 

(5) Column (2) + Column (4). 



Table A.5.S DEPOSITS 

As at 31 ~f;;:trch $million 
-------_._-> 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

* 

(1) (2) (4) (5) 
Savin Stock & Other 

Call Station 
(1) (2) Agents 

85.6 15.4 9.5 15.2 

89.6 14.8 4.9 17.0 

98.2 13.8 4.7 17.9 

109.8 ·14.8 5,2 19.0 

113.2 15.8 6.8 23.6 

123.7 18.0 9.7 33.7 

138.2 20.8 9.6 44.4 

149.3 22.4 8.4 63.1 

166.5 10.3 17.3 12.4 93.9 

189.7 9.5 28.1 13.5 113.4 

250.6 8.4 62.7 20.5 128.7 

315.1 7.2 112.3 22.6 127.7 

355.0 5,0 160.7 24.2 l L17.3 

397.6 4.3 202.0 23 . .8 167.2 

442.3 3.8 240.1 28.8 197.5 

(1) Ordinary and Special Purpose ~ccounts 
(2) National Savings Accounts and until 

1961-62 One-Year Investment Accounts 
(3) One-Year Investment Accounts 
(4) As at 30 June, figures from the Official 

Year Books 
(5) Deposits at the Official Money Market 

Dealers, Building Societies and Finance 
Camp an 

and savings banks only. 



TableA. 5.6 INTERES'l' AT THE NBFI 

As at 31 March Percent 
-~--

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
, Savin£;s Banks Stocl\. & Finance Weighted Harch 

1'irne Call 

1955 2.5 

1956 2.5 

1957 3.0 

1958 3.0 

1959 3.0 

1960 3.0 

1961 3.0 

1962 3.0 

1963 3.0 

1964 3.0 

1965 3.0 

1966 3.0 

1967 3.0 

1968 3.0 

1969 3.0 

Sources: 

Time 
(1) 

3.0 

3.0 

3.5 

3.5 

3.5 

3.5 , 

3.5 

3.5 

3.5 

3.5 

3.5 

3.5 

3.5 

3,5 

3.5 

( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Station Cos & 
(2) Agents Money 

Market 

3.0 2.09 2.70 

3.0 2.34 2.87 

3.5 2.45 3.10 

3.5 3.20 3.78 

3.5 3.48 4.06 

3.5 3.61 4.29 

3.5 3.52 4.23 

3.5 4.04 4.34 

4.0 4.10 4.21 

4.0 4.18 4.22 

4.0 4.30 4.47 

4.0 4.45 4.77 

4.5 4.66 4.98 

4.5 4.96 4.94 

4.5 5.06 4.94 

Official Year Books. 
and on special purpose 
Official Year Books. 
Savings Accounts. 
Official Year Books. 
investment accounts. 

Average Year 
31 March 

2,55 

2.60 2.58 

3.05 2.82 

3.16 3.10 

3.23 3.19 

3,32 3.27 

3.33 3.32 

3.43 3.38 

3.50 3,46 

3.53 3,51 

3.60 3.56 

3.64 3.62 

3.83 3.74 

3.85 3.84 

3,88 3.87 

Ra te or} ordinary 
accounts. 
Rate on National 

Rate on one-year 

(4) See text - as at 30 June 
(5) See text 
(6) Using as weights the proportion of deposits 

held in each category to the aggregate, 
over all five categories, of deposits. 
Deposit levels are shown in table A.5.5. 



A.6 ESrf IMATES OF EXPEND ~: ON NEW CAHS 

This section descr t ocedure used to 

estimate annual domestic ,at retail prices, 

on new cars over the period -53 to 1969~70. An 

attempt is made to disaggregate expenditures into 

a consumption comDonen t ann an ve component. 

estimates for investment in new cars were used in 

appendix A.2 (see table A.2.2) to ive a time series 

for the stock of plant and machinery. The time series 

for consumption expenditures on new cars were used in 

tables A.B.3 and A.8.4 to derive ly, disposable 

income and non-durables consumption. 

The procedure followed involved estimating the 

factory value of cars assembled in New Zealand from the 

Industrial Production Statistics and marking these factory 

values up to t wholesale value aft~r tax. Next the 

value of overseas assembled cars imported into New a 

was estimat exclusive of retail margins, by marking-

up the import c. 1. f. values. The two wholesale values 

were summed. McDonald's (1967) data for 1962-63 

was used to arr at a retaiJ. margin. This 

margin was t applied to the combined series to give 

new cars entering the 



New Zealand market year. 

The ima.tion therefore involved four 

distinct steps. are cribed in the follovdng 

sections. 

A.6.1. The iQation of the Value of Loea 

Assembled Cars 

The bas source of data used in estimating the 

annual va of cars assembled in New Zealand was the 

annual I Production Statistics. The major 

industry oup engaged in assembling motor vehicles is 

industry 464 in these statistics although the Motor-Body 

Building Industry (group number 466) also assembles 

some vehicles. 

From this source official data were obtained for; 

the annual value of production of industry 464 from 

1949/50, the annual numbers of cars, trucks and vans 

assembled by all industries from 1950/51, and annus..l 

value of production at the factory door, of of; 

car trucks and vans from 1964/5 until 1969/70, only 

years for which this breakdovm is avai 1 these 

estimates are on a March year basis. 

The first step therefore involved imating the 

factory value of the cars assembled year up to 1964/5. 



This was achieved, as cr 

amount of the annual va 

due to assembly of cars, 

subtracting from this 

next, by estimati 

ion of industry 

and VftDS as a group 

e the estimatod fact 

values of trucks and vans assembled. This procedure 

t 

has the advantage of 

determined as a residual. 

ng the largest category (cars) 

The proportion of the aggregate value of cars, 

trucks and vans assembled to the total value of production 

of industry group 464 over the period 1964/5 to 1969/70 J 

averaged 96 per cent. This ratio was so constant (it 

took the values 96,96,96,97,95,95 in each these 

respective years) that it was assumed it was applicable 

to the whole period from 1950/51 to 1963/64. (Assembly 

of buses, motor-cycles and tractors accounts for the 

remaining 4 per cent). 

The step involved finding t 1 ly rn.tio 

of the factory value of assembled cars to truckfij. Import 

statistics were used to estimate the r io of the 

average unit cost (c.d.v.) of a C.re.D. (completely 

knocked down or unassembled) truck to the average unit 

cost (c.d.v.) of a C.K.D. car for each March year 1950/51 

to 1961/62. This ratio was then (see table A.6.l) applied 

to the number of trucks assembled Zea.land in each 

year of t iod to obtain the of Hcar equivalents" 



Table A.B.l ESTIMATION OF THE NUMBEH OF CAR 

ASSEMBLED IN NEW ZEALAND 

Year Ended 31 March 
----.-.-~--~------.-~-~~--~ ... ---

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Numbers of: Av.Unit Value Ratio 

Cars Vans trucks iC;dv) _of CKP.....:... Uni t 
Cars Trucks Values 

$ $ 

1951 13,444 2162 4823 500 597 1.19 

1952 15,712;. 1935 6466 562 724 1. 29 

1953 15,480 1244 6399 581 792 1. 36 

1954 20,676 990 3577 562 833 1. 48 

1955 26,895 1148 5470 557 818 1. 47 

1956 32,315 1691 7431 577 824 1. 43 

1957 32,117 1325 5967 633 1027 1. 62 

1958 36,168 1380 5291 639 1062 1. 66 

1959 26,103 2557 5493 664 952 1. 43 

1960 24,434 3096 2722 625 1103 1. 77 

1961 29,988 2685 5464 662 1100 1. 66 

1962 32,708 4066 5294 622 1245 2.00 

1963 36,357 4452 4093 n,a. n. a. 2.00* 

1964 51,538 4276 4630 n.a. n. a. 2.00* 

* See text 
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IVALENTS 

-.----

(7) 
Number of 
Car 
Equivalents 

--~.---~-

21,345 

25,988 

25,427 

26,960 

36,084 

44,632 

43,109 

46,331 

36,515 

32,348 

41,743 

47,362 

48,995 

65,074 

Sources: (1) - (3) Industrial Production Statistics 
(4) and (5) Import Statistics 
(6) ::: Column (5) -; Column (4) 
(7) Column Cl)+Column (2)+Column (3)xCo1umn (6) 



represented by t 

here was tl)at t 

reflect the ratio of t 

t 

The implicit assumption 

unit impol't valueo would 

average unit factory costs of 

t assemb 

import figures 

were unava ab 

to the assembled car. March year 

detail required for this procedure 

for the two years 1962/63 and 1963/64. 

For two years it was assumed that the average 

factory un value a truck was exactly twice the 

average un factory value of a car. This is exactly 

the rat d by the 1960/61 import figures and 

lies between the actual ratio of the average unit factory 

value of a truck to that of a car of 1.77 recorded in 

1964/5 and the actual ratio of 2.14 recorded in 1965/6. 

The value taken by the ratios over the period 

1964/5 to 1969/70 was 1.98. 

The remaining step involved investigat the 

relationship between the factory values assembled cars 

and vans. The value of vans assembled in the period 1950/1 

to 1963/4 was estimated from the assumption tha~ the 

average unit factory value of a van in anyone year was 

exactly equal to the average unit factory va of a car 

in that year. This implies that the proportion of vans 

to cars assembled in any year is equal to the proportion 

of the factory value of vans to the f ory value of cars 

assembled in anyone year. The justification for this 

assumption is based on the closeness this assumption to 



the actual situation s for which the appropriate 

statistics are availab ( /5 to 1969/70 - table . 

A.6.2) and to the existence of a similar relationship 

based on the import st for the years in which 

they are fivailab on the appropriate basis (1950 to 

1961 - table A.6,3). 

led Vans to Cars - Factor 

St 

Year Ended 31 ch 1965 1966 196'7 1968 9 1970 

No. of vans to No. 9 6 10 7 7 9 
of rt val's, (%) 

Value of Vans to 9 7 9 6 6 8 
Value of Cars, (%) 

Source: Industrial Production Statistics - Industry 464. 
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Since the annual number assembled vans is 

available back to 1950/51 th assumption together with 

the previous assumption, con the value of trucks, 

enables the combined factory of trucks, cars and 

vans to be estimated for each from 1950/51 to 1963/64. 

Together with the actual f n from the Industrial 

Production tables for the period 1964/5 to 1969/70, these 

estimates provide the time ser for the actual factory 

of those trucks, vans and cars assembled in New 

and printed in table A. 6.4. 

From these estimates of the factory value of cars 

as led in N8Iv Zealand it was necessary to determine 

whol margins and sales tax rates to complete this 

ion of the estimation procedure. 

Rose (1971) has investigated assembly and who 

sale marg the m6tor vehicle industry in New land. 

In tab , page 53 he presents three estimates of 

the manufacturi and wholesale margin on New Z~aland 

assembled cars, each estimate being based on a different 

sample of the cars in the market. Expressed as a 

of the cost of th~ car, before inclusion of the margin, the 

three estimates the margin are 7.8, 7.6 and 8.8 per 

cent. 'rhess e 

data. An est 

obtained from t 

compari the 

were apparently based on late 1967 

of the manufacturers' margin can be 

I ri Production Statistics by 

acturer's surplus to total production 

e 



Table A.G.4 ESTIMATION OF FACTORY VALUES 

MOTOR VEHICLES ASSEMBLED IN NEW ZEALANDi. 

Year Ended 31 March· $ million 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
No. of Car- Value of Es tirna ted Value of Assembled: 
Equivalents Production Cays ·Vans -rrucks 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

0),: Value 

. Sources: 

21,345 

25,988 

25,427 

26,960 

36,084 

44,632 

43,109 

46,331 

36,515 

32,348 

41,743 

47,362 

48,995 

65,074 

at the 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) , 

._-_._------

22 13 2 

26 15 2 

31 18 1 

33 24 1 

43 31 1 

51 35 2 

52 37 2 

58 43 2 

48 33 3 

43 31 4 

56 39 3 

61 40 5 

65 46 6 

83 63 5 

factory door 

Table A.G.1, column (7) 
Industrial Production Statistics 

(4) and (5). Column (2) x 0.96 
multiplied by the proportion of 
total car equivalents contributed 
by the respective vehicle category. , 

6 

8 

10 

6 

9 

12 

11 

11 

10 

6 

12 

13 

10 

11 



costs in industry 464. These costs exclude the surplus. 

This should give a good estimate of the margin on cars 

since the value of assembled cars is such a high 

proportion of the total value of production. In 1967/8 

ears contrihuted 81 per cent of the total value of 

production and the mark-up on total production eosts 

of $80.2 million represented by the manufacturer's 

surplus of $6.7 million was 8.4 per cent. This is of 

the same order of magnitude as Rose's for combined 

manufacturers and wholesalers. This suggested that 

manufacturers also handle the wholesaling of their cars 

in New Zealand j as does appear to be generally the case. 

The estimated factory value of assembled cars was 

therefore assumed to be also .the wholesale value. 

Following the levels set by the tax regulations, 

sales tax was taken as 20 per cent up to June 1958, 40 
, 1 . 

per cent between thi~ date and July 1960 and 33~per cent 

iX'om then until ~f1a~l 1967 ,vhen it \vas set a:t L10 per cent 

for the remainder of the period. These rates were 

applied to the estimated wholesale costs, iriterpola t lug 

a mean rate in years in which the rate was changed. 

A.6.2 Estimation of the Value of Ove!:,seas~J}ssembled 

Cars 

The number of cars imported already assembled 

(called CBU cars) has always been considerably smaller 



than the number of CKD cars imported for local assembly 

apart from a period in the early 1950's when the government 

relaxed its restrictions concerning the imports of CBU 

cars, 

The basic official data sources used in this 

section were; the Monthly Abstracts of Statistics, their 

supplements, the annual series "Imports, Part A, Commodity 

by Country!', all published by the Department of Statistics, 

and the Imports section of the "Statistical Report on 

the External Trade of New Zealand" published by the 

Customs Department. 

The import statistics published by the Customs 

Department apply only to the period prior to 1 July 1962; 

the import statistics published by the Department of 

Statistics apply only to periods commencing from 1 ,July 

1962. There is no overlap between the two sources. As 

part of this change-oVel" a 

trade transactions CMle into operation. This 0hange in 

classif iea tion considerab ly eompli("R ted the est imat ion 

problem in this study. 

Prior to 1 July 1962 tables in the Monthly Abstract 

of Statistics, based on the Customs Department tables, 

enable the numbers of assembled cars and their d.d.v. 

(current domestic value in country of origin) values to 



be estimated on a March year basis. The value of these 

imports inclusive of cost, iusurance and freight (the cif 

value) could not be directly determined from the official 

estimates, 

Following 1 July 1962 the "Imports, Part A., 

COlmnodity by Country·· publication provides official 

estimates of the number and value, on both a cdv and a 

cif basis, of imported CBU cars for each June year. The 

External Trade Statistics, supplements to the Monthly 

Abstracts of Statistics series, present estimates of the 

number and cdv values of cars imported over shorter time 

intervals. The Monthly Abstracts themselves present 

regular figures of the numbers of CKD and CBU cars 

imported, but not their values. 

From these statistics therefore, estimates were 

derived of the numbers of CBU cars imported each March 

year from 1950/51 to 1969/70. As noted already, the cdv 

value of these cars could be obtained directly !from the 

official data over March year periods from 1952/3 to 1961/2. 

The cdv value for the March year periods from 1962/3 to 

1969/70 were obtained by interpolating the average cdv cost 

per car over June year periods to get the estimated average 

cdv cost per car on a March year basis, and multiplying 

this unit cost by the number of cars imported in the 

appropriate year. 



cdv value exceeded 

the cif va :i was asswned 

to be i to occurred over the June 

year ("; 

.J. ations for subsequent 

years were eC!+ '-' v ed by interpolating published 

e ar 

v s are shown in table A.6.5. 

They f e rably from year to ye~r. 

more detailed st~tistics lable 

reve the smalle~ range cars (which came, 

on e from the United Kingdom or Germa,ny) the 

cif ue invariably exceeded the cdv value. For 

cars the percentage excess was much smaller 

actually negat sometimes for Australi::ul cars, 

Th doubtless reflects the lower cost of f.tl1SP01·t; 

Australia in relation to costs from countI' s 

further afield. 

Estimating the percentage difference 

and cif values for CBD cars impo d to 2 

is made more difficult i...lY the of i 

c f values for cars. 'The ratIO of cif 

for the entire group of II as a whole 

can be found from the Customs ar tIs atistics. 

'I'll ratio fluctuated consi y to 

'i'hese fluctua.tions must ref 

fluetuutiollS in the ratio a.np ly to ca~cs since 

t cdv v~lues 0i cars was '2nt of 

value of the group over t ire pe:riod 19 to 196L 
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Table A.6.5 ESTIMATION LESALE VALUE I D 
.~------~.-~--.. -,~.-.-----,---~-

ASSEMBLED CARS 

a1' Ended 31 f>'iarch $ Ilion 

(1) (2) (3) C.4i (5) (6) (7) 
Num15eT cdv % mark Cl Prop'n Post- h~10 Ie .. 
of cars Value up to Value Subject Tariff Ie 

cif to B.P. Value lue 
Value Tariff 

1953 1:1-,193 9.6 17.6 11. 3 .94 13.2 14.9 

1954 3,395 3.3 13.8 3.8 .94 4.4 S.O 

1955 14,772 12.8 12.3 14.4 .91 17.0 19.2 

1956 12,976 11. 6 10.6 12.8 .91 15.1 17.1 

1957 7,011 7.5 7.1 8.0 .86 9.6 10.8 

1958 5,118 5.5 12.3 6.2 .74 7.7 8.7 

1959 2,682 2.8 10.4 3.1 .75 3.8 4.3 

1960 1,296 1.2 11.1 1.3 .80 1.6 1.8 

1961 2,493 2.7 10.3 3.0 .76 3.7 4.2 

1962 2,471 2.9 13.7 3.3 .80 4.0 4.5 

1963 3,786 4.5 9.9 4.9 .80 6.2 7.0 

1964 6,758 8.5 8.4 9.2 .92 11. 3 12.8 

1965 7,801 9.6 6;1 10.2 .89 12.6 14.2 

1966 8,417 10.2 7.1 10.9 .89 13.5 15.3 

1967 7,342 8.5 11.1 9.4 ,88 11. 7 13.2 

1968 5,026 5.8 17.0 6.8 .81 8.6 9.7 

1969 3,820 5.2 14.4 5.9 .74 7.6 R.6 

Sources: (1) Import Statistics up until 1961-62 
---- (2) Import Statistics until 1961-62. See text up 

subsequent years 
( 3) Estimated as described text 
(4) om Columns (2) and (3) 
(5) Estimated as described in text 
(6) From Columns (4) and (5) 
(7) Column (6) marked up by 11. 3 percent 



NQ way of estimating this degree suggested itself 

so the mark-up ratios found for the group as a whole on 

a March year basis, were applied to the cdv value of 

imported CBU cars from the March years 1952/3 to 1961/2 

to get the cif value. These figures are also shown in 

table A.6.5. 

The next step involved estimating the amount of 

customs duty paid on these cars. A historical 

summary of the tariff rates applicable to motor cars 

is given by Rose (1971, Appendix B). There are three 

tariff classifications; the British Preferential (B.P.); 

the Most Favoured Nation, (MFN), and the General. The 

B.P. tariff applies to cars from the United Kingdom, 

Australia and from Canada. (In certain circumstances 

Canadian cars with a high American content could be 

subject to a higher tariff, but these cars form such a 

small proportion of the New Zealand market that thisl 

complication is ignored.) The MFN tariff applies to 

countri8~ which are signatories of the General Agreement 
! 

on Tariffs and Trade and certain countries with which 

New Zealand has separate trade agreements. 

The only change in these three tariff rates, as they 

affected motor vehicles was in 1961 when the BP tariff 

was increased from 15 to 20 per cent, the MFN tariff from 

, 50 to 55 per cent and the General tariff from 60 to 75 per 



per cent. The largest suppli~rs of cars to the New 

Zealand market over the period 1950 to 1970 have been 

the United Kingdom and Australia. The proportion of 

CBU cars supplied to the New Zealand market by these two 

countries and Canada have varied between 94 per cent as 

in 1953 and 1954 and 74 per cent as in 1958 and 1969 on 

a year ended 31 March basis. Although it was not clear 

precisely which of the remaining cars were subject to 

the MFN tariff and which to the General tariff it was 

thought~that any error caused by assuming all were 

subject to the MFN tariff, would be small. 

Accordingly the tariff duty on imported CBU cars 

was estimated by applying to the cdv value a margin 
-

based on a weighted average of the BP and MFN tariffs. 

The weights were respectively; the proportion, to the 

total cdv value of all CBU cars imported each March year, 

contributed by the sum of United Kingdom, Canadian and 

Australian cars and the propor~ion contributed by the 

The pr01JOrtiono 

are shown in table A.6.5. 

und the resulting estimates 
! 

The next stage involved estimating the margin 

involved in meeting the cost of landing and wholesaling. 

Again the only data found to help with this problem was 

that given by Rose, (1971, Table 17, page 53). He 

estimated this margin as; 14.5 per cent average for a 

sample of three large Australian cars, 10.6 per cent 



average for a sample of three small English cars and 11.3 

per cent aVEJrage for a sample of twelve cars drawn from 

seven companies. This last margin was taken as the margin 

to apply over the whole observation period because it was 

based on a larger sample and because it was rather closer 

to the English margin than to the Australian margin, 

a fact consistent with the larger weighting of smaller 

English cars in the market. 

This estimated wholesale cost was then increased 

according to the rate of sales tax. These rates are 

listed in section A.S. 1. Adding the estimates for the 

cost of CBU cars and CKD cars inclusive of wholesale 

margins and sales tax left only retail margins to be 

included to obtain the estimated series of annual 

expenditure on new cars. 

A.6,3 The Estimation of the Retail Value of New 

Cars 

The retail margin on new cars was esLlu0Led by 

comparing the average cost of a new car in 1962/3, 

inclusive of sales tax, as estimated above with the 

weighted average retail price for new cars in this year 

of $2170 as estimated by the Motor Vehicle Assembly 

Industry, (McDonald, 1967, page 47). 

At this average price, the retail value of the 40, 
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143 (36,357 New Zealand assembled plus 3,786 CBU cars) 

new cars entering the New Zealand market in 1962/3 

would be $87 million. Now the value of these cars, 

exclu~ive of the retail margin, was estimated in this 

study as $70 million for this year. For the two figuroo 

to be consistent the retail margin would have to be 24 

per cent on the whoJ.esale price inclusive of sales tax. 

This estimate of the margin seems excessive. Deane and 

0r:Lndell (1972, page 23) assume a mark-up of 10 per cent 

"from the wholesale to the retail level". This margin 

is comparable to Rose's wholesale margin as quoted in 

the previous section. However Deane and Grindell's 

margin cannot be considered authoritative since it 

appears to ignore sales taxes which are llpayable ..... 

as far as possible, at the point where goods pass to the 

retEt1ler. II (Year Book 1972, page 729). 

In short; no reJ i ~lble direC'.t estimate was 

found concerning rul ing re L ail I!ICLrk- LtjJ8. Beqause 

MC'.Donald's procedure involved direct estimation of the 

average retail price it was felt that more confidence 

could be attached to an estimate of the retail value 

of new cars on the market which approximated the value 

derived using his procedure than to any other estimation 

procedure. The retail m~rgin a~plied to derive the time 

series for the annual retail value of new cars was therefore 



24 percent" If this is excessive then either McDonald's 

figure for the average value of a new car in 1962-63 

must be too high or else the margins assumed in this 

thesis in deriving wholesale values are too low. 

The time series involved is shown in table A.6.6. 

A.6.4 1:11e Esjlma!~~J Personal Consumpt.,:ton 

Expendi tur~~New_g_~Ts 

A survey of new car distributors, supplemented by 

a check on records held by the New Zealand Retail 

Motor Trade Associations, led McDonald (1967, pages 46-

47) to estimate the proportion of new car sales going 

to business enterprises as 30 per cent in 1962/3. 

Personal consumption expenditure on new cars was there

fore estimated as 70 per cent of annual sales of new 

cars. The remaining 30 per cent was considered to 

represent capital expenditures on new cars. Applying 

these ratios to the time series for the annua~ reL~ll 

value of new car sales provided the estimates of personal 

consl1mption and capital formation shown in tables A.B.4, 

column (1) and A.2.2, column (3) respectively. 

Real expenditures were estimated using the 

private transport sub-group of the consumers' price index. 
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Table A.6.6 ESTI DITURES ON NEW CARS 

Years Ended 31 March $ million 

1953 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

(1) (2) 
Wholesale Value 
.CKD CBU 
Cars Cars 

18 

24 

31 

35 

37 

43 

33 

31 

39 

40 

46 

63 

74 

75 

74 

70 

68 

15 

5 

19 

17 

11 

9 

4 

2 

4 

5 

7 

13 

14 

15 

1:5 

10 

9 

( 3) 
Total 
Wholesale 
Value 

29 

50 

S2 

48 

52 

37 

33 

43 

45 

53 

76 

88 

90 

87 

nrl 
OV 

77 

(4) 
Value After 
Sales Tax 

40 

35 

60 

62 

58 

62 

50 

46 

58 

60 

71 

101 

117 

120 

116 

1 1 '1 
..L_LI..i 

108 

(5) 
Retail 
Value 

50 

4:5 

74 

77 

72 

77 

62 

57 

72 

74 

88 

125 

145 

149 

Ilj 4 

139 

134 

Sources: (1) Table A.6.4, Column (3) and In tTial 
Production Statistics 

(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 

Tab leA. 6 . 5 , Co 1 umn (7) 
Sum Columns (1) and (2) 
Sales tax taken as 20 percent to 1957/8, 
35 percent 1958/9, 40 percent 1959/60, 
3S percent 1960/61, 33 + uercent 1966/67, 
40 percent thereafter 

(5) Retail mark-up 24 percent (see text) 
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A. 7 THE GOVER.NMENT l':lCCOUNTS 

A.7.0 Introduction 

The government accounts show the income and 

expenditure transactions occuring between the government 

sector (GSR) and other sectors over a given period of time. 

In the official sets of accounts this period is the financial 

year ended 31 March. 

~rhere are three such official sets of accounts.; that 

published in table II of appendix B6 to the Parliamentary 

Journals, that published in the "National Income and 

Expenditure" accounts and that published under the title 

"Accounts of the Government Sector," by the Department of 

Statistics. These three sets will be referred to by the 

respective abbreviations, B6, NIA, AGS in the following 

discussion. 

The accounts published in B6 are always the first 

set of accounts available for a given financial year, 

'rhey are traditionally presented to Parliament ftlOIlt~ wIth 

the annual budget estimates at the beginning of each 

financial period. 

Although long-established, the NIA are a relatively 

. new publication in comparison 'with those in B6. '1'he accounts 

of the GSR included in these accounts have been prepared 

and published ever since 1949. These accounts are 



substantially similar in scope and classification to those 

presented in B6. There is one major difference however, 

the NIA do not include tables showing changes in the d~btor

creditor relationship between the Government and other 

sectors. The accounts merely show government current revenue 

and current and capital expenditure as required in the 

construct ion of the NIA. While the accounts in B.6 do not 

distinguish between current and capital expenditure, they 

do indicate the financial transactions by which the budget 

is balanced. 

The AGS are more comprehensive, more accurate and 

more useful for economic analysis than the other two sets 

of accounts. 'rhey are a relatively new set of accounts, 

being published to date only for the years ended 31 March 

1956 through to 1969. When the accounts for 1969-1970 

become available they will be in a revised format. 

They are more accurate becanse "more detailed 

research and the reorganisation of primaryre~oyroe 

material has mad~ it possible to identify transactions 

in more detail and to measure flows at the exact boundary 

between government and all other sectors." (Page 4, 

Accounts of the Goverrnnent Sector 1962-3 to 1966-7). 

Problems of timing differences and movements of funds 

between one government account and another are dealt with 

explicitly in the compilation of the AGS. 
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The AGS are more c ive than the other 

accounts. The NIA and accounts in B6 basically present 

net transactions between ot s and the government 

accounts comprising what cal the Public Account. 

This Public Account sets out ansactions in goods and 

services between the Government and other sectors as a 

It also discloses most of t revenue of the 

government derived from taxation and borrowing. It does 

not however incorporate the financial ations of many 

of the government's administrative bod Many of these 

organisations playa substantial 1'0 t financial 

sector. The State Advances Corporation (SAC) in 

particular is a major source of mortgage finance and a 

major instrument of the government in es 

concern home.ownership and assistance to s. 

The AGS incorporate the accounts of most of t 

bodies. They include: the life accounts, that is 

the accounts of the Government Life Office, the Government 

accounts 

Savings Bank 

Fund and the National Provident Fund; t 
! 

the financial ent ises, the Post Office 

t SAC, and the accounts of tr --------= 
as the Post Offi6e itself, the Publ and 

Maori Trust Offices, the State Insurance Office the 

Government Stores Insurance Pund, and in recent years, 

the Earthquake and War Damage Pund. 



Excluded are t 

such as the Reserve 

accounts 

and t 

c corporations 

Bank Ze 

"Public Corporations are ent ly Government-owned and 

operate under different provis s from those 

ises. are applying to other government ent 

constituted under separate st or with the 

provisions of ordinary company law". ( 4, "Accounts 

of the Government Sector" 1962-3 to 1 -7) . 

The degree of control exerted by t 

varies considerably between corporations. 

be little doubt that the corporation c 

Government 

can 

ly 

supervised by the Government is the Reserve Bank. 

Reserve Bank actions are so much part t 

monetary policy that for the purposes of 

the Reserve Bank is counted as part of the 

model, 

's 

Finally, the AGS are better constructed for eOODom 

an than the other official government accounts. 

accounts B6 are functional in their claSsification 

and measure cash flows rather than actual flows of goods 

and serv Functional classifications of items 

cribe the purpose 01' objective of the item. It is 

also conceptually possible to classify each transaction 

economically and by sector. Here "economically" 

means \taccording to macroeeonomic variabl as!!, The 

NIA eeon e distinction between current and 



s 

capital expenditure. The AGSpressnt a more comprehensive 

economic classification of transactions which includes 

an economic classification of receipts. For each 

economic category, transactions are classified according 

to function in both the NIA and the AGS. The AGS also 

present considerable detail concerning changes in net 

claims between the Government and other sectors. This 

detail is much greater than that in the accounts in B6 

which often consider just two sectors, internal and 

external, and may not distinguish a net cash 

inflow due to an increase in borrowing from one due to 

a decrease in lending. 

Deane and Grindell have constructed, while working 

for the Reserve Bank, an unofficial set of government 

accounts for use in econometric investigations. (See 

Dean, Grindell and Lumsden (1972) and Deane, Grindell and 

Fenwick (1973». This set of accounts is on the same 

basis as Table II of the accounts in B6. That is the 

classification of 

and based on cash flows rather than accruals. It has two 

major advantages over these accounts, the Reserve Bank's 

accounts are quarterly rather than annual and have 

a much more comprehensive sectoral classjfication. The 

first accounts estimated were for the March quarter 1960. 

Even so, data from the AGS were used in the model. 
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'l'he AGS are more aut :Lt£tt , g hre a more complete 

picture of the sjze and s of the operations of t 

government sector, use economic classifications and 

extend further back to history than the Reserve Bank's 

accounts, 

A.7.1. Reconstituted AGS 
--~ 

'1'11e data conta the AGS had to be ed 

a little before could be used in the model. s 

rearrangement was necessary because the sectoral 

classificat us ill the AGS differs from that t 

model. The model places the Reserve Bank in t GSB, 

the AGS p it with the public corporat t 

model p the Bank of New Zealand in the t bank 

sector, the AGS places it with the public corporations. 

In the model the remaining public corporations, (such 

as New Ze and Steel, Air New Zealand, NAC) are included 

with the private non-financial sector. 

ss i ion is thfl.t 

the model classifies according to the function 

of the itutions, whereas the AGS class y according 

to t al description as public ions, A 

major economic function of the to advise 

the Government on monetary policy and lement this 

pol To a large extent it is a di agency of the 

Government and so is incorporated in t GSH. The Bank 
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of NE;\V Ze el, 011 tbe at not subject to 

such direct control and es under restrictions 

substant l1y same as t of other trading banks. 

One to t s general rule of classification 

according to ion is the Government Life 

Off ld be included with other Life 

Offices on econom:i.c it is actually left in the 

GSR in the because of the data problems 

which WOLl occur in try:i.ng to extraet it from the 

aggregat 

The rearranged data is presented in table A.7.1. 

In t stable govennnent borrowing frow the Reserve Bank 

is not included as "internal borrowing!! since including 

the Bank in the GSH means such transactions only provi 

ormation as to how the "overall cash surp " 
represented in the books, it does not change t s 

of the "overall cash surplus!! (refer to table A. 7.1) . 

bOITowing on GS £:to,n 0t 

is however counted as !!internal borrovving" the table 

s these other corporations are c in t private 

sector. (The SAC is included in t h in the 

AGS and in table A.7.1.). Tab A.7,1 a d fers am 

the AGS in that it distinguishes between t overall 

surplus or deficit in goveJ'nment transactions and the 

internal (to New Zealand) externa1 surpluses or 



Table /\ 7,1 

H0c cipts.: 

D.4rcC'.t T2x, D1' 

lndi rcct Tt1x~ iDT 

Total Tax, T 

Trading Incom!'. GTI 

Total r.cceipts, TR 

P.r:y:::ents: 

Current Exp., LeE. 

11l.::'H 

1%, 1916 ISol 

445.8 458.S 446.S »5.() 541.0 M7.6 6S1.b 621. 685.9 782.1 ~SO.3 970.0 964 • .) 1006.8 

36.2 34.2 31.6 47.0 50.-1 60 .. 1 72.2 77.1 BO.O 99.7 I},!,} IlL" 132.~_139c',,_ 

462.0 493.0 484.4 602.8 591.4 6<8.0 719.8 104.3 775,9 S82.4 958.61031.81096.6 114('.0 

162.4 199.0 Z09.4 222.6 B8.6 254,6 268.6 217.3 309.4 3H:.l 3>8.2 402.6 41(0,8 4B.2 

Cupil/,1 Form,'t1on,GCF ,117.Z 157.0 142.4 130.0 127.4 136.6 141,2 1'.7.4 111'.4 189,) 21:1'.5 239.8 232.2 23:.6 

Trt:nsfcrs to thc~ 

Private Sector,CII' 116.0 lZ2.0 127.6 144.0 118.0 1B3.6 196.8 2(IS.5 216.1i 221.9 2'O.~ 240.0 259.~ 265.6 

toea1 Author. GIlA 40.4 47.8 Sl.8 $5.0 59.6 66.2 69.2 74.7 81.~ 100.2 I1S.8 131.0 134.5 H2.1 

Rest of !>!orld,GTR1't 

lntcTc'it on Of,;ut Held 

Internally 

9.8 11.6 13;4 11.2 ]l.G 16.6 18.1 :W.\l 21.0 B.4 ;6.4 31.2 

Z6.0 n.6 78,4 

Total PnYr:lcnts; TP 4B6.Z 538.B 56B.0 590.8 64\.4 684.0 723.0 770.1. 633.9 ~l"O ~96.1 1099.S 1146.9 1190.1 

EXCESS (.) TOTAL, 

PA'I:.lf')1I.S.' CDUB 

{}vcrSCHS Transl:1_~~t.ions: 

Rcccipts~ 1.6 1.9 3.7 1.9 1.9 1.1 0.9 1..7 

Imports. Roods,GlftP' 58.7 75.3 8~.4 76.6 70.2 71.6 70.8 71.2 79.' 

2.5 1.7 2.4 4.0 

~9.2 101.6' 111.9 91.3 52.! 

GTRh' (sec above) 

~XCIiSS (.) QVliRSrAS 

~.~~y'.I~!i.~'"f ~_ f:COllfl 6S.5 82. B 8S.5 8u.3 81.7 01.7 82.5 BS.1 92.8 106.7 1H.9 132.9 1lS.? 109.1 

!!'X~~~~;;U~PLU~k) 

BEFORE BORROh'ING,ICSDB 6Ll 37.0 

Internal llorrowinK (-+) 

;.rot on Govt. stock; 

Local Author, NGCLA -12,0 -:;.4 -6.8 -0.6 3.2 1.6 4.6 12.2 7.2 -2.9 -20.1 -22.1 '21.2 4.(, 

Private Sector, DGBP 24.6 41.6 53.6 20.S 53.8 64.0 4LO SB.S 79.3 58.4 43.2 41.1 :0.6 ~., 

SAC Urban Loans ·Zl.S -19.3 -16.1 -28.6 -34.7 -~O.S ·42.7 -37,1 -26.9 -27.0 -24.2 -20.2 '18.6 -2C.~ 

Other Govt. Loans 

to Private Sector 6.9 -lfo.5 -15.1 -22.2 -7.9 -12.1 -20.7 <10.2 -27.3 ·34.6 ·l6.? -47.0 -45.7 '';5.6 

On Go\'t. Stock exc!. 

fron the Reserve B:lllk 5.7 12.B 15.7 -6.9 7.6 24.6 12.7 ':5.9 46_5 80.B 52.5 to.'; 65.9 BJ.5 

Dom~stic Sale Capi tal 

Assets" Net Miscell. 

ilorrowlng-

IXTER~AI. Sl'~~J 

5.8 8.8 12.4 0.4 1.2 -1.2 -:;.8 5.9 -1.7 4.6 -4.B -2.2 -; .. 

AFTEUOR1l2!'l~C.J~ICSAn _B!..,!.~_0_i!Jl __ 6..h2_20.:.~~.!l_~~1~ill..!,;'-1!~~ .. ..12.d~.111..±
O\'cr~e.1E-.£~p.J.t~l Flows: 

Net borro\dnr. 10';:5 

sale capit;il ;,sscts U) 4.2 

EXTER~AI. CHIen kl 
AFTER ~()rr1lO\(!.~G. ReDM 

16,4 -7,2 n.n 37.~ 

1. Title of priJ1HlfY data SOUrce published by the Depa-rt;ncnt of Stat 
L From the "l'ill~n;e of Pavf1ents" tables. puhllsh('d by thu Departmcj)t 
3. From the HP':C'rseas- Excha.nge iransac-tions" records of the Rc.;::u~rY~ 
4. HiscC'l1a:nccus: borro\1'ing HaS Hot ldr!:tjficd by !"C"ctor. Fir,ures onlt 
5. C(,!:lprif.iJ\~ rH'"t lending <.!nd ~r:;nsfcrs to the Public (or:)('I.Ilt-ion$ ~,1\J;' 

1 ti C;1.$1\ t'a 1 (Hlfe:'. r 1 \1;; any fh.mp-,:, t 1'1 r;nv t. stock he 111 hy the iksCTVt' 

20.6 8:\,2 14.9 l7.0 

sold intCftHllly. 
(1I:'SS all)' t.!e(,:'rc~5a) 



deJicitc-:; , 'I'h:1.;3 di~3tinction l· ,-, 
,.::J commented O{l bl'ieJly in 

sectlon /).7.3, 

The f 0110vduf, notes provide the inf ormR tion 

necessary to derive table A.7.1 fr~n the AGS, The 1tem 

numbers are those used in the AGS; the bracketed 

abbreviation following a variable's name is the 

abbreviation used in table A.7.1. 

Item 1. L "'I'axes on Income" in Account 1 of the AGS 

comprising income and social security taxes. 

Net Indirect Taxation rDT): 

I tern 2 "Taxes on production and expencli ture" less i tErn 12 

"Subsidies" in Account 1 of the ACS. Item 2 comprisef3 

sales tax, customs and excise duties, motor taxatton, 

land tax and "other" taxes. Item 12 consists of subsidies 

paid on various basic foodstuffs and on gas, interest 

Item 11 "currentexpendJture on goods and services (llc:t)1I 

in Account 1 of AGS. The "(net)" qualification :refcr~i to 

the fa.ct that VuT taus rec.ei.pts of the departm,::mts, 

re~:ml ting JrC)[ll these current expGnditures, are SUbtl'c~C.t(0d 

f1' am gross G}~P enc1:LtlJrcs. It is only since the 1971 budget 



that gross f e pu.bljshed in BG. 

in Stocks 

Item 30 !fGross al ion ll plus Item 31 "Change;> 

of Stocks!! in Account 1 of the AGS. 

Net Government Income and eciation GTI): 

Item 6 'rrading Income" minus Item 6.26 "Interest and 

Dividends am t of World!!, minus Item 6.28 

"Interest and Dividends from International Organi !! 

plus Item 22.2 "Depreciation" minus Items 16.2 and .3 

and 16. "l campr interest on government debt p to 

"Public Account EnterprJ.ses, Financial Enterprises 

Trad 1ses!! respectively. All these i 

come from Account I of the AGS. 

This variabJ.e measures the profits, deprec ion and net 

ter and dividend receipts from the dome ic economy 

Transfers to Local Authorities 

Item '!Transfers to Local Authori t 

Item 13 "Trcwsfers to Persons it 

anlBations". Plus Item 27.3 ital Transfers to 



"Persons and non~~pl'of t t organJsat ions" minus Item 23.11 

Capi tal transfers from I!Persons ~~ Taxes on Weal th" minus 

Item 3 "'1'1':1nsfe1's from the Private Sector". 

Government 1'1':3-1I:=::£e1's to the Rest of the World GTRW): 

Item 15 "Tr::ulsfel's to rest of world" plus Item 16.8 

tllnterest on Government. debt to rest of world" plus Item 

27.5 "Capital transfers to rest of wo:rld" less Item 6.26 

"Trading income from rest of lNorld". 

Item 16.9 "Interest on Government debt Other 

Unallocated". 

Overseas Transactions 

The data sources under this heading are either explained 

above or in footnotes 2 and 3 to table A.7.l. 

S8ctOT 

Item 40.11 "Direct borrowing" plus Item 40,12 "Post 

Office Savings Accounts" both under "net borrowing from 

private sector" in Account 1 of AGS. This variable 

measures government dir~ct borrowing on account of, the 

Post Office, the Government Superannuation Fund, the 

National Provident Fund and the Government Life Office. 



SAC Urban Loans Plus Other Government Loans to the 

Private Sector 

It em 40,2, "Cl:otims on P:c iva te Seetor" less Item 40.14, 

"Private Sector Agency Balances Held II less Item 26.25 

"net issues and sales of State Advances Corporation 

Securities" all from Account 1 of the AGS. The major 

transactions in this variable are due to lending of the 

State Advances Corporation to individual home-owners 

(which is estimated elsewhere) and to farmers. Other 

regular direct lending is made by the Government Life 

Office and the Land Settlement Accounts. Irregular 

lending included in this variable is less easy to 

identify. One example though is the $lOm lent in 1958 

to the Dairy Industry Account, (one of the primary 

producer marketing organisations). This sum was 

disaggregated into its two components using the data 

on SAC urban mortgage loans in Appendix B13 to the 

Parliamentary Journals, 

Net Government direct Borr from Local Authoritios 
--~-----.~---~~-~.~----.--.-~-~.--~.--~--~-."~~ 

Item 39 IINet borrowing from Local Authorities", This 

excludes borrowing on government securities since this 

borrowing cannot be separated from other such borrowing 

from the private sector. It does however include 

government lending on local authority securities. 
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Internal borrowi 

Bank: 

Item 26.'16 "Net issues and sales of NeVi Zealand Government 

Securities" to the private sector plus Item 26.15 which 

is the corresponding item for public corporations less 

estimated net purchases of GS by the Reserve Bank. More 

complete details are given in table A.7.2. 

]3orrowing: 

Minus Item 43 "Miscellaneous Claims" plus Item 4/1 "Net 

issue of coin" plus Item 46 "Time adjustment for 

different accounting years" minus Item 28 "Purchase 

of land and existing buildings" plus Item 24 "Sale of 

capital assets" plus any rounding errors in the overall 

government account. 

A.7.2 Institutional Holdin s of GS 

It was necessary for the purposes ~.p 
Vi 

to disaggregate the gross changes in GS holdings of 

the private sector given in the AGS into the chan~es in 

GS holdings of the Reserve Bank, marketing organisations, 

trading banks, and non-banking financial institutions 

and the non-financial private sector. Considerable data 

problems were encountered in the disaggregation process. 



A major difficulty layjn the fact that whereas 

the data in the AGS only shows net transactions between 

the government and each group or sector, other sources 

show net transactions of that group or sector with all 

other institutions. Transactions between institutions, 

not involving the Government, may take place through 

the money market, or for some institutions, such as 

the money market, marketing organisatios and trading 

banks, through the Reserve Bank. 

Another problem was that the AGS include the 

Reserve Bank with the other public corporations. For 

the economic reasons discussed earlier it was considered 

desirable to treat the Reserve Bank as part of the GSR 

and the other public corporations as part of the private 

sector. 

These two problems were solved as follows. Taldng 

the total increase in domestic holdings of GS, the actuaJ 

organisations, trading banks, and other financial 

institutions are each subtracted to give the actual 

change in holdings of all 1I0ther holders ll as a residual. 

The time series involved are shown in ta.bles A.7.2 and 

A.7.3. IIOther holders ll includes holdings of building 

societies, trustee and ?ominee companies, apart from 

the Public Trustee, pension and benefit funds, other 



Ta.b 1 e A,"I. 2 GOVERNMENT INTEHN AI, BORHm\' ING ON GS 

EXCLUDING FROM THE THE F/,ESERVE fjl"NK 

Years ended 31 March 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

(1) 
AGS 

5.8 

12.8 

24.2 

--23.6 

37.6 

24.6 

12.4 

45.2 

12.0 

40.6 

67.6 

47.7 

52.5 

(2) 
Net Inc. 
(+) RB 
Holdings 

0.1 

8.5 

-16.7 

30.0 

-0.3 

--0.7 

-34.5 

-40.2 

15.4 

-12.8 

-13.4 

(3) 
Net 'Transfers 
from London 

Register 

0.8 

1.7 

2.6 

1.0 

6.6 

2.3 

1.5 

3.5 

7.8 

17.4 

6.4 

0.2 

un 
'Total Internal 
Borrowing on 
GS excluding 
from RB 

5.7 

13.6 

17.4 

-4.3 

8.6 

31. 2 

15.0 

47.4 

50.0 

88.6 

19.6 

66.9 

66.1 

1969 ·106.9* O C'. • v O.S 107.1 

Sources: ----
/ , '\ 
'-.1.) 

(2) 

Item n~ , r:: 
t:::..IU .. ...l __ J 

Deane, Grindell and Fenwick (1973, pages 
51-59) from 1960--61. (Includes 'Tre~tsury 
Revenue Bills). Account~ in B6 in earlier 
years. 

(3) Appendix Bl0, to the Parliamentary Journals 

(4) Columns (1) - (2) + (3). 

* 'The published figure of $82.1 million was found by the 
Government Statistician to be in error. His revised 
estimate led to the figure of $106.9 million. 
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1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

l oao 
oJVoJ 

.Sources: 

o 
CHANG 

SECTOH 

31 March $ Million 

Total 
Increase 

(+ ) 

(1) 

5.7 

13.6 

17.4 

.3 

g,6 

31. 2 

15.0 

'~17. 4 

50.0 

88.6 

69.6 

66,9 

66.1 

"'I (\17 1 
.J...VI • ..L 

Increase 
(+) 
Trading 
Banks 

(2) 

_.1. 0 

Increase 
(+ ) of 

I 

(3) 

~5.0 

1.4 

10.2 

-1. 9 

.9 

0.1 6.4 

15.6 

4.6 

10.5 

.13.8 

53.5 

47.7 

97.4 

78.8 

93.2 

97.5 

(1) Column (4), table A.7.2: 

Increase 
(+) of 
lvlarketi 
Orga.nis 1 ns 

(4) 

1.8 

1.9 

-12.0 

-24.1 

4.8 

1.1 

.. 1. 9 

3.0 

5,9 

1.1 

2.0 

-21. 8 

-35.9 

q (\ 

t· v 

lase 
(+) of 
Other 

Iders 
(5) 

9.9 

10.3 

19.2 

21.7 

18.1 

23.6 

3.1 

9.1 

.6 

.9 

26.8 

9.1 

.0 

6.1 

(2) et al (1973) from 1960-61, Reserve 
Bank Bulletins fro Emrl years. 

(3) Column (5), tab A.3.2.9. 

(4) tables in B6, GS held in the 
Meat Industry Account, t Wool Commission 

count and the Dairy Industry Account. 

(5) Columns (1) - (2) - (3) (4). 
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f:Lna.Dcial institutions, apart :frorn tb.e trading banl~8 and 

the in8ti tut10ns included wj.-th the group of NBFI, public 

corporations, apart from the Bank of New Zealand and the 

Reserve Bank, local authorities, other non-financial 

institutions, social, charitable and other non profit 

organisations and sundry other holders. In genera~ data 

of the holdings of these individual groups are not 

available. The only direct estimates found of holdings 

of these groups are those for 1967 to 1972 published 

by the MEC (1972, Table 3.5, page 64). 

The estimates of the "other holders" series used 

in this model is subject to considerable error since 

they are derived as a residual. The probability of 

large errors occuring is quite high for this particular 

residual. Because of the extremely large movements of 

funds in March, to meet tax committments, large changes 

can occur in GS holdings of major financial institutions, 

and of government accounts, in the last few days of 

In the AGS particular care is taken to allow 
! 

for any timing-differences between the effective date 

of the flow and the date of the book entry. However, 

th1s residual item could not be estimated from the AGS 

alone, because this source does not present the 

institutional details required. These details had to 

be obtairwd from other sources, in particular the accounts 

in B6 and those prepared by Deane, Grindell and Fenwick 



(19 r7~3, 'I' bJ 3) _ a _e . . There is no guarantee that the data 

in these sources is consistent with that in the AGS, 

although attempts were made to allmv for timing difference 

in the latter case. 

The following table compares the series used 

in the mQdel for "other holders lT (column (5), table A.7.3) 

wi th the series for "Total All Other Ha1ders" published 

by Deane et al (1973). 

Table A.7.4 

"Comparism~ of Changes in Residual 

Holdings of Government Securities" 

Years 
ended 31 
March: 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 

$ Million 
1967 1968 1969 

Deane 
et al: 

This 
Model 

12.9 

23.6 

2.8 3.5 -9.6 -13.5 -32.2 -17.5 26.6 2.7 

3.1 -D.l -3.6 -9.9 -26.8 -9.1 ~C.O 

Discrep
ancies -10.7 0.3 12.6 -6.0 -3.6 -5.4 -8.4 32.6 -3.4 

The discrepancies between the two series are large 

when compared with the size of the flows themselves. The 

discrepancy is greatest for 1967-68. It arises from 

divergent estimates of the holdings of government securities 

by the government sector over this period. The particular 

flows cannot be identified from the data ava.tlable. It is 



thOtlght that more confidence can be attributed to the 

estimates used in this model because holdings of GS by 

the GSH are taken directly from the AGS. As noted earlier, 

the AGS are official accounts in which especial attention 

is paid to the accuracy of these statistics. Supporting 

evidence for the direction of the flow of -~6.1 million 

in 1967-8 is obtained from the MEC (1972, page 64) which 

estimates the fall in "all other holders" over the year 

as $1.3 million. This category is ~n a slightly different 

basis from those in the table above, but this does not 

affect th~ results. A major reason why the MEC figure 

differs so greatly from that by Deane et al is that 

the former's estimate of the increase in GS holdings of 

the trading banks, $26.9 million, greatly exceeds the 

$10.5 million estimate of the latter. Such discrepancies 

illustrate the difficulties in obtaining satisfactory data 

on financial flows. Rather than expend precious resources 

in trying to reconcile all the various sources it was 

figures for changes in the GSR's holdings of as and in 

the estimates of Reserve Bank staff of holdings at the 

major financial institutions. Hence the estimation 

procedure used in the model. 

As estimated in table A.7.3 the residual does 

reveal declining holdings of government securities, out~ 

side the financial institutions and the marketing 

organisations, towards the end of the period. This trend 



has long been assoc wi t relative decline in 

interest rates 1'er on instrument. (See 1'01' 

example, the MEC (1 , pages 63,-6Ei» 0 

A.7.3 I Ius on Government ions 

Of secondary erest to the model developed in this 

thesis is the conf ion given in table A,7.1 to t 

findings of Pope ( 1) thftt the overall cash or 

deficit in the ',... .::> accounts was a very poor 

indicator of the drain from, injection 0, the 

private sector as a result of government transact 

The tab shows that in every year from /6 

through to 1968/9 the government financed an erna1 

cash deficit after borrowing with an internal cash 

surplus after borrowing (ICSAB). This conclusion 

was al$o r by Pope (1971) for the years 58/9 

through to 1968/9 using the B6 accounts, 

In this context transactions are cl as 

extern~:tl occur between the !":md 

economic ities domiciled overseas and as al if -----
they occur between the government sector economic 

enti Lies domiciled in New Zealand apart from the Reserve 

Bank and apart from changes in the net debtor·-credito}~ 

reI hip between the government sector and the public 

corpo which are Dot due to transactions in government 



stoek. (This last exclusion is caused by the impossibtlity 

of identifying which of such changes are due to government

Reserve Bank transactions and which are due to transactions 

between other public corporations and the government sector). 

Although the net cash outcome resulting from these 

net internal and external cash balances has fluctuated 

considerably between the deficit of $70 million in 1959/60 

and the $56 million surplus of 1964/5 the outcome has 

resulted in an aggregate surplus of $93 million over the 

period as a whole. This has been largely used to reduce 

government debt held by the Reserve Bank. 

Pope has argued that the reSAB is particularly 

relevant in analysing the monetary impact of the 

government's financial operations to the extent that it 

measures the net drain or injection from or into the 

primary reserves before borrowing from the trading banks 

occurring as a direct result of these operations. 

For each year the reSAB is the sum of the net 

internal cash surplus before borrowing (reSBB), resulting 

from the government sector's transactions in goods, services 

and transfer payments, and the net change in the debtor

creditor relationship between the GSR and domestic 

economic entities except the Reserve Bank. 

The movements in these three variables are 

interesting and are summarised in the followlng table. 



Table A,7.5 

Net Cash Flow ates ($ million) 

Mean Low Year Coefficient 
of Variation 

ICSBB 56.1 98.3 1958 .48 

Net Internal 
Borrowing (+) 29.5 64.6 1968L9 ~37.1 1.11 

ICSAB 85.5 154.4 ~~LQ 48.0 1957 8 ,35 

Source: Table A.7.1 

Both the ICSBB and the ICSAB have it 

each year over the observation iod. In year 

except the two years of highest ICSBE (1958/9 /2) 

the ICSAB has exceeded the ICSBE. In other 

borrowing has always been positive except in t 

two years. 

Perhaps surpr~singly there is not much correlation 
, 

the ICSAB and the ICSBB. The correlation co-

f (r) is only .318. The fluctuations in ICSBB 

appear to be smoothed somewhat by the larger (as measured 

by fic of variation) fluctuations in net borrowing 

result the ICSAB series having a coefficient of 

variation only .35. 

This could interpreted as indicative of a 
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subst:i.tutj_on effect OCCUl'T:i.ng :in the private sector. 

When the ICSBI3 ts very bigh, perhaps bec8l1se of high 

taxatton, internal sector lending to the GSR tends to 

be low as consumptton plans are realised. There ts some 

strong evidence of this: In 1958/9 the ICSBB reached 

its high point of $983 millton due, in part, to a 28 

percent increase in direct taxation over the previous 

year. Net borrowing in 1958/9 reached its low potnt of -

$37.1 million due in part to a decline of 61 percent 

from the previous year in the amount of direct lendtng 

to the Government. (A substantial part of this lending 

is deposits in Po~t Office Savings Accounts.) In 1959/60 

the ICSBB fell to $27.'1 million with a 6 percent decl~ne 

in receipts from direct taxation while net borrowing 

increased to $23.3 million with direct lending to the 

Government increasing by 159 percent! 

While the ICSAB has fluctuated considerably from 

one year to another it has al~o tended to be la£ger 

(in nomin:-',-l terms) towards the end of the nArinri under 
-L- - - - - ,-

consideration. 
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A.8 REMAINING TIME SERIES USED. IN THE MODEL 

.This section briefly describes the remaining time 

series used in the model. They comprise time series for: 

real gross domestic product and its components; 

real disposable income and its components; 

personal consumption expenditure and its components, 

In the model private sector expenditure on new 

cars was assumed to be exogenously determined by the 

government because the government limited the number of 

new cars entering the market, through import licensing, 

and the prices at which these cars could be sold, through 

price controls, for most of the observation period. (See 

Rose (1971) for details of government controls over 

the market for new cars). This specification led to the 

view that private consumption expenditure on new cars 

should be deducted from gross income in calculating 

disposable income. This view is ·adopted in table A.8.3. 

The time series for variable NOA, net overseas 

assets of the banking system, of Table Bl is not 

presented in this appendix since it was not utilised 

in the parts of the model which were estimated and 

could be readily taken from the monthly Reserve Bank 

Bulletins and deflated by the import price index. 



Table A.8.l COMPONENTS OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 

Year Ended 31 March $ million in Constant 1955-56 Prices 
(1) (2) ,: 3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) CO, ..L ) (11) 

Gross Exports Imports Personal Private Gross Govt. Expenditure. Other 
Domestic Consump- BuTId- Plant New Current Build- Other 
Product tion ings & Cars lngs 

Equip. 
Deflators (P) (PX) (PM) (Implicit) (PB) (PHP) (PAUT) (P) (PB) (P) (Implicit) ,-

1956 1979 565 601 1300 142 101 23 182 38 79 150 

1957 2018 619 S78 1295 139 91 21 193 37 96 105 

1958 2122 649 622 1376 162 99 22 202 37 101 96 

1959 2181 702 S52 1331 162 98 15 212 36 89 88 

1960 2268 709 S40 1313 172 91 14 221 45 74 169 

1961 2407 716 657 1518 194 119 18 230 55 69 145 

1962 2487 754 668 1539 190 140 18 243 46 81 144 

1963 2564 756 644 1578 183 134 21 248 64 65 159 

1964 2720 797 740 1642 219 118 30 260 46 98 250 

1965 2886 819 1'63 1692 238 146 32 267 68 88 299 

1966 3062 837 899 1820 251 176 "1 
.)..L 286 61 109 390 .... 

1967 3188 908 918 1795 242 190 28 321 74 116 . 432 

1968 3165 955 792 1791 226 137 25 326 53 128 316 

1969 3230 1124 '775 1753 232 168 24 326 85 91 202 ,f::, 
Ci) 
Ci: 



Sources: 
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(1), (2) and (3): 1973 Official Year 
Book 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Implicit deflator. Data from 
column (4), table A.8.4 

Column (7) , table A.4.3 deflated 
PC plus column (4) , table A.4.3 
deflated by PRD 

Column (5), table A.8.2 

Column (3), table A.2,2 deflated 
column (2), table A.5.1 

Item GCE of table A.7.1 deflated 

by 

by 

by 

(9) Table A.4.3, column (3) deflated by 
PRD plus column (8) deflated by PC 

(10) Item GCF of table A.7.1 less columns 
(3) and (8), table A.4.3 

P 

(11) This residual comprises Local Authority 
and Public Corporation Capital 
~ormation, not in buildings, and the 
change of stocks. 
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Table A.8.2 EXOGENOUS OF G S Ie 

PRODUCT 

Year Ended 31 March $ mil1ion In Constant 1955-56 Prices 

(1) 
Gross 
Domestic 
Product 

(2) 
Private 
Imports 

(3) (4) 
Consllnrption: 

Non- Dur-
Durables abIes 

(5) 
Inves 

Pant 
& 

Equip. 

d
ings 

(7) 
Other 

Y 

1956 1979 

1957 2018 

1958 2122 

59 2181 

1960 2268 

1961 2407 

1962 2487 

1963 2564 

1964 2720 

1965 2886 

1966 3062 

1967 3188 

1968 3165 

1969 3230 

IMPP 

542.3 

505.0 

544.0 

478.9 

471. 6 

588.2 

600.0 

573.9 

662.5 

676.7 

800.2 

810.4 

708.9 

709.6 

CND CD MP 

1164.0 

1162.7 

1235.8 

1214.9 

1202.5 

1387.7 

1405.4 

1430.8 

1457.5 

1494.2 

1620.9 

1600.9 

1616.3 

1584.1:l 

81.9 101 

83.3 91 

89.7 99 

80.6 98 

78.9 91 

88.9 119 

91. 4 140 

98.2 134 

115.4 118 

122.5 146 

125.8 176 

128.8 190 

115.4 137 

112.1 168 

B EXY 

180.3 994.1 

176.4 1009.6 

198.4 1043.1 

197.7 1068.7 

217.0 1150.2 

248.7 1150.9 

235.9 1214.3 

246.9 1228.0 

264.1 1427.5 

305.4 1494.6 

312.0 1627.5 

316.1 1762.6 

279.2 1726.0 

317.7 1756.4 

Sources: (1) Table A.8.l, ,Column (1). , 
(2) Total Imports, Table A.B.l ,Column (3), 

less Government Imports, Table A.7.l (GIMP), 
deflated by the Import Price Index. 

(3),(4) Table A.SA , Columns (2) and (3) 
respectively. 

(5) Table A.2.2 ,Column (4) deflated 
(6) Table A.S.l Co (5) + Column (9) 
(7) A residual In table. 

EXY= Y + IMPP CND CD - B - MP. 
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Table A.8.3 DISPO 

Year d 31 March million in 1955-56 Prices 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

(1) (2) 
oss Net 

Domestic Govt. 
Product Transfers 

1979 

2018 

2122 

2181 

2268 

2407 

2487 

2564 

2720 

2886 

3062 

3188 

3165 

3230 

116.0 

118.4 

123.0 

136.9 

164.5 

166.2 

177.8 

177.6 

181. 9 

180.4 

183.6 

191. 4 

198.3 

195.3 

(3) 
Direct 

x 
cal 

Auth. 

34.8 

37.S 

40.7 

42.6 

44.0 

45.8 

48.1 

49.6 

52> 7 

58.2 

58.4 

63.2 

64.2 

67.3 

(4) 
Direct 
Tax -
Govt. 

299.0 

307.0 

280.6 

355.1 

324.2 

372.5 

411. 0 

372.0 

389.7 

442.9 

480.8 

525.8 

526.2 

504.8 

(5) 
New 
Cars 
Consln 

53.9 

49.1 

50.8 

35.7 

31. 8 

41.7 

42.5 

49.4 

68.8 

75. 7 

73.1 

65.6 

59.4 

55.0 

(6) 
Disposable 
Income 

1707.3 

1742.8 

1872.9 

1884.5 

2032.5 

2113.2 

2163.2 

2270.6 

2390.7 

2489.6 

2633.3 

2724.8 

2713.5 

2798.2 

Sources: (1) Table A.8.1, Co (1) 
(2) Table A,7.1. Net trans 1's to the Pr te 

Sector deflated by e GDP deflator. 
(3) From the National Income and Expendi tu1'e 

Accounts, def18ted the GDP deflator. 
(4) Ie A.7.1 (DT) d by the GDP 

flator. 
(~) Column (1), table A.8.4. 
(6) Columns (1) + (2) (3) (4) - (5) - (6). 



Table A.8.4 PERSONAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES 

Year Ended 31 March Constant 1955-56 Prices $ million 

Deflator: 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

Sources: (1) 

(1) 
New Cars 

(PAVT) 

53.9 

49.1 

50.8 

35.7 

31. 8 

41. 7 

42.5 

49.4 

68.8 

75.7 

73.1 

65.6 

59.4 

55.0 

(2) 
Durables 

(PD) 

81. 9 

83.3 

89.7 

80.6 

78.9. 

88.9 

91.4 

98.2 

115.4 

122.5 

125.8 

128.8 

115.4 

112.7 

(3) (4) 
Non- Total 
Durables Personal 

(PND) 
Consumption 
(Implicit) 

1164.0 1299.8 

1162.7 1295.1 

1235.8 1376.3 

1214.9 1331. 2 

1202.5 1313.2 

1387.7 1518.3 

1405.4 1539.3 

1430.8 1578.4 

1457.5 1641. 7 

1494.2 1692.4 

1620.9 1819.8 

1600.9 1795.3 

1616.3 1791. 1 

1584.8 1752.5 

Total estimated expenditure on new cars (Table 
A.6.6, Column (5)) mUltiplied by 0.7, the 
proportion taken by McDonald (1967) for 
personal consumption. 

(2) Taken from the retail trade statistics. It is 
the sum of the categories: "Furnishings and 
soft-furnishings", and "household appliances, 
electrical goods, etc." 

(3) The nominal personal consumption expenditures 
given on page 690 of the 1973 Official Year 
Book were augmented by the amount by which 
government expenditures on goods and services 
in the NIA exceeded the sum of GCE and GCF in 
the AGS (see table A.7.1) and depleted by 
nominal expenditures on consumer durables and 
new cars to give estimate of nominal non-durable 
consumption. This procedure ensured the data 
used in the model was consistent with identity 
27 of table B.l. 

(4) Sum of columns (1), (2) and (3). 



APPENDIX B 

THE MODEL 

Tables 

Notation used in the model 

TSLS estimates of: 

Table No. 

Bl 

Portfolio equations of the NFPS B2 
Portfolio equations of the NBFI B3 
Portfolio equations of the TB B4 
Other financial market equations B5 
Building sector equations B6 

Equations specified but not estimated 87 

Identities B8 

Cross-reference for variables used 
in the model B9 

474 
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Tab Notation Us in the Hodel 

indicate pre rmined variab s. All 
les in millions of constant 1955-56 lIars 

s otherwise stated. 

1. B 

2. BNRD 

3. *BNRDG 

4. BNRDP 

5. BRD 

6. *BRDG 

7. BRDP 

8. CD 

9. CND 

10. CRT 

11. D 

12. DGBP 

13. DT 

14. *EXTB 

Value of aggregate building 
expenditures 

Value of non-resi i 
building expen 

Value of government 
residential bui 
expenditures 

Value of non-resi 
building expendi 
the NFPS 

nOTt-

t1 
of 

Value of residential 
building expenditures 

Value of government 
residential but 
expenditures 

Value of resident! 
building expenditures by 
the NFPS 

Value of new expenditures 
on consumer dur les 

Value of annual expenditure 
on consumer non-durables 

Trading bank unexercised 
overdraft authorities as a 
fraction of tr ng bank 
advances 

Price 
DefTator 

PC, 
PRD 

PC 

PC 

PC 

PRD 

PRD 

PRD 

PD 

PND 

Time and demand deposits at P 
the trading 

The stock of Government P 
borrowing from the NFPS, 
not on government securities 

Direction t ion receipts P 

Net exogenous assets of the 
trading banks: comprising 
government securities and 
net overseas s 

P 



15. *EXY 

16. *EXYD 

17. FIOA 

18. FDI 

19. *GLP 

20. *GSFI 

21. *GSP 

22. IDT 

23. IMPP 

24. * it 

25. JK 

26. JMRE 

27. JSRE 

28. *JRBD 

476 

Net exogenous components Implicit 
of real gross domestic 
product. Comprises 
government and local 
authority expenditures on 
goods and services, exports 
of goods and services, 
changes in inventories plus 
expenditures on new auto-
mobiles, less government 
imports of goods. It is 
estimated as a residual. 

Net exogenous components P 
of disposable income. 
Comprises taxes of local 
authorities and expenditure 
on new automobiles. 

Net other assets of the P 
NBFI. Excludes mortgage 
assets and government 
securities. 

The stock of overseas di~ect P 
investment in New Zealand 

Government direct lending to P 
various private sector 
business enterprises. See 
appendix A.3. 

Government securities held P 
by the NBFI 

Government securities held P 
by the NFPS 

Indirect tax receipts 

Imports of goods and 
services, apart from 
Government sector imports 

The average rate of indirect 
taxation (fraction) 

Nominal company income as a 
percentage of the nominal 
value of the stock of 
employed capit::tl. See 
section 4.6 (fraction) 

The real expected yield on 
new mortgages (fraction) 

The real expected yield on 
deposits at the NBFI 
(fraction) 

The nominal Reserve Bank 
qiscount rate (fraction) 

P 

PM 



29. JRBDRE 

30. JTBARE 

31. JV 

32. *JVP 

33. *JVP (-1) 

34. JVRE 

35'. KBNRDP 

36. *KBNRDP (-1) 
37. KBRDP 

38. *KBRDP (-1) 
39. KD 

40. *KD (-1) 
41 ~ KMP 

42. *KMP (-1) 

43. MFI 
44. *MG 

45. MP 

46. *N 
47. NBC 

48. ND 

49. *NOA ( 1) 

The re expected Reserve 
count rate 

tion) 

real expected interest 
on new mortgages 
ion) 

on productive 
ical capital as a 
. age of the market 

value of this capital 
( GDP deflator was used 
to deflate both numerator 
and denominator) 

The arithmetic average of 
the percentage increases 
in company income and in 
dividends 

JVP lagged one year 

The supply price of capital 
(fraction) 

The stock of private non PC 
residential building 

KBNRDP lagged one year PC 

4 

The stock of private PRD 
residential building 

KBRDP lagged one year PRD 

The stock of consumer PD 
durables 

KD lagged one year PD 

The stock of plant and PMP 
machinery 

KMP lagged one year PMP 

Mortgage loans by the NBFI P 

Mortgage lending by P 
Government 

Output of plant and PMP 
machinery 

Total population (millions) 

Employment in bui ng and 
construction (thousands) 

Aggregate demand 
(millions) 

Net overseas 
banking system 
year 

labour 

one 
PM 



, , 

50. NOAFI 

51. NOATB 

52. NOT 

53. NS 

54. P 

55. P% 

56. *p (-1) 

57. *P% ( 1) 

58. PB 

59. *PB% ( 1) 

60. PC 

61. PD 

62. PE% 

63. *PM 

64. PMP 

65. PND 

66. PRD 

67. q 

ItNet other assets" of 
the To See section 
4.4 

other assets ll of 
See section 4,5 

Notes held by the NBFI 
the NFPS 

e employment 
(millions) 

The gross domE~stic product 
implicit deflator 
(Base 1955~56 == 1000) 

The, fractional change in P 
(fraction) 

P lagged one year 

The fractional change in 
P, lagged one year 
( action) 

The implicit price deflator 
for new building expenditures 
(Base 1955-56 = 1000) 

The fracttonal change in 
PB, lagged one year 
(fraction) 

The index of the cost of 
non-residential buildings 
(Base 1955-56 = 1000) 

The index of the PI' of 
consumer durables 
(Base 1955-56 = 1000) 

The fractional change in P 
expected to occur over the 
next year (fract ) 

The import price 
(Base 1955-56 1000) 

The price in 
and machinery 
(Base 1955-56 

plant 

1000) 

The price index for consumer 
non--durab 
(Base 1955-56 1000) 

The price 
residential 
expendi 
(Base 1955 

The rat of 
value to the 
value of the 
product,i ve 

for 
building 

1000) 

market 
lacement 

stock of 
ical capital 

4 

P 

p 

P 



68. S 

69. *t 

70. 'I'BA 

71, TBBRB 

72. TBC 

73. TBCL 

74. *TBFR 

75. TBNRA 

76. V 

77. VAC 

78. w 

79. -J.w (-1) 

80. w% 

81. wb 

82. *wb (-1) 

83. wb% 

84. WP 

85. WNP 

86. Y 

87. YD 

88. *ZCL 

Deposits at the NBFI 

The average ra.te of dtrect 
taxation (fraction) 

Trading bank advances, 
discounts ind term loans 

Trading banks borrowing 
from the Reserve Bank 

Bankers' cash 

Trading banks authorised 
credit limits 

Trading bank free reserves 
net of Reserve Bank 
borrowing 

Trading bank net residual 
assets (see table 3.6, 
item 8) 

The market value of 
ownership claims on the 
stock of productive 
physical capital 

Registered vacancies in the 
labour market (millions) 

Average annual nominal 
earnings per worker ($) 

w lagged one year ($) 

The percentage change in 
w (%) 
The average hourly wage 
rate in building and 
construction ($) 

wb lagged one year 

The percentage change in 
wb (%) 
Net worth in the NFPS 

Net worth in the NFPS 
net of exogenously
determined items in the 
portfolio of the NFPS 

Gross domestic product 

Disposable income 

The dummy variable 
representing a discontinuity 
in the data on TBCL. Takes 
values 0 until 1963-64 and 
1 thereafter. 

47~ 

p 

P 

p 

p 

P 

p 

P 

P 

implicit 

implicit 

P 

P 



89. *ZFI variable 
senting government 

poli measures affecting 
the I. It takes va.lues 
o until 1961-62 and 1 
th ter 

480 



Table B2 Portfolio Equations of the NFPS 

Estimated by TSLS 
Standard errors in 
Coefficients all by 10 for convenient 
Asterisks indicate a coefficient estimate at least twice as large as its standard error /-

Explanatory variables: Constant PE% JVRE JSRE JHRE CRT F 

1. 

NOT/v.JNP := .756 - 4.152* - .137* 11.421* - 5.454* -10.331* - .177* 66.6 .983 2.13 
(1. 482) ( .047) (5.666) (1.068) ( .063) 

2. 

D/v.JNP = 2.451 -lS.055* - .499* 1S.464 - -13.728* -22.293* - .402* 90.1 .987 1.83 
(3.951) ( .124) .105) (2.848) .0 (.167) 

..., 
Demand for De;eosits at t..'1e NBFI .::>. 

s/t-mp = -.818 49.757* - .862 18.387 18.963 13 .169 - .552 34.0 .967 1.55 
(13.806) (. 2.783) (9.953) (38. (.584) 

4. Demand for and Other 
Balances at the Government Sector 

DGBP/WNP = 2.393 6.675 -l. 53.868* -19.014* -27.963 - .575* 16.6 .934 1.90 
(5.632) ( . (21.534) (4.060) (15.712) (.239) 

5. Demand for of the Stock 
of Productive Ph:z::sical CaEital 

V/w"NP = -5.288 -48.867 6.032* -367.607* 74.161* 250.123* 4.765* 14.2 .924 2.34 
(35.615) (1.120) (l36 .163) (25.675) (99. .508) ~ 

00 
I-'-



Explanatory Variables: JVRE JSRE JM..'RE JTBARE CRT F m~ 

6. Demand for the Stock of Consumer 

KD/WNP = 1.435 13.237* - .773* 47.628* .. 3.860 -30.189* .. .461* 10.6 .900 2.21 
(4.770) (.150) (18.236) (3.438) (13 .306) ( .202) 

7. Demand for the Stock of 

KBRDP/WNP = 10.061 17.356 -3.849* 223.976* -56.951* -154.328* -3.024* 20.6 .946 2.48 
.102) ( .663) (80.677) (15.212) (58.867) ( .894) 

8. Demand for Advances etc. from 

-TBA/WNP = -1.085 13 .051* -.308* 14.813 3.958* -7.265 +.324* 82.2 .986 2.74 
(2.201) (.069) (8.415) (1.587) {6.140} ( .093) 

9. Demand for Mortgage L-oans from 
the NBFI 

-MFI/WNP = .Hl -18.574* +.429* -15.007 3.332 -7.079 .139 46.0 .975 1.55 
( (l2.930) (2.438) (9.434) (.143) \ . 

10. 

-FDI/WNP = -.017 -10.427* .458* -5.943 -1.407 -3.845 - .035 58.7 .981 2.32 
.296) (.072) (8.778) (1.655) (6.405) ( .097) 

11. Demand for Authorised Credit Limits 

-TBCL/WNP = -1.439 + 1.884* PE% + .498* JVRE + 2.008 JSRE + .491 JHRE .889 JTBARE 
(.427) ( .15l) (1.690) ( .557) (1.190) n'::>. 

+ .092 CRT + .177- ZCL 
(. (.341) 

F ,6) = 33.4, .975 DW == 2.56 



Table B3 

Estimated by TSI,S 
Standard errors in parentheses 
Asterisks indica>ce a coefficient estimate at least 

tV>7ice as large a.s it.s st.andard error 

1. -8 = 

. F (3,10) 

35.015* JNRE 
(10.046) 

== 1978.99, 
2 

R 

1. 399~' NOAFI 
( .083) 

424.252 ZFT 
(362.007) 

.986, DW =: 1.44 

~.!:p.e.ly of. Mort5L':lge Finance by the NBFI 

2. l>1FI == + 35 .015~· JMRE 
(10.046) 

F (3,10) 306.71, R2 

+ .399* NOAFI 
(.083) 

+ 424.252 ZFI 
(362.007) 

.988, DW - 1.44 

480 



Table B4 Portfolio Equations of the Trading Banks 

Estimated by TSLS 
Standard errors in parent.heses \ 
Asterisks indicate a coefficient estimate at least twice as large as its stfu~dard error 

DeEendent Variable: CRT PE% JRBDRE JTBA..1ZE TBFR NOATB ZCL F (7,6) 
2 

R Dv.J 
($ million) (%) (%) (%) (% ) ($m) ($m) 

Supply of Trading Bank Authorised Credit Limits 

1. TBCL = -3.305* 21.924* -11.102 40.960 .333 .925* 509.192* 3,748.1 .968 2.09 
(1. 272) (10.427) (15.017) (21.585) (.580) ( .160) (128.098) 

Demand for Bankers' Cash 

2. TBC = 3.359* -23.667 15.231 -47.553 -1.047 .091 -520.078* 161.7 .925 2.01 
(1. 447) (11.859) (17.078) (24.548) (.660) ( .182) (145.682) 

Demand for Loans from the Reserve Bank (negative asset) 

3. -TBBRB = - .055 1. 742 -4.129 6.593 .714* -.016 10.889 34.0 .937 2.72 
(.316 ) (2.593) (3.734) (5.368) (.144) ( .040) (31.855) 



Estimated TSLS 
Standard errors in 
Asterisks indicate a coefficient estimate at least 

twice as as its standard error 

1. 

JK := .073 + 0.137* (q.Y/V) 
( .043) 

'" R2 F(l,12) "" 13.9, .536, DW - 0.86 

capital 
1 

2. The Ratio of the Value t.O the Replacement 

q:::: -.020 + .689'~ V.P/(PC.KBNRDP + PMP.KNP) 
( .010) 

F (1,12) 6,370.4, .998, DW 1.09 

48:5 



Estimated TSLS 
Standard errors in parentheses 
Asterisks indicate a coefficient at least 

twice as 

1. 

Ely .074 

/ 

as its standard error 

.006 PB/p 
(.046 ) 

+ .003 CRrf 
( .023) 

+ .029" g 
( .012) 

F(4 == 4.4, R2 .663, DW :::: 1. 79 

2. Relative Production of Non-Residential 

BNRD/BRD :;:: 2.078 -I- 2.409* 
(.685) 

-I- 0.303" q 
( .139) 

F(2,ll) :::: 12.6, R2 .695, DW ;; 1. 5 '7 

3. Derived Demand for the Stock of 

KBNRDP 1,444.351 .13 7* pc/wb .. 91.625 JVRE 
( .042) (172.794) 

- 4.556 q - 192.465* CRT + .262* y 

(7.705) (80.765) ( .046) 

418.5, 
2 

.996, DW 2.43 R :;:: F(S,8) 

4. Derived Demand for Labour in the 

48(:-) 

.004 JVRE 
( .031) 

NBC :::: 45.808 + .119* B 
( .022) 

26.313* JVRE 
(9.239) 

2,1196.674Wb/PB 
(1,4127.717) 

F (3,10) 41.6, 

5. 

wb% 1.339 + 

F(3,10) 4.8, 

2 
R == .926, DW 2.19 

1,14?* 
(.342) 

R2 

w% c= 83 .. 564 VAC/ND 
(49.564) 

.591, DW 2.73 

+ .012 PB% (-1) 
( .018) 



Table H7 Equations Specified in the 
Model but not Estimated 

1. 

NS/N - f (VAC IN' w/P) 
l' " 

+ e., 
.L 

w.ND/CP(l-·it» 

v:% 

. f (Yj(l-it» 
2 

4. Derived Demand for Labour 

ND = f4 (Y, w/P, JVRE) + 

KMP := f5 (Y, PMP/P, JVRE, q) 

IMPP fS (Y, PM/P, NOA (-1») 

+ 

-I-

Production of Plant and Machinery of Consumer 
Durctbles~1 an~':L.Consnrn'3r Non~Dtlrftbl_e_s __ . 

7. MP = f7 (PMP/P, w/PMP, JVRE, q) + e" • 

8. CD = i8 (PD,IP, w/PD, JVRE) ~'l~ e8 

9. eND :::: f (PND/P, W/PND, JVJ1E) + e 9 9 

10. CND 1'10 (PND/P, JVRE, YD) + 

487 



Table B8 Ielen ti ties 

Portfolio I 

1. Net V{ortl1 in 

WP WNP MG GLP + FIOA 

2. Net Worth in the NFPS, net 
i 

WNP =: NOT + D + S + V + DGBP + KD + KBRDP 
~ MFI ~ TBA FDI 

3. Portfolio Balance for the 

NOAFI = S·- MFI 

4. 

NOAFI FIOA + GSFI 

NOATB == TBCL + TBC ~ TBBHB 

6. ts of Net Other Assets the Tradi 

NOATB =: - TBNRA - EXTB + D + TBCL 'rBA 

Identities cial Marh:et 

CRT (TBCL - TBA)/TBA 

8. SU2ply Price of Capital 

JVRE - JV + O. 7 JVP + O. 3 JVP (··1 ) 

9. the Market Value of 
ue 

q := JK/JV 

10. in the GDP Deflator 

0.7 p% + 0.3 P% (-1) 

48H 



11. rEbe Percent the GDP Defla.tor 

P% (P ~ P( 1»/P( 1) 

12. Discount Hate 

:= JRBD 

ice Identi ies 

13. w% :::;:: (w/w(-l) - 1) 

14. wb% :::: (wb/wb(-l) 1) 

15. - (BNRD/B) .PC + (BRD/B) .PRD 

Buil Sector I tities 

16. B BRD + BNRD 

17. BNRD = BNRDP + BNHDG 

18. BRD :::: BRDG + BRDP 

Ca.pitalStock Identities 

19. KBNRDP == 0.98 KBNRDP( ~l) + 0.99 BNRDP 

20. KBRDP 0.98 .KBRDP(~1) + 0.99 BRDP 

21. KMP 0.8775 KPM(-1) + 0.93 

22. KD =: 0.88 KD(-l) + 0.94 CD 

23. Labour Market Di 

VAC :::: ND NS 

24. Di 

YD == Y + 

25. Direct 

DT = t .Y 

26. I ion 

IDT :::::: it .Y 

librium 

- DT - IDT 

48::3 
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27. Gross 

Y "" CND + CD + B + + EXY 



, " 

Table B9 

This table relates 
in table Bl to 
in which t 

renee for Variables 
Hodel 

y a the vari~bles listed 
e references in appendix A 

es relating to each variable 
d nllInbers iden t i fy the 
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may be found. 
column of t e which the time series is given. 
An 
must be 
assoc 

B 

BNRD 

BNRDG 

BNHDP 

BRD 

Bl1DG 

BRDP 

CD 

CND 

CR'!' 

D 

DGBP 

DT 

EXY 

EXYD 

FIOA 

FDI 

GLP 

GSP 

IDT 

IMPP 

JK 

cates that the time series identified 
d to corresp6nd exactly to that 

Ie table Bl. 

Variable 
dix A Symbol to 

A.4.3 (1) * JMRE A.5.3 (3 ) 
A.4.3 (5) * JSRE A.5.3 (2) 

A.4.3 (8) * JRBD A.5.2 (2) 

A.4.3 (7 ) * JRBDE A.5.2 (2) -
A.4.3 (2) * 

A.5.3 (1 ) 

A.4.3 (3) * JTBARE A.5.3 (4) 

A.4.3 (4) * JV A.1.4 (5) 
A.8.2 (4) JVP A.1.6 (4) 
A.8.2 (3) JVP(-l) A.1.6 (4) 
A.3.1.2 ( 3) JVRE A.1. 6 (5) 
A.3.1.1 (1) KBNRDP A.2.1 (1) 
A.3.3.1 (8) KBNRDP (-·1) A.2.1 ( 1) 

A.8.3 (4) KBRDP A.2.1 (3) 

A.3.1.1 (5) + KBRDP( ~1) A.2.1 (3 ) 
A.3.1.1 (6) 

A.8.2 (7) KD A.2.1 (5) 
A.8.3 (6) KD( 1) A.2.1 (5) 

A.3.10 (14) KMP(~l) A.2.2 (5) 
A.3.3.2 (6) MFI A.3.2.10 (2) 
A.3.3.2 ( 3) MG A.3.3.2 (2) 

A.3.2.10 (3) MP A.7.2 (5) 
A.3.3.1 (7 ) N A.5.4 (1) 
A.7.1 * NBC A.5.4 (3) 

A.8 . 2.( 2) ND A.5.4 (5) 
A.2.3 (7 ) NOAFI A.3.2.10 (1 ) 

A.3.2.10 (2) 

(:.e 
A 

~ 
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Ie Cross--re renee Variab s-Teferenee 
1 _t~_~PrLend A --'.'?,ymb 0 I __ to A 

NOATB A.3.1.2 (2) + TBBRB A.3.1.1 (2) 
11.'3.1.2 (3) -

"" (2) A.3.1.I 

NOT A.3,3.I (6) TBC A.3.1.1 (3) 
NS A.5A (2 ) TBCL A.3.1.2 (2) 

P A.5.1 (1) TBFR A.3.1.2 (1) 
PB A.5.1 (3) TBNRA A.3.1.1 (7) 

PC A.5.1 (4) V A.3.3.1 (3 ) 
A.5.1 (5) VAe A.5.4 (4) 

PE% A.5.3 (1) w A.5.2 (5) 
PM A.5.1 (6 ) wb A.5.2 (6) 

A.5.1 ( 7) WP A.3.3.2 (8) 

PND A.5.1 (8) WNP A.3.3.2 (8) + 
PHD A.5.1 (9) A.3.3.2 (2) + 

A.3.3.2 (3) + 
q A.2.3 (6) A.3.3.2 (4) 

S A.3.2.10 (1) A.3.3.1 ( 7) 

TBA A.3.1.1 (4) Y A.8.1 (1) 

YD A.7.3 (6) 
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'rabl\:; B10 The Structure of Model 

In analysing the structure of e model it may be 
helpful to rewrite e equations the model so that 
each endogenous variable the left hand 
side of one, and only one, in the transformed 
set of equations. Because the n r of equations 
equals the number of en ous les, tb.is 
Iinormal ation II type of proce re s in a one··· 
to-one correspondence between ab s and equations. 

fol g table sets out th one-to-one correspondence 
found by applying such a normalisation procedure to the 
mo 1. 

(a) Endo 

Endogenous Corresponding do Corresponding Vari 
11 

Eauation ;..la t ion 
il~ Mode1 2 No. 1 :In Model 

~-----

1 B B8.16 21 JV BS.9 

2 BNRD BS.17 22 JVRE B8.8 

3 BNRDP BS.19 23 BG.3 

4 BRD BS.1S 24 B2.7 

5 BRDP B8.20 25 B2.6 

6 CD BS.22 26 KMP B7.5 

7 CND B7.9 27 HFI B2.9 

8 CRT BB.7 2B MP .21 

'" D B2.9 29 NBC .4 ::1 

-11'\ T"l ... A nr. u'"' B7.4 .LV DLJ. "::I: 0V lUJ 

11 DT BB.25 31 NOAFI B8.3 

12 FIOA BS.4 32 NOATB BB.5 

13 FDI B2.10 33 NOT B2.1 

14 IDT BB.26 3'1 NS Brr.l 

15 ,p B7,6 35 P B7.2 

16 <TK .17 36 P% 

17 JMRE B2.2 37 PB B6.1 

18 BB.12 38 PC BB. 

19 .3 39 PD B7.S 

20 . 1 40 PE% BB.10 



Endogenous Corresponding Endogenous Corresponding 
VaI"iable: Variable: 

~=-~--~-~=- Equation --.-~.,-~-- Equation 
No. §.y!~bol in Model No. §.Z!l}}:~g J: in Model 

-~-~~~-- -~~-'"--...-

41 PMP B'l.7 51 V B2.5 

42 PND B7.10 52 VAC BS.23 

43 PRD B6.2 53 w BS.13 

44 q B5.2 54 w% B7.3 

45 C1 
0 B3.1 55 wb B8.14 

46 'rBA B2.S ~- ,.. 
00 wb% B6.5 

47 TBBRB B4.3 57 WP B8.1 

48 TBC B4.2 58 WNP B8.2 

49 TBCL B2.11 59 Y BS.27 

50 TBNRA B8.6 60 YD B8.24 

(b) ~21ations in the IIJode~ in Numerica~_Q.!:.~le?:::. 

~quation2 Endogenous 1 Equation Endogenous 
Code No. Variable §ymbol Code No. V§: r j:,§:}J 1 e S yrp. b oJ~ 

B2.1 NOT B5,1 JK 

2 D 2 q 

3 JSRE 

4 DGBP B6.1 PB 

5 V 2 PRD 

6 KD 3 KBNRDP 

7 KBRDP 4 NBC 

8 TBA 5 wb% 
---~.--. 

9 MFI B7.1 NS 
10 FDI 2 P 
11 TBCL 3 w% 

B3.1 S 4 ND 

2 JMRE 5 KMP 

6 IMP.P 

B4.1 JTBARE 7 PMP 

2 TBC 8 PD 

3 TBBBB ,9 CND 
------.~----.--.---, 

10 PND 
------------------
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Equation Endogenous 
Code Variable 1 

,~""-"~ 

B8.1 WP 

2 WNP 

3 NOAFI 

4 FIOA 

5 NOATB 

6 TBNRA 

7 CRT 

8 JVRE 

9 JV 

10 PE% 

11 P% 

12 JRBDRE 

13 w 

14 wb 

15 PC 

16 B 

17 BNRD 

18 BRD 

19 BNRDP 

20 BRDP 

21 MP 

22 CD 
23 VAC 

24 YD 

25 DT 

26 lDT 

27 Y 

. 

Notes: 1. See tab Bl for notation --",,'-
2. See tables B2 to B8 



APPENDIX C 

THE PORTFOLIO EQUATIONS 
ESTIMATED BY ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES 

Tables* ----. 

Portfolio Equations of the NFPS 

Portfolio Equations of the NBFI 

Portfolio Equa.tions of the TB 

* Standard errors in parentheses 
Estimated coefficients exceeding twice 

their standard errors are asterisked 
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Table No. 
-----.--,~--~,...~ 

Cl 

C2 

C3 



Table Cl Portfolio Equations of the NFPS 

Estimated by OLS 
Coefficients all multiplied by 10 for convenience of presentation 

E}<;:p~anatory Variables: Constant PE% JVRE JSRE JMRE JTBAPE CRT F (6 r 7) 1:>2 
~, D~iJ 

l. Demand for Reserve Bank Notes 

NOT/~\iNP = .713 - 4.992* .130* 7.858* - 5.291* - 7.680* - 1~D* .-':...,:'l.,J 79.8 .986 1.93 
( .966) ( .037) (3.247) (.953) (2.416 ) ( .039) 

2. Demand for Deposits at the TB 

D/~Jl\[P = 2.386 -19.344* .424''< 11.197 -13.474": -16.757* - .426* 123.9 .991 2.24 
(2.403) ( .093) (B.080) (2.372) (6.012) ( .098) 

3. Demanc: for Deposits at the NBFI 

S/NNP = -0.740 51.395* - 0.B25* 23.171 18.446 9.639 - .620 35.2 .968 1.44 
(9.658) (0.374) (32.474) (9.533) (24.164) (.392) 

4. Dem:md for Deposits and Other 
Balances at the Government Sector 

DGBPj'"vmP = 2.214 3.248 - 1.012* 37.224* -18.404''< -15.574* - .542* 27.1 .959 2.21 
(3.182) (.123) (10.700) (3.141) (7.962) ( .129) 

5. Demand for O,mership of the Stock 
of Productive Pn;isical Ca:eita1 

V/WNP = -3.792 -21. 457 5.636* -243.646* 69.295* 160.074* 4,.062* 25.4 0956 2.48 i-I:>. 
CD 

(19.317) (.749) (64.949) (19.067) (48,329) (0.785) ....:J 



..., 
PE% JSRE JIvIP.E CRT F R 

L. 
Dt'l 

6. Demand for the Stock of Consumer 

1.235 9.602* .744 30.836* - 3.5.17 ·-17.968'< .}S3* 26 .958 20.55 
{2.194) ( .085) (7.378) (2.166) (5.490) r 

\ . 

7. Dema.."1d for the Stock of 
Pri 

KBRDPjtVN? 9.105 .271 3.613* 145.479'" -53.608* -97.368* -2.562* 37 7 .. 970 2~69 

(11.248) ( .436) (37.820) (11.102) .142) (AS7) 

8. Demand for Advances e-tc. from 

-TBA/lt>J!.JP ;:: -1.112 +12.427* .284* 1:L671* 3.96S" .. 5,580 .346 91.9 .987 2.52 
(1.483) (.057) (4.985 ) .463) (3.709) C060) 

9. Demand for Mortgage Loans from 

-19.814* 3.865* -18.743* 3.612 .. 4.678 2 .. 397* 57.6 .980 1,.97 

(2.158) ( .836) (7.256) (2.130) (5.399) (. 

lO. Demand for Loans from Overseas [negative asset) 

.. .043 -10.794* .442* .. 6.047 .. 1.025 - 4.107 .016 84.7 'T986 2.49 
(1.3G6) (.OS3) (4.591) (1.348) (3.416) (.OSS) 

1L Demaca for Authorised Credit Limits 

17.866* PE96 .538* JVRE 7.041 JSR.'S 11.740* ,:n1RE + 2.670 JTBARE 
(2.029) (.082) (7.782) (3.453) .223) (jJ 

.258* CRT + .317 ZCL 
( .102) (.20B) 

? 
F (7,6) ::::: 75.0 1 

R- =: .989 f DW - 2.83 



'. 

C2 . Portfolio 
----~~-,~ 

Estimated by OLS 

1. -8:;= ~27.301* J1,fRE 
(8,.212) 

NBFI 

NBF'I 

L 452* NOAPI 
(.071) 

337.021 ZPI 
(337.328) 

F(3,lO) = 2,210.1, R2 .988/ DW = 0.96 

2. MFI - 27.301'" JMRE + ~ 452~·: NOAPI + 337.021 ZEI 
(B.212) ( .071) (337.328) 

F (3 / 10) 342.85, 
2 

:= R - .990, DW 0.96 
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'I'able C3 Portfolio Equations of 

Esi:imated by OLS 

Dependent Variable: CRT 
($ million) (%) 

Supply of Trading Bank Authorised 

L TBCL -2.169" 
(.829) 

Demand for Bankers' Cash 
----_. 

2., ffBe :::: 2.081'" 
(.916) 

Demand for Loaz:.s from the Reserve 

3. -TBBRB :::: .088 
( .211) 

the 'I'rading Banks 

PE's JRBDRE JTBA...R.E ----
(%) (%) (%) 

CrEdit Limits 

24.827* -12.725 42.701*" 
(8.226) (10.198) (13.919) 

-26.186* 15.760 .. 46.560* 
(9.085) (11. 263) (15.373) 

Bank (negative asset) 

1.358 - 3.035 3.859 
(2.096) (2.598) (3.546) 

TBFR NQ.II.TB 

($m) ($m) 

-.044 • 816"'1c 

C. 360) ( .1:i4) 

-,581 .208 
(.397) (.126) 

,624* -.023 
(.092) ( .029) 

ZCL F (7,6) 

442.990'" 5,719.2. 
(96.913) 

-451.463* 262.1 
(107.038) 

8.474 49.9 
(24.691; 

R2 

.979 

.954 

.956 

DW 

1.83 

L83 

2.99 

CJl 
o 
o 



APPENDIX D 

MACROECONOMETRIC MODELS INCOHPOHATING 
FINANCIAL MARKET BEHAVIOUR IN NEW ZEALAND 

It is apparently only recently that behaviour 
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in financial markets in New Zealand has been incorporated 

endogenously into simultaneous models in New Zealand. 

In the early simultaneous econometric models 

of Brownlie and Bergstrom (1965 and 1967) there were 

no financial variables. A similar but more recent 

model by Brownlie and Hool (1971) included only one 

financial variable -total money supply and selected 

liquid assets -and that was as an exogenous determinant 

of the gross domestic product deflator, 

At the time of writing the most exhaustive 

econometric investigations into financial behaviour 

in New Zealand have undoubtedly been those undertaken 

by economists at the Reserve Bank. Financial equations 

'. 
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are included in the versions of the econo:mY~'wide 

model published by Deane (1971, 1972 and 1973). In 

addition Deane and l~msden (1971) have developed a 

model of the New Zealand monetary sector while Deane 

and Grindell (1973) have investigated financial asset 

behaviour and government financing transactions in 

New Zealand. 

These models (henceforth referred to as the 

Reserve Bank models (RBM» differ a great deal from 

the model described in chapter 4 of this thesis 

(henceforth referred to as the Wilkinson model (WM». 

The RBM and the WM appear to be constructed with 
\ 

quite different purposes in mind. The WM was formed 

in part to test the significance of the supply price 

of capital and related variables as determinants of 
I 

financial behaviour and as a key part of the linkage 

between real and financjal markets in the economy, 

This purpose was stimUlated and ju~Lified by the 

theoretical emphasis placed on these variables by Tobin 

(1971) (see section 2.1). A s~bsidiary purpose was 

to investigate the influence of a particular Governmental 

monetary control on financial flows. In contrast the 

financial markets in the RBM appear to have been 

constructed with three quite different purposes in mind; 

firstly to explain, endogenously, total money supply 
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ected liquid 

secondly to investi 

s s variable's components, 

the sensit ity of financ 

flows to nominal interest r es and various government 

controls and thirdly to institutional 

hoI of government se ties, 

If this judgement is c these different 

ect probably explain wany differences 

on 

en the RBM and the WM, 

licitly includes a 

stock of productive physi 

t 

) the latter 

equity claims 

capital and the 

return on this capital while the former group of models 

do not. The WM includes many finan al lQarkets in 

which both price and quantjty are endogenously 

determined; only one of these marke for new 

mortg reg trations, is so treated the RBM. 

The WM s building societies·in the group 

of financial itutions because they are major 

suppl 

exclude 

of resj.dential mortgage finance; RBM 

t s .and all other financial 

institutions whose liabilities are not included 

money supply and selected liquid assets statist s. 

Further are marked conceptual differences 

between the models concerning behaviour in the finan 

markets. In 

no active role 

the trading banks (TB) play 

iug their portfolios. 
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passivelyac t its (as WJ\;1) and just 

as passively make loans the non·~f ial 

sector (NFPS) at y s of 

interest. All other. i their ance shec')ts 

are exogenously determined RBM, 

assumed that tis reserve 

ratio procedure is ine ess it tly 

influences behavioural s of s 

assumption, that TB is un by io 

procedure, cannot be tested in the In t 

in the WM it is assumed that the TB canvass potential 

NFPS borrowers if interest rates are favour 

are actively concerned with levels taken by at ast 

three items in their portfolios and may adjust ir 

behaviour according to the Government's mbnet 

and the degree of credit rationing. The possibility 

of credit rationing is not recognised explicitly in 

the RBM. 

The RBM assum~ i~h8.t the Lnstltutions 

non-bank financial sector (NBFI) passively accept all 

deposits offered "by the NFPS, at exogenously 

es of interest, select desired cash holdi and 

excess holdings of government securities and return 

g etidogenously-determined funds to the 

NFPS. With one exception already noted these funds 

ive1y incorporated by the NFPS into its 

fol In the J on the other hahd, there are 
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several ftnancial marJeets in which qua.nti ty and 

price are endogenously determined, Far from being 

passive borrowers, the NBFI are collectively regarded 

as having monopolistic influences over potential 

suppliers of deposits. However, as in the RBM the 

mortgage market is regarded as being competitively 

determined. Chapter 4 gives detailed reasons for 

the market specifications adopted in the WH. 

Apart from these conceptual differences the 

RBM and the WM are based on rather different frameworks 

representing portfolio behaviour. The fUEct iOl1ctl 

form of the portfolio equations used in the RBM is of 

the stock-adjustment type. The change in holdings of 

an asset is strictly proportional to the difference 

between desired and actual holdings of the asset. 

Desired holdings are determined by a vector of relative 

asset yields, short term constraints and any other 

variables considered to be relevant on a heuristic 

basis. No two equations have a common 

right-hand side variables. In the more recent WM 

advantage was taken of some of the latest developments 

in the literature on portfolio choice to choose portfolio 

equations based more tightly on theories of risk-

averting behaviour and determinants of monetary 

relationships. 

" 
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In the opinion 

trying to tie an mnpiri 

s writer a major advantage 

mo 1 closely to a well-

loped theoretical 1 is at once the theoretical 

mo 1 selected, re is little or necessity 

for subsequent shuffling t ative functional 

and sets of expl 

o~ econometric results. 

1 

s on the basis 

fl g is all too 

al form and a set Iy to result in both a 

variab s, which bear on 

original underlying behavi 

relationship to 

tions, and 

a of econometric estimates wh 

statistically because 

are impossible 

to i e 

min 

exces data 

There are other differences the models: 

In the WM the balance sheet identities are 

explicitly recognised for the NBFI, the NFPS and the 

TB. In the RBM the balance sheet of is 

nei licitly nor implicitly dete 

estimated in the WM are consi 

jt s at all times for all sec 

The 

t with 

This 

coeffi 

these 

is not case with the RBM. The ee of 

ensuring eonSi eney with the identities 

emphasised by Tab and Brainard (1968), Tot 

must tot liabilities at all times, both 

equil ium and out of equilibrium. If th 

explicit ised in the estimation proce 

not 

then 

s 



the implicit equation for the residual. in the 

balance sheet identity may have totally unrealistic) 

but unsuspected, economic implications. 

The RBM assume that money illusion preva:lls 

throughout all the financial markets in the ec6nomy 

because all yields and "quantities" are expressed in 

nominal terms. Despite this specification the same 
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individuals in the economy are assumed to react 

according to real magnitudes in the markets for goods 

and services. 

money illusion. 

In the WM there is assumed to be no 

Individuals and institutions react to 

real expected yields. Price expectations playa 

central role in the model. The later versions of the 

RBM do incorporate price expectations but only in the 

equations representing the determinants of transport 

~rices and the demand of the NFPS for government securities. 

(See Deane (1972, equations 50 and 92, pages 55 and 63)) 

It would not be doing justice to the RBM to 

conclude this comparison at this point. The RBM 

investigate the role of many aspects of the Government's 

financial controls which are unrecognised by the WM. 

Examples are government stock ratios, interest rates and 

government domestic borrowing requirements. The RBM 

are quarterly and hence have greater degrees of freedom 

than the WM and also investigate lagged responses. The 
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nBM generally include a comprehensive set of 

equations explaining behaviour in real goods markets 

and levels taken by many government sector variables. 

Finally. mention should be made of the great 

reliance of the WM on the data developed by ecolJomists 

working on the RBM. Without this data the WM could" 

not have been estimated. 
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